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INTRODUCTION 

To most students of the history of philosophy the name of Max 
Stirner is one of those names which sound vaguely familiar but 
which do not caU forth any de2rly defined figure. It may produce 
distallt echoes oElong-forgotten internecine squabbles among the 
followers of the dead Hegel; it may evoke reminiscences of Marx ; 
or it may conjure up the shades of nincteenth-century patriarchs 
of anarchism: but the figure ofStirner himself is one on which 
it is curiously rare to focus. Scholars are mostly content to recollect 
him, if they recollect him at all, by his associations, the tacit 
assumption being that it is only through these associations that 
he has any historical significance or contemporary interest. 
Evidently, the present book is based on the opposite assumption. 
I write all the assumption that the philosophy of Stirner is intrin
sically significant, that it has been mistakenly undervalued and 
neglected, and that it is worthy of serious and continuing con
sideration in its own terms. 

Stirner's name occurs frequently enough in works on nihilism, 
anarchism, or on the origins of Marxism, and in histories of 
philosophy, particularly histories of Gennan philosophy. In 
general works of these types, however, he seldom earns more than 
a scant reference, a jejune footnote, or a few trite lines reciting 
the stock categories to which he is by agreement consigned. The 
scattered articles and essays on his ideas by miscellaneous English 
and American writers tend to be poorly informed, partisan, and 
ephemeral in character, and the present work is in fact the finc 
full-scale presentation ofStirncr's philosophy in English, although 
more than a century has elapsed since his death. In this time several 
German and French historians of ideas have published critical 
expositions of his work, and there exists a Jarger volume of 
slighter literature, mainly in German, French, and Italian. During 
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the last forty years, howcver, very little scholarly attention �as 
been paid to him. I shall maintain that nearly ��I of the earli�r 
literature on Stimer has been in largc measure Vltlated by a basIc 
misunderstanding of his pb.ce in the history of philosophy, and 
that only with the rise of existentialist philosophies in Europe 
during the last forty years has it been possible to undertake an 
illuminating appr2isal of his true contribution to the development 
of European thought. 

Thus, whatever value the present work may have as a dis
interested project in philosophical archaeology, another reason for 
disinterring and reconstructing Stimer's philosophical system is its 
pecu1iar relevance to onc of the most vital and formative in�Uec
mal movcmcntlS of recent times, the philosophical movement 
generally referred to as 'Existentialism'. To describe Stirner as a 
'pre-existcntialist' thinker would admittedly be misleading, and 
in any case not very informative. In terms of conscious history 
he of course belongs to a different tradition, and his orientation 
within the existentialist frame of reference, although indisputable, 
is by no means easy to specify. Yet his moral and metaphysical 
moorage, whatevcr may be its exact location, has clear bearings 
within thc existentialist world-view, even if it must eventually 
be defined in opposition to most 'existential' standpoints. The 
contours of Stimer's universe are rccogniz.ably those of thc 
universe charted by the existentialists. Without him. the meta
physical cartography of existentialism is deficient, for the philo
sophical position hc occupies is in fact one of the landmarks noted 
by existentialists in negotiating their critical passage. I shall argue 
that, while Stirncr's philosophy is a systematic refusal of all the 
typical existentialist solutions, it is a refusal delivered in face of 
the same altematives and fraught with the same issues as those 
whicb the existentialist sununons us to confront, and mat his 
nihilistic response to what he sees as his metaphysical situation is 
therefore one which existcntialists 2re bound in tum to 2oswer. 

For similar reasons, Stimer has an even more urgent relevance 
to a still wider audience. If the writings of existentialists strike 
a deep chord in the European consciousness. this is above all 
because they offer an analysis of the alienated condition of con-
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temporary man, of his rootlessness, his isolation, his sense of 
spiritual dispossession. The existentialists have been speaking to 
the times, inasmuch as they have identified a phenomenon which 
is not confined to any one sphere of human activity. but which 
has infected humanity at its centre and has spread to every phase 
of modem life, to our social and political life, to our persona1 
relations, our intellectual concerns, and to literature and the arts. 
Wherever and in whatever form it appears, human estrangement 
and its products C2l1 be attributed to an original and hasic denial. 
For the existentialist, this is essentially a denial of any ohj�tive 
meaning or intrinsic value to human experience. For the moralist, 
it appears to be a denial of all ideals and principles of conduct. 
For the theologian, it represents yet another-perhaps the 
ultimate-denial of God. Whatever form it may take, it is this 
denial of significance at the heart of things which has come to 
excite the anxious or fascinated attention of poets, dramatists, 
novelists, and artists as well as of educators, sociologists, and the 
other cultural diagnosticians of our time. Now, in the aetiology 
of nihilism Stimer's case-history stands unique. His one great 
book, Der Einzige lind S(itl Eigerlt/wln, must be the only sustained 
attempt to present a philosophy of unsparing nihilism systematic
ally and without reserve. Stirner's candour is absolute. He intends 
to make no concessions and to give no quarter, but to stand as 
the avowed representative of the most extreme dimension of 
nihilism to which logic can carry him. For Stimer, this is the 
nihilism of the nihilistic egoist. Resting as it does on an ontology 
of negation, in which vacuity, purposelessness, and disintegration 
are the constitutive concepts, his total egoism is essentially ground
ed in a world-view which is starkly nihilistic and which provides 
the critic, therefore, with an unprecedented opportunity to study 
the metaphysical structure of a nihilistic system formulated in 
the unabashed first person with classical directness and lucidity. 
Tllis is probably Stirner's principal claim to renewed considera
tion. The figure of the nihilistic egoist has been lapidated by 
philosophers from Plato to M2rcelj his character has been imagi
natively portrayed by novelists as contrasted as Balzac and Gidej 
seldom if ever, however, has he been allowed to speak for himself. 
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[f his world-outlook is to be appraised, the nihilistic egoist must 
come forward in his own person to be scrutinized at first hand. 
Whatever his merits as a metaphysician, Sciencc's lasting signifi
cance is that. with unparalleled. self-display, he offers us an 
intimate, circumstantial, and unexpurgated view of the workings 
of the nihilistic mind. 

Since Scirncr is so little known to English readers, and since the 
background of his ideas is important for an understanding of the 
forms, in which he cast them, J shall devote the whole of the first 
Part of this book to a straightforward documentary presentation 
of the main outlines of his life and character, the operative 
influences of his rime, the evolution of his distinctive concepts, 
and their culminating expression in Der Eillzige Illld sci" EigclI
thuIII,] His entire philosophy is centred on the concept of 'se1f
possession' ,2 to be understood in its most literal sense as the se1f
love and self-assertion of the particular historical human being 
who was Max Stirner. Although his personality is not an engaging 
one, therefore, it is indissolubly fused with the substance and 
meaning of his philosophy. The substance ofhis message is not so 
affected by the intellectual fabric of the age in which he wrote, 
for he is essentially occupied in restating a truly perennial philo
sophical position, but the conceptual apparatus with which he 
worked was mainly supplied by the conceptual artificers of his 
day. and some discussion of the intellectual milieu in which his 

I Lifa;illy, Ott Einzlge uud �in Eigtnthllm means TIre Uniqut Ont mrd Iris 
Propmy. The only exiSrillg English translation of Somer's book bean the title, 
TIlt Ego III1d His 011111, whieh is both infelicitous and iruuxur.ue. Since Euglish 
readers who already kno w the book know it wuler that title, however, I shall not 
attempt to substitute a more accurate ttndering but instead shall simply refer 
to the book throughout by its Gennan title. In any c:ase, the title of the book in 

itself oonveys little, since: the dinincrive forceof ooncepcslike 'The Unique One' an 
only be fully rc:nde{'Cd by a thorough analysis of the paru they play in Stimer'ssystem. 

1 The Gennan word is 'Eigenheit', which customarily means 'distinct:ivencss', 
'peculiarity', or even 'idiosyncrasy'. However. it is intimately conne(:ted with 
the Gennan words for selfishness, self-interest, appropriation and propeny, and 
as Stirner wt$ the terlll it (OlmOtes The Unique One's quality of concentr:ating 
on his own interests alone, of being his own master, of being true to and 'owning' 
himself. The word wed by Byington, Stirner's tr.mslator, is 'ownncss'. I have 
preferred 'self-possession'. 
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ideas germinated is accordingly necessary if we are to distinguish 
between the philosophical equipment which he acquired ready
made from the contemporary philosophical workshops and the 
motive impulse which he himself supplied. Some account must 
also be given of the process by which Stimer moved from a 
somewhat nebulous form of ethical individualism to the total 
egocentricity which was his ultinute metaphysical resting-place, 
for the route along which be moved step by inevitable step 
represents, it might be claimed, the itinen.ry which every form 
of dissident personalism is logically fated to follow. Finally in 
this Part I shall attempt to give a comprehensive and neutral 
exposition of Stimer's characteristic perspective, relying wholly 
on his own terminology and indeed as far as possible 011 his 
actual words in Der Eimdge. since few English readers can be 
expected to have a direct acquaintance with the contents of his 
book.1 

Having examined the design and motive principles of his 
system. I shall go on in Part Two to assess Stimer's place in the 
history of ideas, by studying some critical turbulences in the main 
currents of thought to which he is generally regarded as having 
contributed. The points at which the philosophy of Der Einzige 
entered the nuin streatru of European thought are hard to locate, 
however, and it would be idle to claim that its author exerted a 
subsequent in8uence comparable to that of such contemporaries 
as Kierkegaard or Schopenhauer. His overt role. even within 
the deviant lineages by which he i

s acknowledged, has been a 
peripheral one, while his latent and indirect influence, although 
surmisably much greater. i

s too diffuse and spasmodic to be 
precisely gauged. I shall argue that although, by an early mis
conception. Stimer has traditionally been consigned to an 
ornamental niche amid the embalmed ancestors of modem 
anarchism, ill tcrnu of actual historic effectiveness his place, 
albeit still an incongruous one, is rather among the virulent philo-

I The: only Ellgliili tralubtioll, Tilt Eg(l ImJ His OWIl, by Steven T. Byington. 
was first published in 1907, in the U.S.A. After being OUt of print for many yean. 
this fnnsbtion was reissued by the: Libertarian Book Club (New York) in 1963. 
edited, with a new Introduction. by James J. Martin. 
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sophical controversialists from whose shrill clashes there emerged 
the sonorous figure of Karl Marx. Yct the cathartic encounter of 
Marx and Srimer was no more than a stage (however crucial as 
a stage) in the early history of Marxism. As an intellectual mani
festo, Der Eitlzige IIIld sti" EigemhllNf stands much nearer to 
Btyo"d Good a"d Ellil than to Capital, and despite its origins in the 
literature of Young Hegdianism, viewed from the vantage
point of a century later it can be seen to belong ultimately to the 
philosophical galaxy of which Nietzsche was the rising star. 
As I shall show, however, if Srimer was more than merely an 
adversary of Marx, he was much more than merely a precursor 
of Nietzsche. More surely than Nietzsche, he anticipated (and 
indeed embodied) those rypical modern forms of the nihilistic 
mentality against which, by a ptocess of repulsion, existentialist 
writers in the twentieth century have sought to construct and 
define theit image of creative man. The points of contact between 
Stimcr and a thinker like Sartre arc many and explosive. I shall 
spend considerable time, therefore, in investigating dle funda
mental ambivalence in existentialism, for the monster from which 
existentialists fearfully recoil and which they are simultaneously 
drawn to embrace, the monster of nihilism, assuredly found in 
Stimer its most complete avatar. 

The third and last Part of the book will be devoted to a critical 
study of Stimer's form of nihilistic egoism, viewed without 
prejudice as an attempt to state this particular philosophical 
position coberendy and definitively. One of Somer's prime 
concerns, for example, was to explore the implications of a 
thoroughgoing religious disbelief, and I shall therefore examine 
the ways in which Der Einzige claims to make a unique contribu
tion to the development and self-understanding of radical 
atheism, since a genuinely total atheism, according to Stimer, 
will find itself to be indistinguishable from the nihilism of the 
nihilistic egoist. If the truth of nihilism is to be affirmed existen
tially, however, it is not enough for the nihilist to give it his 
merely passive and abstract mental assent; this nihilistic truth is 
affirmed existentially only when it is actively chosen by the 
nihilist, when it is personally appropriated by him as the truth 
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within which he henceforth resolves to live; and thus it will be 
necessary for us to examine the concrete personal ternu on which, 
in contrast with the existentialists, Stimer professes to carry out 
his resolve to will and live the nihilistic trum which he has chosen 
to confront. This resolve is personified in the figure of the 
nihilistic egoist, The Unique One. I shall therefore go on to 
evaluate Stimer's portrayal of the total egoist-his metaphysical 
solitude, his coldly exploitive relationships to others, his amoral
ism, and the acts of egoistic appropriation by which he realizes 
his distinctive mode of being-in-the-world. Finally, I shall seek 
to interpret certain key propositions of Der Einzige in which, I 
believe, its author is adumbrating a conception of the nature of 
his own metaphysical activity which is memorable both for its 
striking integration with the rest of his theory of knowledge and 
for its intrinsic pertinence in an age when the nature and epistemo
logical status of metaphysics are the subjects of widespread 
dispute. 

Naturally, I hope one result of writing this book will be rut 
more people are induced to reconsider Stimer's contribution to 
European thought, and that in consequence more light will be shed 
on one of the darker comers of the moral universe. 1 would be 
the last person to claim that Stimer ranks among the great 
philosophers of modem times. But he had the courage to take 
up one of the boundary-positions in philosophy, and the articu
lacy to depict this position without residue of ambiguity. Many 
will feel that. like the lnchcape Bell, his accents announce a 
sinister reef at all costs to be avoided, but surely no one will 
gainsay that the warning-bell is often an irreplaceable aid to 
navigation. If we are concerned to interpret hUIIl2n experience, 
then, and to compose our response to it, we shall have to take 
account of all the crucial dimensions of experience, including the 
dimension of estrangement, and an evaluation of Stirner's 
predicament, as that of a philosopher who entered and sought to 
make his home in this dimension, is in that case an intellectual 
obligation which we cannot shirk. 
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CHAPTER I 

'MAX STIRNER' 

THE known facts ofStimer's life are agreed but sparse. When the 
enthusiasm of his devoted biographer, John Henry Mackay, was 
first kindled by a reference in Lange's History of Materialism, the 
philosopher had already been dead for over thirty years. Mackay's 
tireless researches during the closing decade of last century yielded 
somewhat meagre results, for not only was he writing after a 
lapse of rime in which the very name of Stirner had been all but 
forgotten, but his research was in addition from the start ham
pered by the enigmatic character of its elusive subject, who 
in his life had been self-absorbed and reticent almost to the point 
of complete withdrawaL Nevertheless, the massive labours of 

Mackay at least salvaged sufficient information to enable us to 
reconstruct the essential oudines of Stirner's career and to afford 
us a revealing, if tantalizing, glimpse of his personality.1 

'Max Stimer' was born Johann Caspar Schmidt on 25 October 
1806, in a prosperous house overlooking the Marktplatz in 
Bayreuth. The boyhood sobriquet of'Stirner', given to him on 
account of his unusually broad forehead, later served him first as a 
literary pseudonym and then as the name by which he preferred 
to be generally known. The Schmidts, Albert Christian Heinrich 
and Sophia Elenora, were an Wlpretentious lower-middle-class 
couple, of the Evangelical Lutheran denomination. The times 
were troubled, for Germany was in turmoil and large tracts of 
the country had been laid waste by the Napoleonic campaigns. 
Although Bayreuth itself escaped the worst excesses, the town 
knew three rulers, Prussian, French, and Bavarian, in as many 

I The following account is principally indebted to Mackay's defmitive Max 
Stirtl(r: uin uben lind stin Werk, Berlin, 1898; 2nd cd., 1910; 3rd cd., Leipzig, 
1914. Mackay, despite his name a German, and a poet of some repute, spent 
nearly thirty years in his Stirneiforulumg. 

B J 
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years, and it is perhaps surprising that Albert Schmidt was able 
to cam a peaceful and comfortable living as a flute-maker. 
The couple had been married a year when their first and only 
child was born. Six months later Albert Schmidt died suddenly 
from a haemorrhage. 

Srirnce was not yet three when his mother remarried. Her new 
husband, Heinrich Friedrich Ludwig Ballcrstedt. had the oppor
tunity to take over an apothecary's business and shortly after 
their marriage the pair left Ba.yreuth for Culm on the Vistula, 
where a daughter. Johanna Friederica, was born to them sool1 
after their arrival in December 1809. Somer was fetched from 
Bayreudt early in ]8ro, and it was therefore in East Prussia 
that he spent his early boyhood, most of it as an only child. as 
his young halfSistcr died in September IS12. Little or nothing 
is known about the ymmg boy's character and intcrests. In rSIS, 
however, his parents sent their twelve-year old son back to 
Bayreuth to continue his eduCltion, living with his father's elder 
sister, Anna Marie, and his godfather, Johann Caspar Martin 
Sticht, who were themselves childless, and attending the noted 
classical Gymnasiwn of the city, where for seven years from IS19 
he appears to have been a capable and industrious pupil. Con
triving generally to gain a place among the first six of his class, 
he passed his Leaving Examination in third place out of twellty
five and in IS26was granted a LeavingCerti6cateof thefust rank, 
with the commendation 'very worthy'. 

In the autumn of the same year Stirner matriculated in the 
Philosophy Faculty of the University of Berlin, where for the 
next two years he diligently attended lectures during some 
twenty-cwo hours each week. His wide studies included logic, 
Greek literature, and geography; among his lecturers were 
Neander (later arch-enemy of the notorious Strauss) on ecclesias
tical history and Christian antiquity, and Marheineke (then a 
prominent member of the Hegdian Right) on dogmatics, 
Church symbolism, and recent philosophical theology; he heard 
Schleicrmacher lecture on cthics; and he listened to the great 
Hegel himself, as the oracle pronounced on the history of 
philosophy, philosophy of relig-ion, and the philosophy of spirit. 
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From Berlin, in accordance with custom, Stimer moved on to 
two other German univenities with the intention of continuing 
his higher education. In 1828 be went to Erlangen, where he 
followed courses in divinity, logic, and metaphysics, and in 
November 1829 he entered the University of Konigsberg. 
During the next three years, however, there occurs a mysterious 
interruption of Stimcc's academic career. He attended no lectures 
at Konigsberg. In 18)0 he seenu to have spent six months at home 
in Culm, and in 1831, although still nominally a student of 
Konigsberg, he was compelled to devote anomer year to 'family 
affairs', the nature of which must be cOI�ectural, but which may 
have arisen from his mother's increasing mental instability. He 
officially claimed to have pursued his studies privately during this 
period. Certainly, in November 1832. he reappeared in Berlin, 
determined to conclude his education and qualify as a teacher. 

There were setbacks still to come. He fell ill, and as a result was 
forced to neglect several courses of lecrures in order to prepare for 
his examinations in the time remaining. In the midst of his 
preparations his mother, now incurably deranged, arrived ill 
Berlin and had to be made an imm.te of Die Charite hospital. 
Although he formally completed his studies in March 1834. it was 
late November before he was able to submit the written tasks 
demanded of him by his examiners,1 before whom he presented 
himself for examination in the five subjects he proposed to teaeh 
in the upper forms of the Gynmasiwn�lassics, German, history, 
philosophy, and religion-as well as in 'the remaining subjects' for 
the lower forms. He had undertaken too much: after his oral 
e.xamination in April 1835, his examiners reported rum lacking in 
precise information except where biblical knowledge was con
cemed. One of them, Trendelcnburg, found that the candidate's 
'speculative ability' was not equalled by his knowledge of the 
history of philosophy, and that the influence of 'the most recent 

I Stimer had to submit two 'written t;uks': the lim-, a Latin translation, with 
detailed grammatical and exegetical commentary, of a fairly lengthy section of 
Thucydidc:s; the SCO)nd, a dissertation 'On School Rules', first published in 
N� Bdtragullr Slimtr�FotJ(hlltlg, eel. R. Engen, Dradc:n, 1911. nus d..isicrtarion 
ttcl.ts of school discipline: from a highly abunct. qlWi.Htgdian standpoint, and 
is Somer'l earliest extant philosophical writing. 
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philosophy' was not to be discerned ill his writings. Following this 
judgment, Stirner was awarded only the 'conditional jacuitas 
docmdj'. His subsequent application for an appointment under 
the Royal Brandenburg Commission for Schools was curtly 
refused. 

In fact Stirner never realized his ambition to become a Gymrra
siallehrer. On leaving the University, he spent his probationary 
year (which in the event he prolonged to eighteen months) 
teaching Larin in Spillekc's Konigliche Realschule in Berlin, 
and in Berlin he was to remain for the rest of his life. Although 
his activities between 1837 and 1839 have been only partly 
established, it is probable that he devoted some of that time to 
private study, in an attempt to repair the lacunae which his 
examiners had discovered in his knowledge. His only known 
social act during this time was to marcy, in December 1837, 
Agnes Clara Kunigunde Butz, the daughter of his landlady, a 
colourless and ill-educated young woman of twenty-two, in 
whom he could have seen little more than a dependable and 
unprotesciug housekeeper. At any rate the marriage was short
lived. for his young wife died in August of the following year, in 
giving birth to a still-born child. Things being once again the 
same, Stirner placidly went back to lodge with his erstwhile 
mother-in-law. 

It was not till October 1839, when he was already thirty-three 
years old, that Srimer obtained his first regular appointment of 
any kind, at a privately-run girls' high school in Berlin. In 
Madame Gropius's 'Institute for the Instruction and Cultivation 
of Superior Girls' he was to teach history and literature, apparently 
witll some success, for the next five years. His employers. 
oblivious of the iconoclastic speculations to which he devoted 
his leisure hours, were evidently pleased by his unobtrusive 
politeness and quiet reliability. and this period. between 1839 
and 1844. was the only time in Stiener's adult life when his 
position was comparatively secure and his life was relatively 
ordered and stable. Enjoying a modest but assured income, 
respected by his colleagues and acquaintances, and with ample 
freedom in the afternoons and evenings to pursue his reflections 
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in company or alone, he was Dow able for the first and only time 
to apply himself systenuticaUy and creatively to the definition 
of his philosophical identity. The 'apprentice years' were over. 
The 'time of the meridian' was about to begin. 

Stirncr's brief career as a philosopher spanned less than six 
years, and from our point in time can be seen to havc been essen
tially the gestation, delivery. and fiery baptism of De, Ei"zigt Imd 
sli" Eigeutllllttl. the work which alone gave direction, unity, and 
content to his otherwise desu1tory life. Cast to play merely a 
walking-on part on the inteUecnul stage, after vigorous rehearsals 
he turned his one speech intO a sensational declamation which 
immediately threatened to stOp the performance and which 
temporarily transformed me other dismayed actors into his 
enraged critics. Could anyone have predicted that the obscure, 
impassive, somewhat pedantic secondary schoolteacher would at 
the age of thirty-eight publish a book that would at once quicken 
the anxiety, inAame the indignation, and for a time monopolize 
the thunderbolts of such reigning giants as Marx, Engels, Feuer
bach, and Hess? How did it come about that, after so many 
perfunctory years, Stimer at last emerged from his prolonged 
inertia and wrote a book which still shocks by its vitality and 
audacity, only to relapse into a lethargy even more impenetrable 
than before? 

One answer may be that his new-found security furnished him. 
for this once, with the material conditions in which at length he 
was able to take stock of his situation and make his reckoning 
with the times. The times themselves, however, were thick: with 
explosive charges, :my one of which might have detonated the 
outwardly inert, but profoundly combustible. nuterials that must 
have been gradually shifting and settling in Srirner's conscious
ness. The 18405 were a period of mounting political disaffection 
and intellectual unrest throughout Germany, and the clubs and 
cafes of Berlin formed natural centres in which groups of young 
radicals could meet to cap one another's criticisms of government 
and society. One of the most notorious of these was the group of 
exuberant young freethinkers who called themselves 'die Freien' 
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or 'the Free Men' and who met regularly in Hippe!'s Weinstube 
on the Friedrichstr:wc. Its members, mostly young journalists, 
teachers, officers, university students and lecturers in their twenties 
or thirties, included at onc time or another Meyen, editor of the 
Lirerariscllt ZeitWlg; Rudolf Gottschall, the poet; Julius Faucher, 
the freetnder and later founder of the AbttuJpost; the poet of the 
Nibdungs, Wilhelm Jordan; and Gustav Julius, editor of the 
Ltipziger Allgemt!illc Zeitwlg. The young Karl Marx attended its 
discussions while he was completing Ius studics; and Engels, 
during his year of military service in Berlin, frequently took an 
enthusiastic part in the proceedings. There tended to be an 
informal but definite 'inner circle' among these enemies of 
privilege, focusing and articulating their dissonant polemics. By 
common consent the presiding dissident was the rehellious 
theologian, Bruno Bauer, then waging a public offensive against 
Church and State in the name of his own version of thc critical 
philosophy, and beside Bruno and his brothers Edgar and Egbert 
there often sat Ludwig Buhl, editor of the Berli,," Monotssc.hrijt 
and translator of Louis Blanc, and several others of their more 
intimate associates. One of the regular members of this inner 
conclave was Surner. He had begun to attend the meetings of 
'die Freien' towards the end of J 841, and for the next tbree or four 
years he seenu to have divided most of his time between his 
schoolteaching, which was not onerous, his personal studies and 
writings. and the long boisterous evenings at Hippel's. He was 
also fond of spending his afternoons at the Cafe Stehely, another 
contemporary haunt of restive Berlin intellectuals; and he paid 
frequent visits to the avant-garde reading-room kept by Willibald 
Alexis, where much of the source-material for his researches must 
have been readily accessible to him; but as time wore on he came 
increasingly to devote his hours of freedom to the congenial 
company in HippeI' 5, from which he would withdnw only to 
toil far into the night on the manuscripts which were ultimately 
to become his first and chief preoccupation. When it appeared, 
Dtr Einzigt lind Still Eigetlthlltll turned out to be a scathing repudia
tion of every moral and social viewpoint he had heard expressed 
among 'die Freien'; but its very exhaustiveness as a catalogue 
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of their intellcctual follies and self-deceits is an irrefutable testi
mony to the part played by this fractious Daklorklub in animating 
Stirner to review his situation and compose his philosophical 
response to it. 

Despite Ius invincible reserve, Stimer must have been uniquely 
at ease with himself and his disorderly companions in the per
missive atmosphere ofHippcl's, for night after night he was to be 
seen there, imperturbably smoking a cigar, occasiona1ly making 
an ironic comment to a neighbour, but generally contenting 
himself with an ambiguous smile at the clamorous excesses of 
these metaphysical incendiaries. Others found the atmosphere 
less to their taste. The poet Herwegh visited the club on one 
occasion, as did Hoffman von Fallenleben: both left with the 
worst of impressions, interpreting its turbulence as vulgarity 
and its licence as inexcusable frivolity. In November 1842 another 
distinguished visitor, Arnold Ruge, who came with the publisher 
Wigand, stalked out after failing to make himself heard, declaring 
that social transformation was never inaugurated by a drunken 
rabble. Their reputation for debauchery, however, did not deter 
several young women from attending the meetings of 'die 
Freien'. One of these was an apothecary's daughter from Gade
busch ncar Schwerin, Marie Dahnhardt, a bold, emancipated 
young woman of twenty-five, whose contribution to the political 
and philosophical debates may have been slight, but who delighted 
the male members by her billiards-playing, her cigar-smoking, her 
beer-drinking, and her occasional willingness to accompany them 
on their excursions to the surrounding brothels. She was known 
to enjoy an inheritance estimated at nearly 30,000 thalers. The 
discriminating Srimer married her on 21 October 1843. 

The marriage ceremony furnished olle of the few anecdotes 
later to be related about the philosopher. It took place in his 
lodgings, where the pastor arrived to find the bridegroom playing 
cards with his two shirt-sleeved witnesses, Bruno Bauer and 
Ludwig Buh!. When the bride arrived, late and casually dressed, 
it was revealed that no one had thought to acquire the rings 
necessary for the exchange of vows between the happy couple. 
The solemn purpose was accomplished, however, by the two 
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copper rings from Bruno Bauer's large purse, which he produced 
with great presence of mind. The banter of the witnesses made 
good the absence of choir and congregation, and with fitting 
levity the two libertarians were Wlited in holy matrimony. 

Now possessed of private means that were far from negligible, 
Stimer turned to the composition of the literary masterpiece 
the publication of which would finally free him from the drud
gery of paid employment. He had already made some mark as a 
journalist. In January 1842 he contributed a review of Bauer's 
book, Till: Trumpet of the Last judgmetltagajllst Hegel, the Atheist alld 
Antichrist, to Dr. Karl Gutzkow's Telegraf .Fir Deutschlalld, and 
shortly afterwards he wrote a Reply oj a member of tlte Berlin 
community to the tract of the fifty-sevell ecclesiastics, elltitied • The 
Christian Observance of Sunday' : A fritlldly word to our layme/J for 
Robert Binder in Leipzig. His first important philosophical 
essay, 'The False Principle of our Education, or Humanism and 
Realism', appeared in four supplements to the Rlleillische Zeitlmg 
during April 1842; this was followed in June of that year by 
another substantial essay on 'Art and Religion'; and between 
March and October he contributed numerous slighter articles, 
perhaps twenty-seven in all, to the same journal. Between May 
and December 1842 he also wrote thirty-three short articles for 
the uipziger Allgemeine Zeihmg; while the first and only issue 
ofBuW's Berliner Mon(Jtsschrijt, which was edited in 1844, included 
two major articles by Stimer. one offering 'Some Provisional 
Ideas concerning the State Founded on Love', and the other 
reviewing the German edition of Eugene Sue's novel, us 
Mysteres de Paris. In much of his journalistic writing Stimer was 
participating in the general offensive conducted by the Left 
Hegelians on prevailing institutions and ideas. Even in his early 
articles, however, which bear the marked influence of Feuerbach 
and Arnold Ruge, he clearly attests his independent ability to 
extend the critical work of his mentors in original directions, 
and the gradual but accelerating divergence of his thinking can 
be accurately traced, particularly in his four long essays for the 
Rheinische Zeitlftlg and the Berliner Monatsschrijt. The last of these 
in fact denotes his breach with the family of Young Hegelians. 
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if he began his journalistic career as a protege and ally of Bruno 
Dauer, he ended it by adumbrating a scale of values which no 
longer merely represents an extension of the principles of Bauer's 
school, but in effect constitutes a self-confident repudiation of them. 

Stimer's apostasy was made final and explicit in November 
1844 by the publication of Dcr Einzige lIud Scill Eigtmthllm. 
Wigand made a good job of the first edition of the book, which 
consisted of one thousand copies, quickly distributed to evade 
the voracious censorship of the Leipzig Kreisdirektion, who were 
nevertheless prompt enough to impound two hundred and fifty 
copies. The characteristic wariness of the authorities, however, 
was compensated by their equally characteristic obtuseness, and 
a few days later the Saxon Minister of the Interior rescinded the 
order, on the grounds that the work was 'too absurd' co be 
dangerous. If the authorities failed to grasp the import of Stirner's 
book, his old associates were quick to express their resentment 
and disgust, for although many had known Stirncrto be privately 
absorbed in preparing a definitive statement of his philosophy, 
he had confided its nature :md contents to no one, with the result 
that the substance of his defection no less than its manner-now 
venomous, now patronizing-produced first confusion and 
dismay, then indignation and rancour, and finally a kind of hostile 
disbelief and derision among the ranks of 'die Preien'. Bruno 
Bauer himself apparently bore no grudge against his old drinking
companion, :md they preserved an unembinered, if intermittent, 
acquaintanceship till the end of Stimer's life. But for the rest 
Stimer, succeeding beyond his wildest dreams, had managed at 
one stroke to alienate liberals, socialists, humanists, critical 
philosophers. in fact every shade of contemporary progressive 
opinion, in addition to receiving the guaranteed enmity of the 
united conservative orthodoxy. By his intervention he had 
checked each and every engrossed protagonist. temporarily 
bringing the moral and social debate to an astonished halt, and 
for a brief period he was the centre of all attention. Overnight he 
had achieved the glamour of notoriety. His cup was indeed full. 

Confident of the glory that his masterpiece would immediately 
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bring him, Stimcr had quitted his teaching post shortly before 
its publication. Teaching literature to the adolescent girls of a 
private academy was hardly a suitable occupation for the daring 
thinker who had written Der Einzigc lind scin Eigentlmtfl and who 
had now, moreover, a wife on whom he could draw for financial 
as well as inteUcctual support. Certainly, the storm caused by 
his book promised to engage his attention, for it rapidly excited 
vituperative reviews in numerous literary journals, and for a 
period no discussion of Left Hegelianism could be regarded as 
complete without some appraisal of Samer's disconcerting 
manifesto. Representatives of the parries who were the chief 
targets of his scorn prompcly sprang to the attack: Szeliga, in 
the Norddeutsche Bliitter jiir Kritik, Literatllr, IIlId Unterhaltllllg, on 
behalf of Bauer and his disciples; Hess, in a pamphlet entitled 71,e 
Last Philosophers, on behalf of the socialists; and Feuerbach, in 
WiganJs Vierteljahrsschrift, on behalf of himself, In Ollr LAst Tefl 
Years, his compendious survey of the most recent German 
philosophy, Ruge felt obliged to devote a lengthy section to 
the author of Der Eillzige; while his most painstaking. most 
energetic, and most distinguished critics of all, Marx and Engels, 
when they came to compose their vast condenmation of 'the 
German ideology' in 1845-6, were moved to spend virtually 
three-quarters of that work in mocking, mauling, and demolish
ing what they considered to be the systematically demented 
philosophy of 'Saint Max', Stimer was unaware of Marx's 
savage arraignment in The German Ideology, wltich was not 
published even in part until the present century, but he lost no 
time in returning the fire of rus other critics, to whom he 
addressed a comprehensive reply in the third volume of WiganJs 
Vierteljahrsschrift of 1845, To Kuno Fischer, whose article on 
'The Modem Sophists' offered some of the most material objec
tions, he made a separate reply, in the 1847 issue of Die Epi
gOllcn,1 availing himself of this opportunity to elaborate some of 
his most characteristic themes, Fischer not only received the 
dignity of special recognition: his criticisms, it was to tum Out, 

I If, indeed, 'G. Edw:lfd' (the pseudonymous :luthor) wu Stirner him.sc:tf, 
:IS Fischer for one cc!t:linly believed. 
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had elicited the laSt words Stirner was ill fact to utter on any 
philosophical topic. 

Stimer's hour of fame was brilliant but fugitive. Even by 
184-7, interest in his repetitive form of strident individualism had 
effectively subsided, as graver historical forces, portending up
heavals far eclipsing any merely philosophical mutiny, gave rise 
to marc urgent intellectual and social alarm. What had been at 
first regarded as an audacious philosophical tOllr de force soon 
came to be depreciated as a piece of protracted ecccntricity,so 
that even the seriousness of the author's intentions was questioned; 
until at last, after this spasm of astounded curiosity, the public 
consciousness moved on to other preoccupations. There is nothing 
so tedious as an obsolete scandal. Even if all the ruthlessness of a 
redoubled censorship had not effectively dismantled most of the 
platforms available to intellectual rebels as the authorities' grip 
tightened in the next few years, Srimer would still have found it 
difficult to launch a meaningfully progressive literary career 
from the self-enclosed base of his philosophical narcissism: and 
his contemporaries had neither the time nor the patience to 
dwell for long on a thinker whom they rapidly judged by his 
very extremism to have foreclosed the possibility of any future 
evolution. Deprived of both a public and a theme, he turned to 
the safe if inglorious occupation of translating the economic 
writings of J.-B. Say and Adam Smith into Genru.n, a labour on 
wbich he was engaged till 1847. Although the eight volumes 
published by Wigand showed a competent craftsmanship, the 
promised translator's notes were conspicuously missing. Neither 
here, nor 011 any subsequent occasion, did Srimer bestir himse1f 
to infuse the slightest vestige of his originality into work which 
was of itsuature so remote from the one object of his fulfilled but 
abiding intercst-his philosophical self-identification and sdf
portrayal. 

Moreover, even philosophicaUy innocent employments were 
not to be willingly offered to an impious malcontent, even to 
Olle whose defiance had been so purely cerebral. Far from estab
lishing himself as a professional man of letters, Stimer quicldy 
had cause to regret the assured income which he had relinquished 
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when he quitted his despised teaching post. He made a nwnbcr of 
ill-starred efforts to retrieve his rapidly failing fonunes, the most 
bizarre and the most disastrous of which, in the summer of 1845. 
was his promotion of a company to organize the distribution of 
milk in the Berlin suburbs. The milk. soon 'ran sour down the 
drains', taking most of his wife's remaining assets with it, and 
by the roUowing summer the philosopher's straits were such 
that he was compelled to advertise in the Vossischt Zcitung for a 
103n of 600 thalers, Mane Dahnhardt was less than sympathetic 
to her husband's new speculations. With mounting indignation 
she accmed him of improvidence, culpable fecklessness, and the 
idleness of complacent vanity. Fin�y. at the end of 1846, she 
left him, and the only correspondence between them thereafter 
concemed the settlement of their divorce, which took place in 
1850.1 

Apparently unruffied by the collapse of all his enterprises, 
Stimer made no systematic attempt to salvage anytlung from the 
shipwreck that was overnking him. Although his last years 
were spent almost continuously in Bedin, he saw little of his 
former associates, confining himself increasmgly to the anonymity 
of obscure apartments. By frequent and adroit removals he 
generally managed to evade his creditors, except for twO brief 
periods in 1853 and 1854 which he spent in a debtors' prison, but 
despite his Slated conviction that he would survive to a ripe old 
age he gave no sign of any desire to rehabilitate himself from 
what was now a wholly perfunCtory and standstill existence. 

, On leaving Srimtr, Marit Dahnhardt went to London, where she tamed htr 
(jving by tuition and jounulisric work, like so many of the Olher German 
emigres of the time. hi ISSl or IS53 she emigr.w:d to Australia, where she ex
perienced greal povtrty and was fOf a time reduc.cd to working as a washer
woman. On tht death of the workman sht had m<lrried there, sht returned to 
Engl<lnd, prob<lbly in 1871, and for the remainder of htt life was able to live 
fairly comfortably on money inheritl:d from a sister. She rurvived right up to 
tht end of the century. When J. H. Mackay discovered her, she had long been 
living in grellt retirement in a rdigioUJ institution, hlIving embraced Roman 
Catholicism. She refused 10 see Maehy or to discws with him a period of her 
life she w=ted to forget, but in a few $tinging �tences her letter to him referred 
10 her 'very sly' fU1t husband, with whom she had had 'more a coh:abitarion 
th:an a zn.atri3ge'. 
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pp,lIy 
With literature he concemed himself less and less, and 'des 
not at all. It is possible that in 1848 he wrote a series of ,�� in 
for the Journal des Oesterreichischen Lloyd of Trieste,' wit! Crlin 
1852 his last work, a History of Reaction, was published in pc. the 
WIder his own name. Td all intents and purposes, howeV'� ccd 
author of Der Eillzige Imd seitl Eigemhllm had completely cJ�rc
himself. Of the two parts of his History of Reactioll-'The I me 
runners ofReaccion' and 'Modern Reaction' ---only the frrst"'� ,�ion 
of each part appeared, and these were virtually a compltl'deal 
of the writings of Burke. Comee, and such contemporary pO J tiy 
thinkers as Hengstenbergand Florencourt. 'Max Sciencc' e\fidel) 
had no more to say. last 

He had always been a withdrawn, dusive figure, but tb) oW 
period of his life was the most crepuscular of all. If he SOJ.11J �ngs 
contrived to gain a livelihood, probably by among other 11 

aC� 
acting as an occasional intermediary in minor business tI':&Jl� cnS 
tions, he seems to bave had no requirements or aspj(.ltl ker 
beyond this. From 1854 he received payments from a bro th 
who agreed to buy at a discount, and in advance of her d�ed 
the house in Culm belonging to his mother, long since cop. ncr 
irrevocably to a mental home.2 By such expedients Stt om 
generally managed to compound his few and tedious affaits r or _�'e 1/ , 
one phlegmatic month to another. He was not, ho,,": his 
destined to live to a ripe old age. In the May of 1856, � the 
lodgings with Frau Weiss in the Philippstrasse, he was stung I? 00-neck by some kind of winged insect that must have been pOlS 

I . lima. 
I Mackay is convinced that Stirner wrote eight articles in all for thisJo ""hile 

Its editor tenified directly to Stimer's autbonhip of the frrst of these, cd by 
Macby believed his authorship of the other seven to be conclusively prO\toric 
intema1 evidence. In any case, only indiscrimin:!.te devotion could lind �I, �st 
interest, far less philosophical significance, in such articles as 'The Germartf I.� pen. 
Germany' or'The Profusion of Children', evcn if they did come from Stirne! (ront 

• In Jamwy 18)5 Stirner's mother was admitted to Die Clurit� bospi(.ll, (her 
which she discharged hersdfinJuly 1836. In October 18J7, after the deatI' 

°
:aiJled 

second husband, she entered a private mental home in Berlin, where she rell'
three 

until her own death in March r859. She thus survived her son by ne:ll'h'
lIving 

years. Stimcr never referred to his mother, and there is no record ofbi' }I." her 
visited her durillg her long confmcment or of having shown my intereSt I cd in 
condition and cUCUIllSt:lIlces--other tbm thc test:unentary inr=t mendoll 

the text. 
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ow, for he fell into a violent fever, in which he lay for several 
weeks. He made what seemed a partial recovery. but the infection 
had entered his blood and he died in the early evening of 25 Junc. 
When he was buried in the Sophienkjrchhof. BrwlO Bauer and 
Ludwig Buhl were among the few moutners to anend the meagre 
funeral. One or two newspapers belatedly published bare 
annOWlccments of the death of the author of Der Eillzigr Imd sci" 
Eigemhlllll. 

Outwardly, Stirncr's life must be adjudged a failure. His ideas, his 
reputation, and his personal happiness all ended in bankruptcy, 
and his last decade was spent without either place or role in a 
society which had long ceased to be conscious of his very presence. 
He himself, however, need not have been dissatisfied with such a 
life, for it had at least the distinctive consistency and unity im
parted by his own character. A man of modest habits, taciturn 
and retiring by inclination, and with an ingrained tendency to be: 
dilatory, he was basicaUy lacking in any kind of driving ambition. 
His one single, comprehensive act of self-assertion was to write 
Der Eitlzige Imd seill Eigellthlllll, after which he contented himself 
with the kind of indolent existence which best accorded with his 
impassive nature. Although, indeed, no apathetic man couId have 
written Der Eillzige, the self-assertion of the book is the meta
physical self-assertion of a man who asserts himself purely for 
the sake of having once conclusively asserted him.sel£ and nOt 
because he is concerned to ach:ieve any particular object. It is the 
self-portrait of a man with all the self-confidence and self
possession of someone who knows exactly his own possibiliries 
and limitations and who is interested in little beyond these, of a 
man who counts absolutely in his own eyes and who therefore 
remains sufficient to himself whatever the tide or time. Every 
season was equally ripe, every season was equally uneventful, 
for the philosopher whose egoistic detachment left him essentially 
unmoved by other personalities or by circumstances, to which he 
was compendiously and effortlessly indifferent. 

Judgments of failure require the adoption of criteria for success. 
Stimer explicitly rejected not only the criteria of personal success 
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adopted by his society and his age; he rejected not only each and 
every criterion proposed by the most latitudinarian of his philo
sophical contemporaries: he rejected the very concept of a 
uniform criterion which could be applied to himself as The 
Unique One, the metaphysica1 hero of his central work. Now, 
it might be alleged that Stimer's refusal to accept comparison was 
a flight from challenge, and that this was merely the chief example 
of his overall inability to accept the conditions of social life. It 
might further be insinuated that this was due to a basic personal 
disturbance of so gross a character as to vitiate the whole of his 
philosophical system, which might be viewed as its sublimated 
expression. Indeed, oue psychiatrist has explicitly maintained that 
Der Eillzige IIlId sei" Eigelltlll/l11 exhibits many of the features of a 
classical system of paranoid ddusions,l and without doubt its 
author's life affords recognizable evidence of both the aetiological 
conditions and the recurrent symptoms of a significant personality 
disorder. He was an only child of parents who were no longer 
youthful, and his stepfather was already in advanced middle age 
when his mother remarried; he had been only an infant when Ius 
father died; in his fourth year he was separated for some months 
from his mother, who went north to Culm with her new husband; 
he had several homes during his upbringing, for much of which 
the parental roles were filled by his Bayreuth godparents, them
selves elderly; and although the namre of his mother's mental 
illness is problematical. it was almost certainly constitutional and 
was of such gravity that she was totally incapacitated for the last 
twenty-four years of her life. From the clinical standpoint, it 
might be held that Stimer's adult history is the record of his 
repeated failure to pursue consistently any goal or to form any 

I Ernst Schultze, 'Stimer'sche Ideen in einem paranoischm Wahnsystem'. in 
Ar(hill for Psyclria/ric: r/lld NtrVtulmJrrllhtilm, vol. 36, no. 3, of January 1903. From 
the scanty evidence of his life, Schultze fclt wlable to reach an opinion as to 
Stimer', emotional nonnality. From the evidenee of Dtr Einzige he concludes 
that, if the book escapes psychiatric condemnation, this is only because its author 
is prepared to extend to others the boundless egoistic irresporuibility which he 
cbims for himscl£ Thc prexnt writer will argue, however. that precisely such 
an extension h excluded, when the fuIkst implications of Stimer's concept of 
The Unique One are developed. 
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stable and enduring relationships. The procrastinations of his 
student career were more than matched by his later dcsultory 
attempts to find acceptable employment, his nomadic existence 
in one dreary Berlin lodging after another, his spasmodic incur
sions into literary work. He drifted twice into ill-assorted mar
riages which ended abrupdy, in different ways but in ways which 
many would judge equally tragic. An anecdote of his first 
marriage related that he recoiled from any physical contact 
with his wife after he had once accidentally obseevcd her un
clothed body. His relationship to his second wife is summed up 
in her own words, that she 'had neither respected him nor loved 
him'.1 Sbe added that he was too selfish to make any friends, and 
in fact, while he was personally known to numerous people 
during the years when he frequented 'die Freien', throughout 
the whole of his life there is no record of a single person with 
whom he established a relationship of mutual affection. Thus we 
have the picture of a man, with such a background. who to those 
best placed to know him shows himself to be lacking in emotional 
responsiveness, uninterested in forming close anachments, and 
reserved to the point of being inaccessible; if we add to these his 
indifference to social approval and his morbid lack of concentra
tion. the picture becomes that of a man exhibiting in marked 
degree several of the distinctive traits of a definite personality 
disturbance. A case might weB be made. then, that the self
absorption, the destructiveness, and the negativism advocated 
and practised in Der Eillzige Imd Scill EigelltJwln represent the 
conceptual expression of the paranoid schizophrenia suffered by 
the philosopher who was at once the book's author and its 
subject. 

Suppose we concede that the author of Der Eillzige was an 
identifiable and lifelong psychotic. In any case, we cannot argue 
from the biographical facts of his case-history to the fallaciousness 
and futility of his philosophical ideas, for any finished diagnosis of 
Stimer's mental condition is bound to rely heavily on the evidence 
furnished by his avowal of these very ideas, which therefore 
require to be independently confirmed as grotmdless or contra-

I In her letter to J. H. Mackay. 
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dictory. Clearly, any judgment that Der Eillzigt constitutes a 
pathological tissue of obsessional fantasies must be preceded by an 
unbiased exposition and analysis of the contents of the book it
sd£ However, even if it should transpire that Stimer's whole 
intellectual construction was in origin and import a comprehen
sive symbolization of viciously schizoid obsessions, far from 
annulling it as a serious philosophical venture this might well 
serve to heightcn the interest and significance of his work. W c 
cannot prejudge the question of whether the world-view of a 
paranoiac may be sdf-consistent or even illuminating. But there 
is a presumption in favour of surmising that the world seen from 
so vertiginous a vantage-point may present a spectacle sufficiendy 
extraordinary, if alarming or scandalous, to compensate the 
adversities and the risks, the loss of intellectual chastity, involved 
in reaching it. And we can be sure that when we have understood 
Der Einzige lind still Eige"thunI, to which Srirner would ironically 
refer as his 'Ich', as the most intimate source and the most com
plete statement of his identity, we shall have deciph�ed the 
character of Stimer himsd£ If ultimately, when we have UIl
masked The Unique One of his book, biographical details are 
rendered unnecessary, that is because the quest for 'der Einzige' 
is the quest for the man who was Max Srirn�. 

c 



CHAPTER II 

THE MATRIX OF THE NIHILIST 

MAX STiRNBR must be one of the most solitary and discordant 
philosophers of any period. 'For me: he says, 'this poor devil of 
language lacks a word',l and he seeks to place himself. 'the un
namable' and 'the WlSpeakable', beyond characterization or 
conjugation. It is certainly true that Der Eillzige u"d sein Eigetlthlllll, 
one of the most self-supporting of philosophlcal manifestos, is 
translucently intelligible as a categorical document without 
reCOUfse to the intellectual matrix in which it historically figured, 
and that its meaning does not require the terminology of any 
particuJar philosophical epoch. The book is essenria11y an act of 
self-designation. the only significance of circumjacent movements 
being that they serve to silhouette it. Nevertheless, even if the 
philosophical agitations of the time do not serve to illwninatc a 
work which refuses location in any spectrum. the shadows cast 
by the work as it emerged from the contemporary cultural affray 
themselves have the effect of throwing the historic combatants 
into meaningful rdief. If Stirner cannot be defined by his epoch, 
bis philosophy in many respects functions as an epitaph on the 
main aspirations of his epoch. Moreover, despite its inner freedom 
from the intellectual resolves of its own or any other time. his 
philosophy in fact reflects, both by its choice of issues and by its 
metaphysical idiom. the German and European crisis of conscious
ness which it sought to abjure. 

The fourth and fifth decades of the nineteenth century were 
in Germany a period of disenchantment and schism, in which 
both the political rulers and their academic proconsuls strove 
vainly to re-establish a cultural unity and a national idealism 
which were by then irrecoverable. During the yean of Napa-

I Dn Enzigt und srin Eigtntllm, Rodam Univerul-BibliOlhek edition, 189l, 
p. liS. All rdercncc5 10 Der Eillzi� will be 10 Ihis edition, hereinafter abbre
viated as D.E. 

20 
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leonic oppression the Kantian ethic, with its emphasis on the 
reality of moral experience and its conception of morality as 
consisting fundamentally in obedience to law, had represented the 
spirit of intense moral eamesmess which could speak radically to a 
people in need of authoritative leadership. In their subsequent 
struggle for liberation, the German people had been freshly 
inspired by the moral teachings of Fichte, whose deduction of 
the reality of nature from the known reality of moral effort 
had symbolized the gravity of action undertaken as vOOltion, 
and whose conception of a rational community of selves as the 
condition of any self-consciousness supported later political 
philosophies in which the State was held to guarantee the integrity 
of its individual members. With the Restoration, however, moral 
creeds which had once been the living expressions of a fertile 
national conviction became the entrenched dogmas of a rigid 
conservative orthodoxy, interested in ideological stability only 
for the sake of social sobriety. Even the ,eassionate inc!ividualism 
of th� RomanoE!.iid not�rate to ch3tlen ge the feuClar com
placency of the a�solutist regime �in the years afterI IS: tlie early 
philosophy of Schelling. Romanticism's chief philosophical 
representative, was a form of mystical pantheism which may 
have encouraged individual effusions but which scarcely favoured 
a positive ethic of vehement social protest. And by Somer's 
youth, the rationalistic, liberal ideals of the Gennan Enlightenment 
had been catharsi.zed into the urbane classical humanism epito
mized by Goethe, whose calm love of perfection proved com
patible with acquiescence in a jolously hierarchical social system 
dominated by a roctionary and obscurantist monarchy. The 
aristocratic governments of the German states, and the Prussian 
government in particular, entertained a basic distrust of specula
tive thought. but they were astute enough to promote those 
intellectual influences which they judged to vindicate their 
management of affairs and to reconcile their subjects to the exist
ing arrangements. At heart they might have preferred the 
intellectual lifc of Germany to rcBect their own massive incrtia, 
perhaps by its shrinking to no more than a sycophantic and 
politically docile religiosity; in practice they may have wielded 
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a suffocating censorship of philosophical or theological doctrines 
which implied even the remotest criticism of the established order; 
nevertheless they were ready to approve. and sometimes to 
sponsor, philosophical teachings which by their stress on the 
organic unity of experience seemed to offer an intellectual 
foundation for the authorilarian organization of society. One 
philosophical system above all seemed to offer a profowldly 
spiritual interpretation of experience to which was annexed a 
powerful and subtle political theodiey. This was of course the 
philosophy of Hegelianism, which for more than a generation 
exercised an unprecedented ascendancy over virtually every 
department of German thought. 

From 18r8 to 18] I Hegel was Professor of Philosophy in the 
University of Berlin and the acknowledged Viceroy of German 
philosophy. For Hegel the highest interest of reason, typified by 
philosophy, was the overcoming of oppositions and divisions. 
If immediate experience is fraught with contradictions and if 
human relationships arc disfigured by conflict, it becomes the 
task of philosophy to transform the clash of personal or party 
interests by demonstrating the ultimate unity within which 
human life must be conducted and individual needs satisfied. This 
unity is the Absolute, conceived both as the coherent totality 
formed by reality as a whole. and also as the system of truths 
which cannot be distinguished from this totality because it 
represents the Absolute's knowledge of itself The Absolute, or 
the universe as a comprehended totality, is for Hegel identical 
with self-thinking thought. and to say that the Ahsolute is self
consciousness is for him to say that reality is a universal, self
motivating, self-luminous Subject, in short that reality is Spirit. 
Thus the laws of thought are the laws of reality, and to penetrate 
reality by dialectical thinking is to make manifest as Idea that 
whose nature consists in making itself manifest as Idea. Since 
ultimate reality or Spirit is essentially a process of self-develop
ment, in which its self-revelation is simultaneously a progressive 
self-constitution, it becomes the purpose of the philosophical 
historian to depict the life of the Absolute by exhibiting the 
rational dynamic structure of its advance as it unfolds itself in 
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world-history; and since the teleological evolution of Spirit is 
a process of self-realization, in which the reality of a phenomenon 
is determined by its degree of inner logical consistency and free
dom from contradictions, the philosophical historian may proceed 
on the assumption that what is rational is real and what is real is 
rational. 

The forms in which Hegel's world�spirit enshrines itself tend 
to an ever greater intelligibility, concreteness, and universality, 
as relatively incoherent and contingent structures decompose 
and reintegrate into increasingly richer, more stable, and more 
meaningful configurations. In its historical pilgrimage, the move
ment of Spirit communicates its inner logic to the philosopher, 
whose work actualizes and fulfils the process which it describes, 
and whose concern it therefore is to identify the necessary stages 
through which the world-consciousness passes as it ahsolutizes 
itself The long night of Spirit, during which it slowly wrested it
self from the rarefied intercourse of abstract concepts and trans
lated itself into a multitude of successive textures in the objective 
world of Nature, ends when hwnan consciousness begins to 
invest itself in a mounting series of cultural forms. When Spirit 
is objectified in the sphere of human freedom, it surpasses the 
narrow concepts of abstract right and of a purely formal morality 
to find its highest expressions in the institutions of the concrete 
ethical life, which for Hegel are the institutions of social life. 
In Hegelian terms, the immediacy and unity displayed in the life 
of the family logically necessitate the transition to the concept of 
'civil society', which displays the converse elements of particu
larity and plurality as these arc embodied in the separate and 
competing activities of the individuals of which a free society is 
essentially composed. In its fullest nature, however, the 'self
conscious ethical substance' finds its final identity in the State, 
which is no less than 'the manifestation of the Ethical Idea as 
Substantial Will', for it is in the State that 'absolute right' particu
larizes itself as the concrete ethical universal. The State, with its 
constitution, its laws, and its perfected machinery of government, 
is the ultimate moral synthesis, and its decrees are unconditionally 
valid: it is in truth 'the march of God upon earth'. 
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It should be clear why Hegelianism so rapidly fOlUld favour 
with the Prussian authorities. Its inventor might preach that 
infinite Spirit, unable to rest in any finite form, necessarily 
transcends the world of ethical life in order to find its supreme 
consummation in art, in religion, and prc-emincntly in the 
absolute knowledge of systematic philosophy; but for the ordinary 
citizen Hegelianism presented a homily of social reconciliation, 311 
encyclopaedia of his duties to the State, a summons to loyal and 
unquestioning service for the sake of his own higher being. 
Almost to the specifications of the regime, a conclusive philo
sophical refutation of its liberal and socialist critics had been 
furnished by the most celebrated thinker in Europe, who in the 
course of an irrcsistibly logical account of the nature of reality 
had firmly incorporated the existing Prussian State within the 
architecture of the spiritual Wliverse. Thenceforward every 
moral and political debate had to be conducted within the terms 
of reference dictated by the metaphysical categorics of Hegelian
ism, every proposal for social change had to be underwritten by a 
preliminary theological dissertation. 

The death of Hegel in 1831 was a traumatic event for German 
philosophy. From the mass of his writings, his beneficiaries 
contended to extract the materials with which they could con
struct their own variations on the master's system, or they con
ducted experiments in applying his philosophical methods to 
problems which he had neglected. The 1830S were a period of 
readjustment, with all the insecurity characteristic of an intellec
tual interregnum. Of course Hegelianism also had its enemies, 
who had not been slow to express their hostility to the system, 
even before Hegel's death. The Orthodox Protestants, of whom 
Hengstenberg was a typical spokesman, suspected Hegel of 
pantheism, if not of covert atheism; theologians like Schleier
macher, for whom religious faith was essentially grounded in a 
feeling-state which was not compoundable bydialecticalformulae, 
were the representatives of a Romantic distrust of reason's claims 
to supersede faith; the historical school of law, from its founder 
Hugo to its able younger advocates. the pietistic historian Leo 
and the prescriptive jurist Savigny, stood for an opposition to the 
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ambitions of reason as a self-consciously innovating social force; 
while independent thinkers like Trendelenburg, rejecting the 
Hegelian dialectic altogether, laboured to construct alternative 
metaphysical world-views. But for the most part, even those 
thinkers who were most avid to detect and publish Hegel's 
failures were at the same time desirous of correcting them by a 
more discriminating application of his Iogico-dialectical method. 
Speculative theists like Weisse and I. H. Fichte might criticize 
the ambiguities in Hegel's conception of deity or in his attitude 
to personal immortality, but they were nearly always united in 
their expressions of indebted respect for the Hegelian logic as a 
philosophical instrument. 

Thus German philosophy du�ing the 1830S and early 18405, 
that is during the period when Stirner was coming to intellectual 
maturity, to a large extent took the form of an inquest on 
Hegelianism. Virtually every new philosophical standpoint had 
either to be formed within the Hegelian scheme of thought or to 
be specifically defined over and against it, and in fact the historic 
initiatives were taken by men who sought to extend or to recast 
the Hegelian phenomenology, which in its essentials they 
accepted. fu the work of amplification and reconstruction came 
to be carried out, however, there arose between the various 
groups of Hegel's heirs fundamental differences in posture and 
alignment, reflecting the conflicting moral, political, and religious 
prepossessions which they brought to their task. Leading repre
sentatives of the Hegelian centre like Karl Rosenkranz, Hegel's 
biographer, or like the Aristotelian scholar and dialectical 
historian of morals, Michelet, attempted on the one hand to 
reconcile absolute idealism and religion by espousing an Ull
dogmatic form of metaphysical Christianity; on the other, to act 
as philosophical intercessors between the authoritarian State 
power and the liberal reformists; and generally, to canvas a spirit 
of sophisticated compromise and philosophical rapprochement 
between opposing social interests, each of which, they maintained. 
must take its condign place in the fihal synthesis. The greatest 
philosophical momentum, however, came initially from the 
right wing of the Hegelian school. Prominent academics like 
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Henning, editor of the Jahrbiicher flir wissetlschajtlicJle Kritik, the 
main organ of traditional Hegelianism; like Gabler, Scimer's 
former headmaster in Bayreuth and Hegel's successor in his 
Berlin chair; and like the philosophical jurist and arch�pponcm 
of the historical school of law, Eduard Gans, were among those 
in the 18)05 who were active in consolidating the inBuence of 
dialectical idealism in its more intransigem and socially conserva
tive character, and who therefore adhered to what came to be 
termed the Hegelian Right. Among theologians Daub, and to a 
grea.ter degree Marheineke, toiled unremittingly to employ the 
dialectical method in the service of a Protestant rational theology; 
while one of the most devoted and assiduous apostles of Right 
Hegelianism, Goschcl, set himself the crucial task of showing 
that Christian requirements concerning belief in a personal God 
and in personal immortality were formally and materially 
satisfied by Hegel's doctrine of absolute Spirit. At virtually 
every point in German intellectual life, then, not only in logic 
and metaphysics but also in religion, etlucs, aesthetics, jurispru
dence, social and political theory, historical research, and even 
in the natural sciences, the tireless finger of the dead Hegel left 
its unmistakable imprint. 

Although from an early stage such left-wing Hegclians as 
Feuerbach and Strauss were manufacturing radical objections 
to the received versions of the canon, throughout the 18)05 itwas 
the theologically orthodox and politically conservative wing of 
Hegelianism which tended to dominate the philosophical scene, 
and which must therefore have thrust itself most peremptorily 
upon Stirncr's attention during his student days in Berlin. In the 
sphere of religion, Right Hegelianism stood for the attempt to 
reconcile absolute idealism with Christianity; in politics, it stood 
for concepts of citizenship and of the State which lent support 
to the paternalistic rule of the constituted authorities; in matters of 
conduct, it stood for rigid adherence to a prescribed and con
formist morality. When Stimer first came to formulate his 
rejection of idealism, therefore, the targets which naturally·pre
sented themselves to his invective were the reigning princes of 
the Hegelian Right. The preliminary skirmishes in which he 
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figured, however, were not priv.ate expeditions of his own 
planning, but were part of the general c.ampaign being conducted 
against Church and St.ate by his provisional accomplices on the 
Hegelian Left. 

So long .as 'Hegelianism' was associ.atcd in the eyes of the authori
ties with the teachings of such men as GOschcl or Gabler, it could 
count on high official approval, if not from the King himself, 
who strongly favoured the almost feudaHy loyalist principles of 
the High Churchmen, then certainly from the members of his 
government, from influential ministers like Altcnsrein and 
Schultze, who controlled the educational system in his name 
and who had been close personal friends ofHegel. ln 1835 A1ren
stein assured the King : 'In the Prussian state a solidly founded 
philosophical system has now put an end to arrogant and deplor
able doings. The government cannot extend its aegis over any 
othet philosophy.' Perhaps A1tcnsteill's assurance was premature, 
for the same year saw thepublic.atioll of Strauss'ssensation.al Lifeof 
JUIIS, an event which marked the beginning of an insurrectionary 
campaign against the established order, :1 campaign which in the 
next ten years was to be carried to every quarter of German 
cultural life, and which was, moreover, directly inspired by the 
philosophy of Hegel and munitioned from the conceptual arsenal 
of Hegelianism. The 'Young Hegclians', from Strauss to Stirner, 
were consciously and systematically in revolt against the prevail
ing ideology and institutions of Prussian society as they knew it. 
If :1t their debut they appc:1red as the devout exponents of a 
rejuvenated Hegelianism purified of fallacies and accretions. if at 
first they were conscientiously concerned to establish the legiti
macy of their lineage, it soon bec.ame evident that their intellectual 
sympathies and their political aspirations were, both in spirit and 
in substance. diametrically opposed to those of their aUeged 
mentor. 

Using classical Hegelian concepts and modes of argument, the 
Young Hegelians rapidly reached conclusions which in effect 
nullified the whole upshot of the original system. Com.mencing 
with a critique of religion, they reversed the whole idealisric 
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orientation of the Hegelian dialectic, which they mobilized in 
favour of a passionately logical impeachment of past and con
temporary philosophy, cuhure, morality. and law, and above 
aU of the existing economic and political organiurion of society. 
The Young Hegelians stood for a destruction of all inherent 
authority, doctrinal and institutional, by a critical analysis of the 
presuppositions and functions of accepted beliefs and practices: 
in rdigion, this resulted in an increasingly explicit rejection of 
Christianity; in ethics, it signified an assault upon the merely 
ritualistic, the untenably cOllventional, or the indefensibly 
ordained; in social and poLitica1 affairs, it amounted to an exposure 
and philosophical subversion of the regime and to a radical 
demand for the revision of the very nature and constitution of 
society. From a variery of standpoints, ranging from a humane 
liberalism to a militant communism, they called for a marc or 
less drastic rcgeneration of German economic and political life 
from completely fresh principles. Although not all were 
reformers; although, for example, Bruno Bauer's philosophy 
terminated in an intellectualistic quietism and Stirncr himself 
arrived at an asocial egoism; yet it was natural that they should be 
styled the 'Left Hcgclians' and be compositely referred to as 'the 
Hegelian Left'. 

The two Young Hegelians who fired the opening shots in the 
campaign against Christianiry were David Strauss and Ludwig 
Feuerbach. In Tile Life of J�SIIS Strauss trained the full power of his 
critical armoury on the Gospels, which he showed with irrefutable 
logic to consist of professedly historical narratives, 011 inspection 
so riddled with internal contradictions that there were DOt the 
slightest rational grounds for accepting them as factual accoums 
of historical events. He argued that the Gospels must rather be 
wlderstood as the products of a particular community in a 
particular age, who had sought to express the ideal truths of 
philosophy in the most adequate way open to them-in tbe form 
of myt"s. Modern Christian dogmas arc the sophisticated symboli
zations of religious myths which originally expressed the deepest 
experiences and highest aspirations of a Near Eastern people 
reared in the traditions of the Old Testament, and standards of 
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literal truth or falsehood are therefore strictly irrelevant to their 
evaluation. In the uproar engendered by Strauss's biblical criti
cism, he found himself 2ccused by the onhodox Protestants of 
impious pantheism; while such aCCUS.2tions cawed Hegelians of 
the Right, in 2n excess of sdf-exculpation, to offer feverish and 
ingenious demonstrations of the firmness of their own f2ith. 

The odium incurred by Strauss W2S eventu2lJy shared by 
Feuerbach, who as early as 1830 had anonymously published a 
tr:act pronouncing Christi2n ideas of pt:rsonal immorality to be 
no more than the conceptual expressions of 2 special kind of petty 
human egoism, and who nine years l2ter, in an essay devoted to 
criticism of Hegd's 'rationalistic mysticism', appe21ed for 2 
naturalistic revolution in Hegelianism. It was not, however, until 
1841 that he published his EsStllct of Cllristianity, the first of a 
series of major philosophical works in which the phenomenon 
of religion was critically analysed and its place in the development 
of human consciousness displayed. Man's dual conception of his 
dependence upon Nature and of N2ture's capacity to serve his 
freely chosen purposes leads him to think of the world as a unity 
produced by the will of a benevolent Creator. Man can only 
think the Creator, however, by projecting his own essence, 
that is by objectifying those personal 2nd social chancteristics 
which constitute human perfection and imagining these as inhering 
in an infinite and transcendent being. This being is God. Since 
for the religious consciousness God is set over agaimt man as a 
distinct being, man's self-projection is equivalent to his self
alienation: 'religion is the separ:atioll of man from himself'. By 
transferring our own highest qualities to a remote being in whom 
they are conceived to reside perfectly and infinitely and who is 
therefore deemed to be tlle holy source of all v;\lue, we are in 
effect devaluating ourselves to the statw of inferior, sinful 
cre2tures. Clearly for Feuerbach the essence of Christianity, as 
the culmin2ting stage of religious evolution, was that it required 
to be overcome if men were to return to themselves as their own 
highest object. Declaring that 'God' is nothing but the name for 
the idealized essence of m2l1 himself, and that a pccfccted html2D 
species is the true subject of the attribute 'divine', Feueroo.ch came 
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forward as the apostle of the rdigion of humanity. Christianity 
had to be dissolved. Theology had to be transformed into 
anthropology, the dim worship of God into the burning love of 
mankind. 

The Prussian government was not deceived about the import 
of these theological discussions. Critics of the established religion 
disseminated ideas which were inimical to the whole scheme of 
things within which the established regime had its ordained 
place. In June 1840 the old King, Frederick William m. had been 
succeeded by his spirited and ambitious son, whose conception of 
kingship may have been morc urbane and imaginative than that 
of his narrower and more phlegmatic father, but who was no 
less determined to uphold the royal power, which he saw as a 
paternal authority specially instituted by God for the education 
of his people. Frederick William IV aspired to lead a Christo-. 
Germanic empire whose brilliance, piety, and unity wou1d stand 
as an example to the rest of Europe, and by his personal gifts to 
furnish the intellectual :lnd spiritual leadership for a cu1tured and 
energetic nation. The high hopes entertained by liberals on the 
:lccession of the new King, and fostered by some of his early 
acts. such as the releasing of political prisoners and the partial 
relaxation of press censorship. were soon disappointed, however, 
as it became apparent that he was basically no more progressive 
than his father. but only less stable, subtler. and more sdf
willed, and therefore a more formidable match for all who 
wanted to free German life from feudal constraints and se.igneurial 
monopolies. The brief royal honeymoon with press freedom 
ended abruptly when newspapers like the Rheinische ZeiwlIg 
and the Ltipziger Aflgcmcirle Zeitllllg began to publish vigorous 
and outspoken onslaughts 011 the policies of the govemment and 
on the character of the King himself. Mter numerous attempts 
co bridle their audacity had proved unsuccessfu1, these and other 
leading organs of .radical opinion were finally forced to cease 
publication and their most daring contributors to flee the country. 
Eichhorn. who had followed Altenstein as Minister of Public 
Worship and Education, exercised a clumsy supervision over 
academic life which succeeded. only in alienating university 
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teachers and incensing their students. The most notorious example 
of ultramontane fanaticism in the academic sphere was the King's 
appointment to the chair of philosophy in Berlin of the aged 
Schelling, whom he specifically commissioned to deliver a 
course of lectures in refutation ofHegclianism. The project ended 
in fiasco, but it indicated a cleat awareness on the part of authority 
that the new tum taken by the Hegelian philosophy constituted 
an ideological threat of the first magnitude, and that positive 
measures would have to be taken if atheistic doctrines were not 
to gain hold of Pruss ian intellectual life. Among measures designed 
to increase still further the authority of a strict religious morality 
was the new marriage law projected by Savigny, now Minister 
of Legislation; and on every front officials were instructed to be 
ceaselessly vigil ant in defence of the highest standards of Christian 
morality, now so far as possible to be publicly enforced. 

If during the early 1840S the Young Hegelians were regarded 
as the most dangerous of the government's intellectual adver
saries, they were far from being the only ones. The flood of 
discontent was swollen from many diverse, and often mutually 
antagonistic, sources. Although Sciener received his induction 
as a Young Hegelian and fought alongside them in his first taste 
of cultural warfare, he could not have failed to wimess the 
struggles being conducted on other parts of the same battlefield. 
On every hand he must have encountered the partisans of'Young 
Germany', those practitioners of the literature of social protest, 
so many of whose names-above all that of Heine-were then 
household words. He must have read of the triumphal tour 
through Germany made by the yOWlg poet of rcvolt, Georg 
Herwegh, in the autumn of 1842. He had certainly read the work 
of another literary figure who intervened dramatically in politics, 
This Book Belongs to the King by Bettina von Amim, who with a 
nice mixture of romantic loyalty and sentimental piry appealed 
to the monarch to consummate his piety by relieving social 
distress. The earnest royal government gave new causes for 
grievance almost daily to the educated middle classes throughout 
its domaius, and their disaffection expressed itself at numerous 
points and in numetous forms. 
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Stirner was naturally less interested in the often confwed and 
extravagant remonstrances of liter:ary hotspurs than in the more 
serious and systematic social criticism made by economists, 
historians, and philosophers. The theories of French democratic 
socialism had been introduced to the German public by Young 
Hegelians like Lorenz von Stein and Ludwig Buhl, from whose 
writings Stirner became acquainted with the socialist humani

,[arianism of Louis Blanc; and like all his contemporaries he was 
familiar with the socialist anarchism of Proudhon's What is 
Property?, which lud appeared in J 840 and with which he had to 
come to terms in defining his own conception of property. But it 
was the native German communists who were most certain to 
attr.lct Somer's amused interest by their efforts to place their 
socialistic programmes on a cwly 'philosophical' footing. The 
solemn utopianism of a Weitling or of a Moses Hess, with his 
description of communism. as the ethics of pure love deducible 
from the rcason and jwtice which are the 'true' nature of man, 
was in many respects the application to political affairs of Feuer
bach's 'anthropology', and was therefore bound to draw the 
attention of anyone concerned with the comprehensive state of 
German philosophy in dlC 18405. As in every other sphere, how
ever, it was of course the Young Hegelians themselves whose 
political criticism proved to be the most sophisticated, historically 
the most significant, and immediately the most infuriating to 
the sensitive Prussian government. Much of it was published in 
such journals as the Rheinische Zeitllllg under Marx's editorship, 
and much of it in the series ofJahrbiiclltT edited by Arnold Ruge, 
to which Marx and Engels also latterly contributed. Marx and 
Engels quickly surpassed Ruge's liberal faith in radical reform 
to be brought about by the rational dialectic of party competition 
within the institutional framework of a politically neutral State, 
but they were initially prepared to make common cause against 
a royal bureaucracy which stifled liberals and communists alike. 
The government suppressed Ruge's Hallischt: Jahrbiicher in 1841, 
and when their successors, the Deutsche Jahrbuclter, were also 
suppressed two years later, he wisely transferred his activities 
to Paris, where he and Marx jointly edited the Detdsch-jrallziisiscl,c 
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jtJ/,rbiid,er. The differences of outlook between Ruge and his 
communist collaborators were soon aggravated by serious finan
cial handicaps, however, and in fact the fint issue of the new jtJhr
biither tnnspired also to be the last. 

Thus within a few years Hegelianism, from being the 
staunchest ideological bulwark of Pruss ian autocracy, had become 
the damnable heresy of philosophical demagogues; and far from 
being favoured archpriests in the academic hierarchy, the 
Hegelians who had now gained prominence were virtually 
intellectual outlaws. their writings proscribed and their names 
011 the police records. The Hegelianism into which Stimer was 
drawn had become a philosophy of disaffection, of political and 
religious dissent, and it was in his capacity as a total rebel that he 
temporarily joined fortunes with the Young Hegelians. During 
the height of their notoriety he was daily in the company of some 
of their most antinomian representatives, while one of the most 
typical and in many ways olle of the most able figures, not only 
among 'die Frcien' but in the Young Hegelian movement at 
large., was Bruno Bauer himself, Scimer's closest associate in the 
gatherings at Hippel's. Originally a theologian, in his Critique 
of St. Joh,,'s Gospel and Critique of the Synoptic Gospels Bauer had 
carried Strauss's biblical criticism to a point at which there was 
nothing to choose between Christianity and explicit atheism. 
The Gospels were held to be fantasies, the free poetic creations 
of the individual human evangelists. expressing neither divine 
truth nor historical truth but merely the private aims and charac
ters of their writers. Christianity is to be understood as merely 
one of the products of the free human self-consciousness, whose 
self-motivating activity is the source of all artistic, moral, and 
intellectual constructions. The conclusion drawn by Bauer was 
that the nature of ultimate reality was to be found, not in the 
classical Hegelian Absolute or in Smauss's communal mytholo
gizing, for these are presented as quasi-objective 'substances' 
unfolding themselves in the historical process or defining them
selves through the racial consciousness; but in the infinitely 
subjective sphere of the individual human self-consciousness, 
which exists as an activity of dissolution, criticizing and thereby 
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overthrowing every presupposition which implies a limit to free 
human reflection. To think is to analyse---concepts, practices, 
institutions-by means of logic, to engage in the critical destruc
tion of fixed principles, to liberate the human spirit by a work of 
perpetual intellectual revolution. To think critically is to act, and 
to act is purely to think. Bauer's 'philosophy of pure criticism', 
ending in what was tantamount to a solipsism of Reason, may 
have been the redllctio ad absurdum of this variety of YOWlg 
Hegelianism as a practical force. Its immediate significance was 
to shape the lens through which Stirner would view the philo
sophical predicament of his age. 

The vortex in which Stirner encountered Young Hegelianism, 
and through which he inhaled the vexed atmosphere of the times, 
was centred on Bruno Bauer and permeated by Bauer's special 
brand of onmivorous scepticism. Yet while BrwlO, with his 
brothers Edgar and Egbert, was undoubtedly the focal figure 
among 'die Frcien', animating their heady discussions with his 
flow of allwive badinage, he could hardly be described as the 
'leader' of so centrifugal and protean a gathering. In fact it is 
hard to determine the collective role played by'die Freien' during 
the intellectual ferment of the 18405. Although some of its 
individual members took an active part in the revolutionary 
agenda of 1848, the group as such cannot be said to have con
tributed in any very effective way to the train of public events 
leading up to the national convulsion. Throughout the early 
years of the decade it functioned more as an intellectual clearing
house in which avant-garde writers, disenchanted academics, 
and footloose journalists could meet to exchange the latest 
political news, to discuss proposals for social and educational 
r!'=form, to criticize current philosophical and religious ideas, or to 
ventilate the grievances generally felt by the restless but politically 
impotent Berlin intelligentsia, than as a practical and specific 
political force. To the philosophically attuned ear the note struck 
by their debates may have been characteristically Young Hegelian. 
but the diffuse stream of recruits to their meetings must at one 
time or another have included representatives of almost every 
shade of liberal and left-wing opinion. If the members of 'die 
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Freien' were powerless to exert any material influence on the 
shape or direction of contemporary history, their discussions 
certainly made up a catalogue of the issues requiring settlement 
and of the multifarious projects for settling them then in philo
sophical currency. The silent Stirner, sitting as 'the chiel amang 
them takin' notes' and revolving within himself his private 
schemes of metaphysical empire, was thus in a unique position 
to feel the pulse of contemporary discontent and to make his 
own settlement with or without reference to the models on 
display. 

If &om one point of view Der Eillzige /Iud sein Eigelltlmln appears 
to be of purely historical interest, as simply one of the more 
arresting contributions made to a philosophical debate in vigorous 
progress among the younger German intellectuals during the 
1840s, this is perhaps because virtually every page of the book 
furnishes evidence of its author's preoccupation with contem
porary philosophical themes and with the solutions popularly 
canvassed. It is not surprising that Scirner should have been awake 
to the cultural melee going on around him, or that he should have 
been conscious of its significance in the historic context of recent 
German philosophy. 'He must have beard the battle-cries of the 
combatants at almost every turn. He may already have been 
introduced to Hegelian modes of thought and educational 
principles at his Bayreuth Gymnasium, where Gabler, Hegel's 
zealously loyal disciple and future successor in Berlin, was for 
many years Director. As a university student, h� sat at the feet 
of the master himself, heard Michelet lecntre on Aristotle, Mar
heincke on theology, and thus became directly acquainted with 
orthodox Hegelianism, in its most conservative forms, at the 
very fount and origin of the system: his examination essay, 'On 
School Rules', testified to the influence of Hegelian concepts and 
dialectical procedures on his as yet unripened thinking. It was 
also in the University of Berlin, where he listened to Schleier
macher on ethics and followed Trendelenburg's course of lectures 
on Aristotle's De Anima, that he encountered the early expres-
sions of religious and academic opposition to Hegelianism as a 
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philosophical method and perspective. By the time Stiencr finished 
his formal education, in the year of Strauss's bombshell, he had 
been equipped with a fair working knowledge of the state of 
German theology and metaphysics just before Left Hegelianism 
exploded into the arena. 

During his years as a schoolteacher, that is during dle years 
when he was gradually working out his own philosophical 
position, Somer had more than ample opportunity to appraise 
the changing morphology of German intellectual life. By all 
the ways in which an intelligent man who is alert to the climate 
of opinion around him can come to have a clear appreciation 
of the forces and the beliefs actively shaping the mind of the 
society in which he Jives, Srirner must have been able to arrive 
at a sharp and reasonably comprehensive assessment of the nature 
and direction of the main currents of opinion-political Romanti
cism, reactionary Christianity, the feudal social philosophy of 
the Royalists, the theism and the humanism of the Old and the 
Young Hegelians, political liberalism, philosophical socialism
which were shaping the intellectual temper of contemporary 
Prussian society. Moreover, he had opportunities not commonly 
vouchsafed to the average alert intellectual. His activities as a 
newspaper correspondent brought him into daily touch with a 
wide range of sources of knowledge and opinion and gave him 
well-informed connections in Cologne, Leipzig, and Hamburg 
as well as in Berlin. And above all, his regular presence, over 
three years, at the nightly meetings of 'die Freien' placed him 
in a unique vantage-point from which he could survey the 
territory under dispute and [he cultural gladiators embattled on it. 
The wine-parlour at Hippcl's was one of the citadels of Young 
Hegelianism, and the metropolis itself of the philosophy of 
'sovereign criticism'. There Stimer could meet the Bauers, 
liberals like Buill, or humanists like Engels on a personal footing; 
he could listen to radicals like Ruge or Koppen, or poets of revolt 
like Gottschall,Jordan, Herwegh, and Hoffman von Fallersleben; 
if Old Hegelians, speculative theists, orthodox Protestants, and 
wtramontane royalists were somewhat WIder-represented, at 
least their ideas must have been in frequent currency, if only as 
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objects of vilification and ridicule from the caustic tongues of 
'the free men'. 

But of course, however extensive his personal relationships, 
Stimer's firm grasp of the issues at stake in the contemporary 
social and religious conflict could only bave come from a close 
study of the fundamental works in which these issues were stated 
and discussed, and in fact he demonstrably had a detailed famil i
arity with the crucial philosoprucal literarure of the day. From the 
internal evidence of Der Eillzige, it is clear that he was conversant 
with Hegel's PhCllometlOlogy of Mind, with his Encyclopaedia of the 
Philosophical Sciences, his Philosophy of Right, and his published 
lectures on the philosophy of history. He had read Feuerbach's 
Essence oj Christianity. his Pritldples of Future Philosophy. and his 
Prolegomena to the Reform oj Philosopl,y. He knew his way around 
the seven volumes of Bruno and Edgar Bauer's Reminiscences ill 
Recent History sillce The Revolution, and had read the latter's works 
on The Liberal Movements in Germany and The Quarrel of Criticism 
with Church alld State. Of the other writings of Bruno, he had 
studied The Good Cause of Freedom atld My OWII Business, Christ
ianity Discovered, The Jewish Question. and State. Religion, and 
Party, all of which appeared in 1842 or 1843. The views of 
political liberals were represented in his reading by the recent 
works of Rutenberg, Bettina von Amim, and several others. He 
was acquainted with Moses Hess's The ErfropeQfI Triarchy, with 
Proudhon's What is Property? and The Creation of Order among 
Humanity, and with the most recent writings of Lorenz von 
Stein, Weitling, and other socialists. He was familiar with the 
A/lecdota oJR.ecent German Philosophy, edited by Ruge; he had read 
the Twenty-one Slteets from Switzerlalld. edited by Herwegh and 
containing important articles by Hess and Bauer; and he had 
consulted the Delltsclt-Jranzosisclre Jahrbiic[,er. containing Marx's 
articles on the Jewish question and in criticism of Hegel's 
philosophy. From the works directly cited or discernibly used 
in the writing of Der Einzige alone, it is indisputable that Stirner 
had prepared himself for his comprehensive evaluation of existing 
German ideology by massive researches into the distinctive com
plexion of the major philosophical coalitions of the day. 
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His numerous contributions to the Rheinische Zeitung and the 
Leipziger Allgemeine Zeirutlg also testify to the breadth and intcnsity 
ofScimer's interest in contcmpoury cvents and ideas. Most of his 
articles dealt eimer wim political and academic controversies then 
exciting public attention or with recent publications bearing upon 
the political and ideological concerns of the r2dical Prussian 
intelligentsia. On the assumption that he read the books which he 
reviewed, his reading must have included such motley ingre
dients as Rosenkranz's Konigsberg Sketches, Edgar Bauer's defence 
of his brother in Bruno Baller atJd his Opponents, me anonymous 
Morality is Better tlla1l lAw, discussing the proposed marriage 
reforms, and even a pamphlet on me conduct of the Berlin Legal 
Facu1ty-the first of these by a prominent Hegelian of the Centre, 
and me others all from me pens of committed Hegelians of the 
Left. His journalistic writings also show him to have had con
siderable intimacy with a wide variety of current newspapers 
and periodicals, ranging from The Foreig'J Quarterly Review and 
the highly respectable jellaisc/Je LiteratJlr-ZeitJmg to Ludwig 
Buhl's latest pugnacious venture called Der Patriot. His apprentice
ship in r2dical journalism may not immediately have revealcd 
any remarkable philosophical powers, but it manifestly provided 
him with me occasion and the facilities for compiling me long 
list of wgets. and for testing some of me small arms, which were 
to figure in his later career as a deadly philosophica1 marksOWl. 

Because of Stimer's absorption with the political and philo
sophical literature of the period, it is relatively easy to assess the 
extent to which he is indebted to his prcdecessors and contem
poraries, and to detect the ways in which their ideas influenced 
his thinking. Every sentence of Der Ei/lzige was written with a 
livdy consciousness of the specific philosophers who would 
read it, who would take it as being directly addressed to them, 
and who could if they wanted congratulate themselves on having 
received a terse commendation or squirm at finding thcmselves 
the objects of a detailed and sarcastic refutation. Stirncr borrowed 
profusely from the concepts and terminology of Hegelianism 
(almough often putting these to his own idiosyncratic uses), and 
he leaned heavily on the methods of argument and formal 
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schemata generally in favour among the Young Hegdians; but 
he was chiefly indebted to his predecessors for having identified 
the issues to be settled, for even if their attempts to settle them 
required total demolition they had at least the negativeand labour
saving merit of having charted the dimensions of his task. The 
nwnerous ways in which Stimer's intellectual milieu recorded its 
impression on the features of Der Eitlzige will be evident in later 
chapters as his ideas come to be expounded and analysed. Here 
it will be enough to note briefly the most striking points of 
convergence and de arture. 
1 t 1$ a ove all the influence of Hegel which announces itself 
everywhere in Der Einzige. His characteristic concepts are to be 
found, often severely mutilated but always recognizable, at every 
stage and in every section of the book. His conception of the 
mind's activity as a kind of destruction or annihilation of the 
brute objective world, which it appropriates by assimilating to 
itself, reappears in Stirner's account of tile relationship between 
The Unique One and the world as a relationship of'consumption', 
in which objects are appropriated by 'ingesting' them and reduc
ing them to the self's own inner nothingness. His conception of 
'alienation', as the schism in Spirit whereby Spirit fails to recognize 
what is essentially its own objective reflection and so is driven 
to embark on the series of movements which will only terminate 
in the recovery of the lost unity. is transferred by Stimer to the 
predicament of the individual self dominated by its own creatures 
until it reappropriates them and thereby recovers its self-posses
sion. In fact, throughout Der Einzige it is the Hegelian concept 
of Spirit, as the universal self-<:onsciousness progressively enfold
ing every particular finite existent within itself, which Stirner is 
ultimately concerned to defeat in favour of his own concept of 
the private and exclusive consciousness of The Unique One. 
And, throughout. Stirner develops and presellts his ideas in the 
classical Hegelian forms of the triadic progression of thought, 
whereby every truth is supposed to have three aspects or stages, 
of which the first two, affirmation and negation. are incomplete 
aspects. while the third, synthesis, emerges as a final lUlification 
of these contradictory elements. The supreme triad. which for 
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Hegel is the dialectical transition from consciousness through self
consciousness to reason, is represented for Stimer by the passage 
from realism through idealism to egoism, a progression which he 
claims to discern in various dimensions of experience. Like Hcge1, 
in the first chapter of Da Einzige Stimer illustrates this dialectical 
movement from the span of a human life, the child being dIe 
'realist', the youth the 'idealist', and the grown man the mawre 
egoist. Also like Hegel (although with considerably less erudition 
and historical sophistication), he applies the triadic scheme to 
human history: the world-outlook of the Ancients disintegrates 
and yields to the cultures, religions, and philosophies of the 
Moderns, including and culminating in the Young Hegelians, 
themselves eventually to be superseded by the egoistic conscious
ness which, as an entirely new mode of being, transfigures and 
dominates all those which have gone before. Whereas for Hegel 
the terminus and consummation of history is signified by the self
fulfilmellt of sovereign Spirit in absolute freedom. for Stimer 
it is the self-realization of The Unique One in and through his 
property which constitutes th,e natural denouement of philo
so wcal thought. 

T e IInme late predecessor whose contagious dialectic is 
practised in the central chapters of Da Eillzige (where it is charac
teristically used to confute its own artificer) was of course Bruno 
Bauer. Stirner was voraciously rcady to take over Bauer's 
philosophy of bOWldless criticism exposing and dissolving all 
limits which constrain the thinker or warp the dynamic, self
regulating movement of his thought. Where Bauer shows him
self to be still at heart a theologian. however, is in his failure to 
carry his activity of perperual dissolution into the privileged 
categories of 'humanity' and of 'consciousness' itself, since even 
after he had repudiated 'human consciousness' as the source and 
author of the critical activity he merely postulated instead the 
equally remote figment of 'pure self-consciousness' as sovereign 
judge and critic. Stirncr criticizes the Critics for having elevated 
'Criticism', in the form of pure thought. to the quasi-religious 
status of a transcendent absolute, and to it he opposes the concrete, 
incommensurable reality of The Unique One, ceasclesslyperishing 
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and re-emerging from the 'creative nothingness' in which It IS 
rootlessly rooted. From Bauer's Criticism he is determined to 
eradicate the last vestiges of idealistic substance, or of any kind of 
identification of being with thought, and to re-appropriate, in 
face of this last desperate attempt at his alienation, the self-cemred 
and therefore indefeasible being of the private, solitary individual 
in all his self-justifying immanence. As in Hegel's idealism, so in 
Bauer's Criticism, it is ultimately a deified consciousness which 
waits to be revealed as the omnipresent and indefatigable enemy 
of the self. But The Unique One needs no gods, and his very 
existence is thus an affront to any candidate for Olympus, even
indeed particularly-when his campaign, like Bauer's, is based 
on a critical exposure of all the other candidates. Stimer was 
prepared to side with Bauer in the joyful work of deposing the 
gods, but he would not hesitate to destroy him the moment he 
aspired to usurp their vacant throne. 

If The Unique One needs no gods, still lcss docs he need men. 
The most important, and by far the most celebrated, of Stimer's 
living contemporaries was Feuerbach, from whom he also 
borrowed heavily and whom he repaid by digging him a special 
grave in the philosophical cemetery he was busily constructing. 
The inscription on the stone was to read: 'God, alias Man'. 
Stimer clearly saw in Feuerbach's declaration that 'man is to man 
the supreme being' yet another attempt to reincarnate God under 
the pretence of evicting him. In declaring man to be divine, 
Feuerbach was in fact resurrecting the dead God and seeking to 
clothe him in human flesh, for 'the essence of Christianity' was 
that it indeed lived on in tbe allegedly atheistic hunlanism of 
Fcuerbach. By submitting Feuerbach's 'anthropology' to the 
ruthless dissection which he himself had practised 011 theology, 
Stirner showed the ideal of a perfe<:ted humanity to have all the 
alien characteristics which its apostle had successfu.lly diagnosed 
in the concept of transcendent divinity. The devotee is expro
priated from himself, whether he worships a transcendent God 
or binds himself to the service and love of 'mankind', and the 
bumanistic consciousness is no less alienated, no less the projection 
on to an abstract and fictitious entity of essentially personal 
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qualities-that is. qualities always naturally belonging to some 
particular concrete self-than is the religious consciousness which 
Fcuerbach expended so much talent and energy in unmasking. 
Stirncr certainly considered Feuerhach's works to deserve the 
most detailed study. Indeed, the general plan of Der Einzige. with 
its two main divisions of 'Man' and '1'. is based upon that of 
TIlt! Essence o!Chdstianity, with its division into two parts entitled 
'The true, or anthropological, essence of religion' and 'The false, 
or theological, essence of religion' respectively, and it may be 
said that from one point of view Stirncr's achievement was to 
carry Feuerbach's religious critique to its logical conclusion by 
demonstrating all religion, whether theological or anthropo
logical, to be essentially a dispossession of the only reality there 
is-the reality of the private, unique self, who is indefinable 
because he is without an 'essence' of any kind. Feuerbach's service 
was to show him just how far it would be necessary to travel, 
and just how much it would be necessary to tbrow overboard, 
if he wanted to reach the ne pIllS 1I1tra of total and uncompro
mising atheism. From his study of Feuerbachian humanism he 
saw that the total atheist must reject not only the ideal of a 
transcendent God, but all ideals, and thus that only the nihilist 
can qualify as the true atheist. From his study of Feuerbach 
he was led to see that rejection of the God Who is Love must be 
completed by rejection of that love for mankind which is sancti
fied by humanists as the supreme moral ideal, and thus that the 
true atheist is necessarily a total egoist. It was ultimately from his 
study of Feuerbach, therefore, that Stimer was brought to 
recognize himself as a nihilistic egoist and to state his protest 
in the grim and exultant language of nihilistic egoism. 

Both Feuerbach and Bauer had much to say about the socialist 
and democratic movements of the time, and must therefore also 
be numbered among those diverse radicals of whose ethical and 
political writings Stimer availed himself on the many occasions 
that he wanted to annotate his nihilistic egoism by exhibiting its 
application to contemporary social issues. When Stimer criticized 
the democratic activism of Ruge, for example, to the effect that 
substituting a liberal democratic state for the Christian autocracy 
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of Frederick William IV would only result in replacing one 
tyranny by another tyranny which would be stil l  more ruthless 
and efficient in its expropriation of The Unique One, his criticism 
in many respects echoed those made by Blanc, Stein, Hess, and 
Marx in articles with which he was certainly acquainted. And 
when subsequently it became the tum of the socialists (chiefly 
in the person of Proudhon) to look down Stimer's gun-barrels, 
it was an article by Edgar Bauer in the Allgemeitle Literatllr
Zeitlmg which was to furnish him with convenient ammunition: 
the accusations that Proudholl's 'social justice' was merely a 
reformulation of the concept of the divine law-giver as the 
eternal ground of right conduct, and that his 'Man-as-Workcr' 
was as alien and as transcendent as any concept of a 'Supreme 
Being', were exactly of the kind Stimer was only too willing 
to enlist in Ius work of deicide. If, however, in partnership with 
the Bauers Stirner might he ready to deride the philosophical 
reprcsentatives of 'the Mass' and to deflate their solemn claims 
on behalf of the dignity of manual labour, he had no intention of 
freeing himself from the drudgery of manual labour only to 
submit to the still more exacting demands made by intellectual 
labour, in the sense of Bauer's 'sovereign activity of criticism', 
and he went on almost in the next breath to denouncc his pro
visional aUies for seeking to encompass The Unique One by the 
ascription to him of a 'vocation', in this case the vocation of 
intellectual fastidiousness. The nihilistic egoist refuscs all vocations. 
whether political, economic, or spiritual, and thus. whatever his 
temporary alignments with liberals, communists, or critical 
intellectuals, the point is soon reached when these must be 
abruptly and impenitently severed if he is to remain in sole and 
exclusive possession of himscl£ While Stimer was prepared to 
borrow freely from such of his predecessors or contemporaries 
as could be of use to him, he had no foolish scruples about jetti
soning their cherished projects the moment they ceased to serve 
his own overriding purpose. 

This in fact sums up the whole of Stirner's relationship to his 
intellectual environment. He had an urgent account to render, 
an account of himself and of his metaphysical and moral where-
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abouts, and he happened to render it at the height of a particular 
social and religious conflict in which German inteUectuals were 
embroiled during the early 184OS. Its ultimate significance, how
ever, is global and perenniaL Stirner's form of nihilistic egoism 
exemplifies a kind of response which it is open to philosophers 
of any age or culture to make, and which others have in fact 
made, although none so categorically and comprehensively as he. 
Because he lived when he did. he happened to state it in the ter
minology of that time and to define it against the issues which 
were then pressing. but it can be stated in face of other issues, 
while certain other terminologies-in particular, as will be argued, 
that of modem existentialism-may serve to state it even more 
persuasively. In Der Eillzige Sumer has much to say about 'pro
prietary thinking, my thinking, a thinking which docs not lead 
me but is directed, continued, or broken off by me at my 
pleasure'. I 'Iff attain to property in thought', he says, 'they [viz. 
thoughts] stand as my creatures.'2 for the proprietary thinker, an 
idea is always recognized to be only 'my judgment. which I can at 
any moment cI,ange, i.e. annihilate, take back into myself, and 
consume'.) and for the nihilistic egoist, therefore, who is 'entitled 
to everything of which he can empower himself.· .. those ideas 
of others which he can appropriate are thenceforward at his 
entire disposal, to put to such uses as he pleases and to adapt or 
redirect as he judges fit. In the light of these open professions, 
the whole of Der Ei"zige can be viewed as a sustained exercise 
in 'proprietary thinking', in the course of which its author first 
appropriated, then transformed, and finally discarded the con
cepts and modes of argument in usc among the various philo
sophical factions around him. He might requisition tile philo
sophical resources of a feuerbach, a Bauer, or a Marx, but he 
was not bound to deploy them according to the same strategies 
or towards the same objectives. One thing is certain. Whatever 
points of comparison may exist between Stirner and his pre
decessors or contemporaries, in Der Ei"zige he was seeking to 
articulate a vision of the world and the self's place in it which was 
wholly and peculiarly his own, since in its essentials, in its reckJess 
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celebration of egoistlc irresponsibility and its systematic refmal 
to ascribe virtue or meaning to experience. it is a vision pro
foundly repugnant to each one of those philosophers to whom he 
might seem most indebted. The configuration of ideas in which 
his creative impulse embodied itself could have been assembled 
from the intellectual resources which surrounded him: the 
creative impulse was his alone. 



CHAPTER III  

THE DESCENT INTO THE VACUUM 

THE evolution of Snmer's thought between his fIrst published 
writings in January 1842 and the appearance of Der Einzige Ulld 
sein EigentllUm in November 1844 is clearly plotted by the series 
of increasingly confident articles and essays which he published 
in variow newspapers and periodicals during that time. In less 
than three yean Snmer traversed a direct and unerring route from 
a commonplace if militant liberal humanism, by way of a reck
lessly defiant individualism, to the relaxed and arrogant form of 
nihilistic egoism in terms of which he finally settled his philo
sophical identity. His progress resembles that of a man at first 
engaged with others in heated. batde. who wades far out into 
the enemy destroying and dearing a space around his forward 
movement, until at last, having long since left his comrades 
inaccessibly behind, he finds himself utterly alone in a disunt 
place, surrounded by silence and the corpses of his opponents. 
In his journalistic writings we om see Stimer's early radical 
concern, his passionate detestation of social convention and 
political authority, yielding gradually but inevitably to a se1£
centred disregard of moral and religious prescriptions, and then at 
last to the solitary and calm self-possession of the nihilist. 

His contributions to the Rheinische Zeitutlg, as one of its regular 
Berlin correspondents between March and October 1842, display 
his original violent, almost unreflective adherence to the party of 
social and intellectual reform. Mostly reviews, reports of contro
versial political events, or the bruiting of current rumours and 
discontents, they range from very short notices to quite lengthy 
and substantial articles, written often in the style of a newspaper 
leader or a 'Berlin Letter'. His choice of themes accurately por
trays the contemporary preoccupations of the Young Hegelians: 
a report on the difficulties experienced by a Srraussian theo-
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logical student in Copenhagen; frequent animadversions on the 
press censorship or demands for a generally greater liberty of 
expression; numerous references to the course of events leading 
to Bruno Bauer's dismissal from his academic post in Bonn, an 
issue which was then a kind of rallying-ground for everyone 
committed to the cause of intellectual freedom: all energetically 
stating the tadical case with notable economy and acidity. 
Sevenl articles are devoted to the favourable publicizing of works 
by avante-garde critics of the regime, drawing attention to 
pamphlets from the press of the celebrated 'Berlin Reading
Room' or to the first issue of Buhl's new monthly, Der Patriot. 
The contributions sent by StiCller to the great opposition news
papcr in Cologne might have been written by almost any dis
affected young Berliner who had the opportunity and the re
sources to strike a verbal blow against the cntrenched forces of 
Prussian dogma and theological reaction. 

His contributions to the Leipziger Allgemeille Zeitlltlg between 
May and December 18.p, were made in the same vein, but 
typically consist of rather longer articles and reviews, often 
composed almost entirely of extended quotations from the worb 
he commended to the attention of the newspaper's Saxon 
readers. For a period, active political opposition in Berlin being 
virtually strangled, the interest of German radicals focused on 
Konigsberg, where a new initiative had recently been taken by 
several prominent liberal personalities, and many of Stiener's 
articles follow closely the fresh developments in the East Prussian 
capital. Thus, he devotes ducc long articles to the extraordinary 
affair of Dr. Jacoby, charged with high treason for having had 
the audacity to publish an appeal for greater popular participation 
in government; he gives a long account of the book. Wlumct and 
Whither, by von Schon, then President of the East Prussian 
assembly and a convinced liberal; he gives a sympathetic sum
mary of Rosenkranz's KOlligsberg Sketches, his only reservation 
being that their author's standpoint is too moderate to define 
certain burning issues with the full sharpness they require; and 
he describes in detail four sensational public lectures given to an 
enthusiastic audience of local bourgeois by Walesrode, a leading 
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contributor to the Hartu"gsclle Zeitlmg, the sophisticated but out� 
spoken organ of liberal opposition in the city. His other articles 
illustrate the range and character of his dominating interests: 
he comments scornfully 011 the new divorce laws; he has much to 
say about the prevalent threats to academic freedom; he discusses 
the schism in the Berlin legal faculty between the historical and 
the philosophical schools of law; and he blithely confirms that a 
club of free-thinking yOWlg intellectuals, known as 'die Freicn', 
indeed exists and holds regular meetings in Berlin. Once more, 
the dismissal of Bruno Bauer, with its aftermath of protest and 
recrimination, figures as a recurrent and crucial theme through
out Stiencr's writings. In a supplement he spends many pages 
discussing the 'minority report' submitted by Marheineke, who, 
while acknowledging Bauer to be in theological error, denied 
that his views were necessarily anti-Christian, suggested that his 
proper spherc of employmcllt was in a philosophical faculty, and 
attributed the whole imbroglio to an ill-advised confusion of 
ecclesiastical and academic affairs. in his contributions to the 
Ltipziger Allgemeine aitllng also, then, Stirner showed himself 
to be engrossed by the topics characteristically at issue in the view 
of those fractious libertarians with whom he was mOSt closely 
associated. Active in directing the concern of the public to what 
he held to be the most glaring abuses of governmental preroga
tive. aggressively identifying himself with the partisans of social 
and intellectual emancipation. to his associates he mUSt have 
appeared as committed and as unambiguous a humanist as any 
of them. 

In January 1842 Stimer had already published two separate 
and rather more ambitious articles on the religious question. 
The first of these, in the Hamburg Telcgraf /iir Deutschland, was a 
review of Bruno Bauer's anonymous book, Thl! Trumpet of the 
Last }lIdgmellt agaillst Hegel, the Atheist and Anticlr,ist, in which 
Bauer had pretended to wlmask Hegel as the arch-enemy of true 
religion, who had disguised his destructive purpose under cloak 
of demonstrating the ultimate reconciliation of philosophical 
reason and Christian faith. By expurgating the wliversc of 
mystery, above all by destroying human IMr before the unknow-
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able, Hegel had in effect announced himself as the enemy of the 
sacred, therefore of the divine, and of God. 'The Trumpeter' 
ironiC2l1y called upon the tru1y pious to quit their slumbrous 
complacency, to terminate the 'diplomatic peace' between 
Christianity and philosophy, and to join immediate and mortal 
battle with the unregenerate rationalist and his godless followers. 
While in his faithful account of The lAst Tmmpet Stirner may have 
added nothing of his own to Bauer's arguments, this review, 
his very earliest published writing, shows him to have from dIe 
start endorsed the view that the essential purport of Hegelianism 
was atheistic and thus that the orientation imparted by the 
Hegelians of the Left was the fruitful and historically crucial one. 
His other publication, in the form of a pamphlet, appeared 
almost immediately after the review of Bauer's book, and also 
addressed itself to the con8ict between reason and religion. 
This was his Reply oj a membr( oj the Berlin comtmmity to the tract 
oj tJ� fiJty-sevell ecclesiastics, (1Itjtl�d 'The C/lristian Observanu oj 
SUI/day': A Jrielldly word to ollr laymen, in which he advised 
anxious churchmen that public piety would decline even more 
disastrously until they started to preach a humanitarian religion 
from their pulpits. Instead of fostering social servility, moral 
anaemia, and mental cowardice, let the churches teach men to 
practise a rational ethic, to realize and reverence the humanity 
in dlemseives, and to live their lives freely and without fear. 
In this article, too, Stirner was doing little more than add his 
signature to the declaration of war already pronounced against 
Christianity by the Young Hegelians. Its genetic interest is to 
indicate witll remarkable exactitude his philosophical starting
point, which it shows to have been firmly fixed in the secularistic 
concepts and ethiC21 attitudes of a thoroughgoing but conven
tional humanism of almost exactly the kind he would have found 
readymade by Feucrbach. 

Even in these earliest philosophical writings there are percept
ible traces of the characteristic Scirner who was shortly to emerge. 
In the review of The Lost Trumpet, for example, he describes the 
'selr-sufficiency of the free man', who brings down a whole 
world in his murder of God, and whose work of sclf-creation 
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cannot be distinguished from his work of destruction. I For every 
reference to the self-appropriation or the 'reckless and licentious 
will' of the sovereign individual,2 however, there are twenty 
references to 'the truly and completely human' as constituting 
'my best and true self:, to 'the God within oneself,'4 or even to 
'morality and rationality' as the highest facwties of the free 
spirit.s For the philosophical voyage on which he was now em
barking Sumce had to travel lighdy, and his course may be 
checked by his progressive jettisoning of these redundant bur
dens-morality, social justice, reason, and humanity-which 
even at the start served only as ballast and which had to go over
board if he was to carry to its destination his purely personal 
freight-his absolute irresponsibility rooted in the ethical vacuum 
at the solitary centre of his identity, his choice of the destructive, 
the appropriative, and the cxploitive in his relationships with 
others and the world, his self-enjoyment through self-creation 
and self-possession, in a word his nihilistic egoism. 

His course is charted above all in the four major and indepen
dent essays which he wrote in 1842 and 1843. The two earliest 
of these appeared in the Rheinische Zeitllllg : the first, on 'The 
False Principle of our Education', occupied four supplements in 
April 1842, and the second, on 'Art and Religion', was published 
in another supplement in the following June. The ocher two. on 
'The State Founded on Love' and on Eugene Sue's us Mysteres 
de Paris, were written for the Berliner MotlatssciJrijt, which Ludwig 
Buh! had projected as early as July 1843. but which owing to the 
censorship was not published uncil 1845 and even then did not 
survive the first issue. It is almost certain, then, that the last of these 
four important essays charting Scimer's philosophical evolution 
was written by the early summer of 1843. He had totally ceased 
his more ephemeral journalistic activity by January of that year, 
when the Leipziger Al1gemeitlc Zeitlmg had been suddenly sup
pressed, and some time before July he must have decided to 

I See Ma.T SlImtt's kltiHtrt Scllrijim lind s�illt Enlgtgll,mgtn rnlj dit K,ilik $tillu 
Wakts: 'Da Buige IIlId still Eigctl/lllm'. AIIJ dm jaJ/mr 18.,:-.,8, edited by J. H. 
Mackay, and edition, Berlin, 19l-4. p. 19. 

1 See op. cit., p. }7. l See op. cit., p. 32. • See op. eit., p. 37. 
j See op. eit., p. -4]. 
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swpend all other literary work of any kind in order fully to release 
his energies for the task of writing Der Eil/zige lind seill Eigelltllllln. 
Clearly, by tbe time he had written the last of these four decisive 
essays, he must have seen himself to be on the very brink of that 
total nihilism into which his immediate course lay to plWlge. 

In the very first of these essays, on 'The False Principle of our 
Education, or Humanism and Realism', Stimer had already 
begun to make notable and distinctive innovations.! Within the 
ambience of an educational theme, he slIcceeds in striking a note 
that echoes many of the richer chords later to be fully orchestrated 
in Det Ei/lzige. Certainly, he Slill pays lip-service to the part of 
education in 'perfecting our community, our social life',2; it 
does this, however, not by 'producing creatures', but by 'forming 
Crttltors',l The domination of our environment, which he judges 
to be the valid essence of 'Realism', is still held to consist in 
apprehending its inherent dialectical processes by the purely 
logical procedures of formal abstraction; but we may detect a 
foreshadowing of Slimer's later doctrines of the egoist's 'appro
priation' of his environment in his account of how the educational 
process requires the pupil to 'annihilate' the concrete material 
data by incorporating them into the invisible core of his self, 
and in his concept of dle 'Will-Knowledge' which arises when 
inert knowledge is thus destroyed and transmuted into dynamic 
will. 4 In his ontological account of the pupil's sclfhood Stimer 
still rdies heavily on the Hegelian concept of'Spirit'; he converts 
the Hegelian terminology to his own use, however, and system
atically accentuates the autonomy and self-sufficiency of the 
pupil's 'Spirit', which frees itself from all extcrnal alienations, 
from all revercnce for its surroundings, by converting these 
into mere alimentation for the pupil's growing individuality. 
He is still prepared to assign a specifically 'cthical' purpose to 
cducalion;s but this 'ethical' purpose tums out to be the formation 

I For a full account of the pbrx of 1M FalJt Prirtripfl of (Jllr Edlua/ion in Stimer's 
!hought, and of its rdationship to hiJ finished philo$Ophy as stated in Der Eillzigt 
ulld Still EigtlllhulIl, sec: MIIX Stint"', Philosophy ojEdlllllfioo, by R. W. K. Paterson 
(unpubfuhed thesis for the B.Phil . of St. AndrC'ws University, 196�). 

1 See MtU Slim"', kltilltrt Sch,i/itn, pp. 137-8. • 5C'e: op. cit., p. 137 . 
• See op. cit .. pp. � .. 6-7 �nd �S3-4. J SC'e 01'. cit., p. 156. 
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of sovereign characters', of individuals who arc themselves 
'principals' bttause they arc without fixed principles, 'free persons' 
engaged in ceaseless dissolution and rejuvenation, whose freedom 
consists in perpetual sclf-definicioll and self-manifestation. I 

The pupil-hero of 'educational personalism' is not yet a 
nihilist and not yet an egoist. Stirner was eventually fa replace 
the freedom of the 'personalist' by the self-possession of The 
Unique One. He was to abandon such conceptiolu as 'Will
Knowledge' in favour of a pure will to which knowledge, like 
values, was an external element to be disregarded or to be seized 
and deployed without need or possibility of justification. Never
theless, die 'free person', no longer merely an ethical fragment 
but already an existential totality, is in many respects an astonish
ingly precocious miniature of The Unique One. The vacuous, 
impenetrable self of the 'free person', who negates and consumes 
the world in the act of exploiting and enjoying it, is the embryo 
of that 'creative nothingness' in which the identity of The Unique 
One is cenceed and from which he emerges to disembowel and 
caress the physical and social univene in which he alights. The 
moment-to-moment existence of the 'free person', his sanguine 
instability and promiscuity, is already an advanced symptom of 
what was to develop into The Unique One's incurable roodess
ness and levity, his perpetual re-creation through self-destruction. 
Stirner's educational essay is not yet a testament either of nihilism 
or egoism in the sellSe to which he was later to carry these 
concepts, but already his moral and social dissent has taken the 
form of a capricious individualism, and individualism is already 
equated with a life of unabashed and reckless self-affirmation. 

Although it was actually written and published at an early 
point during his brief career as a topical journalist, throughout 
which, as we have scen, he appeared in the conventional guise of a 
committed social radical, ill retrospect Stirner's essay on educa
tion clearly announces his advent as an independent critic who 
at one stroke has begun secretly to forge a new set of weapons 
designed for eventual use against his as yet unsuspecting comrades
in-anns in the radical and humanist camp itsel£ To his readers 

I Sec op. til., pp. 151-4. 
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among 'die Freien', however, Stimer's batteries must have 
seemed to be still mainly trained on the forces of conservative 
morality as their common enemy. This impression might well 
have been confirmed by the second of his important philosophical 
essays, on 'Art and Religion', which appeared two months latcr, 
whcn Stirner was at the very height ofltis activity as an avowedly 
radical journalist. For Hegel art, above all the 'spiritual' work of 
art, culminating in classical comedy, represented that necessary 
and maicutic stage in the history of the relationship betwccn the 
human and the divine which inaugurates the final solmion of their 
relationship, the solution proclaimed by the highest reveaJed 
religion, Christianity, in which the union of human and divine is 
accomplished in its purest form. Stimer replies that while the 
artist is the first to propagatc human ideals by projecting the 
deepest human aspirations on to a concrete object, the work of 
art, religion, in its subsequent attempt to grasp the ideal object 
by converting it into an inner spiritual reality, succecds only in 
draining the image of its sensual content, and eventually of all 
content .• The true result of religion is always alienation, with all 
its seductive agonies and exquisite deprivations. In seeking to 
embrace God, the believer is seeking to embrace his own shadow, 
for God is nothing but thc vacuous reflection of a humanity 
which has not yet found itself, and the reflection will remain 
vacuous until philosophy succeeds in teaching men to recognize 
themselves and to place their hopes upon themselves.1 

A formight before this essay of Stirner's, Bruno Bauer had 
published a pamphlet on The Hegeliatl Doctrine of Religion alld Art, 
and it was only a matter of months earlier that Feucrbach's 
Essetlce of Cllristiallity had appeared. Besides the traditional 
concepts of Young Hegelianism, with which Scirner is plainly 
working in this essay, thc special influence of Fcuerbach is dis
ccrniblypresent in his endeavours to dismantle the last remaining 
claims of religion to be a defmitive re-appropriation of self
consciousness by itself and in his treatment of 'the divine' as the 
estranged and vapid parody of man's own nature. In retrospect, 
howevcr, we can see how ominous Stirncr's deepening interest 

I See op. cit., pp. 258--60. J Sec op. cit., p. 268. 
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in theology was co prove for his unwary allies all the Hegelian 
Left. His atheism was in the end to be not only a denial of God 
and of religion: it was to be a denial of philosophy a1so, and a 
destruction down to the last shreds of anything that a Feucrbach 
or a Bauer might seck to nominate in the place of God. In the 
essay on 'Art and Religion' it was as ycc only man's expropriation 
to the divine to which he was determined to put an end. The 
despatch of 'bumanicy', 'rationality', and 'morality' to join the 
divinities was a major step he still had to take, but it was a direct 
one, and the basic work of clearance was already being done. 
The weapons of classical atheism were now his, even if for the 
moment he restricted his target-practice to the approved targets. 

The third ofStirner's major formative essays, 'Some Provisional 
Ideas concerning the State Founded on Love', was almost cer
tainly written in the spring of 1843, that is, shortly after he had 
ceased to give regular journalistic support to the public campaign 
of the Young Hegelians. Its point of departure was the famous 
memorandwn in which, at the height of the Napoleonic conBict, 
the statesman von Stein had attributed Germany's debacle to the 
political backwardness of the German people, and had urged 
popular representation as a matter of the utmost national ex
pediency. That von Stein's constitutional proposals were never 
put into effect had been a constant source of regret and discontent 
among German liberals. Stirner reminds his readers, however, 
that the much-vaunted 'equality' of von Stein in any case never 
amounted to more than an equality of political subjects, who were 
merely equal as subjects under the immediate central authority of 
the Crown instead of under the mediate and diffuse authorities of 
feudal potentates, and that the 'liberty' of VOIl Stein was never 
intended to be more than a Illoral libcrty on the part of subjects 
conscientiously to perform their civic duties from a sense of civic 
loyalty. I The constitutional Scate envisaged by von Stein was 
in reality a State founded on the universal duty of Christian love, 
with liberty and equality merely representing two of the forms 
in which this love could be partially expressed in political life.2 
Stimer concedes that 'love', which at least forms active relation-

, See op. cit., pp. 270-2. � See op. cit., p. 271_ 
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ships of some kind with the external world of objects, is to that 
extent better than 'egoism', if this is understood as the State in 
which the individual is passively bound to the chance objects 
ofhis instinctive desires. Better than either the lover or the egoist, 
however, is the 'autonomous' man, governed by nothing outside 
himself, whose movemellts follow only the self-detcrmining flats 
of his own imperious will.I Stirner's criticism of 'The State 
Founded on Love' was not merely a criticism of Pruss ian monar
chical theory. It was also a refusal of the Feuerbachian principle 
of human love as the supreme relationship in social life and, by 
implication, of the democratic theories advanced by liberal 
Young Hegelians like Arnold Ruge and Centre Hegelians like 
Karl Rosenkranz. The liberal State, itself above party and faction, 
but guaranteeing the constitutional framework within which 
political issues can be democratically settled, was from the stand
point of the autonomous individual no better than the existing 
autocracy. Civil liberties granted by an external authority, how
ever 'representative', were as offensively constraining to him as 
the pious allegiances of any paternalist monarchy. Indeed, to the 
man in search of genuine autonomy, both the rule oflaw and the 
blandishments of social goodwill are if possible even more 
repugnant than candid coercion. 

Thus for the first time Stimer is stating his implacable rejection, 
not only of the senile feudalism of Frederick William lV's 
Prussia with its crabbed laws and patronizing prerogatives, but 
of the very institution of'dle State', however democratic in forlll, 
and of the very concept of 'civic responsibilities', however 
equally allotted. In fact, the freer the State, the more inextricably 
captive its citizens. Still more significant in this essay, however, is 
Stirner's renewed fascination with the situation and character 
of the self�ntred man. He still balks before the term 'egoism', 
but the 'autonomy' of which he prefers to give an account, as that 
state of the individual in which (instead of being passively absorbed 
by the objects of his desire) he actively draws into his own being 
the objects which his self-dctermilling interest alone creates, is 
virtually a prototype of the condition of the egoist as he was to be 

I See op. cito, pp. �75-6. 
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depicted in Der Eitlzige. If in Der Ei"zige he reserved the term 
'egoist' for the man who has freed himself both from the reign 
of instinct and from the tyranny of fiXed ideas, he had already 
depicted such a man in this earlier essay. As it neared completion, 
the portrait needed only to be named. 

The second essay which Stimer contributed to the Berliner 
MOllotsschriJr. and his last writing before he gathered his forces 
for the composition of Der Eitlzige und sein Eigellthlllll, was his 
review of Eugene Suc's novel, us Mysteres de Paris. The celebrity 
of Suc's scnrimental melodrama in the early 1840S is partly 
explained by its arresting plot and colourful personages; its pecu
liar fascination for contemporary intellectuals, however, was due 
to its circumstantial descriptions of the squalid and brutal realities 
oflife among the criminal poor of Paris, and it was the supposed 
social significance of the book which drew the attention of such 
reviewers as Szeliga, in Bauer's Allgemeine Literatllr-Zeitlmg, and 
Marx, in a characteristically turgid section of The Holy Family. 
Rudolf, prince of Gcrolstein, having in a fit of ragc drawn sword 
against his father. is smitten by remorse and seeks to expiate his 
sin by succouring the abject and the fallen in the darkest quarters 
of Paris. There he meets Fleur de Marie, his earliest !ovc-child, 
whose existence has been hitherto unknown to him. Although 
Fleur de Marie, under the evil influence of The Owl, has been 
enticed into a life of prostitution, her essential innocence is still 
intact and she has not yet become enslaved by debauchery. 
The story revolves round Rudolf's attempts to rescue Fleur de 
Marie from her degradation, fust by confiding her to the pious 
tuitions of a priest, and finaUy by returning with her to the court 
of Gerolstein, where he hopes to surround the new princess 
with the respect and admiration befitting her station and beauty. 
Fleur de Marie will have to buy hcr new happiness, however, 
at the cost of preserving a mendacious silence about her sordid 
past, and this price, despite the protestations of her dismayed 
father, she refuses to pay. The lessons of the priest have been too 
well learned. She refuses to compromise with her conception of 
her duty and, throwing herself on the mercy of God, prefers to 
withdraw absolutely from the world. Her ordeals, however, 
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have heen too much for her: they will deprive her of her r(:2Son, 
and ultimately of her life. Rudolf bows his head before this 
catastrophic issue, in which he claims to perceive the inscrutable 
judgment of God, depriving him of a daughter in punishment 
of his original offence against his own father. 

ft is easy to see why this morality-tale provided Stirner with a 
golden opportunity to stage a carnival of moral cynicism. There 
is not a character in the book who is not a prisoner either of his 
own weak nature or of some intrusive ideology. As a prostitute, 
Fleur de Marie was at least her own mistress, accowltable to no 
one: her self-toss dates only from the moment when she dedicated 
herself to the fulfilment of a religiow and moral duty.l Srimcr 
divides the characters of the novd into two equally contemptible 
categories: those, like the insouciant Rigolette or like the malig
nanl little cripple, who arc constitutional mediocrities, incapable 
of any kind of evolution because their way oflife is no more than 
the blind result of their animal temperaments; and those, like 
Rudolf himself or like the satanic Mother Martial, whose iron 
fanaticism in the cause either of virtue or of vice reveals them to be 
equalJy the slaves of a despotic principle.2- Eugene Sue is too 
parochiaJ to conceive a man who might be 'superior to virtue 
as well as vice, to morality as well as sin',3 'a character of ned' 
who has the nerve to live as 'a self-nude man, fabricating his own 
identity from his own creative power in reckless disregard of both 
instinct and belief'.4 Such a man would immediately see through 
the fraudulent conventions of a society whose moralists judge an 
individua1 by the virtues he has to his credit just as its bankers 
judge him by the cash he has to his credit.s Liberal morality, like 
liberal economics, is the product of a mean and calculating spirit. 
To the self-made man, who refuses to submit his merits or short
comings to the reckoning, the whole arbitrary distinction betwccn 
'virtue and vice, morality and sin' is nothing but a futile obsession, 
an enfeebling idee fixe, and of it he makes a public and wholesale 
mockery. Stiencc's self-made man, in short, is the settled and 
confident amoralist. 

I See op. cit., p. �88. 
• Op. cit., p. z89. 

2 See op. cit., pp. �8Ht. J Op. cit., p. z88. 
I See op. cil., p. 286 . 
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His review of us Mystbes Jt Paris, with its cool assumption 
that moral principles and social ideals, of any and every kind, can 
at last be safely consigned ell masse to the midden of dead and 
un mourned superstitions, announces Stimec's arrival at the 
threshold of that nihilistic egoism which it now became his 
purpose to elaborate and define; and it marks the end of his un
perturbed process of sclf-discovery. By its indictment of Rudolf, 
whom SzeHga had hailed as the paradigm of the 'pure critic', it 
also marks the effective end of Stimcr's honeymoon with the 
Bauccs and their philosophy of sovereign criticism. And in fact, 
by his declaration that 'true morality and true piery are never 
to be wholly separated, for even the atheistic moralists are in 
reality worshipping Goodness, Truth, and Virtue as their Gods',1 
he is declaring his secession from the whole tribe of social critics. 
political utopians. moral reformers and all the other earnest 
humanitarians and philanthropists. by whose radicalism and 
militancy he had once been attracted, but with whose self-forget
ful zeal he had now lost both sympathy and patience. From this 
point onwards Stirner wowd have to move alone. for he had now 
left even the hardiest of his fellow-travellers irrevocably behind 
him. 

By the early summer of 1843. then. Stimer had to all intcllts 
and purposes extricated himself from the coalition of social and 
intellectual progressives under whose auspices he had begun his 
philosophical carecr. If he was still generally regarded as an 
assiduous Young Hegelian, this was a pardonable error but a gross 
one. which he would once and for all remedy in the following 
year when he published his catalogue of the vices and follies 
oEVoung Hegelianism from Fcucrbach downwards. By the time 
he wrote the last of his major philosophical essays he had fixed 
the axis of his moral universe, and could now tum his attention 
to depicting. with a wealth of detail, its structure, its contours. 
and its ingredients. Thus his whole philosophical evolution, from 
his original liberal humanism to his ultimate nihilism, occupied 
only a period of at most eighteen months. To the historian, the 
seeds of Der Eitlzige IItld seitl EigCtllbll1ll were visibly germinating 

• Op. cil., p. 281. 
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as early as April 1842, in his essay on 'personalist' education, for 
it was then that he first adumbrated the lawless and irresponsible 
figure who was finally to take shape as The Unique One; although 
(or eight months after that decisive essay he continued co support 
the public cause of radical humanism with apparently un
diminished vigour. It was not until his review of Sue's book 
that he shed his residual ambiguity, but from the start it is possible 
to detect those catalytic dements in his thinking which by their 
subsequent fusion would produce that complex and coherent 
metaphysical configuration which represents his culminating 
philosophical project. 

Stirner's descent was clearly sharp and deep. His rapid passage 
from spirited commitment to egoistic detachment, from revolu
tionary idealism to nihilistic cynicism, was perhaps therefore 
dramatic enough to illuminate, by its example, the pattern of 
collapse sometimes experienced by the moral radical who finds 
his passionate dissent decompose into a nerveless disillusion. In 
Stirner's case, we have the spectacle of a man initially professing 
two themes, an abrupt individualism and a rapacious scepticism, 
either of which on irs own might have been harnessed in the 
service of a profound moral concern or of some notable social 
purpose, for the extreme individualist and the thorough sceptic 
may well make a creative, perhaps a unique contribution to the 
advancement of the most significant human causes, particularly 
where the cause is one involving moral or intellectual liberty. In 
Stirner's case, however, a singularly trucuJent individualism 
was from the start irrigated by an explosive scepticism which 
would not rest until it had dissected and discredited every cause 
which reason or history could propose; reacting organically on 
each other, these two turbulent dements, by an irresistible 
internal alchemy, transformed what had been an intense politica1 
and cultural engagement into a callous and self-centrcd frivolity, 
from within the ark of whieh he could subsequently write, 'Away 
then with every cause which is not wholly and entirely my 
cause !'I His scepticism, infusing all of his early joumalistic 
writings but perhaps given its dearest philosophical application 

I D.E., p. 14-
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in the essay on 'Art and Religion', moved along a continuous 
line from the iconoclasm of the Young Hege1ians in general 
and the 'sovereign criticism' of the Bauers in particular, until it 
terminated ill the nihilistic indifference of Der Eillzige. It was his 
individualism, throughout extravagant, from its first defiant 
:lppcarance in 'The False Principle of our Education' to its more 
systematic expressions in the essays on 'The State Founded on 
Love' and on us Mysttres de Paris, which throughout distin
guished him from the main body of philosophical radicals. with 
their social or othcr collective interests. and which was finally 
to bring him to the massive egoistic solitude in which he was 
thenceforward to be and to own himself. Thus from January 1842. 
given his drive to intellectual destructiveness and moral self
sufficiency, it could be surmised that he would plunge, step by 
cynical stcp, ever more deeply into the abyss of nihilistic egoism 
which had seemed from the outset to beckon him. Leaving 
the clash of social and political battle 011 the vaporous plains 
above, and with sC3rceiy a glance behind him, he traced a rapid 
and W1deviating path until, secure at last from protest or inter
ruption, he fOW1d himself at the bottom of the abyss where the 
only echoes to be heard were his own. 



CHAPTER IV 

DER EINZIGE UND SEIN EIGENTHUM 

By the summer of 1843 Stimer had completed his philosophical 
stocktaking and was ready to render his account. One by one, he 
had appraised each of the dissident movements of the time
liberal hwnanism, philosophical socialism, and the philosophy of 
pure criticism-and had found each of them infected by an 
ultimate compromise. Whether owing to a failure of nerve, or 
to some basic astigmatism, the Fcucrbacbs and the Bauers had 
all stopped short of the crucial point; at the last moment they had 
admitted the presence of some anseen cllLobjm in the scheme 
of things-not indeed a 'God' in the sense of a personal deity, bue 
a 'Humanity' or a 'Society' or a 'Morality', all of which were as 
fictitious, and as autocratic in their claims upon the individual 
concrete human being, as any personal God had ever been; and 
thus the programme of atheism still remained to be carried 
through to its conclusion. This was the task to which Stirner 
now applied himself, and at which he laboured thcoughout the 
long winter of 1843-4. He had probably finished the main draft 
by May of 1844. in July or August he made his final corrections, 
and in November Der Einzige lind seill Eigetlllmlll was published 
in Leipzig.! Having taken less than two years to work his way 
through the major solutions proposed by the principal philoso
phies of dissent, testing and discarding them one after anO(hcr, he 
needed only a few short months for the congenial task of stating 
his own alternative, displaying its implications, and demonstrating 
its logical and metaphysical immaculacy. 

In Der Eitlzige IIlld seitz Eigentlm/ll Stirncr had really only one 
, The latest work quoted in the text of�, Eiltzige is volume 5 of the Allgeml:ine 

Littf�I"r-Lilllltg, which appeared ill April t8 ...... Although Stirner refen in foot
note, to volume 8 of the same journal, which appeared in the following]uly, we 
have his own testimony for the fa« that he had finished the main draft of his 
book: before then. 
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idea to express:  in the words of his introducrioll, 'Nothing is 
more to me than myself!'1 Throughout hundreds of pages it is 
this one theme, the theme of egoistic self-possession, which is 
stated and restated, illustrated, annotated, and defended, with 
inexhaustible patience, vehemence, and lucidity, and to which, 
after numerous lengthy digressions, he always returns. Although 
it does not constitute a formal and schematic deductive system. 
the book is from start to finish a self-consistent, seamless unity. 
As Arvon justly puts it: 'If one searches in vain for a rectilinear 
development, one is all the more surprised to find an extremely 
rigorous concentric development. If the ideas do not succeed 
each other according to a determinate logical order, they are 
nevertheless ceaselessly deepening as they unfold. The same ideas 
return at later stages, enriched in meaning:2 

Although, then, it would be idle to seek a formal demonstra
tive structure, the work does nevertheless follow a general plan, 
loosely adopted for presentative purposes. It is in two Parts: 
the First, 'Man', developing the concept of alienation and exposing 
the mendacity of aU the ethical and theological pretenders to 
authority over the concrete sensuous individual; and the Second, 
'I', tracing the egoist's progressive reappropriation of himself as 
he subdues these impostors and converts them into the docile 
tenants of a reconstructed wliverse designed according to his 
own specifications. In the First Part, Stirner describes anxious 
'realism', intrepid 'idealism', and calm egoism as the three stages 
in the development of' A Human Life', and as the three eras in the 
culture-history of the 'Ancients and Modems'; in the sub-sections 
entitled 'Spirit', 'The Possessed', and 'The Hierarchy',  he reviews 
the forms in which the transcendent and its agents attempt to 
subjugate human beings and emasculate men's consciousness; 
and in his criticism of'Die Frcien' as the last of 'the Moderns', he 
subjects 'Political. Social, and Humanistic Liberalism' successively 
to a philosophical analysis which reveals them to be severally and 
compendiously the last impotent twitch of a finally moribund 
idealism. In the Second Part, Stirner contrasts the maturity of the 

I D.E., p. 14. 
1 H. ArvOlI, AI/X sources de l'existtrltilllisnre: Max Slirntf', Paris, 1954. pp. 42.-3. 
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egoist and his project of , Self-Possession' with the degeneracy of 
Spirit and its meretricious ideal of liberty; he goes on to depict 
himself in the role of 'The Proprietor', and to exhibit the short
comings of the political, social, and humanistic liberals viewed in 
comparison with 'My Power', 'My Intercourse', and 'My Self
Enjoyment', the three dramatic idioms in which the egoist acts 
out his role; until in the last chapter of the book ' The Unique 
One', ' in whose person the proprietor returns to his creative 
nothingness', stands forward in his full identity as 'the finite, 
mortal creator' who perpetually consumes his own being and 
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whose watchword, at the end as at the beginning, IS: 'I have 
made Nothing my cause !'1 

Der Eitlzige is compulsivdy readablc. Stirncr throughout treats 
the German languagc as his plaything, with which he is endlessly 
prepared to play a roguish and violent game of his own invention. 
His style, dircct, vivid, and cconomical, has a terscness and 
candour which cuts like a new knife through the turgid and 
obscure verbosities which characterized so much of the writing 
of his nco-Hegelian predecessors. Its seeming simplicity, however, 
often disguises an extravagant and almost malicious linguistic 
subtlety which at times bas the effect of making whole passages 
virtually untranslatable. Heisa master of tbe skilful and expressive 
paronomasia, of the artful and illuminating neologism. He 
transacts disconcerting exercises in etymology, resurrecting 
usages which ingeniously match the case he w:mts to make. He 
brazenly imports terms of foreign derivation, however remore in 
original meaning from their German homonyms, whenever their 
assonance opportunely favours the paradox he is in process of 
stating or the polemic he is in process of conducting. Everywhere 
he is conscious of the suggestive depths of language and avid to 
exploit their untapped possibmties. 'I have had to fight', he says, 
'with a language which the philosophers had corrupted, which 
the devotees of the State, of religion, and of every kind had abused, 
and which had become capable of limicless confusion.'l The 
German language, like the concepts of Hegelianism, was for 
Stimcr an inheritance to be commandeered without regard to the 
testamentary conditions of its devisors or scruple for their inten
tions, but with regard only to its potentialities as an instrument 
in his own hands and for his own purposes. If he coolly chosc to 
adapt his language for the most bizarre and often scandalow 
purposes, at least nOlle of his readers could deny that in his hands 
it was employed with a devious resourcefulness and labyrinthine 
erudition which nurked its employee as a linguistic advellturer 
unique in the history of German philosophy. 

'I have made Nothing my cause !' In the introduction which is 
I See D.E., p. 4:Z9. t Max S,;mtr's klt;/J�rt Scl.rifitn, p. 413. 
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headed by this manifesto Stimer throws down the gauntlet to all 
the causes and ideals which have ever enthralled men in their 
service. 1 am supposed to embrace 'the good cause', or God's 
cause, or the cause of humanity, or of justice, or truth, or free
dom. 1 am told that my cause should be the cause of my king and 
country. From the philosophers 1 learn that 1 should toil humbly 
in the cause of Spirit. T.!!E2ne cause that is forbidden to me is my 
?wn cause: the egoist is an object of universal horror. But when 
we take a closer look at these principalities and powers in whose 
cause we are summoned to labour without protest and to sacrifice 
ourselves without question, what do we find? We find that, 
claiming the obsequious service of all, they themselves claim to 
serve only themselves, and it is universally assumed that they 
will be of service to nothing and no one but themselves. Does 
God enrol himself in the service of Truth or Love? We are told 
that such a question is absurd as well as impious, for God is him
self Truth and Love, and in ful6lling his own decrees be is 
necessarily fulfilling the requirements of Truth and the command
ments of Love. 'He himself serves nothing higher and pleases 
only h.imsel( His cause is-a purdy egoistic cause'.1 For the 
progress of Humanity individuals and whole nations. who have 
burned themselves out in its cause, are thrown on the rubbish
heap of history; no one thinks this ungnteful, for it is universally 
assumed that Humanity is in itself a sovereign and self-justifying 
cause. Thus Humanity, like God, and like all the other glorious 
ideals which coerce or debauch the individual, is a colossal and 
shameless egoist. Lc:t us profit by their example. 'For my part', 
says Stimer, 'I shall take a lesson from them and, instead of con
tinuing selAessly to serve these great egoists, will play the egoist 
myself . . .  Away with every cause which is not wholly and 
entirely my cause ! Do you think that my cause must at least be 
"the good cause"? Good and evil indeed ! 1 am my own cause, 
and 1 am neither good nor evil. . . .  My cause is neither the 
divine nor the human, it is not the true, the good, the just, or 
the (ree cause, but simply mint, and it is not anything general, 

' D.E., p. 13. 
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for it is-Illliql/e, as I am unique. Nothing is morc to me than 
myself !'1 

The First Part of Der Einzige. bearing the general title 'Man' 
and in length amounting to about two-fifths of the book, opens 
with a brief parable called 'A Human Life', Stimer describes 
how the child, seeking to locate and recover himself amid the 
chaos of his experience, at first finds himself thwarted on all 
sides by the refractory world of natural objects. It is only when he 
learns to find the weak points in his environment that he manages 
to p�netrate it, to 'see through' it, and thus to £nd an opening 
for his own power. The rod loses its terror, when behind it 
the child can discover his own defiance; the strict father loses his 
power to strike awe, when behind him the child can insert his 
own cunning. But what is this courage, this imperturbability, 
this guile, which we can insinuate behind all obstacles, so out
witting them? 'What else but-Spirit ['2 We first identify our
sclves as Spirit. and as Spirit, cleansing things of their mystery. we 
come to despise the natural world. because we have become its 
superior. When he has reached adolescence, the boy concerns 
himself no longer with things, but only with the ideas behind 
and implicit in things. The youth desires only to live in the abstract 
realm of pure thought and to regulate his conduct according to 
the dictates of pure reason. But 'purely logical questions are 
equivalent to theological questions',l and the resultofhis ambition 
is that, having found himself as Spirit, he loses himself once again, 
this time to the divine ideal of spiritual perfection, for only a 
transcendent God is perfect Spirit. Just as the child had to struggle 
against his physical environment. so now the youth finds himself 
struggling against the dictates of his own conscience, which 
communicates to him the austere values of that world of absolute 
ideals which he both fears and envies. It is not till he becomes a 
grown man that 'he takes the world as he finds it, instead of . . .  
trying to model it on his ideals; that he forms the resolute judg
ment that one must deal with the world, not according to one's 
jdeals but according to one's jllterests'.� The man is more mature 
precisely because he is 'harder. less magnanimous, more sdf-

, D.E., p. 14. 2 D.E., p. lR. I D.E., p. 20. • D.E., p. 21. 
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seeking'.l Disdaining bodily concerns, the youth found himself 
as Spirit, only to lose himself before the ideal of perfect Spirit: 
it is left to the man to find himself definitively and to seek the 
satisfaction of 'the whole fellow'. Behind the namral world the 
youth found the world of values and pure ideas : the man at last 
finds himself behind these values and ideas 'as their creator and 
owner' ,2 who can destroy them the moment they aspire to 
establish an authority of their own. The child, says Stirner, was 
'realistic', trapped by the world of things; the youth was 'idea
listic', obsessed by the world of thought; only the mature man 
can be 'egoistic', disposing of thoughts and things according to his 
whim or self-interest. 'Finally', he asks, 'what about the dotard? 
It will be time enough to answer that when I have become one.'3 

Chapter 2 of the First Part, on 'Ancients and Moderns', 
occupies the whole of the rest of this Part. ill the first brief section 
Stirner proposes two alternative accounts of the breakdown of the 
world-outlook of 'The Ancients'. The classical Greek posture, 
we are told, was one of reverence and awe before the vastness of 
the material universe and the mystery of family and cornImmal 
bonds. This conception of man as a powerless creature facing an 
imponderable destiny in an alien universe was first shattered by 
the Sophists, who boldly exhorted men 'not to let themselves 
be bluffed'4 and to use their native ingenuity, their Ill/derstandillg, 
to win for themselves a secure and agreeable life. The liberation 
of the understanding had to be completed by a purification of the 
heart, however, if human intelligence were not to become an 
instrument of men's vicious and irresponsible appetites, and this 
work of moral education was undertaken by Socrates, 'the founder 
of ethics', whose historic achievement it was to purify the heart 
of all its worldly ambitions and desires. This progressive emanci
pation of man from Nature came to its logical conclusion in the 
philosophy of the Sceptics, who purified the human heart so 
completely that it finally stopped beating: whereas the Sophistic 
culture had produced an understanding which was stopped by 
nothing. the Sceptical philosophy ended by producing a heart 
which was moved by nothing. 

, D.E., p. 22. z D.E., p. 22. 
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1 D.E., p. 23. • f).E., p. 26. 
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Stirncr proceeds to offer an alternative (and, in Hegelian terms, 
a more orthodox) account of the Ancients' consciousness of 
themselves and their relationship to reality, based this time on the 
development of Stoicism into Epicureanism, but terminating 
once again in Scepticism. What the Ancients originally sought, 
he maintains, was a secure wellbeing, which differed from the life 
of gross sensuality only in degree, even when it took the form of 
a 'renunciation' of life. The indifference and composure of the 
Stoics were still ways of coping with the world, of seeking a 
possible mode of self-assertion against the world; even the gentle 
hedonism of the Epicureans was explicitly advanced as a 'worldly 
wisdom', which attempted to frustrate Nature by deceiving it. 
The rupture of consciousness from the world was accomplished 
ollly by the Sceptics, who declared reality to be devoid of objec
tive value or truth and who reduced good and evil, beauty and 
ugliness to mere predicates, representing no more than the 
subjective and fluctuating concepts of the human imagination. 
Thus the philosophy of the Ancients ends in �the ataraxy and 
aphasia' of the solitary Sceptic. This is the point, says Scirner, 
when the Anci�nt gives place to the Modem, when paganism 
yields to Christianity, the terrestrial to the heavenly. If solemn 
and inexorable Nature was for the early Greeks all in all, by the 
end of Graeco-Rolllan civilization its philosophers had with
drawn wholly into Spirit, within which men were thenceforward 
to live, spuming the 'vanity and transitoriness' of the world and 
seeking at first consolation, and fmally salvation, within its 
sheltering walls. But the man who lives only in and for Spirit, 
caring nothing for worldly vicissitudes or the needs of this life, 
is already the Christian. 

Having shown how Ancient civilization thus turns upon itself 
and in the end destroys its own chief ingredients. Stirner goes on 
(0 diagnose the characteristic obsessions and morbid delusions of 
'The Modems', in the lengthy second section of Chapter 2. He 
begins by tracing an almost exact parallel between the evolution 
of the Ancient relationship to Nature and that of the Modern 
relationship to Spirit, as this is exemplified in the history of 
Christianity. The Middle Ages, sunk in captivity to dogma, were 
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liberated by the sophisticated 'Understanding' of the Renaissance 
in the period immediately preceding the Reformation. Taking 
the medieval abuses 'to heart', Luther purged the European 
heart of ossified dogma, but in so doing he unleashed the forces 
of pitiless 'criticism', which were finally to criticize Christian 
love and compassion out of existence. The 'critical' purification 
of Spirit, eventually replacing the active affection for men of 
flesh and blood by a purely theoretical concern for the abstract 
idea of 'Man', is still essentially a 'theological revolution', but it is 
the revolution which fmally evacuates Spirit of all its living 
content, leaving it a bare activity of perpetual self-examination. 

Having adumbrated the ideological life-history of 'Christ
ianity' in this typically ingenious vignette, Stirner now devotes 
a short sub-section to the definition of 'Spirit' in and for itself, 
since it is to the self-fuLfihnent of Spirit that the whole of the 
idealistic or Christian phase of human history tends. 'Spirit' can 
only be defined as the creator of the 'spiritual world', the world 
of thoughts and ideals, which propagates itself in total abstrac
tion from the natural world of physical reality. Spirit generates 
itself from nothing, just as thoughts are generated by the thinker, 
who does not yet exist, however, as a 'thinker' until he has 
generated these thoughts. The suicidal fallacy of the 'believer', 
who admits an internal scission between himself and his beliefs 
or vaiues, is to hypostatize the latter, to attribute to his ideals a 
higher and transcendent existence, and to prostrate himself before 
them as their humble servant, sacrificing all his other interests 
to the demands of Spirit, Even when a Feuerbach wrenches the 
ideal from its transcendence, he tries to induce men to press it to 
their bosoms and recognize it as their own true nature-although 
it is precisely because we are /lot to be identified with Spirit 
that we think of it as transcendent in the first place, Only the 
egoist, recognizing thoughts and values as his own creations and 
refusing to subordinate his carnal to his spiritual interests but 
pursuing either as it pleases him, can succeed in evaluating and 
asserting himself as a unity. The egoist refuses to identify himself 
with any 'higher being', whether transcendent or immanent. 
'I am neither God, nor Man, nor the Supreme Being, nor My 
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Essential Being, and in the end it is all one whether I conceive of 
this Being as within me or without me.'1 

In the next sub-section, entitled 'The Possessed', Stirner goes 
on to describe the condition of the modem 'believer', for whom 
the natural world is one great phantasm, the shifting phantom
body of omnipresent Spirit. To the believer, even his own body 
represents nothing more than an empty semblance, owing its 
brief signilicance to the ghost inhabiting it. Many believers 
indeed. like the Christian who accepts temporal humiliation for 
the sake of ultimate salvation. are in practice 'involuntary egoists', 
whose devotion to a 'higher cause' is in fact little more than a 
circuitous and unconscious devotion to their own wellbeing. 
The devotion of the unconscious egoist to his 'higher cause' is 
too unswerving. however; he fails to grasp that we are not 
'tied to the past hour', that we do not have to prattle today 
merely because we prattled yesterday, that we surpass ourselves 
every instant, leaving our old selves behind us, and that we can 
change our identity and our projects at any moment, since we are 
'creatures' only to the extent that we ourselves arc our own 
creators.2 The unconscious egoist, like other believers, is too busy 
trying to fmd some kind of reality for 'the Supreme Being', 
mat ubiquitous ghost. Among Christians, me project of making 
Spirit comprehensible. of literally 'realizing the non-sense', 
produced the doctrine of the Incarnation, the most incomprehen
sible doctrine of all; and if the conscious egoist, the non-believer, 
will prize yOll because he likes you or needs you, among 
humanists you yOl/rself, as a concrete, sensuous individual, will 
count for nothing, because in you they will only see and prize 
the ghostly essence of a fictitious 'Humanity'. In truth, modern 
society is from top to bottom one great lunatic asylum, and the 
human race, almost without exception, are its demented inmates, 
the willing victims of their own fixed ideas, which they will flee 
to protect. with hysterical venom, against anyone rash enough to 
suggest that they are nothing but illusious. The one sane man is 
the conscious egoist, who recognizes in the concept of 'the 
Supreme Being' the paragon and archetype of everything held 

• D.E., p. 44. , o.£., p. 48. 
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'sacred', who further recognizes it to be sacred merely but in
evitably because it is inherently alien to any true concrete individual 
and who can therefore 'smile compassionately at the whole 
struggle' over its supposed nature and location.! 

The modern 'freethinker' is every bit as mad as the Christian. 
As we can see from cases like that of Proudhon, who speaks of 
'the etemal and absolute moral law, which no one would dare 
attack', religion has not disappeared: it has merely changed its 
skin.2 If 'the Supreme Being' is no longer located in a personal 
God, this is simply because it is 'Morality' which is now the 
sacred object, requiring men's veneration and exacting their 
obedience. In dissolving 'God' as a subject while leaving 'divine' 
as a predicate, Feuerbach likewise was leaving religion essentially 
intact. 'He might have left the tinsel, since in any case he left the 
doll.'3 All that the freethinkers offer us is a new religion, a 
religion of morality, in which self-neglect, altruism, and the 
suppression of our private appetites are once again enrolled to 
mortify and confine the unhappy individual. They preach a 
morality fit perhaps for wan virgins whose lifelong self-denial 
has left them with no company but their own arid bittemess or 
dreary lassitude. '0 Lais, 0 Ninon', exclaims Stirner. 'how well 
you did to scom this pale virtue. One free grisette against a 
thousand virtuous old maids !'. 

Granted that self-denial is the essence both of religion and of 
morality, what is it that makes a given coneem of mine 'un
selfish'? Stirncr answers that when a concern ceases to be my 
concern, my properly, to which I can remain icily indifferent at 
the same time as I pursue it with all the vigour and skill at my 
command; when it conscripts me in its service so that I say, 'Here 
I stand, I can do no other'; then a blind fanaticism has possessed 
me for its own separate purposes and I have ceased to be and own 
myself Just as the Christian may have appetites, but must uot 
allow himself to be possessed by his appetites: so the conscious 
egoist will have ideas, values, and concerns, but he will treat these 
as no more than his playthings and possessions, which he will 
chastise or discard the moment they threaten to ossify into any-

I Sec O.E., pp. So--I. � D.E., p. S9. � D.E., p. 72. � D.E., p. 76. 
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thing resembling me sacred ideals by which the virtuous and the 
pious permit themselves to become so intoxicated. 

In a third sub-section, entitled 'The Hierarchy', Stirncr con
cludes his account of the consciowness of 'The Modems', 'Hier
archy is the dominion of thoughts, thcdominionofSpirit',1 the glad 
subjection of the Christian, by whose act of subjection alone the 
world of 'the sacred' comcs imo being. If world-history falls 
into three great eras-the 'Negroid' er:I., centring on the high 
cultures of Egypt and North Africa, the 'Mongoloid' era, begin
ning with the Huns and ending with me Russians, and the 
'Caucasian' era, which has just opened; then tbe first of these 
(corresponding to 'Antiquity') may be said to mark the age of 
'dependence on things', the second (corresponding to 'Chris
tianity') marks the age of dependence on thoughts, and only 
with the definitive arrival of the third will both forms ofbolldage 
be dissolved. For our latter-day Mongols, the not-self is a hard 
diamond, an immovable substance about which they can bustle 
but which they can never destroy or consume. Showing an 
almost Chinese veneration for tht pOsitivt, founding their morality 
on custom, they seek to erect the realm of thoughts, concepts, 
and ideals into a new heaven, a 'culture-heaven'. Their archpriest 
is Hegd, whose speculative conversion of things into thoughts 
represents the climax of Mongol philosophy, and in Hegel's 
declaration that 'the red is the rational, the rational the real' we 
find the culmination of that whole movement, beginning with 
Luther's 'He who believes is a God' and typified by Descartes' 
'Cogito ergo sum', which claims that only in thought (or in 
faith) is reality to be found. JUSt as Descartes, with his faith that 
the ideas of the intellect are Wlderwritten by the integrity of God 
as their guarantor, is the classic exemplar of the 'theological' 
attitude to knowledge; so Hegel, that great Lutheran. for whom 
reason (or holy 'Spirit') is to be found everywhere and in all 
things, perfectly expresses the Protestant's relationship to the 
world. The Christian may have revolted against thiflgs in all their 
bruteness and particularity, but his revolt takes the form of 
'annihilating' things only by conceptualizing them. He may 

I D.E., p. 89. 
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betr.ay his government, abandon his family, and reject the mor.als 
of his society, but he venerates all the more fanatically the ideas 
of ' government', 'the family', and 'morality' in general, and ifhe 
repudiates the priesthood it is only to become his own priest. 
The Christian mind undoubtedly culminates in Protestantism, 
which vanquishes the profane by hallowitlg it, and which ends by 
declaring marriage, the family, morality, and the State to be 
illtritlsieally sacred. The walls of that 'Church Invisible', the 
sacred, will continuously expand. to enclose more and more of 
experience in ever widening circles., until the sanctuary itself is 
rushed and taken. Only when you have violated the charmed 
circle, 'when you cot/slime tlte sacred, can you make it your OWtl ! 
Devour the holy wafer and you are rid of it !'I Mongolism will 
only yield when the true Caucasian, the egoist, dissolves Spirit 
and brings it to nullity, stepping forth with the declaration :  'I am 
proprietor of the world of things, and I am proprietor of the world 
of Spirit.'l 

Meanwhile, however, the last of the Mongols have still to be 
exposed. namely those pseudo-Caucasians who profess to be 
'heaven-stormers' when they are really seeking only to build a 
better heaven. These thinkers seek to bring the Holy Spirit as 
near to men as possible, and in so doing give birth to the idea of 
'the spirit of humanity'. They are the most modem of 'the 
Modems', for they are 'Die Freien' or 'The liberals'. 

Stimer's section on 'Die Freien' is again divided into three large 
sub-sections, the first of which is devoted to 'Political Liberalism'. '
The political liberals are essentially the apostles of the bourgeois 
class, the representatives of tllat 'Third Estate' which in 1789 
constituted itself as the sole Estate-in fact as the State, without 
rivals or limitations. They are the 'political Protestants', who want 
to abolish the noble and clerical Estates mediating between the 
individual and his sovereign, just as religious Protestantism 
abolished the ecclesiastical intermediaries between the individual 
soul and God. However,just as the 'religious liberty' ofProtes� 
tantism required an even stricter because more direct submission 
to the laws of God. so the 'civil liberty' of Liberalism entails an 

I D.E., p. 117. 1 D.E., p. 8I. 
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infinitely stricter subjection to the laws of the State. Although the 
old sovereign. with all his prerogatives, has vanished, the new 
sovereign, the State, is a thousand times more powerful than the 
old. The bourgeoisie have created the first absolute sovereign, 
against whom individuals can have no rights other than those 
bestowed by the sovereign himself From now on the Scate is all 
in all. In declaring the 'equality' of all citizens, the State is merely 
announcing that it has no regard for persons as such: individuals 
count as nothing before its laws. In promulgating the 'freedom' of 
all citizens, the State is merely intimating that it will brook no 
violence against persons by other private persons: violence may 
only be done to the individual in the name of the laws. Civil 
liberty, like religious liberty, 'does not signify my liberty, but 
the liberty of a power which rules and coerces me . . .  its liberty 
is my slavery'.l The rule oflaw is supposed to be the rule of rca son : 
'but if reason rules, the persoll succwnbs'.2 While a revolution 
may liberate a people, or bring liberty to men as citizells, no 
political revolution can set free the illdividual, and thus the French 
Revolution merely overthrew one establishment to replace it by 
another-the bourgeois establishment, the State. Imbued with 
the principle of mediocrity. 'the golden mean', fearing equally 
the licentious extravagance of the aristocracy and the irresponsible 
vagabondage of the proletariat, the bourgeoisie eschews both 
Birth and Labour as principles claiming to govern society and 
weakly professes a muddled compromise between them, for 
what docs Capital represent if not inherited wealth fructified by 
the labour of employees, 'a little heredity and a little labour'?3 
And what motive do the proletarians have to revere the authority 
of a 'State' invented by capitalists to protect the interests of 
capitalists? In the name of the proletariat, concludes Sciener, the 
socialist will agita'te for the destruction of the capitalist 'State' 
and its replacement by a workers' 'Society', composed of men 
who are economically free and equal. 

The following sub-section, on 'Social Liberalism' begins by 
stating the fundamental contradiction of capitalism, which the 
socialist asserts to be the theoretical equality of men as 'persons' 
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simultaneously with their actual inequality in respect of property, 
and which he seeks to resolve by abolishing personal property 
and pbcing all property in the impersonal and impartial hands of 
Society. 'Let us do away with persotlal property. No one will have 
anything any longer, and everyone will be-riff-raff' .. If in the 
bourgeois State the dignity of men consisted in their equality as 
'citizens', in communist Society their dignity consists in their 
'existing for each other', that is in serving each other, ill labouring 
for each other, and since all socially useful labour is homogeneous 
in value, all labourers are equal and will be rewarded equally. 
'Grasp fortune!' is the watchword of the capitalist. who regards 
commerce, politics, science and every other human activity as a 
legitimate field for the ingenious speculator. It is, however, pre
cisely 'free enterprise', that game of chance bringing arbitrary 
misery to the workers, which the socialist wants to abolish and 
to replace by co-opcrative labour within the protective frame
work of a planned social order. While the bourgeois extends to 
all the opportlmity to acquire unlimited spiritual and material 
goods, the communist imposes on each the obligatiotl to acquire 
them, under approved conditions and in return for work. And 
of course it is from this concept, the concept of a universal and 
total obligation to society, that Stirner records his vehement and 
uncompromising dissent. This 'Society' is just one more weary 
fiction, it is simply our newest would-be lord-and-master, 
in short it is nothing hut the latest incarnation of that hoary 
phantasm, 'the Supreme Being'. 'That society is merely an instru
ment or means from which we extract our own advantage; that 
we have no social obligations, but only interests, our pursuit 
of which society must serve; that, far from owing a sacrifice 
to society, if any sacrifices are to be made we sacrifice the latter 
to ourselves: none of this the socialists suspect, because-as 
Liberals-they are imprisoned by the religious premise and yearn 
to found a Society which they can worship as sacred.'z 

Stirner concludes his critique of 'Die Freien' with a long sub
section on 'Humanistic Liberalism'. Humanistic or 'Critical' 
Liberalism rejects both the bourgeois consciousness and the 
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proletarian consciousness as intolerably narrow and exclusive. 
rising as they do from the selfish class-interests of propcrty
holders and producers. Its ambition is to strip away every peculiar 
characteristic limited to a particular group. thereby liberating 
our essential and universal humanity; thus Jews, for example, 
must forget their distinctive Jewisbncss if they are to share as 
free equals in a purdy human community of consciousness. But 
for Stirncr, 'if you are indeed more than a Jew . . .  you arc also 
more than a "human being" : whereas these are mere ideas, you 
are a physical reality';' Jewishness and humanity are already 
qualities of YOllrs, to be owned and enjoyed like all your qualities, 
assers. and powers; you do not have to forfeit your JewislUless 
in order to realize your humanity, for you already instantiate 
them both fully. To the socially weful labour of the communists 
the humanistic liberal opposes 'humane' labour, which is wholly 
disinterested, and which finds its paradigm in the purely theoreti
cal work of intellectual criticism, destroying prejudices, shattering 
all limits, and thereby acting as midwife to a completely general 
and therefore purely human self-consciousness. To 'humane' 
creativity, however, Stience in turn opposes the creativity of the 
artist, who. even when apparently expressing himself with the 
utmost universality in a painting or symphony, is nevertheless 
always and uniquely expressing himself. 'You say indeed that you 
are revealing Man. But the man you reveal is yourself': The 
great artist is distinguished from the humble cnftsman, not 
becawe his work reveals 'man' more perfectly, but because the 
particular man it reveals is a uniquely greater man. 

The relentless war waged by 'Criticism' against every manifes
tarion of exclusiveness or separateness expresses in its final and 
sharpest form the age-long battle fought by Spirit against 
egoism. In the concrete sensuous individual who cannot be 
'criticized' away, the Critic will at last encounter the one im
movable object, the impenetrable core which resists conceptual 
dissolution because it transpires to be no mere philosophical con
cept, but an actual living reality. 'For I, from whom I start, am not 
a thought, nor does my essence consist in thinking. Against me, 
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the unnamable, the realm of concept'l, dlO,ught, and Spirit is 
shattered.'- Whereas the Critic 'want'l to dissolve thought'l by 
means of thought, I say that only thoughtlessness truly saves me 
from thoughts. Not thought, but thoughtlessness-l myself, the 
unthinkable and incomprehensible-will restore me to possession 
of myself. Ajerk does me the service of the most careful thinking, 
a stretch of the limbs frees me from the torment of thoughts . . .  '.2 
At least Criticism has taught me this unforgettable Jesson: that if 
anything becomes fixed and implanted in me, if I allow any one 
of my interests to become stable and domesticated, I am enslaved
until I have once again • dissolved' it. 'In order to secure my 
propercy, therefore, I continuously take it back into myself, 
annihilate its every movement towards independence, and 
swallow it before it can crystallize itself into any kind of established 
principle.'3 Hypnotized by their fetish of absolute liberty. the 
Critics fondly imagine their activity of pure criticism, 'Criticism 
criticizing itself', to be perfectly presuppositionless, innocent even 
of its earlier presupposition, 'Man'. Nothing could be further 
from the reality, for Criticism in Etct makes the most brazen 
presupposition of all, resting as it does from beginning to end 
on its own perennial activicy, its indefatigably mobile and 
questioning self-consciousness, as its perpetually given and wholly 
unquestioned presupposition, as a kind of travestied Substance 
on which every critical act depends. By contrast, Stimer exclaims, 
'/ start by presupposing myself . . .  a presupposition which I 
exist by consuming, for as The Unique One I repudiate the dual
ism of a presupposing and a presupposed self . . .  �ther, I posit 
myself or mate myself, existing only in the act of positing myself 
moment-by-moment, as creator and crearure in one.'. 

The Second and longer Part of Der Ej"zige Imd sei" Eigellthllftl 
bears the simple and confident title, 'I'. It opens with the chapter 

• on 'Self-Possession', in which Stirner offers a characteristically 
militant account of this key concept. He is here in fact primarily 
concerned to t the sdf- ssession of the resolved and 
conscious egoist with the humanistic idea.lof social and intellectual 
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freedom, and to show that, whereas 'freedom is devoid of con
tent' l se1f- ossession fixes one's attention on those concrete, * 
subs tive intere ts c e t e ve st a one s I entl�. 
To be 'frec' is always merely to be free 0 some ng, merely to 
be 'rid of it', but 'although one can become rid of much, one 
can never become rid of everything'.2 The thirst for freedom can 
never be satisfied, for the freer we become the more conscious 
we become of new constraints, and �et freedom cannot be partial, 
it mils! be emire, if it is to be 'free om'. But why chase the 
unattainable? The 'i!wer �edomi preached by the Stoics may 
indeed be invulnerable to t C Vicissitudes of fortune, and doubt-
less I can enjoy such inward freed� even as a slave; but such 
freedom is no more than a 'phantasmal; freedom, and 'the fetters 
of reality will cut the sharpest wealS- in -my flesh at every moment'.) 
In the closest confinement, however, even under the most appal
ling tortures, I can always remain entirely 'my own', true to my
self and in complete possession of myself So long as in the very 
act of crin eing before my tormentor 1 think of nothing but 
myself and my own advantage, he 15 powerless to affect my 
self- ossesS"ion. Whereas my fiEF am can atany-rmmr� 
ta en from me, I alone can alienate myself, can allow another 
being or another cause to possess me. Prizing only myself, 
starring from myself and my own interests, I may use any means 
available to realize these interests-persuasion, compulsion, 
petitioning, hypocrisy-and clearly 'if I am weak, I shall only 
have weak means'.4 'Who has not dissembled loyalty before the 
sheriff's officer? . . .  He who has not done so, has let violence be 
done to h;mself: he has been the true weakling-from con
science.'� I may bide my rime, therefore, but I do not give myself 
up. My self-possession remains intact, and I can never lose myself, 
so long as 1 do not give myself away. Thus the egoist, instead of 
vainly hwltin the iIIuser ideal perfect fr�aQm...JY::aD>e
content to accept such additions to his actual freedom as reHect 
the actual increase of his ower which he accom l@ies rOii11lle 
liiihei1i6 e ase 0 a s power an property- 's in estructi Ie 

't- EOperty m himseI r' e' -possessIon, owever, ing no mere 
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idea, does not measure itself against any alien standard, such as 
freedom, morality, humanity, or the like: it is strictly a descrip
tion of-the proprietor himsel('l 

With this Stirner arrives at his chapter on the character and 
interests of 'The Proprietor', the central chapter of the book and 
by far the longest. 'The proprietor' is of course none other than 
Stimcr himself, as he projects himself into his final metaphysical 
identity. Before expounding the three idioms in which he enacts 
his role, however (in the wee sections on 'My Power', 'My 
Intercourse', and 'My Self-Enjoyment'), he devotes some pre
liminary pages to a renewed arrack on the pretensi'l!:s of contcm 
Rorary humanism. 'The religion of Humanity', e tells us, 'is 
o�y the last metamorphosis of the Christian religion' ,2 the last 
and most insidious form of alienation. By erecting � of my 
ijy"ali.ti.es, my humanity, into a self-subsistent principle wim 
apodeictic authority over me, the humanists are in effect en
deavouring to make me a slave to what should really only be a 
casual part of my property. Because 'Humanity', to which it 
demands universal deference, is bound to be the most general 
unifyin� ..Jrinclplc of anx community, the religion a umani!), 
is the State-religion par exceUence. The State typically takes 
cognizance of its members only in their most general capacity, as 
men, while for the 'Un-man', the egoist, who is 'inhuman' just 
as he is indefinable by any quality or relationship, it reserves its 
most implacable suspicion and hostility. The State knows that 
'a ainst the e oim so-called Human Socle is wrecked' 3 for 
egoists enter into relationship wit each other, not as 'men', but 
as an I and a Thou irreducibl distinct from and 0 'osed to each 
£!hcr. 'I sacrifice nothing to society. I only eXJ;loit It . . .  y 
transforming it into my pro er and my creature, y annihilating 
�ocie!y' and � 0 o:u.ngJn---.itL P_:JJ:.su e association oJ-W!iJtS.'4 Does 
this mean, in the words of Fichte, that 'the ego is everything'? 
Stimer replies that 'it is not so much that the ego is all, as that the 
ego destroys all, and that only the self-dissolving ego, the never
being ego, the finite ego-is really me.'s Only I, 'this transitory 
ego', am real; 'the human race' is merely a fiction, a conceptual 
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wraith. I refuse to have value conferred upon me in my trivial 
character as 'human', I refuse to have power conferred upon me 
in me specious form of 'the rights of man'. 'My power is my 

t pCQ��My power giveJ me property. I mysell am my power 
and thro�h it 1 am my'· co r :1 
-Stirner immediately proceeds, in me section entitled 'My 
Power', to annoute this conccption of'power', as tbe fluctuating, 
ceaselessly ebbing and surging periphery which marks the tenta
tive limit, but never the final definjtion, of the egoist's protean 
identity. 'What you have the POW" to be', he asserts, 'you have 
the right to be . . . .  I am entitled to everything which I have in my 
power.'l The distinction between and 'right' is the distiQc
tio.n.....be.twCCIL Iquc->�tantaneous reality o� dyn:upic 
individual and the abstract, oppressive spicit..o£a"gho�xj.ociW' 
which seeks to be omnipresent in its pious surveillance over its 
members. 411 righe, ho�e.L is alien o ...mc.,_excepJ the right 
w.hich [ award mysclf.-the ri ht which I am. Neither a wise man 
nor a fool, neither King, Pope, nor people can place mc 'in the 
right', smce 'there is no right outside mc; ifit is rigbtfor lilt, it is 
right . . . as for others, that is their worry: let them look after 
themselves'.3 Communim like Babcuf may claim that 'Nature' 
entitles me to certain basic rights, 'but Nature cannot entitle 
me-i.e. empower me-to what I am entitled only by my ad'.4 
Communists claim, for example, that equal labour entitles a man 
eo equal enjoyment, whereas 'only equal enjoyment really 
entitles you to equal enjoyment'.j If you succeed in appropriating 
the fruits of Nature, they are yours, and you have 'done all right' ; 
otherwise, 'it serves you right'. In short, �ance.p.LQf 
'et mal inalienable rights' is rtligiolls to the CQfe, the egoist will 
ignore them except where they happen to coincide with his 
interests, and he will devote his whole attention to realizing these 
by skilfully concentrating and opportunely expanding his 
ceaselessly extempore power. 

The rule of right in society is given by the Law. which professes 
to be fundamentally opposed in its nature to the arbitrary decrc:es 
of a capricious will, but which �declaration of will. even 
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if it is the considered declaration of the general will, and which 
does no less violence to the ascendant self-will of the refractory 
individual. Even if everyone expressed the same will as I, am 1 
supposed to acquiesce in government by this 'general will' which 
is theoretically my own, when the result would be to freeze or 
fossilize my self-will, � me toda to my_will of yesterda ? 
'Wretched stability ! My creature, namely a certain declaration 
of will, would have become my master, while I, the creator, 
would be hindered in my flow and dissolution. R usc I was a 
fool yesterday, am I doomed to re�itL one my life.. long?" 
Even aws willch were expressly designed to facilitate my free 
self-dcvelopment and individual creativity would be wholly 
impertinent to my condition, for my first and last demand is to be 
the sole originator and owner of the actions in which my identity 
is realized. Since egoistic self-will and respect for the authority of 
society necessarily collide, therefore, 'the self-willed egoist is 
necessarily a criminal, and his life is necessaril y crime'.l This does 
not mean that he will lead a life of petty thieving (although he 
will certainly not be deterred from this by a superstitious respect 
for property). But it does mean tbt he will 'p.1.actise the most 
pitiless desecration', since 'llothing is sacred to him�.} Because 
'crime' is essentially the defiance of what is held sacred-the 
defiance of property, of the family, of religion, the State, or 
mankind-it means that the e ist, to whom n�g is sacred, 
i! by-his Vcr:j. xistence the most tireless, the most im nitem 
criminal. If, in his own inrcrest, the egoist will realistically 
appraise and acknowledge the power exerted by other indivi
duals, he will acknowledge nothing in them corresponding to 
'merit', nothing which invests them with 'right' or 'authority'; 
for the authority of the universe itself is set at nothing by the 
slightest exertion of his own power, even when this simply takes 
the form of closing his eyes and stopping his �rs. 

As Stirner sets out to show in tbe next section, which sprawls 
over the central three-fifths of this long chapter, my power 
receives its fullest expression and meets its most commensurate 
challenge in the domain of 'My Intercourse'. Once again, 
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Stirncr finds the chief obstacle to my unrestricted intercourse, 
just as it was the most relentless enemy of my self-seeking power. 
in the ghostly rule of those secular churches, 'the people', society, 
and the State. The freer the people, the morc helpless the indivi
duaL When the Athenian people was at the height of its freedom, 
it banished atheists, created the institution of ostracism, and 
poisoned its most honest thinker. (If Socrates-like that other 
fool, Christ, but unlike the astute Luther-did not use his power 
to escape. this was simply his characteristic weakness, his delusion 
that the people was his judge instead of his enemy: his 'virtue' 
amounted to treason against himself.) 'A people', says Sciencr, 
'represses those who raise themselves above its own majesty.'! 
Therefore let the bells which, as he writes Der Eitlzige, are tolling 
to celebrate the German people's one thousand years of con
tinuous history, let these bells instead toll to celebrate the imminellt 
departure of the German people to enjoy its etemal rest. 'Soon 
the peoples, thy sisters, will follow thee. When they have all 
followed thee, then humanity itself will be in its grave, and I will 
be my own, I will be the laughing heir ,'2 

The German word for society, 'Gesdlschaft', is derived from 
'Saal', meaning a hall which encloses many persons. Individuals, 
however, may be ill a hall without any incercourse taking place 
between them, since intercourse takes place between me and YOII, 
without any reference to a third party. In modern society, it is 
not so much ou and I who use the hall as the hall which con
tains or 0 ds us just as a prison society is determined by a place, 
the prison, which defines the way oflife of its inmates as 'prisoners' 
and decrees the relationships which may obtain between them, 
but which prohibits intercourse or associatiol1, since these would 
jeopardize the security of the prison. Similarly. the State is an 
oEder of dependence, Lhierarchy indiss.9'-ubl established against 
us egoists. Like its rcdecesso hU.Wl, the stars, c(oc i es _ 
Allah, Jehovah, Christ, the Church-it masquerades as a 'tuoral .... 
mystical, o�olitical person', even sometimes having the temeri� _ 
to -Rose as my 'trueA, and so seeks to Jead me away' from myself 
�ld to make me worship this phantom outside and above me. 
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'The State does let individuals play as freely as possible, only they 
mwt not be in earliest, they mUSt not forget it.'1 I alTl not to do 

.l-_ everything of which I am capable. but only ;'hat the Sta£f 
� afroves ; J am (0 be a scientist, a literary critic, a smoker. only if 

t e State approves. Some States profess to grant more freedom 
thall others, 'but lam free in no Stat�' ,2 Poor Edgar Dauer wants 
a State in which the executive has its foundation in the people 
as the sole authority, not understanding that a 'people' is an 
utterly fortuitous and artificial concourse temporarily and 
specifically assembled under the direction of some arbitrary 
political superior-in contrast with Illy unique and irreplaceable 
reality, for J can and mwt be onl this articular definite , 
Do the Nationalists want a unite German peep e, 0 they reaUy 
want all the swarms to congregate in one beehive? The egoist has 
no such wish, nor docs he occupy himself with the State and its 
affairs from a sense that citizenship is his 'sacred duty', although 
he may take an interest in political events if they tend to follow 
:1 course which happens to :affect his interests. Qtherwi$C. be will 
merely say to the State; 'Ger out army sunlight,') � To take pride in being a German-or in �ing u 1S to ;[-
value oncscl£b}'-OOeJEllliQll$hips,.raWer rbatlhy...one:s ..cxclusiY£:: 
ness._Nationalists and humanists rightly distrust each other, for 
both are captives of an illusion which is only removed when both 
'German' and 'human' are re-established where they belong. in 
company with all my other qualities, which only have reality so 
long as I instantiate them and which equally depend on my 
always unqualified and remote uniqueness. The egoist may enter 
into provisional relationships with others: he will interest him-
self, however, only in those concerted :;activities which promote 
his cnds, since for what other ends shou1d he endure tbe fatigues 
of association? Always pragm:1tic, he can never. thereforc • .-bc 
trul :1rtisan. Ifhejoins a party. he docs nOt ereby bind himself 
to its principles or ideals. but continues his strictly meted support 
only up to the moment when it has ceased. on balance, to further 
his clear purposes: when the moment to abandon ship inevitably 
comes, it finds him prepared with aU his possessions to take to his 
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private lifeboat. He realizes that to �attach oneself on grounds of 
£rinciple to anx one group, whether a tiny group 'Or phlIanthi5-
plSts, a party, a natiOll, or the human group itself, is to submit 
to the rule of an alien master which always expresses 'discontent 
with the presellt man'! and which always ends up by setting up 
for its adherents an arbitrary ideal of perfection, to realize which 
thCll becomes one's overriding ·vocation'. The group tries always 
to place me 'at the standpoint of s/lould',2 it alw�ys seeks • 0 m ke"'" 
something out of'me wrnch I am /lOV 'tlllSlStlie 'rdigious' rice 

)/..pf involvement, which the egoist, disclaiming all vocation, 
calmly refuses to_pay. 

The critical point at which the group attempts to assert its 
ascendancy over me is in respect of the claims which it makes 
over my property. As the self-appointed guardian of property, the 
State arrogates to itself the 'right' of defining the conditions 
under which private property is legally to be held, while the 
view of an anarchist like, Proudhon.-rha..Lptivate co r J! 
:rl.lefc· ..... plainly entails the jdea of;!b lute ro D' rig ts vested 
in some Supreme Pro rietor, resumablr. Mankind itself. My 
propertY.'" however, in any meaningfu1 sense must be what I have 
the pOlller to use or abuse, what I alii able alld choose to dispose of 
as I please, exclusively and without limit; in short, 0 not 
<iiitin uish between ' ro erE' an£U�rk possef.!.i£ll. On the reli
gious principle of universal human love the Cotnrmmists want 
to abolish my personal property in favour of a mode of distribu
tion which would benefit the incompetent and needy at my 
expense. Not only a Communist society, however, but any 
society gains its existence at my expense. The State in fact exists 
by 'using llle up', by 'turning me-to accoiinC:, by attempti� 
csmvince me that I am 'worthless' ill myself 4 Under the imposed 
system of so-called 'free encerprise', the State insists on mediating 
between e1ltrepreneurs and ensuring that competition only takes 
place between them within declared limits : it will not. for 
example, allow me to seize my competitor by the hair. But, says 
Stirner, 'what I want, I must have',' and I shall certainly enjoy 
whatever I have the strength or cunning to rake. 'Here egoism, 
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self-seeking, must decide.'l No one else will give me my value 
'unless I realize value from myself'.l My value cannot be 'earned' 
by 'service', and it cannot be measured in the base coin with 
which me Communists would reward me homogeneous stints of 
'general human labour', because-unlike a stint of 'general 
hwnan labour', which could be done by anyone on my bchalf
Illy labour is the irreplaceable labour of a 'unique one'. No one 
else could paint my pictures, or compose my songs, any more 
than some paid mechanic could have deputized for Raphael. My 
labour cannOt be paid at 'the rate for the job'. Only I can establish 
its value, and m self. aluation ' . Dtical with my limitless 
activity of approprratron and enjoyment. 

Stirner now tums to consider another, and more insidious, form 
in which the jealous group seeks to alienate me from myself and 
to expropriate me from what 1 have made my OWll. The group 
attempts to impose on human intercourse the highest and most 
exemplary religious commandment of all. the commaudmc:nt..of 

l!l£L. Love is supposed to be my 'vocation', and I am supposed 
to be 'called', by God or by my essential humanity, to love 
others and sacrifice myself for their sake. Now, while I certainly 
do sometimes sacrifice particular enjoyments for the sake of 
another in whose person I happen to take joy, to sacrifice myself 
for his sake would be to hand myself over to my passion, to 
allow it to possess me instead of my dominating and disposing of 
it. And while I certainly 'love' certain others in the sense that I 
occupy myself intimately with their needs and concerns, and 
t3ke a personal pleasure in their pleasures, this egoistic love of 
mine, to which I elect them only because and so 10llg as it is my 
hwnour to do so, is very different from altruistic or romantic 
love, which is supposed to be reserved for those who, in virtue of 
some special qualities, are thought to have a rightful claim on my 
affections. The egoist recognizes no one-neither family. com
patriots, nor 'feUow-humans'-to whom his affection is owing 
as of inherent right, and no one-neither benefactors llor com
panions-to whom it is owing as a matter of fitness or desert. If 
there were another to whom my love was owing, then 'my love, 
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which tolls for him, would be in reality his love, which he collects 
from me as his toll'.1 'My love is mille only when it is egoistic, when 
its object is really . . .  my property, to which l owe nothing 
and have no obligation, any morc than I have obligations to my 
eye-which 1 nevertheless cherish with the greatest care, but 
always only on my account.'2 

The egoist. therefore, docs not consider himself obliged to 
love the world. 'I do not love the world, for I annihilate it. as [ 
annihilate myself: 1 dissolve it . . . I utilize the world and men ! 
Thus I keep myself open to every impression without being 
sundered from myself by any of them. I can love . . .  without 
taking the loved one for any more than the "ollris/llnent of my 
passion . . .  for any morc than tlte object of my love. which my 
love lises . . .  thus I only IItilize him: 1 ell joy him.'] Nor does he 
write his book out oflovc for its readers. 'No, 1 writc to procure 
for my thoughts an cxistence in the world', and would do so 
'even in foresaw that these thoughts would destroy all your peace 
of mind forever'.4 Like Goethe's bird in the carefree branches, the 
egoistic writer enjoys in his own creativity the only reward he 
seeks or needs. '1 sing-because I am a singer. But I lise you in all 
this because I need cars.'s The egoist regards you as his 'foddcr', 
and in turn expects to be the object of your egoistic appetites, 
since from his perspective all rclationiliips ultimately resolve 
into the only authentic natural relationship-that of exploitation, 
of individuals by each other. 'When the world crosses me,' says 
Stimer, '1 consume it, thereby to appease the hunger of my 
egoism.'6 

Moral or social unity, then. in the sense of participation in a 
relationship to which one's whole self is committed, is for the 
egoist the classic form of self-alienation or self-betrayal. Every 
kind of social relationship constitutes a latent threat to my self
possession, and 'self-possessioll I will never surrender') The lesson 
for the egoist is that he must create his own relationships, that is, 
relationships which derive their entire meaning from the projects 
which he invests in them and which survive as vessels of his 
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enterprise only so long as they continue to bear his cargoes 
securely and economically. Toany pragmatic, exploitive relation
ship of tills kind Stimer gives the name of 'association'. 'The 
association' is my product, my own creature, to which I am hence 
infinitely superior and to wh.ich it wou1d be accordingly absurd 
for me to acknowledge obligations. 'Neither a natural nor a 
spiritual bond binds the association', in which 'I sec nothing but a 
multiplication of my power and which I preserve only so long 
as it remains my multiplied power.'1 Whereas in the natural 
collective like the family, or in the spiritual coUective like the 
nation, you are merely a 'specimen' or a 'member', 'in the associa
tion alone you can assert yoursclf as rmiqlle, because you posscss it, 
never it YOU.'2 Whereas in the State I only hold my property 
subject to the laws, the very existence of an association is subject 
to my evaluation of its performance as the hired broker of my 
property. Whereas in society I am 'put to usc', in an association 
I 'make myself count'; whereas society expects me loyally to 
discharge my social duties, I utilize every association and 'abandon 
it faithlessly' when there is no more advantage to be extracted 
from it; whereas society sets itself up as a sacred object existing 
independently of me, an association exists only for and through 
me and is at all times mine; in short, whereas society always 
attempts to cOllswne me, I always grow by consuming the 
association to which I temporarily belong.) 

Let us reject 'community', concludes Stimer, 'let us not aspire 
to community, but to ollt-sidedrress':' 'Over tIle portal of our 
time stands, not the "Know-thyself" of Apollo, but "Get the 
value out of thyself!" '5 The egoist does not, of course, attempt 
to realize his value by 'revolution', which as a social act merely 
substitutes one form of expropriation for another; but by his 
personal 'insurrection', which leaves me established order 
standing for him to elevate himself above it. The insurrection is 
essentially an egoistic purpose and deed. Jesus Christ, that notori
ous insurgent, took care to 'render unto Caesar that which is 
Caesar's' and counselled his accomplices [0 'be as wise as serpents';  
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and precisely because he coolly ignored the prevailing order, 
'straightening himself up' and .IIi1izillg it as a context, he was its 
most deadly enemy and ultimate annihilator.1 What Christ was 
to rhe pagan order. therefore. tbe egoist is to the Christian order. 
Egoistic intercourse with the world aims at appropriation of the 
world, at its conversion inco the pabulum of my personal enjoy
ment, since 'for me no one is a person to be respected . . .  but 
solely an object . . . an interesting or uninteresting object, useful or 
useless','- All powers, all others. exist only as 'materials for my 
enjoyment', which I appropriate by consuming.l The world 
may be imperfect and still serve perfectly well for my enjoyment, 
because in the cnd 'my intercourse is my el�oymcnt of the 
world, and belongs to my-selj-eJljoYlllfllt'.4 

With this Stimer doses his long section on 'My Imercoursc' and 
introduces the section entitled 'My Self-Enjoyment', the last of 
the three sections into which he divides his vast chapter on the 
character and occupations of 'The Proprietor'. What, for the 
egoistic proprietor, is 'enjoymem'? Stimer's answer is that 
'el�oyment oflife means using life up'.s 1£1 am my own property, 
I can use myself as I we property, I can enjoy mysdfby 'sqU.1n
dering' myself, I can live by 'dissolving myself and living myself 
out'.' Ifl am Illy own property, 1 shall ignore the Christian call to 
forgo my present enjoyment in order to seek my 'true self', I 
shall spend myself as I please in this life and refuse to hoard my 
possibilities in order to make a down payment on an 'eternal 
life', since I shan refuse to treat my life as something 'sacred' or as 
something which 1 'owe' to God or to my fellow-men. If I am 
my own property, 1 shall refuse to divide myself from my 'true 
self' and 1 shall reject every attempt to submit me to a 'vocation 
destiny, or task', since 'a man is "caUed" to nothing and he has no 
"station" or "duty", any morc than a plant or an animal has a 
"vocation".'1While I certainly have talents, capacities, or powers, 
'to use his powen is no man's vocation or duty, precisely because 
it is his act, rcal and extant at :;,,11 times: power is only 3 simpler 
word for the manifestation of power',! Thus I always use as 
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l11uch power as I possess, and I always am as much as 1 call be. 
Far from aspiring to myself as a goal, I take myself as my starting
point, and to say that I start out from myself is to say that I 
accept myself purely as I am. without fear and without reproach. 
lndecd, the scale of my delinquency against chose 'fixed stand
points', the Christian and humanitarian ideals, is generally a 
fairly accurate measure of my self-possession and self-enjoyment. 
These, along with all other ideal worlds and ideals of human 
nature, as obstacles to my enjoyment of myself and the world, 
must be thrown on the ref�heap to which the conscious 
egoist swiftly consigns all rhe metaphysical and moral garbage 
that schoolmasters and priests, the confused and the obsessed, arc 
forever crying to foist upon him. 

As long as I remain my own, I can never suffer alienation to an 
ideal, for there is no alien power so hollow as the alleged power 
of thoughts. 'One only needs know how to "put everything out 
of mind", if only to be able to--go to sleep. 'I Although I cer
tainly want to "ave thoughts, I also want to be able to remai.n 
'thoughtless'. 'He who cannot rid himself of thoughts is to that 
extent still merely a man, still the slave of that hwnan institution, 
language', and after all the activities of reflection and discourse 
proceed only 'by your becoming thoughtless and speechJess 
every moment'.l This consciousness of his instantaneous power 
to destroy the thoughts which displease him is the mark of 'the 
proprietary thinker'. The proprietary thinker also realizes that, 
just as everyone stands in a different relationship to any given 
object, an object is to each one 'what he makes Ollt of it') Of course 
a Christian, for example, will claim that the Bible proclaims the 
same message for all men, but this means no more than that he 
wants to make his relationship to the Bible the 'true' one. The 
proprietary thinker knows that 'how we toss things about is 
a matter for our option, our freewill . . .  our heart's pleasure',· 
so that 'what a man is, he makes out of things: "as you look at 
the world, so it looks back at you" . . .  and therefore the things 
and their appearance arc not first, but I am, my will is . . .  I 
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determine what I will seek" , , I  choose for myself what I 
please, and in choosing I show my arbitrariness'. I 

'In "the realm of thoughtS" Christianity has been brought to 
its £inaJ consummation.'2 In the Hegelian system of 'absolute 
thought' spiritual tyranny makes its last and most desperate 
attempt to dispossess Ute individual by condemning every private 
judgment as absurd and every private interest as wicked. 'Absolute 
thought', however, 'is nothing but that thinking which forgets 
that it is my thinking . . .  that it only exists through me , . .  that 
it is Qnly my judgment, which I can at any moment cllallge, i,e. 
annihilate, take back into myself, and consume.') Thw the deadly 
enemy of ideaJistic absolutism is 'proprietary thinking, Illy think
ing, a thinking which does not lead me but is directed, continued, 
or broken off by me at my pleasure'." Whether his thoughts 
coincide with those of a Christ or a Hegel, a liberal or a com
munist, will be a matter of total indifference to the proprietary 
thinker. From now on they are his 'creatures', and so remain as 
long as they are obedient to his choice: 'they are all disposable, 
my disposable property, and arc annihilated as they arc cre2ccd 
by me'.' Thoughts do Dot fiy around free like birds. but are 
always the chattels, the utensils, of some particular, concrete 
thillker. 'Truths are men's thoughts, expressed in words and 
therefore jwt as extant as other things', they are 'phrases, fonDS 
of speech, words-when brought into connection or into an 
articulate series, forming logic, science. or philosophy', but 
always 'nothing but words',6 The proprietary thinker adopts and 
utilizes tfllths, which are 'nourishment for my thinking head, as 
potatoes for my digesting stomach or a friend for my sociable 
heart', but 'Ihe Tmth itself is dead, a corpse; it is alive only in 
the same way as my Jungs are alive-as the measure of my 
vitality') If, due to my cardessness or impQ[ence, a truUt 
wriggles ffom my grasp and sets itself up over me, this is what 
constitutes its wl/rut/,. Subduing thoughts and making himself 
'at home with them', the egoist ell joys thoughts as he enjoys 
things. 'Their truth is you-the nothingness which you are for 
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them and in which they dissolve: their rruth is their nothing
ness. 'I Hence 'your thoughts are my thoughts, which I dispose of 
as I will . . .  without waiting for authorization . . .  for how I 
deal with them is my 4!air'.2 Hence thinking is like any other 
activity, which 'you can give up when the humour for it wears 
off',3 since nothing is worth your attention for its OlV'l sake. And 
hence 'I, when I criticize' (unlike those Critics who test a thought 
for its truth in the way that a dog smells a man to find its master) 
'do not even have myself specifically before my eyes, but am 
only . . .  amusing myself according to my taste; according to 
my need I chew the thing up or only inhale its odour'." The 
philosophical egoist, who has philosophical enjoyments, will 
therefore proceed in philosophy as he proceeds everywhere else, 
and will conduct his thinking according to the logic of his 
whim. Is this a rme, or a licence, for Stimer's readers to deal with 
his book according to their tastes? Clearly the only answer Stirner 
can give is that 'I am not an ego along with other egos, but the 
sole ego: I am unique . . .  and everything about me is unique . . .  
this is the meaning of The Unique One'.5 

The long circuit describing The Unique One and his Property 
has now been completed, and requires only to be sealed by the 
short peroration, dedicated to the figure of 'The Unique One' in 
and for himself, with which Stimer closes his book. Stirner has 
shown how pre-Christian civilization, striving to find and dwell 
in 'holy Spirit', culminated in indifference to reality and contempt 
for the world, while Christian civilization, striving to accomplish 
'the transfiguration of matter', is destined to end in a rejection 
of the ideal and in 'contempt for Spirit'.6 By its very nature the 
contradiction of real and ideal cannot be resolved, at least not 
'until one annihilates both'.7 The Ancients piously desired 
'holiness', which the Stoic 'wise men' sought to attain by purify
ing themselves of all worldly taint, while the Modems have 
passionately desired 'corporeity', which they have sought to 
attain in a long series of projects, beginning with the attempt to 
incarnate holiness ' in the figure of Christ and ending with the 
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attempt to incarnate the ideal of 'Humanity' in the physical 
reality which is me. Significantly. the great preoccupation of 
Christianity has been to demonstrate God's existence: the history 
of Christianity is the history of its search for 'existence, cor
poreiry, personality, reality'.! The attempt to fmd a focm of 
existence for God has given way to the attempt to find a form of 
existence for the attribute of 'divinity', and that in tum has now 
given way to the search for a 'purely human' form of existence. 
But, says Stirner, 'no idea can have rcality. for 110ne can achieve 
corporeity'.2 Although they followed opposite paths, both 
Christianity and Antiquity were ultimatdy directed by the same 
obsession. their obscssioll with the divine. Whereas Antiquity had 
attempted, and failed, to locate tbe divine in 'the extra-mundanc', 
Christianity, having succeeded in projecting divinity beyond the 
world and time, was immediately smitten by a yearning to 
'redeem' the world which had been forsaken and so came even
tually to seek the divine in thc sphere of 'the intra-mundane'
inevitably to fail, for 'the divine as i"tra-llumdallc can never really 
achieve identity with the worldly itself', which for the Christian 
always retains its incurable residue of 'the sinful, the irrational, 
the contingent, the egoistic'.} The last, doomed attempt to 
realize the ideal is that which brings the idea of 'Man' on the 
stage, which wants to make Man the 'cgo' of history and history 
the 'body' of Man, whose members are we individual human 
beings, possessing value only as parts and having a role only 
within dle total evolution of the species. This fantasy of humanistic 
evolution is as pathetic as the fantasy of Christian incarnation. 
Hum.anity, says Stimer, as an ideal must. hover voicelessly in the 
impotent phantom-world to which Christianity has already been 
consigned, there to fade into nothingness with the cock-crow at 
which I stretch my living and palpable limbs. For the question 
about concepts, 'What is Man ?', I shall therefore substitute a 
question about a person, 'Who is the Man?', to which the only 
answer is, 'J, this Unique One, am he', and with this question 
and this answer, if you like, the ideal of 'Man' finds its only 
possible realization. 
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'It is said of God: "Names name Thee not." That is true of me: 
no concept can express me, nothing that can be put forward as my 
essence can exh2ust me; they are no more than names. Likewise 
it is said of God that He is perfect and is not required to strive 
after perfection. But that is also true of me. 

'I am proprietor of my power, which I therefore am when I 
recognize myself as Unique. In TIlt U"iqllt OUt the proprietor 
returns into the creative Nothingncss from which he issues. 
Every higher being above me, whether God or Man, weakens 
the fccling of my uniqueness but begins to pale before the: sun 
of tills self-consciousness. If I make myself, The Unique One, 
my cause, then my cause is this transitory, mortal Creator who 
lives by conswning himself, and I may say : 

'I have made Nothing my cause.'1 

The publication of Der Eillzige IItld seill Eigeutllllll/ excited an 
immediate and violent reaction. A tremor ran through the whole 
literary and philosophical world, erupting with astonished 
indignation at those points most sensitive to the impact ofStirner's 
tumultuous iconoclasm. The parties most aggrieved by his 
incontinent desecration of their ideals were from the start the 
most irascible in expressing their mortified displeasure, which 
they l2mely strove to conceal behind unconvincing affect2tions of 
amusement or contempt. Thus in March l84S, in the Nord
delltscbe Blatter for Kritik, Literat.,r, IIlId UlIlttha!turlg (the official 
organ of Bauer's 'Critical' school), Szeliga diagnosed the arriv�IJ 
of The Unique One as merely another, and the most recent, 
phase in the progressive self-definition of the �crcig"- scl£.. 
��, whose task it now became to purge itself of this 
accretion by its attested method of critical analysis. This task 
can be lightly discharged, for Stirner's Unique One is already 
a barren and indeterminate abstraction : he: can be rapidly des
patched to join all previous phantoms of the intellect, for he is 
himself 'the phantom of phantoms'. From Feuerbach, in the 
second volume of Wigallds Viertelja"rsschriji, came the expected 
accusations that Stimer's conscious egoist, who 'loves' another 
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only because and so long as the other represents to him a means 
of selfish enjoyment, thereby cuts himself off from the most 
noble and rewarding of human experiences j and that the egoist 
who 'loves' another merely for his private use thereby S2cri6ces 
his higher nature to his lower I his whole self to a part of himself, 
so forfeiting, in his ignorant greed, the preciow possibility of 
complete fulfumcnt. And in July 1845, after consultation with 
Marx and Engels, Moses Hess issued, in hU own name but on 
behalf of German socialists, a pamphlet entitled The LAst 
Philosophers, in which he held Stirner's 'association of egoists' 
to be nothing new, since all societies up to and inc1udingmodem 
bourgeois society (which receives its idealization in Stimer) have 
been nothing hut egoistic associations formed to enable the 
exploitation of the many by the few. 

To these three critics, who together represented the principal 
parties affronted by his synoptic profanation of contemporary 
German philosophy, Stiener published a composite reply, 
'Stirner's Reviewers : A Rejoinder to Feucrbach, Szdiga, and 
Hess', in the third volume of Wigollds Viertelj'almsc},r!ft of 1845. 
In this long article Stimer took the opportunity, not only to 
expose the confwions in his opponents' interpretations of his 
ideas and to rebut their criticisllU, but also to elaborate and extend 
his own positive views in fresh and illuminating ways. To Szeliga. 
Stimer replied that as a concept "The Unique One has indeed 
no content', because 'with him 2ll conceptual evolution comes to 
an end'.t 'The Unique One is an expression of wh.ich it can be 
said with all honesty and candour that it expresses-Nothing.': 
But it is idle to complain that 'The Uruque One' is an empty 
phrase. No phnse. 110 predicate, can encompass the inexhawtible 
being of the unique individual. who. because he is unique. rowt 
forever elude definition or limitation. 'Someone who calls you 
Ludwig does not mean any old Ludwig. but YOIl, for whom he 
lacks a word. Wrut Stirncr � is a word. a thought, a concept; 
what he 'Ilt.911J is no word. no1hought, no concept. What he says 
is not whathe means. and what he means cannot be said.'] 
'Thw you are without predicates. as you :ue without determ.ina-
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tion, without vocation, and without laws.'l Since the irreducible 
contingency of this individual cannot be subsumed under any 
general category, there is plainly no cause for surprise that his 
incomparable reality should bafBe language and defeat conceptua
lization. 

To Feuerbach, Stimer replies that there arc no interesting or 
valuable experiences accessible to the unselfish man wltich are 
denied to the egoist, except the experience of self-denial itsel£ 
It is the self-denying lover, not the egoistic lover, whose ex
perience of love becomes drained of interest for him, in propor
tion as his love becomes a 'disinterested' one. An unselfish interest 
is no ill� since wha is interesting or valuable can be so only" 
through m interest in it and valuation of it. The 'sacred', that 
WliiCli am expected to serve for its own sake and irrespective of 
my personal interests, is thus absolutely wlimerestillg. and in 
fulfilling its claims upon me I should be doing the opposite of 
fulfilling myself. The egoist may engage in many activities for 
many reasons: for example, he may work for the pleasure of 
working, for gain, or to support another whom he loves; he 
will never work, however. because he considers it his 'sacred duty' 
to do so. Likewise.��buL he.. w.· never love because 
the IQ.YC.clQnUeseoreS-.oWs...w.Otthy_oe..his lo e. 

Hess also, like Feuerbach, equates ' egoism' with a pinched and 
arid mentality. with 'isolation' and 'poverty of interests'. 'He 
who loves someone is in respect of this love richer than another 
who loves no one', replies Stirner, 'but this in no way represents 
a contrast between egoism and non-egoism.'l 'Egoism, as Stimer 
employs the term, is not opposed to love, nor opposed to thought, 
it is no enemy of a sweet love-life . . .  neidler is it an enemy of 
Criticism, or of socialism, in short ius 00 cocm),-aUa)': gelluitle 
interest; it exc udes no interest. t is my: directedJg!limuiiS=. 
interestedness and thE unin�resting: not against love ut against 
holy love, not against thought but against sacred thought, not 
against the socialists but against the devout socialists.'l How can 
Hess declare that the only personal and social relationships of 
interest to the egoist will be those which enable him to practise the 
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most widespread and brutal extortion, when in fact it is equally 
probable that he may prefer to savour the exquisite charms of a 
(cnder affinity with someone whose person he loves and whose 
companionship he prizes? I do not, indeed, enter into 'egoistic 
association' with others unless this association will in some way 
profit me, directly or indirectly, but to say this

'
is not to rule out 

the possibility that the act of association will in itself constitute for 
me an independent source of lively gratification and delight. 
'Perhaps at this moment underneath his window children are 
running to join a group of playmates; if he looks at chern he will 
see gay egoistic associations. Perhaps Hess has a friend, a sweet
heart; in which case he may know how one heart discovers itselfin 
another heart, and how the two make an egoistic association that 
they may find enjoyment in each other, without either thereby 
"getting short measure". Perhaps he meets a few friends on the 
street and is invited to accompany them to a tavern; does he go in 
order to fulfil a duty of friendship, or does he "associate" with them 
because he promises himself enjoyment from it? Should they be 
grateful to him for his sactifice, or do they know that for a short 
time they have formed an "egoistic association"?'\ 

The other critic to whom Stirner vouchsafed a public, if much 
shorter reply was Kuno Fischer, who in an article originally 
printed in the short-lived Leipziger Revile of 1847 had described 
Stirner as the archetypal representative of'�oderIliiQp-hists'. 
Contrasting the 'dogmatists', or those thinkers who subordinated 
themselves to the rule of thought, with the 'sophists' or those who 
exalted themselves and their interests above thought, Fischer 
declared Stirner to be the most dogmatic of sophists, who not 
only erected the self-centred individual into an absolute principle 
but even made the individual subject's proprietorial domination 
of his thoughts into a kind of categorical imperative. In his reply, 
'The Philosophical Reactionaries', which appeared in the 1847 
volume of Wigand's Epigonen, Stirner attempted to refute 
Fischer's indictment on both counts. In the first place, he main
tained, Fischer could have learned from a cursory glance at 
Stimer's published rejoinder to his earlier reviewers that 'egoism', 
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far frolll being a dogmatic category. was never intended to be 
more than 'a "phrase", albeit the last possible "phrase", which is 
fitted to put an end to the whole regimenr of phrases') And in 
the second place, Stimer insists, the distincti on between the think
ing subject and the thoughts which he deploys is certainly a 
possible, and therefore a valid, one. 'A "thought" is something 
flllished, something which has been thought and from which I 
constantly distinguish myself, as does the creator from the 
creature, the father from the SOil. Both from the thoughts which I 
have thought, and from those which I shall think, I distinguish 
myself just as certainly; the ones are now objects to me, the 
others-cggs as yet unlaid. And thus I remain "the particular, 
contingent subject".'� The instantaneous subject who allows no 
principle to crystallize at any point in his perpetual self-projection 
and self-dissolution is hardly open to the charge of dogmatism. 
Fearing no concept, and having himself superseded the reign of 
mere 'phrases', he is equally impervious to the charge of sophistry. 

Numerous other reviews and criticisms of Der Eillzige Imd seill 
Eigelltlllllll appeared in sundry journals during the period im
mediately following its publication. Kuno Fischer, who had 
received advance notice of Stimer's reply to his earlier criticisms, 
was able to insert a further critical article in the 1847 volume of 
the Epigollen which carried Stimer's reply to his earlier criticisms, 
and the same volume included a long essay on Der Eitlzige from 
the pen of Frau von Arnim. In a variety of periodicals reprcsenting 
all shades of topical opinion, lesser figures rwhed, half-fearfully, 
half-derisively to appraise the work and to discuss its significance 
for contemporary Gennan philosophy, often embracing with de
light its author's d_cstrucJi'lC criti� .J)£..the...established...fo,ms...af 
liberal humanism andJ:thicaLsoci.a.linn. but always recoiling in 
horror from his implacable rejection of ethical and humane prin
ciples of every other kind. The socialist reply to Stiener, begun by 
Hess, was renewed, systematized, and completed by Marx and 
Engels, who, regarding Der Eillzige as the reductio ad absllrdum of 
existing German philosophy, devoted the winter of 1845-6 to 
composing their vast obituary on 'the Gcrman ideology' and 
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annotating Stirner's place in it. None of this, however, disturbed 
Srimer in the metaphysical anchorage in which he had now finally 
settled. He was quite unaware of Marx's massive criticisms, which 
remained unpublished and in fact did not see the light of day until 
the next century. And as far as he was concerned, the debate with 
Fischer and with all Ius other protagonists was to all intents and 
purposes closed. The Unique One had entered into his propeny, 
which he now wanted only to enjoy in peace. 

Stimer had enjoyed a fleecing and alarming fame. His 'con
scious egoism' had been parodied in a popular novel, I and he 
himself had even appeared, thinly disguised, as a philosophical 
character in 'another novcl.2 In his withdrawn assurance, how
ever, it is doubtful whether he would ever again have troubled to 
intervene publicly in the moral and social controversies of the 
times, even if events had kept his ideas at the forefront of public 
attention. As it happened, his star subsided as dramatically as it had 
risen. For a time he had appeared like a huge comet in the sky, 
temporarily eclipsing all others, until he began to drop, with 
increasing rapidity, from his zenith and disappeared at last over the 
horizon, immediately to be forgotten by those onlookers who 
had watched Ius appalling course. Mtcr 1848 a great silence 
descended on the ideas of the man who for so shoTt a time had 
aroused such disquiet in so many nunds, a silence which was not to 
be broken for nearly fifty years. In the end two generations were 
to dapse. Bauer, Ruge, Hess, and the great majority of Stirner's 
critics were themselves to be forgotten and overlaid by the dust of 
later upheavals, before new men rediscovered Srimcc's pertinence 
to the issues of new times. Having made his definitive act of 
self-assertion in Der Eitlzige, 'the laborious work of the best years 
of his life',) and defended it against the first comers, Stirner had 
found no cause to do more, but had been content to transmit his 
philosophical statement to posterity as it stood. If the immediate 
result was an almost complete oblivion, the final outcome was to 
preserve his philosophy, in glacial purity, for an age fraught with 
graver issues and receptive to the most desperate solutions. 

1 Lovt--UfftrS wi/h(lIIf LtlIIt. by K. Biirgc:r 
l Motiml Tilall$, by R. Cisekt'. ' Kleiner" Scllrijiw, p. 41]. 
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CHAPTER V 

STIRNER AND THE ORIGINS 

OF MARXISM 

IT is always a difficult matter to evaluate the intellectual legacy 
left by a philosopher, and it is usually even more difficult to 
identify those of his successors among whom it eventually came 
to be apportioned. Since most philosophers die intestate, there is 
often no possibility of discovering their rightful heirs or indeed of 
determining, with any degree of accuracy, me nature and extent of 
their unsettled estate. Some philosophers are evidently quite 
bankrupt at death. Others, like Stirner. apparently leave nothing 
but worthless stock, which passes into circulation unnoticed when 
their estate is broken up. making it vinually impossible to identify 
their ultimate and unintended beneficiaries. When, as in the case of 
Stirner, half a century elapses before men realize that the once 
worthless stock has now appreciated considerably in value, the 
historian's task becomes almost hopeless. The most he can do is to 
speculate aloud on any resemblances he may observe between 
specific items known to have once belonged to the original estate 
and certain extant pieces of property now respectably established 
in other hands. 

Any historian writing in, say, 1894 would have been perfectly 
justified in concluding that, after two generations of oblivion, the 
ideas of Max Stirner had been and would remain utterly without 
historic influence or interest, other than of an antiquarian kind. A 
few short years afterwards, however, this verdict would have had 
to he considerably modified, as the rapidly spreading celebrity of 
Nietzsche's philosophy ignited a fresh and sympathetic interest in 
Stirner's ethic of self-will; while today, more than one hundred 
and twenty years after the first appearance of Der Ejflzige Ulld Seill 
Eigenthum, the verdict would have to be completely reversed, 
although the actual scope, character, and direction of Stirner's 
belated impact are almost impossible to establish in any detail and 

ror 
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with any certainty or precision. Although he today receives formal 
recognition by anarchist writcrsasthec1assicexponcntof'anarchist 
individualism', he has no philosophical disciples among anarchists 
and tends to be respected or admired from a distance rather than 
imitated or followed as a guide; and although his nihilistic 
phenomenology often anticipates, with uncanny pertinence, 
many of the cenual themes which figure in contemporary 
existentialist writings, both atheistic and religious, few prominent 
existentialist thinkers seem to be directly acquainted with, fewer 
still to have been positively animated by, Der Eitlzjge WId sei" 
Eigenthum. However, a patriarch need not be a legislator, and a 
prophet is not necessarily a mandarin. For good or ill, Srimer's 
nihilistic egoism represents one of the deviant tributaries which 
have now entered the mainstream of European philosophy and 
insensibly but decisively affected its ultimate course. If there have 
been others whose flow has been more diffuse and momentous, 
there is none whose tortuous, subterranean passage it is more 
instructive to explore. 

Paradoxically, the one point at which Stimer's philosophy is 
absolutely known to have entered the mainstream of European 
thought brought it swirling into one of the central and most 
powerful channels of all; but, by a double irony, its crucial in
fluence on two historic personages who were subsequendy to 
achieve unpanlleled world fame occurred at a stage of their 
development which has since been unaccoWltably shrouded in 
apathetic obsurity. The historic figures were Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels, and the stage of development at which they were 
forced to come to terms with Stimer was the fateful period which 
gave birth to me doctrine of historical nutcrialism. Although Marx 
had not known Stinter in Berlin, which he quitted some months 
before Stimer began to frequent 'die Freien', or as a correspond
ent of the Rhtjniscbt Ztitllng, which he � to edit just after 
Stirner had ceased his contributions to the newspaper, he had 
certainly heard of him from Engels, who had spent many an 
evening beside Stirner in the company at HippeJ'S.1 In a long letter 

I Fifty yean afterwuds Engels ttcullccted Srimer vividly enough to be able 
to portray him in a sketch wbich Mackay reproduad in his biognphy. 
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to Marx, only a few days after Ithe publication of Der Eitlzjge, 
Engels wrote: 'You will probably have heard talk of, if you have 
not yet read, Stirner's book . . . .  it is the egoism of Bentham, de
veloped on the one hand with greater logic, on the othcr with less 
logic . . .  this wotk is importallt, far morc important than Hess be
lieves, for instance . . .  the first point we find true is that, before 
doing whatever we will on behalf of some idea, we have first to 
make our cause personal,egoistic . . .  it is equally from egoism that 
we arc communists . . . .  Stirner is right to reject the "Man" of 
Feuerbach . . .  [since] Feuerbach's Man is derived from God.' 
Engels added that, while' among all "die Freien", Stirnerobviously 
has the most talent, personality, and dynamism', his book 'once 
more shows thedegreetowhicheverything emanating from Berlin 
is infected by abstraction'l. Engels' modified rapture must have 
been chilled by Marx's reply, for in his next letter we find him dis
missing Der Einzige thus: • As for Stimer, I entirely share your 
opinion. When I wrote to you, I was still too much under the 
immediate impression produced by the book; but. since I have 
closed it and have been able to reflect at greater length, I find in 
it what you find.'2 Marx's judgment of Der Eitlzjge, which so 
happily coincided with that of Engels, was shortly to be stated, 
with monumental thorouglmess, in The German Ideology. 

It was in September 1845, soon after their return from England, 
where they had seen at first hand the stark social and economic 
realities of modem industrial conditions. that Marx and Engels 
decided to render their final account of what now struck them as 
the barren metaphysical logomachies of German philosophy. The 
speculations of Feuerbach, Bauer, Stiener. and German 'philo
sophical socialism' now appeared to them as absurd rodomon
tade, scandalously insensible to the social agonies by which they 
were surroWlded. They would therefore compose a final deline
ation and assessment of contemporary Gcnnan philosophy, which 
would in effect pronounce capital sentence upon it. Their labours 
produced the manuscript known as The Germnn Ideology, largely 
completed by May 1846, but publication of which was suspended 
when the guarantors withdrew, so that the work. as Marx later 

I Letter to Mnx, 19 November, 18.... • Letter to Marx, :wJanuary, 1845. 
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wrote, was finally 'abandoned to the gnawing criticism of the 
mice, aU the morc willingly since we had achieved our main 
purpose-to clear our own minds'l. It is nothing short of re
markable that this immense work, which in fact represents 
Marx's definitive judgment on the philosophical culturewhicb had 
incubated him, was to remain virtually unknown for nearly a 
hundred years, largely owing to the presumption that it was 
unintelligible without a prior, tedious examination of the ideas of 
a negligible philosopher, Max Seimer. Extracts from The German 
Ideology were first published by Bernstein in 1903-4. The book 
was not, however. published in full until it appeared in the 
Moscow edition of the complete works of Marx and Engels, in 
1932. When an English translation was issued six years later, the 
editor decided that the central part of the work, devoted to 
systematic criticism of Der Eillzige Imd seill EigellfllUm, could 
safely be omiued.2 

There are a number of causes, besides the vicissitudes of pub
lication, which partially explain, if they do not justify, the historic 
neglect of The Germa/l Ideology as a whole and the systematic 
depreciation of that major part of it devoted to the criticism of 
Stiencr. Much of the blame must be borne by Engels, who after 
Marx's death became the presiding guardian and director of 
historical materialism and who was naturally and generally 
accepted as the unquestionable authority on its historical genesis. 
When he came to write his famous essay on 'Ludwig Feucrbach 
and the Outcome of Classical German Philosophy' in 1886, 
Engels gave an account of the origins of historical materialism 
which received wide popular currency, but which unfortunately 
enshrined a number of straightforward historical errors in addition 
to several gross anachronisms and equally serious mistakes of 
emphasis. Thus, in this influential essay, Engels at one point 
identifies the Theses 011 Feuerbach (written in the spring of 1845) 
and at another Tlte Holy Family (written ill the autumn of 18«) 

I Marx, Preface to A Contribulioll to lilt Critiqut of Polili,a/ Economy. 
a '1'ht! Gennan Ideology, Pam I and lU, ed. by R. Pasca1, London, 1938. There 

has now appeared a complete English mrulation of Tht German Idtoic>g'1, edited 
by S. Ryuarukaya, London, 196s. 
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as the earliest Marxist writing to contain the germ of the new 
doctrine; he attributes to certain scientific advances, such as the 
discovery of the transformation of energy and the Darwinian 
dleory of evolution, a vital role in the evolution of dialectical 
materialism which they did not play and, on chronological 
grounds alone, could not possibly have played; he explicitly 
minimizes the significance of The German Ideology as a stage in the 
development of the materialist conception of history; he succeeds 
in generally obscuring the circumstances in which Marx came to 
reject the abstract humanism of Feuerbach, so incidentally 
suppressing the part played by Ver EiMzige in this process; and he 
utterly fails to recall the catalytic contribution of Stimer to the as 
yet unresolved debate of 1845, referring to him confusedly as 'the 
prophet of contemporary anarchism' and aligning him with 
Bakunin and even with Proudhon, whom Stimer despised. From 
all these causes, it is perhaps not after all so surprising that students 
of Marxism tend to throw only one brief and dismayed glance at 
the long and involved section of The Germall Ideology devoted to 
an analysis of Der Eitlzige. particularly since, as Sidney Hook 
says, 'for the most part Marx's criticisms arc wlintelligible unless 
read together with Stirner's text',1 and perhaps also since, for the 
specific purposes of Marxist exegesis, the most characteristic and 
memorable aphorisms are nearly all to be found in the relatively 
short and lucid chaptcr on Feuerbach with which the work opens. 

The German Ideology is divided into two Parts. The Second 
Part, which is dcvoted entirely to a critical analysis of 'True 
Socialism', mainly in the person of Karl Griin, is markedly much 
shorter than Part One, to which it is really little more than an 
appendix. Part One opens with the chapter entided 'Feucrbach: 
opposition between the materialist and the idealist outlook', 
which, page for page, is undoubtedly the most pregnantly 
'Marxist' chapter of the book. The Feuerbach whose internal 
contradictions are mercilessly exposed, however, is the Feuerbach 
who had so recently revised his abstract humanism in an attempt 
to parry the allegations of transcendence which Stimer had levelled 
against his ideal of 'Man'. It is his sensualistic materialism, ratller 

I S. Hook, From Hegd /0 Marx, ch. 5, sec. II, introduction. 
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than his humanism, which Marx and Engels are here immediately 
concerned to refute, and it is unmistakably evident, as ArvaD 
declares, that the stages of their refutation 'are in fact the per
spectives which had been progressively opened to Marx and 
Engels in the course of their study of Der Eillzige lind seiu 
Eigelltlmm'.1 Indeed, it is scarcely too much to say that the general 
plan of this whole First Pan (which represcnts more than four
fifths of the entire book), and the dialectical movement of ideas 
within it, arc in principle and in detail determined by its authors' 
consciousness of Der Einzige as an already standing judgment 
on 'the German ideology'-a judgment which on some counts 
they had no desire to reverse, but one which as a whole they re
quired to invalidate if tItey were to establish their own judgment 
as the final and uniquely authoritative one. 

The remainder of Part One consists of the chaptcrs on Bruno 
Bauer and on Stirner, who as 'Saint Bruno' and 'Saint Max' are 
grouped togcther as the spiritual Fathers of 'The Cowlcil of 
Leipzig'.2 The chapter on 'Saine BrUDo' is very short, almost 
certainly because Marx and Engels fclt that they had already dealt 
the coup de grace to Bauer's philosophy of 'sovereign criticism' in 
The Holy Family. If they now aimed this posthwnous blow at the 
blessed martyr, it was because one of his rdics, namely a recent 
article of his in Wigal/ds Vierteijahrsschriftl, had been insinuated 
into the polemic between Feuerbach and Stirner, and they were 
determined to foreclose any possibility of a resucrection for this 
particular Father. 'Saint Bruno' is in fact little more than the 
preamble to the vast chapter entitled 'Saint Max', which from its 
length alone-almost two-thirds of the whole book---<:an be seen 
to constitute the heart of The German Ideology. Throughout the 
hundreds of pages of 'Saint Max', Marx pursues Stirncr with a 
savagery and rancour which. master of invective as he was, he 
rarely ever equalled. Every resource of sarcasm, every possibility of 

I /uvOIl, AIlX sltUrtts tk l'txist�nIiQlismt, p. 149. 
1 So cilled becawc both Bauer and Stimer were cOlltributon to WiglJmu 

Vi(1ftljahrsschrift, published in Leipzig. 
l 'A Chancteriution ofFcuerbach', which appeared in volume 3 of 1845, the 

same issue in which appeared Stimer', general reply to his critics. 
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ridicule, is enlisted to stage this protracted parody of a world
outlook which Marx plainly considered to be literally a tissue of 
unpleasant fantasies, inherently grotesque but also potentially 
dangerous. Stirner's dreams of metaphysical conquest are brutally 
and tirelessly burlesqued. When Marx wearies of portraying him 
as 'the blessed Max', whose 'sacred book fell down from heaven 
towards the end of 18«' ,1 he casts him in the part of a modern 
Don Quixote, whose heroic fight against all the moral, social, and 
religious powers which seck to enslave him is in sad reality no 
more than a tilting against windmills; when this role is eventually 
allotted to someone else, Stirner is decked in the guise of Sancho 
Panza, and as 'Saint Sancho' his every footstep is dogged by the 
relentless Marx, whose heavy mockery fails to conceal his real and 
continuous anxiety lest his prey should finally prove invulnerable 
to his envenomed barbs. As Marx's onslaught becomes more 
ferocious, the humour becomes more and more thin, what started 
out as a pleasing stylistic whimsy becomes a clumsy and pedantic 
artifice, and at the end the reader experiences a sense of in credulous 
relief that the monomaniac prolixity is at last over. At the end, 
however, one realizes that Marx and Engles have involuntarily 
paid Stimer an astonishing tribute. With painstaking thorough
ness they have dissected and annotated the whole of Der Einzige 
WId seill Eigenthllfn, both 'The Old Testament' (i.e. the First Part 
on 'Man') and 'The New Testament' (Stirner's Second Part, 
entitled 'I'), chapter by chapter and section by section, from 
'Genesis' (or 'A Human Life') to 'The Song of Solomon' (or 'The 
Unique One', with which the work ends). There is not an argu
ment, not a concept, barely even a phrase, which has escaped their 
fascinated analysis. Stirner could scarcely have expected more 
Battering attention from more eminent critics. 

In the historical context of 1845, Marx and Engels had good. 
reasons for wishing to expose and destroy Stiener's particular form 
of nihilistic egoism. At that moment of time, in the autumn of 
1845, Stirner undoubtedly represented their most dangerous 
opponent and the most effective philosophical critic of socialism 

I The GWllan ItkolCliY of Man!: and Engels: 'Saint Max'. introduction. (Ryaz.. 
an5uya ed., p. 123.) 
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within Gertn2ny. Their former ally, Arnold Rugc,1 had been so 
impressed by Der Eillzige that he was prepared to recognize 
Stirner as 'the theoretical liberator' of Germany, who had won 
victory all behalf of the concrete living individual over the 
abstract generalities which had hitherto enslaved him.2 Under 
Stirner's influence, Ruge was prepared to discard 'Society' and 
'Equality' along with 'Humanity' and all the other sterile ab
stractions that required to be incinerated if genuine social advance 
were to become possible. Now, Marx was particularly sensitive to 
allegations that his version of socialism was tainted by the kinds of 
abstract moral ideal which Seimer had shown to be essentially 
'transcendent', This was the allegation that Ruge was circulating, 
and it was given fresh currency by an article in the second volume 
of Wigands Viuteljahrsschrifi of 1845, writren by Gustav Julius, a 
prominent associate of the Bauers. Clearly inspired by Stirner's 
critique of socialism, Julius went out of his way to stress the 
essentially Feuerbachian character of Marx's 'practical humanism' 
and concluded that, like Feuerbach. Marx was helplessly en
meshed in what was still fundamentally a form of rdigious 
alienation, since. like Feuerbach, he was fundamentally a dualist 
in spite of rumse1£ The modern socialist, Juliw malieiowly 
asserred, regarded egoism with exactly the same religiow horror 
with which atheism was regarded by Christians. The same theme 
was taken up by Bruno Bauer himself, in his article, 'A Character
ization of Feucrbach', in the third volume of Wigands Viertel
jahrsschrifi of mat year. In this article (the one that finally stung 
Marx and Engds to undertake their review of contemporary 
German 'ideology') Bauer took for granted that the modern 
German socialists, Marx and Engels as wdl as Hess, were first and 
foremost disciples of Feuerbach, and that Tilt Holy Family in 
reality represented the last desperate and abortive attempt of 
Feuerbachian humanism to defend itself against tbe liberating 
criticism of pure self-consciowness. Angered by these allegations; 
determined to show that modern socialism neither generated a 

I Rugc appc:an in Tht Gtl'llurn ldtology as 'Dottore Graziano'. 
1 Ruge expressed his admiration for Stimer's achievement in letters to Nau

werck and Hess. and later in his work entitled Our Last TtI$ Ytars. 
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new form of alienation (0 such speculative abstractions as the 
fictitious generic 'Man', nor depended 011 quasi-religious and 
equally fictitious ideals of 'Morality' or 'Justice'; and resentfully 
aware that it was from Scimer, whose critique of Feuer bach and 
Proudhon had sown the widespread conviction that socialist 
morality was as full of superstitions as the Apostles' Creed, that 
these allegations in the last analysis emanated; Marx and Engels 
resolved to turn the tables on their critics and to exhibit, with 
unanswerable if exasperating detail, the source and nature of their 
enemies' own incurable illusions, and above all the illusions of 
Stirner, by writing 'Saint Max' and Tht Germml Ideology. 

Marx's basic and recurring criticism of Stirner is that his COI1-
ception of 'consciousness' is uselessly metaphysical, and that the 
figure ofTbe Unique One therefore remains a bizarre and empty 
abstraction. Marx and Engels agreed with Feuerbach inat least tlus, 
that human nature and human consciousness are originally and 
inherently social, and they added that the individual consciousness 
cannot be understood in abstraction from the social complex 
which produces it. 'This "I" of Scimcr', Marx says, 'is no "i

n

dividual of flesh and blood", but an artificial category . . . . 'I 
When Stirner speaks of The Unique One as the 'concrete, 
sensuous I', he tends to lapse into materialistic categories of the 
grossest kind; when he speaks of him instead as the 'creative 
nothingness', he invariably lapses intO the degenerate categories of 
disembodied idealism. Moreover, self-consciousness, both as the 
consciousness which distinguishes itself from the material en
vironment and as that which distinguishes itself from the C;011-
sciousness of others, is genetically posterior to the individual's 
material relationship to his environment and his dialectical en
counter with others, which are its foundation. 'It does not depend 
on consciollslless, but on being; not on thought, but au life; it 
depends on the empirical development and life-form of the i

n

dividual, which in turn depends on the circwnstances of the 
world. 'z Marx's criticism receives its most famous expression in 

I Marx :and Engels. op. cit., 'Saint Mu', I, 'Old Testament', sec. s. (Ry:lz:an
soya, p. 209.) 

1 Op. cit., 'Saint Max', I, 'New Testament', see. 2. (Rya�nskaya, p. 290.) 
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the opening chapter on 'Feuerbach': 'Morality, reHgion, meta
physics, and orner ideologies, and their corresponding forms of 
consciousness, no longer rctain, therefore, their semblance of 
autonomous existence. They have no history, no development; it 
is men who, in developing their material production and their 
material intercourse, change. along with this their real existence, 
their thinking and the products of their thinking. It is nOt con
sciousness that determines life, but on the contrary life that 
determines consciousness.'1 

One of the devious results of dut fundamental and perennial 
feature of human life, the division oflabour. is that the intellectual 
activity of men continually seeks to sever itself from their other 
material activities, to purge itself of its origins and to become 
'pure philosophy', 'pure theology', 'pure knowledge'. The material 
relations of men are the infrastrucrure on which religion, art, 
philosophy, science-the whole superstructure of consciousness 
in all its forms-are based. but in a society rent by class divisions 
these divisions are reflected in consciousness also, which seeks to 
constitute itself into a world of its own. Modem German philo
sophy furnishes the classic example of a consciousness obsessed by 
its illusion of autonomy. The conceptual absolutism of Hegel, 
for whom the world of ideas developed according to its own inner 
logical metabolism, properly culminates in the sovereign self
consciousness of Bauer, for whom intellectual integrity can be 
preserved only by chastely recoiling from the harsh world of 
social reality; and the whole movement finds its rtdllctio ad 
absurdum in the solipsism of Stirner, for whom external reality 
exists only as an array of verbal fetishes awaiting verbal destruction 
by the Unique One's verbal omnipotence. Stirner's solitary 
incantations, as he moves endlessly round a magic circle of his 
own making, are in terms of the real world, the world of social 

• fact, utterly meaningless. If it is the business of the th.inker to 
describe and explain historical reality, Stirner's system describes 
nothing and explains nothing. 

For Marx and Engels, then, Stirner provides the perfect 
example of the pure ideologist encased in a world of self-support

l Op. cit.. 'fcuerbach', sec. A. (Ryuanskaya, p. l8.) 
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ing categories wholly unrdated to historical reality. Is it  surprising 
that when he attempts to criticize conununism, he succeeds only 
in verbally negating the abstract concept of'Communism', that he 
succeeds only in dissolving what in any case was never more than 
his own mental figment? 'With Stimer "Communism" begins 
with a search for its "essence" . . . .  That communism is a highly 
practical movement, whlch pursues practical ends by practical 
means, . . . this naturally does not interest our Saint. Stirner's 
"Communism", which yearns so much for its "essence", thus 
boils down to a mere philosophlcal category . . . . 'I Is it surprising 
that Stimer fails to overcome his own 'alienation' as a real, living 
individual, that his central project-his 'reappropriation' of 
himself-remains purely symbolic, that it never amounts to morc 
than a futile charade? What other result could be expected from 
so vacuous a project? The actual alienation from which individuals 
suffer is no mere conceptual rupture or schism in consciousness but 
a harsh social reality, and the historic expropriation which requires 
to be overcome is no merely symbolic deprivation but a brute 
fact of economic life. How could The Unique One hope to change 
the world, when he is totally unable to understand it? 

For Marx and Engels, Stirner's failure is essentially a failure of 
method. Stirner may have discarded the ideals of Feuerbach, 
Proudhon, and Bauer, but he retains their abstract, a priori method 
of philosophizing, a method which is completely unhistorical and 
whlch studiously ignores the actual empirical patterns to be 
discerned in social affairs. In Stiener's case, this disregard of 
socio-historical data is taken to such extremes that it ends in , 
absolute subjectivism. Sciener is the perfect autistic thinker. When 
he has said, 'I reject the State !',he then coolly considers the State 
no longer to exist. ' "His own" he remains "at all times and under 
all circumstances", so long as he understatlds himself to be his own. 
This is a very hypothetical kind of self-possession, whlch depends 
on his understanding-by which he understands a slavish casu
istry',l retorts Marx: the State, like any other human institution, 
can only be destroyed by men who are prepared to engage in the 

l Op. cit., 'Saint Max', I, 'Old Testament" sec. 6 (B). (Ryazanska}'ll, p. lJS.) 
2 Op. cit., 'Slint Mu', I, 'New Testament', sec. 4. (Rya:wukaya, p. 340.) 
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concrete, practical task of subverting the social and economic 
foundations on which State power rests. Far from being the 
fire-eating rebel who defiantly casts down the State and its laws, 
Stirner takes care never to leave the calm safety of his study, even 
in theory. His acts of rebeUian are purely nominal. As far as the 
real world is concerned, they accomplish nothing because they 
were never intended to accomplish anything. If hwnan affair) 
ace no more than states of The Unique One's consciousness, 
which he can alter at will, he will scarcely be likely to leave the 
charmed sanctity of his private consciousness to intervene 
practically in the economic and political struggle. As far as 
changing the real world is concerned, The Unique One is 
satisfied to remain objectively impQ[em. He is the apotheosis of 
social inertia. 

The truth is, Marx concludes, that Stiener, the arch-enemy of 
religion and everything religious, is himself from start to finish the 
typically religious thinker. DeT Eitlzige IItJd seitJ Eigetltlll/l1J is a 
modem tragi�omedy. Its author is 'religious' in his own sense of 
the term, for the only reality of which he takes cognizance is 
spiritual reality, the world which he dissolves is always the world of 
concepts, of ideals, and the only activity of which he is capable is 
the purely nominal activity of subjectively destroying the 
phantasmal images which arise in his own introverted con
sciousness. He cannot begin to cope with reality until he has first 
securely converted it into the ideal abstractions with which alone 
he feels at home. On one passage from Der EitJzige, Marx makes 
the following comment: 'By means of a few quotation marks· 
Sancho transmutes "everyone" into a Person, "Society" as a 
Person, as a Subject, i.e. as sacred, as "the Sacred". Now our 
Saint knows where he is, now he can unloose the whole flood of 
his zeal against "the Sacred", in the course of which communism 
is naturally destroyed." Unable to interpret the concrete historical 
changes experienced by concrete living men, Stiener naively 
equates human history with the history of ideas. Thus by 'Christ
ianity' he understands a self-determining movement of 'the 
Christian Spirit', and remains blissfully unaware that Christianity 

, op. 01., 'Soiint Max', I, 'Old Testament', 5«. 6 (B). (Ryuaniliya, p. ,.,. ... ) 
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is a form of religious consciousness produced by a certain type of 
society, which is in tum produced by certain determinate in
dustrial and commercial rclations. A thinker for whom thought
forms alone exist, and who cannot grasp that they arc the in
evitable reRection of objective and evolving material conditions, 
will never even be able to understand the evolution and operation 
of those thought-forms in which he lives and moves and has his 
being. Stiener may be a model Saint, but he is utterly unqualified 
to practise as a dialectician. 

Stirner's dialectical ineptitude is finally exposed by the con
fusions in his own version of the egoistic erhic. There is a trivial 
sense in which all men are 'egoists', inasmuch as every deliberate 
action is undertaken to produce some result which the agent 
desires, and in this sense the object of even the most charitable 
actions could be said to be the 'satisfaction' of the agent's desires. 
The Unique One is dearly not an egoist in trus trivial sense, and he 
frequently expresses his contempt for the generality of men, who 
are 'unconsciom egoists' of this kind. In the Unique One Stimer 
describes a figwe who, having coolly determ.ined rus own im
mediate and arbitrary interests. ruthlessly and consciously 
pursues them with total and deliberate disregard of the interests of 
others. Exactly who and what is this figwe of 'the conscious 
egoist', however? Marx is in no doubt. It is certainly neither the 
actual Max Stirner nor any other actual man, but it is certainly the 
theoretical Stimer and it may be his theoretical ideal for at least 
some other men. The figure of The Unique One is jwt as much a 
florm, just as much an ideal, just as much a fetish, as the most 
celestial fantasies of the most credulous moralists and theologians. 
The idea of a unique and self-contained individual, whose private 
interests are wholly singular and exclusive, is and can only be an 
idea, for human reality as it actually exists is universally and in
extricably social. This is the fact which communism recognizes 
and proclaims. 'The communists preach no ethic, as Stirner so 
extensively does.'1 They construct no ideals, either of altruism or 
of egoism. They perceive that as a matter of fact, under modern 

l Op. cit., 'Saint Max', I, 'New Testament', sec. 2. (Ryazanskaya, p. 271). 
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social conditions, men frequently behave selfishly and frequently 
behave altruistically, but they also perceive tbat the frequent 
conRict between men's selfish interests and the general interest is, 
again as a matter of fact, attributable to these very social con
ditions under which they are compelled to lead their lives. Far 
from there being a necessary conHiet bccween private interests and 
the public interest, these are inherently complementary. Scimer's 
conscious egoism is 'a solemn parody of the Bcnthamite book
keeping of one's own intercsts and possessions', as if a man's in
terests were arbitrarily chosen by an act of his personal will 
instead oCby the division oflabour and theobjectiveconditionsof 
his c1ass'.1 There is no sharp distinction between a man's interests 
and the social interest; on the contrary, an individual's interests are 
ultimately indissociable from those of society and, at the present 
stage of history, from those of his class. Likewise, there is no 
ultimate distinction becween a man's own products and the 
products of society; since every product of a man's labour is 
ultimately the coUective product of interacting human labour, the 
fruits ofindividual labourbelongcoUectivdy to society, by means 
of which alone their production is possible. 'My Own', which 
The Unique One cherishes so voluptuously, is Stimer's most 
characteristic and most fraudulent myth. 

Stiener's perpetual obsession with his 'property', Marx asserts, 
stamps him (despite his Bohemian coloration) as the ideological 
representative of the German petty-bourgeoisie. The imperious 
Unique One is, all unconsciously. a philosophical symbol of the 
resentments and frustrations of small farmers and shopkeepers, 
deprived of adequate economic expression in Germany, jealous of 
the powerful capitalists to whose wealth they aspire and fearful of 
the despised workingmen by whose growing militancy they arc 
threatened. Stimer clutches his 'properry' as a peasant clutches his 
smallholding. In a former age, the great ideologists of the rising 
bourgeois class, men like Bentham, Helvetius, and Holbach, had 
expounded a philosophy of naked self-interest, according to which 
'all the manifold relations of human beings dissolve into the one 

I Loc. 01. (Ryazanskaya, pp. l86-7J 
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relation of utility'.! This theory of mutual exploitation is weakly 
ca.ricatured in Stimer, for whom indeed 'our only relation to one 
another is that of IIsableness, utility, USC',2 but for whom the 
'utility' in question now signifies no more than a purely symbolic 
preservation and purely notional aggrandizement of his 'property' 
in a purely metaphysica.l sense. A living myth has been replaced by 
a dead letter. 'Even ifStimer had done in his Dookwhat Helvetius 
and Halbach did in the preceding century, the anachronism 
would have bcenjust as absurd. But we saw how he replaced the 
active bourgeois egoism by a bombastic cgoism-in-itseLC His sale 
reward he receives against his will and without knowing it: the 
reward of being the expression of the contemporary German 
petty-bourgeois striving to become bourgeois. It was obviously 
appropriate that, paltry, timorous, and embarrassed as these pctty
bourgeois in practice exhibit themselves, with proportionate 
loudness, bravado, and audacity did The Unique One swagger 
out with their other philosophical representatives into the world.', 
Stimer's intellcctual poverty re8ectS the economic and social in
security of the Gcrt1l2n petty-bourgeoisie. Saint Ma.x, in short, is 
the sterile and inglorious representative of a mean and futile class. 

Undoubtedly, as Hook states, 'Marx gauged the positive meritof 
Stitner's work as weD as the negative:" Committed as he was, 
however, to fight for the transformation of the material con
ditions of the working class, and convinced as he was that this 
transformation could only be accomplished by a complete social 
and economic revolution, it was inevitable that Marx should be 
enraged by what he regarded as the fictitious verbal programme of 
a rival thinker. and that he should therefore resolve to destroy him 
once and for all. In advocating his individualistic 'insurrection' 
Stimer was in effect countctaCting the social revolution in f2vour 
of a purdy metaphysica.l revolt, a non-revolution. The Unique 
One, who 'straightens himself up' above existing society, leaving 

l Op. cit., 'Saine Max', I, 'New Testament', 5«. S, sub-sec. entillcd 'Moulity, 
Intercourse, Theory of Exploitation'. (Ryazamkaya, p. 400.) 

I D.E., p. 347. 
I Mux and Engels. loc. cit. (Kyazall5kaya, p. 461.) 
• Hook, op. cir., ch. S' 5«. II, introduction. 
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society as it is, may be in name a revolutionary but is in effect a 
reactionary. In the words of Maximilien Rubel: 'It is because 
Marx and Engels basically sought the sallle end as Stirner, that is a 
society of free mell who are each therefore "unique", that they 
thought it necessary to subject De' Einzige lmd sein EigentllUln to so 
exhaustive and severe a critique: they had to demonstrate that this 
end could not be achieved without a real political and revolution
ary struggle, led by those who least resembled the type outlined by 
Stirner.'! 

If Stirner had provoked Marx to pour out the vials of his 
wrath, he had also, however, provoked him into a more realistic 
and creative response. Der Einzige undoubtedly helped to $hock 
Marx into reappraising the maul and humanistic assumptions of 
his socialist programme, and it was in the course of this re
appraisal that he and Engels came to formulate the fWldamental 
propositions of the doctrine th.at developed into 'the materialist 
conception of history'. The first tentative steps towards Marx's 
historic break with 'humanitarian' socialism were taken in 
Brussels in the spring of 1845, when he was still fresh from his 
reading of Stimcr's book, and survived as the jottings to be 
published after his death as the Theses OtJ Fellerbac1l. A studied and 
full-scale reappraisal of the moral and metaphysical foundations of 
his socialism, however, had to wait until the autumn of that year, 
when he at last had the leisure to take up Srimer's challenge in 
The GefltJall Ideology. 

There is good reason to believe, then, that at least some of the 
distinctive and classical 'Marxist' doctrines which received their 
first considered formulation in The German Ideology were arrived 
at as a direct result of Marx's study of Der Einzige. Writing of 
Marx and Engels as they were in the period inunediately before 
they resolved to compose their joint reply to Stirner, Rubel 
affirms: <As with Marx, one finds in what Engels wrote at mat 
time a strong tendency to give socialism an ethical morivation'.2 
In the meantime, however, Stirner had demonstrated the <religious' 
origin and fetishistic character of 211 ethical ideals, and notably 

, M. Rubel, Karl Marx: Wlli dt bio.�rllphit illltllertlldlc, Paris, 1957, p. ��6 . 
• Rubel. op. cit., p. 17J. 
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those of the socialists, and this criticism it was impossible for them 
to ignore. Now, from 1845 onwards we find that Marx and Engels 
vehemently distinguish their own 'scientific' socialism, by which 
they understand their value-free accoWlt of a real transformation 
of social conditions to be historically brought about by objective 
economic change, from all the ethical or 'utopian' versions of 
socialism which lack an assured basis in socio-economic fact. The 
transition is dramatically illustrated by their treatment of Proud
hon, whose socialist morality they had defended at length in The 
Holy Family against the criticism of Bauer and his disciples;  on 
whom, a year later, in The Germall Ideology, they dryly com
mented that 'it would be easy to furnish a critique of the Proud
honian dialectic' ;1 and against whom, only a year afterwards, 
Marx was to address his whole polemical armoury in The 
Poverty of Philosophy, in which he was to write scathingly of his 
erstwhile ally: 'For M. Proudhon every economic category has 
two sides-one good, the other bad . . .  the only problem to be 
solved is-how to keep the good side, while eliminating the 
bad . . .  For him the dialectical movement is just the dogmatic 
distinction between good and bad.'2 Thus, from a passionately 
moral commitment to communism as a humanitarian creed, in a 
relatively short span of time Marx transferred to a sociological 
affirmation of communism as the historical outcome of objective 
economic forces. This crisis in Marx's orientation reached its 
height in 1845; it had been chronically aggravated, if not pre
cipitated, by Stirner's critique of socialist morality, which made it 
increasingly urgent to reach a solution; and of course it was in 
The German Ideology that the fundamental out lines of the final 
solution were for the first time propounded. 

The Germall Ideology also denotes Marx's final abandonment of 
those speculative abstractions, such as the Feuerbachian ideal of 
'Man', which had hitherto served as"the metaphysical foundations 
of his socialism. From 1845 Marxist socialism is characterized by 
its emphasis on concrete historical data and its contempt for the 

' Marx and Engels, op. cit., 'Karl Griin', sec. on 'Proudhon'. (Ryazanskaya, 
p. 598.) 

z Marx, 11:t Povmy of Philosophy, ch. 2, sec. I, Fourth Observation. 
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barren 'theological' premises of the Young Hegelians. According 
to Rubel: 'Having arrived at the sociological stage oErus thought, 
Marx could no longer [cst in the Feuerbachian anthropology to 
which Engels had rendered such resounding homage in The Holy 
Family'.1 The Marx who, in his economic and philosophical 
manuscripts of 1844. had enthusiastically declared that 'the great 
achievement of Fcuerbach is . . .  to have founded genuine 
materialism and positive science by making the social relationship 
of "man to man" the basic principle of his theory';2 this was the 
Marx who, in the following year in The German Ideology, accuses 
his former mentor of 'saying "Man" instead of "actual historical 
men'" and of thereby encouraging misguided 'essentialist' 
attacks OIl 'communism as "the spirit of Spirit" , as a philosophical 
category'.l From x845 Marx's aim is to establish a scientific 
socialism rigorously governed by and responsive to the factual 
results of his sociological researches, and to this end he gladly and 
violently shook the arid dust of contemporary German meta
physics from his feet. Thus, the Marx who emerges from The 
German Ideology is the Marx who is at least in process of freeing 
himself from the a priori categories in terms of which his socialist 
beliefs had hitherto been formulated, but which he now abruptly 
dismisses as the rhetorical abstractions of an introverted and 
reactionary scholasticism. 

Now, while it would be rash to claim that Marx's transition 
from moral commitment to empirical inquiry, and from meta
physical speculation to historical analysis, was entirely attributable 
to the astringent influence of Stirner's book, it would be im
possible to deny that his reading of Der Eitlzige was a major, and 
perhaps a culminating, (actor in what was admittedly a gradual 
process. Hook roundly asserts that 'in revealing the hollowness of 
slogans which appealed to humanity,country, or abstract freedom, 
Stirner prepared the way for a realistic analysis of the issues these 
phrases were used to conceal'.4 Certainly, Marx's respect for 

L Rubel, op. cit., p. 159. 
l Marx-Engds Gesamtausgnbe. stt. I. vol. 3, pp. t51-2 . 
• Marx and Engel5, op. cit., 'Feucrbach', sec. A. (2). (Ryazanskaya, pp. 55-7.) 
, Hook, op. cit., ch. 5, see. II, 1 (a). 
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Feuerbach had been badly shaken by the devastating critique to 
which the latter had been subjected in Der Einzige. And certainly, 
Stirner's mordant exposure of Proudhon ensured that Marx 
would never again attempt to base his communist programme on 
the philanthropic sentiments of a vague and capricious morality. 
If Marx was already growing disillusioned with the stagnant 
categories of German philosophy in general, and with the 
pedantic shibboleths of liberal humanism in particular, his 
doubts must have been sickeningly confirmed by Stimer'sjubilant 
and wholesale denwlciation of such moral and metaphysical 
standpoints as the age had to offer. While, therefore, the exact 
nature and degree of Stimer's influence must remain problematic, 
the open-minded historian may well be disposed to concede, with 
Arvon, that 'above all in provoking Karl Marx to shed his 
humanistic illusions, he exercised a far from negligible influence 
on the evolution of socialist thought'.! 

Besides impelling Marx to undertake a drastic review of his 
moral and metaphysical presuppositions, Stirner's work may have 
played a less direct, but equally significant, part in the evolution of 
the crucial Marxist concept of 'Praxis' or 'creative activity'. 
This concept, which is virtually absent from The Holy Family but 
which assumes increasing importance from the Theses 011 Feuer
bach onwards, rapidly came to dominate Marx's theory of know
ledge and his view of the rclation between men and their env{ron
ment. For Marx and Engels, 'Praxis' came to denote the dynamic, 
creative aspect of all human experience. Experience is not simply 
the passive acceptance of static data, as the mechanical materialists 
profess, but a practical activity, which forms and changes the reality 
which it interprets. 'The chief defect of all previous materialism 
(including that of Feuerbach) is that things, reality, the sensible 
world, are conceived only in the form of objects of observation, but 
not as human sense activity, not as practical activity.'z Marx goes on 
to acknowledge that 'in opposition to materialism, the active side 
was developed abstractly by idealism'. Whose 'idealism' is Marx 
referring to? Conventionally, he is assumed to be referring to 
classical Hegelianism in general, bue this answer fails to explain 

1 ArvOll, op. cit., p. 147. � Marx, Thests on Feuuba(h, I. 
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why, at exactly this point in his development, in the spring of 
1845, Marx should suddenly have been brought to perceive 
the inherent 'defect' of Feuerbachian materialism 2nd to grasp 
the creative, revolutionary aspect of 'idealism'. One possibility, 
although it is admittedly no more than a possibility, is that his 
punctlUi revulsion from the dogmatic inertia of 'all previous 
rrulterialism' was due to his cathartic encounter with Somer. 
Fresh from his study of Der Eitlzjge, impressed against his will by 
its author's critical destruction of the immobile abstractions of 
orthodox metaphysics, Marx was free to reject Stirner's sub
jectivism while absorbing and assessing the creative power oflUs 
dialectic. And at the beginning of 1845. if the philosophy of 
Feuerhach reprcseIHcd the highest expression of mechanistic 
materialism, the work of Scirner had notoriously carried the 
philosophy of dynamic 'idealism' to its most extreme point of 
development. It may, of course, be fanciful to suppose that Der 
Eillzige "lid sci" Eige"t}IlI/11 could have occupied so central a place in 
Marx's attention (although the scale of'Saint Max' would seem to 
offer good grounds for such a supposition). Two things, however, 
are certain. Der Eillzige was the last major public.tion of Young 
Hegelianism to appear before Marx's breach with that movement 
and with German philosophy in general; and it is from his breach 
with the Young Hegdians that dIe concept of 'Praxis' begins to 
play such a vital role in Marxist thought.! If this concept is even in 
part attributable to his encounter with Stirner; if, fot example, 
the Marxist conception of truth as the instrument of men's social 
purposes can be shown to exhibit genealogical resemblances to 
The Unique One's pragmatic conception of'trmh' as the vehicle 
ofhis egoistic purposes; then with added reason it may be claimed 
on Stirner's behalf that, unforeseeably and involuntarily. he 

1 The tenn 'Pnxis' is of course used by Marx before 1845; it oc:run, for 
example, in his economic and phil osophical manuscripts of 18«, and in fact be 
lint used the term in hi, doctoral dWenation of l841. Like any concept, however, 
'Praxis' arrived at iu mature meaning in Marx's thought only aftcr a process of 
cvolution. It is fair to claim, therefore, that Marx's use of the concept in the 
ThtSU on FtutfbiJd, and TIle Gtf/tIIJIl ltkology specifIcally to distinguhh hi1 dynamic 
materiafum. from tbe passive materialism of Feuerbach marks a stage in his 
evolution of this concept which deserves to count as decisive. 
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ended up by making a notable contribution to the development of 
revolutionary socialism. 

It wou1d be possible to suggest other ways in which Stimer's 
ideas may have exerted a significant if wlaeknowledged influence 
on the early development of classical Marxism. Stimer's e.'(posure 
of the endemic tendency of philosophical ideas, all of which arc 
ultimately dependent for their existence on the concrete living 
thinker in whose mind they originate, to pose as autonomous 
realities with a life-history of their own; his demollscratioD that 
so-called moral 'rights', including the 'natural right' to property. 
arc meaningless unless supponed by active material pOlVer, which 
indeed renden them otiose; his attack on the negative liberal 
concept of'freedom', which only amowlts to 'freedomfiom' some 
restriction, and his insistence that 'freedom to' enjoy the goods 
one covets (which is identical with power) must be forcibly taken: 
all these arc vividly echoed in Marx's repeated criticisms of the 
philosophical 'reification' of ideas; in his rejection of the bourgeois 
notion of property rights; in his conviction that it is always social 
power, and never abstract principle, by means of which social 
conflicts are ultimately resolved; and finally in Marx's rejection of 
the empty bourgeois concept of abstract 'freedom' in favour of the 
concrete freedom to create and enjoy the goods of society, as the 
sphere which a communist society will seek to enlarge. In all these 
ways, it might be argued, the public figure subsequently CUt by 
Marx bears the tell-tale traces of his muffled but violent en
counter with Stimer-an encounter in which, it might further be 
claimed, the philosophical corrections were not inAicted on only 
one side. 

Be that as it may, there is already sufficient evidence (if the 
great bulk of'Saint Max' were not in itself sufficient evidence) to 
show that in the year 1845. at this critical stageofhis development, 
when his most fundamental ideas were going into the melting-pot, 
Marx took Stimer very seriously indeed as a moral thinker and as 
one of his most disturbing philosophical critics. It was never 
Marx's habit to acknowledge any intellectual debts he might owe 
to a contemporary, and where a debt was contracted he tended to 
attack the errors and shortcomings of his creditor with augmented 
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virulence and obduracy. The very follies of which Scimcr had 
accused his contemporaries were the follies of which Marx in turn, 
with blistering mockery, accused Stirner himself, annihilating 
him with the very weapons which Stirner himself had patented. 
The extent to which Marx consciously recognized the validity of 
Scirncc's moral cynicism and metaphysical scepticism, endorsing 
them by his own subsequent example, will now never be known 
with certainty. In the light of the seminal importance of The 
German Ideology, however, which has only recently come to be 
recognized (in the words of Roy Pascal) as 'the first systematic 
account of(Marx's and Engels'] view of the relationship between 
the economic, political. and intellectual activities of man, the first 
full statement of Marxism',. it may justifiably be surmised that 
future students of Marxism will increasingly be required to take 
account of the role played by Stirner in the early reorientation of 
its founders. There may now be no possibility of determining 
exactly what that role was. But any discussion of the origins of 
Marxism which failed to perceive that Stimer's momentary role 
was at least an intimate and disconcerting one would plainly be as 
undiscerning as it was incomplete.1 

Stimer's debate with Marx and Engels has interest of another, and 
more recherchE, kind. As will be argued in Chapter VIII, Stimer's 
world-view resembles, in a number of significant respects, the 
world-views advanced in the praent century by certain promin
ent • existentialist' thinkers, whose preoccupations and insights he 
may be said to have in some measure anticipated. While it would 
be misconceived to expect any close similarity between Stimcr's 
moral and political views and those held by any twentieth century 
existentialist thinker, it is true to say that Stimer and the modern 
existentialists are moving inside the same philosophical perspec-

I R. P:ucal (ed.), The Gtrln<m !dell/llgy, editor's lntroducrion, p. i:N;. 
1 D. McLdhn di5CUS$C:$ Stimer', relation to the nascent Mancism in sec. 3 

of the chapter entitled 'Max Stirner' in hi, nl� Young Hegtli�11J and Karl Marx, 
London, 1969, which appeared shortly after the completion of the present book. 
McLellan's brief but well-informed accoullt is notewonhy for in clear perception 
that Stimer's contribution to the early development of Marxism de1CTves much 
closer attention than scholars have commonly givrn to it. 
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tive, that despite their differences they are addressing themselves to 
the same predicament. Now, if the philosophical posture of The 
Unique One can indeed be properly described as 'existential', both 
Dcr Ei1lzige lind sein Eigenth'lm and The German Ideology assume 
a new and unexpected relevance, for the debate of 1845 now 
transpires to be the earliest recorded dialogue between Marxism 
and a type of existential philosophy. In fact, of course, it would 
almost certainly be the very earliest dialogue, recorded or Ull
recorded, between Marxism and existentialism, and it would 
likewise represent the one and only historical occasion on which a 
Marxist judgment was passed on an existential philosophy by the 
founders of Marxism themselves. 

Viewed in this light, Marx's censures of 'Saint Max' clearly 
presage the contemproous hostility shown by modem Marxists 
towards existentialism. In the eyes of the contemporary Marxist 
existentialism is, as Der Einzige was to Marx himself, a corrupt and 
morbid form of idealism, the decadent ideology of a dying culrore 
and a senile class. Its hysterical individualism, like that of Stirner, 
expresses the social despair of the petty-bourgeois whose pessi
mistic self-absorption it reflects, and its irresponsible subjectivism 
expresses the deliberate obscurantism of a class fleeing from the 
objective historical realities at the hands of which it has suffered 
agonizing social defeat. For the Marxist, existentialism represents 
a 'nihilism of the intellect'l which is the counterpart of the moral 
and political nihilism of the European petty-bourgeois at the end 
of his tether. Its frivolity echoes the moral collapse of a society 
which has entered its economic decline. As a philosophy, ex
istentialism is purely negative, like the philosophy of Stimer it is 
devoid of real content and remote from the acroal affairs ofliving 
men, which it wholly fails to understand, and its theoretical 
rejection of the civilization by which it has been produced only 
serves to disguise its fundamentally reactionary character and 
function. As one of the ideologies of capitalism in its eclipse, it 
must be swept away along with the putrescent social system on 
which it is parasitical. 

Evidently, chen, Marx's criticisms of Scirncr furnish a highly 
I M. Com(orth, 1" Dtfr/!ct fIj Plrilowphy, london, 1950, p. 141. 
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accurate prototype of the modern Marxist's criticisms of existent
ialism. Just as Stimer was well able in tum to furnish a scathing and 
deadly critique of the socialism of his day, however, so the con
temporary existentialist is quick to detect and expose those 
features of Marxism which slander and confine the free individual 
in his unique creativity; and once again this conflict is presaged 
in the debate of 1845, although this time it is Stirner who, with 
astonishing accuracy, anticipates the leading points in the ex
istentialist's indictment of Marxism. The existentialist rejects 
Marxism's claims to be 'objectivdyscientific' and to have dispensed 
with ethical and metaphysical presuppositions; he retorts that 
Marxists are simply unaware of their own presuppositions, which 
are as dogmatic as those of any moralist or metaphysician. In 
particular, Marxists operate with a conception (generally wlstatcd) 
of 'human nature', apprehending man as inherently 'social' and 
essentially a 'worker', whereas the existentialist, like Stiencr, 
contends that 'there is no human nature, because . . .  man is 
nothing else but that which he makes of himself.1 The 'man' of 
dogmatic Marxism is man in a state of alienation to a ferishizcd 
'Society', into whose narcotic anonymity he flees to escape the 
demands of his own contingency and the challenging respon
sibility of solitary choice. The man who loses himself in 'the 
mass' is the man who lives his life 'in had faith', who refuses to 
face the crisis of his identity and from it to project himself towards 
personal authenticity. For the existentialist, as for Stirner, the 
'man' of dogmatic Marxism is the man who has lost himself, or 
sold himself, to a collective and impersonal illusion. And finally, 
for the existentialist, as for Stirncr, the metaphysical 'rebellion' of 
the de6ant individual incomparably transcends the socialist 
'revolution', which only results in a more profound and systematic 
enslavement of individuals as persons. 

It would admittedly be fallacious to hypostatize 'the existential
ist', as if there were a single set of priorities which were common 
to the members of a well-defined philosophical school called 
'existentialism', when in reality there are as many varieties of 

I ]._P. Sartn:, £-.:isttnrialimr and HI/manism, tnlnsi:llro by P. Mairct, London, 
19048, p. 28. 
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existentialism as there arc existentialists; and it would be mistaken 
to suppose that Stirncr's particular form of nihilistic egoism 
would in fact be endorsed by any given existentialist, however 
vigorously he might support Stimer's indictment of doctrinaire 
socialism. Nevertheless, existentialism is a philosophical idiom, 
and the dispute between Stirner and socialism was conducted, on 
Stirner's side, in an idiom at least cognate to that of existentialism. 
Stirner's relationship to existentialism and his place in the ex
istentialist tradition will be the subject of a later chapter, while in 
Part Three of the present book, which will be devoted to a 
critical consideration ofStirner's philosophy viewed as a coherent 
world�utlook, there will be space to discuss the nihilist's attitude 
to society and its purposes. Here it need only be noted that at the 
present time, when a number oflcading existentialist thinkers are 
seeking to reinterpret Marxism in the light of existentialist 
phenomenology, when for example Sartre is actively and publicly 
seeking to effect a synthesis between Marxist sociology and the 
existentialist dialectic, there is greater reason than ever for a 
fundamental study of Marx's original response to the only 
existential philosophy which he ever encountered. If the result of 
such a study were to fructify the dialogue between these two 
great contemporary thought-forms, then the martyrdom of 
'Saint Max' would not have been utterly without historic point. 



CHAPTER V I  

STIRNER AND THE A N  ARCHIST$ 

HISTORIANS have never agreed about Stirner's place in the 
history of philosophy. They have disagreed about whether his 
place should be a major or a minor one, a central place or a 
marginal one in the evolution of certain modern moral and social 
ideas, and they have even been far from unanimous in determining 
to which of the broad currents of European thought his work 
might with accuracy be"said to belong. Today, his language and 
his � whole philos9phical approach seem plainly . to loc"'ite m 
so-tn:ewhcre in tha.t Jine .of thinkers whose unseasonable writings 
prc!ig.!!red them� .s.ince mad� more urgent and explicit in the 
WO[�o£cOptempljtaryexistcnti� In 1845, as a philosopher of 
radical self-consciousness, he was judged just as plainly to be a 
representative, albeit the most extreme and bizarre representative, 
of that specific branch of neo-Hegelianism which realized its 
limited historical significance in producing the still-born move
ment known as '(he philosophy of pure Criticism'. At the begin": 
ning .of the present century, as men became fascinated by' the 
ideas of Nietzsche and began to cultivate .£..hilos�hies of self-will, 
it was as a precursor and near-neighbour of NietzsC e iliat Stiruer 
was-received into the historian?s atteri.tion. Perhaps there is an 
ironic justice in the fact that historians have been thus baffled by a 
philosopher whose perennial motive was to elude definition and 
whose chief characteristics were his systematic rootlessness and 
.ambiguity. 

There is, however, one persistent current of European thought 
to which Stimer has been more commonly assigned than to any 
other. It is among the founders and luminaries ' of modern 
anarchism that a place is most frequently reserved for the author of 
Der_ Einzige ulld _55!" �jgellthll1.!!, which 'of all the libertarian 
classics', in the opinion of George Woodcock. 'remains the 
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expression of a point of view that belongs dearly to one end of the 
varied spectrum of anarchist theory'.! There is no doubt that 
Stirner and his book are more widely known among students of 
anarchist theory than among any other group of serious students. 
Whether his philosophy can properly be described as 'anarchist' 
when viewed as a coherent whole in its own right is quite another 
matter, and Woodcock admits that 'ac first sight Stirner's doctrine 
seems strikingly different from that of other anarchist thinkers'.l 
Nevertheless it has been generally accepted that 'there are clements 
in Stirner's thought that bring him clearly intO the anarchist 
tradition and which have given him consid�rable influence in 
libertarian circles during the present century',l For Basch, 
'Sfinler is an ari'iraiiif'ih1tivfd -an despirehis W9idsof-pity 
£Or the. proletariat,_ n .arist'Ocrat; 'while"'tb.eLthe2reticiaP$ 0(£011.; 
tern orary anarchism arc a democrat� anch;:omuwnists! But he is 
an anarchist as they arc.''' The anarchic elements in Stirner's 
thought arc apparently pronounced enough for ArvoD even to 
declare him 'to have been anarchism's most original and most 
consistent thinker'.� 

It is not entirely easy to see how Stirner came to be so widely 
regarded as a patriarchal figure among the philosophers of 
anarchism. By historians of anarchism, by Eltzbacher, Woodcock, 
Arvon, and other scholars who set out to narrate the development 
of anarchist ideas or analyse their content, he is consistently 
reported to occupy an eminent place in the anarchist pantheon; 
but when we turn to the principal leaders of the anarchist move
ment themselves, when we interrogate the works of the Proud
hOlls and the Kropotkins or consult the lives of the Bakunins and 
the Tolstoys, we-.fjnd;- .scarcelyafi)' evieJern t �liow-that the 
principles or practice of historic anarchism -has l>eea signifiC2ntly 
modified by the ideas of Der Eillzige M any main FPint. A historic 
encounter did indeed take place between Stirner and Proudhon; 
but it took the form of a violent conflict between two philosophies 

I G. Woodcock, AllarchiSlIl, (:h. ". 
a Woodcock, lac. cit. 
I Wood(:ock, loc. cit . 
• V. Basch, L'!Jldillidlllllis/ltt IlllllfcMste: Max S/;rnrr, Paris, 1904, pp. 3-" . 

• H. Arvon, L'AmmhislIlt, Paris, 19j1, p. 39. 
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which were discordant in almost every possible respect. There is 
no reason to believe that Kropotkin. to whose ethical, social, and 
bumanituian concerns Somer would have been utterly aDugon
isoc. had any close acquainunce with Dtr Einzigt and the egoistic 
system of its ",uthor.or that he would have feltanyregardfortbcm 
if he had. WJU1e--Swllcr s ·philosopliy mayAla.vc-somo- tenuous 
affinities with the re.volutionary destructiveness of Bakunin,. the 
lauer's passionate zeal for social jwtice and his lifelong roqurUl
mem to popular emancipation could hardly be further- removed 
from Stimer's sclf-prcoc.cupariono and egoistic detachment; and 
while Bakunin's Young Hegelian connectiolls-in Berlin during IUs 
styy there in 184�4J. his collaboration with Ruge on the Deutsche 
jahrbjjehtr, and his meetings wi.th Marx and Proudhon in Paris 
between 1844 and 1848 all make it probable that he had acquired 
at least some distant knowledge of Stirner and his ideas, they 
scarcely show that he was ever familiar with the finished philosophy 
of Der Eillzige, far less that he would have been likely to receive it 
with sympathy or respect. Finally, the Christian anarchis;n of 
Tobto , for whom anarchist co-operation was to inaugurate a 
new mode of moral being, is flagrantly irreconcilable with 
Somer's nihilistic egoistn. .his cQUtempt fu.ultruism, for Christian 

ve and his re"ection of any modeofbeingwhichis�ginally, 
uniqu.e1x. an�Lrecklessly his�" 

Aware of the profound differences which divide Stimcc's 
philosophy from the classic teachings of historic anarchism, most 
historians have sought to acknowledge and clarify these differences 
by defining Stimer!s-phllosopbyas a -forDtof'mdiviaua1istanarch
ism'. By '.individualist anarchism' they intend to signify an ethic of 
�erfie..indi�hich, in common with other varieties of 
anarchism, is marked by a violent distrust.o£"authority in..general 
and by total opposition to the State in particular:. Now, there are 
three phases in the history of individualist anarchism in which 
scholars have particularly claimed to detect the influence of 
Stirner's ideas: lind}' in_the �in31jvidualist.:.ethic of Benjamin 
Tucker and CCJ:tall other American anarchists about the turn of the 
century; tben in the aesthetic individualism of a few fit! de siec1e 
poets and litterateurs; and lastly in the nihilistic-motives of certain 
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crgp.,inal-terrorists-whosc activities gained conSiderable notoriety 
about rSame.-pcriod. Unquestionably TU��J . had early 
po�essed himself of a detailed knowledge of Du Einzige, for 
when he undertook the publication of Byingtou's translation of 
the book in 1907 he declared it to be 'the most important piece of 
literature he had ever issued'.l Unquestionably there is a close and 
perhaps direct conne.cnon between Stimer's sovereign egoism and 
Tuckel"S basic premise that'"for,cveryman the supreme; law is the. 
law of his Own se1f�interest. Tucker declares not only that 'the 
anarcliisfs�r:-:-a(e-egoistS in�the farthest and fullest sensc', but also 
tha�!the'anar_chists toticll'y discard<the idea-ofimoral'obligation', for 
'so far as inherent ri ht is'concerncdl-.m!ght is jts..9�su�e'.lI,J .,"" 
For Tucker, however, thc se -interest of each individual requires 
the equal liberty of all, and he rapidly concludes, with bland 
composure, that 'it is our duty to respect others' rights, assuming 
the word right to be used in the sense of the limit which the 
principle of equal liberty places upon might') In fact Tucker's 
hypothetical egoism rapidly becomes so tempered by his practical 
aim of prescribing stable constitutional foundations for a possiblc 
anarchist society that he is at last prepared to admit a variety of 
'legal noqns' based on the general will, which may enforce them 
upon recalcitrant individuals by every means found to be necessary. 
The chief of these legal norms is the principle that contracts mwt 
be respected: 'I deem the keeping of promises such an important 
matter that only in the cxtremest cases wouJd I approve their 
violation'.4 Despite his professed 'cgoism', thcn (which hc is more 
likely to have derived from his compatriot Josiah Warren's theory 
of 'the sovercignty of the individual' than from Stirner's un
principled and asocial solipsism), TUCker is a moralist and"a..lociaJ 
r.e£oxmer. whole s irimal world scEarates his venion of woral 
�m, which permits the--.Jclf-realization. oL one only on_tIN. 
con !tioD that he respects the . ldividuali� of all from th tbsolute 
�goism. of Stirner, who repudiates alLpcinciples, including die 

1 Sec P. Elczbacher, AII"rcllislII, Freedom P�SJ cd., London, 1960, Edicor', 
Preface by J. J. Martin, p. xiii. 

l B. R. Tucker, lnstt<ld oj II Book, New York, 1893. p. 14. 
J Tucker, 0P' cil., p. 59. • Tucker, op. cil., p. 51. 
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rinei Ie that I must res�ct . the�hat I demand that the 
res ct in mc. In short, whereas Tucker, in common with other in

ivi ualist anarchists, is ultimately concerned to construct a new 
social doctrine, Stimer isconceroed only to create and asserthimse!f. 

At first glance the vogue enjoyed by Srimer's ideas in certain 
literary circles, whose members flirted picturesquely with anarchist 
philosophy in the closing decade of last century, might seem to 
evince a more immediate and personal attraction which he exer
cised. Stirnec's work was reintroduced to the German public by 
John Henry Mackay, his cruef admirer, his devoted biographer, 
and himself a novelist and poet of some note, who bravely 
spread his master's teachings (33 he understood them) among the 
small groups of literary intdlectU2ls whom a common passion for 
libertarian ideals would over shorter or longer periods assemble 
and inspire. In France, wherc writers likc Valery, artists like the 
Pissarros, and symbolist poets like MaUarme were all at one time 
or another fascinated by the anarchist philosophy of art and life, 
the doctrines of Der EjtlZig� were guaranteed a sympathetic and 
responsive audience. Intoxicated by Stirner's book, Laurent 
Tailhade, the anarchist POCt, even went so far as to immortalize 
it in verse: 

L' Uniqu� d SD Propritrl 
Suffit pour parer mOil etc. 

In an era dominated by a sombre social deter...minism on the one 
hand and by an im sonal abstr.ct idealism on the other, it may 
have been natural t lat artists should be attracted to anarchist 
individualism as a protest against the progressive dehumanization 
of modern civilization. In England, Oscar Wilde denowlced the 
social virtues of cmrity and benevolence as passionately as he 
denounced the social uses of wealth and authority, all of which 
strangle originality and suffocate the soul of the creative individual. 
Clearly, to aesthetic malcontents in revolt against the joyless 
morality of a colourless age the flamboyant individualism of 
Srirner, with its celebration of abandoned self-cnjoyment and its 
exultation in the originality of the wlique subject who makes of 
his life a work of an, was tuned to sound like a savage cry of sheer 
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delight in the sensualities of existence and of triumphant liberation 
from the conventions of a banal culture. But did any of this 
amount to a victorious acceptance of the philosophy which 
Stimcr had so carefully described in Der Eillzige? Or was it 
simply that certain notes struck in Der Eitlzige happened to chime 
with the restive mood of a generation which received its main 
impulse from deeper and more basic sources of culturaJ change? It 
is difficult to resist the conclusion that Stimer's book reflected 
rather than formed the individualist temper of fitJ de siede 
aestheticism, that those literary spirits who embraced some of its 
themes did so because it could bc adapted to adorn their favourite 
postures rather than because they were intellectUally or moraJly 
convinced by the world-view it enshrined. It is even dubious 
whether these postures deserve to be called anarchistic. No doubt 
they embodied some extravagant forms of individualism, and 
no doubt the contempt for authority and the hatred of con
vention by which they were accompanied arc among the negative 
features of a genuinely anarchist posture, but the positive content 
of a truly anarchist outlook was in the main conspicuously absent 
or given only a superficial and nominal assent. If Stimer's claims 
to be a founder of modern individualist anarchism rested on the 
testimony of its alleged literary representatives, they would have 
at best a slender prospect of being upheld. 

It is still more fanciful to ascribe the anarchist terrorism of the 
1890s, even in part, to the latent influence ofStirner's ideas. There 
may be a superficiaJ resemblance berween the resolute and solitary 
French or Italian anarchist, determined to destroy by bomb or 
assassin's bullet what he knew reason and debate were impotent to 
change, and the delinquent figure of The Unique One, who takes 
by criminal means what the State in its bigotry would refuse him. 
'A self- osscssive n an cannot d i from bcin a criminal', says 
Surner, 'for crime is his life.'1 There may also seem to be re
semblances between the 'association of e oists' and those groups of 
anarchist bandits who in the early years of the present century 
engaged in large-scale armed robbery in order to harass the 
capitalist enemy and at [he same time provide financial support for 

I D.E., p. :a)6. 
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the popular cause. These resemblances are imaginary, however. 
It is, to say the least, highly improbable that me simple Ravachol 
or the demented Vaillant, far less the desperadoes of the Bonnet 
gang. were moved to embark on their careers of politica1 as
sassination or organized larceny as a result of any profound study 
of Der Ejllzige IIIld sfill Eigetlth,lttJ. or course, if the anarchist 
� stees (as there is �me cLasonJo suspect) were often motivated 
morc brcrsonal �� than by revQJurionary idealism, then_to th1.t 
cxtenJ ey were 1iC: aving as egoists in Stirne 's sense: ...b.ut to that 
extent they� w�t behaving as committed anar�. In some 
respet:ts the 'association of egoists' is a prototype for the rapacious 
gangsterism prevalent in the Chicago of the 19205, but in no 
respect is it a prototype for the idealistic gangsterism so piously 
saluted by the anarchist movement of the r9OOs. While Stirner 
would certainly not have shrunk from the methods used in making 
'propaganda by deed', he would have had scant respect for or 
interest in the purpose which they served. To be eJ!!P.loY-tL<!J.n 
Il).aJ9.!!g.E!9.pag�nda of any kind is to allow oneself to be posscsse4 
by_a 'phantasm:' in this case the hantasm of ideaLhUItl3n 
�eJy governed bY J>Crfect s�jal justice. The arbitrary act of a 
criminal Unique One bodies forth his sublime irresponsibility and 
his Olympian indifference to the society of whose laws he is 
defiant. The campaign of terrorism waged by the fanatical 
anarchist, and generally resulting in his vain self-sacrifice, is by 
contrast the act of a man whose foUy is equalled only by the 
despotism of the fixed ideas which possess him. 

'Ffi!1>1illosop y o't Srirner, then, cannot be-said to have made 
any seriously effective contribution to the- development of 
historic anarchism. While his name may temporarily have been a 
kind of watchword among certain peripheral groups of dilettante 
anarchists, . is· -doubtful if an major anarchist theoretician or 
�Olfe\' IUs mt .. ,. . e g! iiiRuen�aby.ltiu eas on any 
i�� oC�Y..�tallfe-although many have at one time or another 
paid lip-service to some bowdlerized image of his Unique One. 
S:�ime�s role among anarchis has alwa s been decorative rather 
than [g}. Perhaps this is scarcely surprising, since the philosophy 
of Der Eitlzige, however nwnerous its points of intersection with a 
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truly anarchist philosophy, is essentially at one only with itself and 
is in the last analysis utterly incompatible with any philosophy 
which, like anarchism. takes as- its stlrting.pointthc bigh�twcJfare
of humanity as a whole. The [cason tbat Srimer has never received 
more than solemn genuBections from his soi-Jisaflt anarchist 
admirers, the reason that he has had no purposeful anarchist 
foHowers, is that his hiloso h _, \:Ylwc:v.c its a�pcannc�. �s 
ft;!l-damen� at variance with the insp-iration and ethos of any 
genuinel anarchist world udook. 

Wi ue respect to Eltzbacher, there undoubtedly are 
several features which are common [0 any world-outlook that \1, deserves to be-ca1Ie!d --'marcrust'. While it may not be true that V 
'anarchism is an epiphenomenon of socialism',l it is undoubtedly 
true that anarchists like socialists, eneraJlY..5in from a criticis� 
of existin society and en "WIt a vision ofso�dcsira e future 
sQ.cle,,: llc;c socia iSiS, anarchists are primarily concerned with the 
trans guration of society and the regeneration of its members. 
Anarchists tend to be rationalists, convince.d that human beings arc ,. _ timate�amenable to. the swees vQice 0.( reason,. and�dealistsJ;�(..., 
often noumhed by the mym of an Arcadian past m which men-,�;-O:-.:P 
shared a free life of simple virtue and nearly always inspired by the 
vision of a utopian future in which men's natural liberty and 
dignity will be finally and universally restored. While he may 
recognize the need for some form of social organization, the 
anarchist always condemns govertmtellt, where 'government' is 
understood to be that artificial and highly rigid form of social 
organization which places its ultimate reliance upon CoerciO'I. 
The anarchist is an inveterate enemy of authority, especially where 
authority implies the ultimate right of society to regulate the 
behaviour of individuals by brute force. Anarchism is thus 
opposed to the State as a means of establishing social order, even 
whg;e the State in question is the beneficent organ of a popular 
democracy, and to law as a means of securing social justice, gcn. 
�ex:e the laws in question arc the liberal edicts of enlightened 
magistrates. In general, anarchism is QP.P...9sed..& pro�r'!y. in so far 

• Arvon, op. cit., p. IJ. 
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as property represcllts a classic instrument of ecollomicexploitation 
and social inequality. 

Unlike the nihilist, who,denies all natural law and repudiates all 
moral pr.incipic, the anarchist typically -affirms the existenc� 4 , 1./ 
moral sens . n 11 which.,acts as the link binding mankind .in a \l 
stahle and bromerlrcoriunutrity:. N�wrally social ip their needs 
and instincts, men have an innate respect and sympathyJor ... one 
�_nother which are the immanent springs of humanity's abiding 
concern for private wellbeing and public justice. Anarchism 
theref9re requires, not a lower, but an infirntdy higher standard 
of ethical conduct from each individual. Since anarchists abo,vt;"al L 
prize-diose vilues�ofpmonal liBer ty and . spontaneity wiiich'-they 
believe to.:be the conditions oLany genuinely hurP!111-JifR. sh!! 
ethical stan�d whidi"lthey adopt'is one based on the free�self.:. 
tfeguJalioJl;'Qi each-: individual as�an.autQnomous mo.ralagent;- and 
this stapdard..�e�c1.�n �t�lk �:ea��:. 4$ree of self-vigilance 
and r�.E£nSffiili�t on tfft lart� of ea9i JUolata,ge.nt .,than dQ..cs !he 

_colryentional � �ocality· 9t eJ9sting society with its external 
' sahctions ·and-its· dlstrust� of ·persorial..-1rritiative. An anarchist 

community is one in which social conflict and economic com
petition have been replaced on every plane by the mlltuaLaid_an.d 
fratenul c(}-Op-eration of fre_c- equals who volWltarily Wldertake 
those tasks on behalf of their fellows which they know themselves 
to be best fitted to discharge. Anarchism thus seeks to replace an 
artificial and external olitical uniry by a �E.0ntane_ous and living 
moral unity. 

With such an Wlderstanding of man and such a vision of his 
possibilities, anarchists have eagerly welcomed philosophies of 
protest such as Stimer's, seizing upon those elements in them 
which seemed to confirm their own hatred of oppression and 
fervour for individuality. When Stimer declares that 'over the 
portal of our time stands the sign, "Get the vallie Ollt of thyself" ',1 
they greet this as a striking declaration of the anarchist principle 
that the true function of society is to create the conditions in 
which individuals will be able fully to realize their highest 
potentialities. They see in Stimer"s fluid and protean 'association of 

I D.E., p. 369. 
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egoists', with its aversion to that 'wretched stabilinr' which seeks 
to hinder the individual in his 'Bow and dissolution',l an im
aginative epitome of the anarchist protest against all rigid and 
insensitive forms of social organization. Ih..ey �pplaud· his scornful 

) 
exp!Jsure ofa1l4he.hcillow'converirionS·bY.which socie� �eeks. tp" 
sanctify property in the hands of its possessors and to assure it 'if 
against the rapacity of the dispossessed. In Stirner's calculated 
i�ellce towards 'the sacred' in all itsl.o.tn1�,. they profess to find 
an image of the anarchist's defiant hostility to authority of every 
kind and however exercised. Above all, in Stirner's calm re
cognition that the so-called p-tajesty of the la;%, is nQthingjmsa 
disguise for the arbitrar violence ractised by-ilie State against the 
Individual, and in his vehement reiteration that 'we two ar� 
�emies, the State and 1',2 anarchists willingly believe that they 
have discovered a powerful ally, if not a natural leader. in their 
stru gle aga�st the Ie

.
gal and political �ploitation of ��nd. 

These beliefs are illusor howeve;.J ��f 
S�i.r!W.;��wUe,q:ei�les.Lthe.t1U:!!P-9..si.V!h:�
deavoqr�.9.L� .�Jw..ea!A�&t9,r,e¥i�i.u-Eis.;.B� 
persof\ the highc.st. values of which lie-is··capable. '.From-now on', 
says Stiener, 'the question is not how one is to realize one's true 
self, but how one is to dissolve oneself, to live oneself out.'3 
For the egoist, it is 0 so muQ w  uestion pf realizitlg_himse.!£ as 
3f asse!�j'Jg himself of en 'qYingJljrPll!!if, of 'squandering' himself 
in his enjoyments, and the concept of an ideal human nature, even 
a purely personal ideal of individual perfection to which he may 
aspire, is one which he rejects with all the equanimity of a man 
who is content to take himself as he is and to spend himself as he 
can. Similarly, Stiener's denial of property rig.�hi"�i�S��:i·�SO 
aco:eF" al,le to anarchists only because they � 

humanity qf " hum"d�boiir;' UfijiliHy ' 
distrained. by the -1ns�tution' 'Qf1:?fiva�r,6��:ryn''' lfact, 'rhe, 
Urn ue:One's whole effort' xi;I.i.IDi� dir&ted.to: kmsing:ana 
��J.oying �s own rivate ' coRE-ti.. an.�i£be,denie'S 1he�existence 

I D.E., p. �29. 2 D.E., p. 210. ] D.E., pp. 375-6. 
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of property 'rights' this is only because he equates 'property' with 
the operative power to control and enjoy the thing possessed: 'the 
J?copccry question is solved only by �� war of all against all') 
To say thatl.fu>wcr is the only right- which The Unique One 
recognizes is of course rcally to say th2t he recognizes no uch 
thin as 'ri h " 'Property is what is mine . . .  I look on your 
property as my property, in which I need to «respect" nothing.'2 
'Property, therefore, should not and cannot be abolished ;  it 
must rather be torn from ghostly hands and become my property.'3 
When the anarchist denies property rights, he does so because he 
deplores the misery and degradation caused by economic in
equality and exploitation. When Sriruer denies property rights. 
on the other hand, he is merely announcing that his cupidity will 
not permit itself to be curbed by any foolish scruples about legal 
titles or moral ownership. 

It might seem as if Stirner and the anarchists were at least 
agreed in their wholehearted repudiation of authority and its uses. 
For the anarchisr, the State is 'one of the chief causes of misery in 
the modem world'.· By identifying justice with the collective 
power of the citizen-body, it·substitutes the rule-of squaJid force 
for the rule of candour and reason as the principle governing 
human rclations, which it thereby cheapens and coarsens. For 
Stirner also, the7diViffCautliority of the State is at bottom a vile 
masqJ,lera4e-which the egout will nuke it his business to discomfit. 
S 'mer's declaration of war against che Sta� and his systematic 
cEsregard of its laws are not, ho�ever. motivated by any passion for 
human di�ty or coru:em fo..!.. the in..tegrity.-Of... �dividuaJ, 

hich ate e1'oundations gf t.be anarchisj
i 
attitude. He simp1y.sees 

in the State an omnipresent threat to his--ownTrivate interests, 
whi�_�re continuously jeopardized by its ptying -and officious 
agents, ano an insidious challenge to his self-possession, which it 
constantly tries to seduce by hypocritical sermons about loyalty 
and civic duty. Unlike the anarchist, who wiU be satisfied with 
nothing less than the historic dissolution of �e State ,and""!he� 
overthrow of the tyranny of law, Stirner's Ul!!gy.e One sees .us. 

I D.E., p. }o}. 1 D.E., p. 289. I D.E., p. ]03 . 
• Bertrand Russell, Roads 10 Frudo"" Loodon, 1918, p. 6s. 
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reaspn-to injure hi01§clf by�public crusade agWu�PQty 
�1iis---ehds9n:htiwt"as � ·�ed by ..meatiflg the S�to :wd 
evaJj,�..;,ts-ltt!!&...The Unique One only troubles himself about 
politi oppression when he personally is among those who are 
oppressed. Like the anarchist, S6rileJ�ts .op�fO am.hority, 
beCiuse autholity_-'Seeks to' gai'n- a foothold' in the soul ;tself, 

-eo- dividing the·individualr notiCh.inuelf- brw.innmg his res�ct for 
the .moraL qaw!Lwhioo':lIithori'l'..mak"" on him. Unlike the 
anarchist, however, Slimer is 'b no m ans o�d to the usc- 06  
�. Others will usc their power against me, a fact which it is 
poindess to varnish or deplore, and I will use all my power 
against them, without qualm or inhibitions. ' hat I extort 
.fu.r.Jn� 1 wil�ort for m sel£'l 

Clearly, then, when partisans of anarchism seek to enrol 
Stimer in the anarchist cause on the grounds that his defiance of 
everything sacred is an exam pIe of anarchist opposition to authority; 
or because they find in his systematic subversion of the prevailing 
morality a foretaste of the anarchist social revolution; or because 
they profess to see in his 'association of egoists' the design for a 
future anarchist society: these partisans of anarchism are doomed 
to disenchantment. There are undoubtedly resemblances between 
the formu1ae of anarchism and the formu1ae in which Stiener 
chooses to clothe his personal of self-evaluation and 
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'insurrection' in which his Unique One daily engages, far from 
adunlbrating a form of the anarchist social revolution, in reality 
merely designates The Unique One's chosen course of heartless 
frivolity and criminal irresponsibility; and . . 

a,e 
The Unique 

� not a sin�!e }rl!,th�hls�.-.el?:.�$,t.ge.f9.J,".c_me--O"they-are,..wox:ds._ 
7o'ffitvut words .l Stimer is correspondingly indifferent to the 

caUse oifra:do'ii'f-of thought, which the anarchist champions so 
zealously. He is actively at �nmi.;x. not only with the particular 
moral and soctal Ideals whkfi*i'narCh.iStSembrace, but with the 
whole id� 

\neanmg 'of 

be inunanent in the society whose affairs 
they regulate, they always and of their nature claim to transcend 
the peculiar iritcm�tOtttary'iiidividifal� arld"'a]"'suclf'lhey 
i;-;vrtablbdo viof�:

.
��--Se

.
lf-Eossessi�m _an� self��ed 

unla�ess. To �'-moral �·earnestDcsf�ofifi'e!iiiarchists 
�S'"tll"Iler :;poses the deliberate flippancy and irresponsibility of 
The Unique One. Sanctimonious talk of 'moral autonomy' and 
'individual self-regulation' is mere cant, since ,m..theJ3$t;.rc,sor,\,po 
anan.bist.-.society:JI'hOO¥eVep;permissive;rt:'ou:ld tolerate the presence 
o£.a.D:r�yj�.whO!_�aticany· �mployed-hi �autonomrnrr 
p]:tld@.Wt1;g.l�-�aillsQ.thii�ncigit�and=sitlCe'><IIU1�tonOm'f' 
which-one cannot<'USe;�or abus�{las_one!pleases isofrom the starr a 
subterfuge�jlD.djl.Sham. The 'freedom' which the anarchist holds 
I;.Q __ h=-th.e_supreme social ancL:�r�dqal gOQd Stimer..does..llQt]n 

I D.E., p. 406. 
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any case consider a be_par..ticulady desirable. 'What use is your 
freedom, if it brings you nothing ?', asks Stimer. 'I have no 
objection to freed�JJ n!LI wish you more than freedom; you 
should not only be rid of what you do not want, you should also 
have what you want.'1 Thus even if aaatcrust<free ci-om meant the 
freedom to do exactly as one pleased, Stimer""W(juld;'�! iPJQ.be 
at best an emp;y-g�-�J.tS�.�t;� conferred by society and not 
fearlessly seized by the individual, something to be scorned. 
However, the .. Kcc 10m• so cherished by apu,bi:>ts generally 
means no more than the freedom to develo into 0 c �e 

s o  r . ar sm ta es as Its mo s of human 
nat�e. Anarchism frees me to orne rotTidly:-"upstarrn;�, 
t�Wi:rious and true, but it by no means frees me to become harsh, 
secretive, negligent or false, and should I develop such traits an 
anarchist society will judge itself to have thc duty to redeem me, by 
persuasion, edifying example, education, moral pressure, or any 
other curative means. Now, according to Stirner this would be 
to place me 'at the standpoint of should', to insist that I sholllJ 
become 'a whole, free man'; and to say that 'men should be frec' 
is covertly 'to proclaim a new religion', for 'the religious essentially 
consists in dissatisfaction with the present man', religion always 
aims 'to make sometHing Ollt of us'.l As the refusal of religion, so 
defined, and therefore as the refusal of humanistic religion in 
whatever shape or form, Stimcr's hilosophy mus clearly be 
G.onsid�ed to re resent also a �e usal of that latter-day form of 
religious faith ereached by"w� anarchists. 

Above all Stiener rejects the anarchist dream of perfect social 
harlllony. If we strip men-Christians and Jews, capitalists and 
workers, old and young---of the differences which divide them, 
we shall fllld that in the u1timate residue of their absolute un
iqueness each remains utterly incommensurate with all others and 
utterly distinct from them in his interests. 'The last and most 
decided opposition is that of unique individual against unique 
individual'.3 Slli:ru: th� (ejects_the anarchist ideaL of 
Wliversal love and brotherl}:' co-operation. 'r would rather rely 
on men's selfishness than on their goodwill, compassion, pity, 

1 D.E., pp. 18:1-] l D.E., p. l.43. 
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and so all . . . . Let us not aspire to community, but to one-sidedness. 
Let w not seck that all-cmbracing parish, "human society", but '-;;t 
us seck in others only means and organs which we may use as our 

, 
In the words of Lachmann: 'The dissolution of society in every 
form, State, narion, people, family, humanity, etc., is the necessary 
condition for the solitary individual, the egoist, to come into his 
own and to live a full and authentic life.') This does not mean, 
however, that Stirncr, like some crazed terrorist preaching 
apocalyptic doom. wishes to bring about a return to primeval 
chaos by actually destroying society. SocietY. is 'dissolved' fOLtRe. 
c.g�L-w.h�n he has denuded it of its moral authoriry over him, 
when he is prepared to lise its machinery for his own purposes 
without regard to the social purposes for which it was established. 
1:Q..say that $Ocie is 'dissolved' is neither more nor less th say 
gu,t 'for Ule no 02£. not even my fellow-man. is !..gcrson to be 
m�cted . , . but sol an object.:..:- , an in-!.eresli!! or uninte �ting 
qpject. useful or useless . 4 Thus the fundamental identity of the 
highest interests of all men and the u1timate moral equaJity of all 
men are two of the cardina1 postulates of anarchist ethics which 
Stirner contemptuously repudiate�' Community. as the '�oal" of 
all previous hiStory. is an impossibility • be aeciares�"1S1o maJi'..iS •• 
.JnU-quat rreru:d hi1n. ti� &her ellfgs. as my £!.QJ?.CI�s 
Basch correctly distinguishes all other forms of indivi���, 
which postulate a basic hwnan nature as e common foundation 
fo'ithose'rlatltUt'ng ts w1iiC'll"al equaIIrenjor.--ftom�e�
relenting 1nruViC1u::ali Stintt"r;-whosngdist. ifi.""-his own 
absoluteUnlqUenes;:-i;�tteriYdfsParate from and incongruent with 
every other being.6 

1 D.E., pp. 363-4. 1 D.E., p. 248. 
, B. Lachmann, Pro/agoras, Njt/Zlt1I1�, Stimtr: fill &ilrllg zur PhiloIOphit du 

ItuIillidualimlllJ ulld EgOiSffIIlS, in Bibliolhrkfor Philosopliir, vol. 9. p. 60 . 
• D.P.., p. 365. I D.E., pp. 36.4-5. • See Basch. Ope cit .• pp. �5-70. 
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Not only, then, is it erroneous to describe: Stimer as au 'anar

chist': the_ph®lop..h.)!.....O� rchisl)l and the ...e!ulo50phy of The 
Unique One ac almost every respect virtually irreconcil
able. How did it come about that the author of Der Eillzige, who 
on almost every page sets his face implacably against humani
tarian and socialist ideals, should have been historically con
fused with dedicated revolutionaries like Proudhon and Bakunin, 
who sought, by peaceful or violent means, to accomplish the 
emancipation of the human race and its regeneration within a 
framework of personal dignity and social equality? This .99.
strophic misapprehension may be traced back at least to .Engels 
whose memory must haye � more than w�ly..clouded.� 
he came townti}hasc •• pouion$,.of.JJ!d\Xig -Eeuccbach and thc:
Outcome=ofClassical Ge��oSQPh..y'whicq deal with the in
tCllectual-sltuation in the Germany of the 18405. In that essay he 
refers to Stirner as 'the prophet of contemporary anarchism', add
ing, without a scrap of evidence, that 'Bakunin has taken a great 
deal from him'.1 It is nearly incredible that the part-author of so 
vast and detailed a work as 'Saint Max' should have 50 completely 
forgotten the character and intentions of its peremptory subject. 
But what are we to make ofhis statement that'Stirnerremained a 
curiosity, even after Bakunin blended him with Proudhon and 
labelled the blend "anarchism" '?l This fantastic suggestion, that 
Stimer's ideas should have been fused with those of the despised 
Proudhon by someone whose whole career bore the stamp of that 
moral fanaticism which Stimer had pitied as a kind of suicidal 
dementia, can only be attributed to the failing clarity of a mind 
which had always been more imaginative than scholarly. So 
gross a lapse can hardly be excused. There is perhaps more excuse 
for John Henry Mackay, who was a poet and laid no claim to be a 
historian of philosophy. However, it is probably owing above all 
to the devoted labours of Mackay, who innocently read into 
Der Billzige his own passionate beliefs in anarchist individualism. 
that Stiener has since been generally regarded as one of the doyens 
of nineteenth century anarchism. Probably the fact that the 
rediscovery of Stiencr at the end of last cenrurycoincidcd with a 

I Engels, op. cit., sec. I. J Engels. op. cir., K'C. IV. 
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resurgence of fashionable interest in anarchist individualism also 
contributed accidentally to this misconception-a misconception 
which was of course rendered the more easy by the numerous 
features of Stiener's philosophy which do acrually bear 5upqficial 
�ncet of some sort to many of the leading ideas of an
archism. Certainly, critics and. historians of anarchism, from 
Bernstein in the 1890S to JoU in the 1900s, have persistently 
treated Dtr Einzigt as an anarchist manifesto and have tried, with 
varying degrees of strain, to appraise its doctrines from within the 
anarchist perspective. It is hardly surprising that writers sym
pathetic to anarchism have experienced acute embarrassment 
when trying to explain some of Stirner's more cynical utterances, 
while those writers who are on the whole critical of anarchism 
have tended to find in Stirneronly 'an obscure German philosopher' 
who 'was not a very important thinker nor a very interesting 
one'.1 Any attempt to judge Stiener from within the anarchist 
perspective and by the categories of anarchism is bound to issue 
in a misjudgment. 

Some historians have implicitly recognized this. Impressed, like: 
so many chroniclers of anarchism, by the verbal coincidence of 
Stirner's formulae with so many of the formulae of anarchism, 
they have neverthdess obliqudy acknowledged, in various ways, 
their awareness of the profound antagonism between the phil �  
sophy of Stirner and any genuindy anarchist outlook. Joll, for 
example, who describes Stimer as an 'individualist anarchist', 
relates his inBuence on 'a few intellectuals, around the turn of the 
century' to that exercised by the 'individualism' of Ibsen, Nietz
sche, and Gide. He is understandably driven to conclude that 'the 
whole point of anarchism in the 1890S was that it was not a 
coherent political or philosophical movement', since it 'owed its 
attraction to the very fact that it embraced so many disparate 
individuals and temperamenu'.2 In his place, another might":y-ell 
concludc that the incoherence is produced'�y attempting to 
sttetch the tcrm":"3lJar£hum' to. include- such in�epcnacnl: thinkers 

c....� Ibsen and Ni;,.��4.�d.for. that mattCL�tir.Q�r •. who. :"cr;far 
, J. Joll, 'I'1u! AlIltrthists, LondoD, 1964, pp. 171-:1. 
Z Joll. op. tit., p. t73. 
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from describing themselves as anarphists, who played no part in 
thehlstoric'"anai:cTilSt movement, and WhOse ideas were in many 
respects opposed to those of anarchism. The classic cxample of 
this fallacy is to be found in the treatise of Victor Basch, L' ]tI
dividualisme atlarchiste: Max Slimer. With much ingenuity, Basch 
strives to show how 'anarchist individualism' results from a 
synthesis' of anarchism and ethical individualism, but when he 
comes to specify the nature and contents of 'anarchist individual
ism' it is notable that these tum out to be neither marc nor less 
than the views which he has designated as those characteristic of 
Stirner. One is left wondering whether 'anarchist individualism' 
has any independent signification, for if the phrase merely serves 
as a new designation for the philosophy of Stirner it is scarcely 
illuminating to learn that the author of Der Einzige was an 
anarchist individualist. On the other hand, Basch is apparently so 
ready to exploit the elasticity of the term that at one point he 
appears to enrol, not only Nietzsche and Ibsen, but even Prota
goras, Hobbes, and Spinoza as apostles orpredecessorsof'anarchist 
individualism'. B this sta e the term is being used to refer to 
almost an thinker whQ... p'reaches an ethic of power, and Basch 
predictably ends up by compiling a list of the most eminent 
thinkers who, advocating an individualism of power have be 1 
the historic representatives of the aristocratic Erinciple in ethics, 
from Goethe and von Humboldt-:- through Carlyle and Emerson, 
to Stirner and Nietzsche. Even if all the thinkers cited by Basch 
could be said to have advocated an 'aristocra of owcc' which 
is at least questionable), as will be argue in t e ncxt c pter it is 
highly misleading to describe Stirner's ethic of power as 'aristo
cratic', and in any case a usage by which aristocratic power
philosophies were referred to as 'anarchist individualist' would 
seem to be quiee inexplicable, not to say downright perverse. For 
Emma Goldmann, no doubt, Nietzsche's 'aristocracy was neieher 
of birth nor of purse; it was of the spirit. In that respect Nietzsche 
was an anarchist, and all true anarchists were aristocrati.1 But 
for anyone less magnanimous in his usc of terms it would perhaps 
be wiser to reserve the term 'anarchist', even when prefixed to 

I E. Goldmann, Livillg Aly Lift, London, 19)2., vol. I, p. 194. 
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'individualist', for those thinkers whose concern for the anarchist 
ideals of man and society is greatcr than even the liveliest im
agination could ascribe to Nietzsche or Scimec. 

A philosopher may find some favour among bohemian in
tellectuals, his philosophy of sdf-expression may be turned into a 
kind of individualist cult among dissident aesthetes, his rejection 
of all moral values may be hailed by disenchanted freethinkers 
who ace at war with convention : none of this. however, has any 
bearing on whether the philosopher in question is an anarchist or 
whether his philosophy may be correct1y described as a species of 
anarchism. TE� onl"'y way in which The Uniq� One can be arnlycd 
in the cate ones of anarchism is b distortin these catc ories to 
accommodate hi� or-and this is the method normally cliosen
by mutllating Scimec's ideas beyona [ecog�. It may be dlat 
Stimer can be shown to belong to some coherent moral and 
intellectual tradition, of which he is a modern and distinctive 
exemplar. CaUicies and Thrasymachw, it might be argued, 
professed in outline a morality which has been carried to its 
completion in the world-outlook of Der Einzige. It may be that 
between Scirner and Nietzsche there are resemblances which 
jwtify the historian in assigning both to a common philosophical 
curriculum. It may even be that Seimer's philosophy is ultimately 
identifiable as an instance, possibly the most perfect extant in
stance, of a generic philosophical attitude which may be aptly 
design.ated by the term 'nihilistic egoism'. What is quite ceruin is 
that his philosophy cannot on any grounds be regarded as .an 
inst.anee, even a maladroit or bizarre instance, of the generic 
attitude which is correctly designated by the term • anarchist'. The 
anarchists' rebellion is not Stirner's rebellion, and his cause is not 
their cause. The Unique One is the rebel without a cause, who, 
like God, is exclwivcly his own cause and who can therefore 
exclaim, .against anarchism as against all other forms of com
mitment, 'Notlu"tlg is more {O me chan myself!' 



CHAPTER VI! 

STIRNER AND NIETZSCHE 

IF among philosophers of the nineteenth century there is one 
figure who in moral coloration and existential posture naturally 
invites comparison with Stirner. that figure would surely seem to 
be Friedrich Nietzsche. In an article entitled 'Max Stirncr. the 
Predecessor of Nietzsche', Paul Carus declares that 'the strangest 
thing about his remarkable book [viz. Der Eillz,ge] consists in the 
many resemblances with Friedrich Nietzsche's philosophy . . . .  
While Stirncr was forgotten the same ideas transplanted into the 
volumes of the author of Thlls Spake Zarathllstra fawld an echo 
first in Germany and soon afterwards all over the world.'1 Cer
tainly, Mackay's rescue of Stimer from almost total oblivion 
could scarcely have been accomplished if his way had not been lit 
by the growing fameof NietzSChe's writings in the closing decade 
oflast century. It was in the lustre shed by the Superman that the 
figure of The Unique One first became recognizable to men of the 
new generation. According to Basch, writing in 1904: 'Above all 
Stimer has profited from the immense reverberation which the 
ideas of Nietzsche have had in Europe . . .  it was natural that a 
return should be made to the past and that first and foremost a 
search should be made among the thinkers of Germany for the 
precursors ofZarathustra's creator. And thus it was inevitable mat 
L' Unique et sa Prop,ilt; should be disinterred, containing-gathered 
together, concentrated, and crystallized in bizarre but singularly 
expressive formulac-cverything which in the variations of 
Nietzsche is continuous melody, everything which, in his crowd 
of fugitive, Boating, and so to speak liquid aphorisms, amounts to 
a concrete teaching . . . .  First of all, then, Stirner has counted as 
precursor ofNietzsche.'2 This is ajudgmentwhich most students of 

I The Mcmut, vol. XXI, pp. 376-7. 
� Buch, L'Individr.alismt anatmiJtt. pp. ii-iii. 
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Stirner have shared and which must have seemed particularly 
self-evident about the turn of the century, when his ideas had just 
been brought swirling back into the European consciousness in the 
wake of the Nietzsche movement. As early as 1892 it was entirely 
natural for Paul Lauterbach, in his introduction to the Reclam 
edition of Der Einzige, to refer to Nietzsche as Stirner's 'great 
successor'. I 

Numerous scholars have pointed to the many striking re
semblances between the two thinkers. Each was a great solitary, 
who utterly rejected the existing culture and who sought to 
present, in his own person, a living alternative to the philistinism 
by which he was surrounded. Each relinquished a teaehing 
career in order to devote himself, in lonely independence. to the 
dcfmition and contemplation of his philosophy. The philosophical 
career of each ended early and abrtlptlYi each spent his last years in 
a kind of twilight; and each died at a comparatively early age. 
Both Stirner and Nietzsche set out to recall philosophy to the 
situation of the existing individual who is striving to come to 
terms with his immediate experience and convert it into a 
philosophical solution which will remain true to the particular 
urgency of his original response. Both thinkers caS[ their unique 
and total choice on the prcscntworld of finite reality, rejecting with 
deliberate finality every type of transcendent, other-worldly 
solution which philosophy and religion have proposed. Both 
explore the dimensions of the moral universe to its scandalous 
extremes. discarding with brusque contempt the conventional 
banalities and dissimulations of the received moralities. Both 
profess an extreme hostility to institutional authority, which 
reaches its climax in their detestation of the modern State and the 
intrusive arrogance of its nominees. Both philosophers bear 
witness to conflict as dle omnipresent and sure reality. which 
finds its most complete expression in the conflicu inherent in all 
human rclations, and both refer the solution of these conflicts in 
the last resort to naked force, on which ultimately Ollr transient 
notions of right and justice ineffectually depend. For both 
Niensche and Sciener, therefore, life is essentially self-asscrtion-

I D.E., Introduction by' P. Lauterbach. 
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choice, resolution, and action-and both men are accordingly 
fascinated by that artistry of the will which creates and is created 
by the self-mastery of the sovereign individual. 

Such innate resemblances account for the tendency, in the 
opening years of the prescnt century, to regard Stimer primarily 
as an interesting but morc limited and less heroic harbinger of tbe 
great Zarathustra, as a kind of premature Nietzsche withour the 
Master's profound psychological insight and artistic genius. Not all 
critics who compared the ideas of the cwo men made comparisons 
which were favourable to Nietzsche, however. The contrast 
becwecn the personalities and the distinctive styles of the twO 
thinkers was sharply pointed by several critics, for nothing could 
be farmer apart than Nietzsche's passionate agonies and Stimer's 
ironic calm, Nietzschc's aphoristic and intuitive literary style and 
the discursive, metaphysical dexterity of Stimer's philosophical 
idiom. For some, this was a contrast becween the divine eloquence 
and daemonic imagination of one of the world'sspiritual prodigies 
on the one hand, and the repetitious, arid pedantry of an obscure 
schoolmaster on the other. For others, howevcr, the contrast 
pointed in a different direction. In the opinion of Benedict 
Lachmann :  'By contrast with the style of Nietzsche, Stimer's 
work is written in clear, pregnant form and language, without 
ever lapsing ioro a dry academic style. Sharp, clear, spirited-the 
book is truly rousing and overpowcring'.1 And in thc opinion of 
Mackay, who was an admircr of Nietzsche: 'To want to comparc 
this confused spirit-etcrnally wavering, forever contradicting 
himself and reeling almost helplessly from truth to error-with 
the deep, clear, serene, fastidious genius ofStimer is an absurdity 
which is not worth serious refutation'.2 For some critics, indeed, 
it was Stimer who unquestionably manifested the grcatcr philo
sophical penetration and speculative power. Mtcr quoting the 
judgment of Eduard von Hartmann to the effect that 'not only is 
this brilliant work not inferior in respect of style to Nietzsche's 
work, but in respect of philosophical value it surpasses the latter a 
thousand times', Victor Basch concludes that 'if Nictzschewas the 

, Lachmann, ProI4gor/U, NitlzJCM, Slim", p. )8. 
Z J. H. Mackay, Max Stim": srin LAnI WId Hin Wrrlt, 3rd W., pp. 1S-19. 
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poet and musician of intransigent individualism, Stirner sought to 
be its philosopher'.1 Whcther Der Ej/lzjge was rcgarded merely as 
a minor prelude to the great symphony of Nietzsche's works, 
however, or whethcr it was considered to rival these in many 
respects and perhaps surpass them in some, it was generally agreed 
that the twO thinkers, Stirncr and Nietzsche, were directly and 
intimately connected, both in their moral and metaphysical 
discontents and in the desperate remedies by which they sought to 
overcome them. 

The affinities betwcen the two philosophies were so evidently 
remarkable that many writers simply took for granted that 
Nietzsche's study of Der Ei/lzige must have been close and 
sympathetic. As Karl Lowith observes: 'Stimer has often been 
compared with Nietzsche, to the point of asserting that Stiener 
was the "intellectual arsenal" from which Nietzsche derived his 
weapons.'2 LOwich is presumably referring to such writers as 
Carus, who had spoken of Nietzsche's 'appropriating Stiener's 
thoughts' and had described Stirnee as 'the author from whom 
Nietzsche drew his inspiration'.] Certainly it was for a time widely 
assumed that Der Eillzige must have figured among the books 
which as a young man Nietzsche devoured in such quantities. In 
his introduction to the English translation of Stimer's book, J. L. 
Walker wrote: 'Nietzsche has been much spoken of as a disciple of 
Scimer . . . .  Nietzsche cites scores or hundreds of authors. Had he 
read everything and not read Stimer?'4 

But the truth would seem to be that Nietzsche had /lot read 
Scirner. He makes 110 mention ofSrirner anywhere in his volumin
ous writings or in his correspondence. It may be 'casyto imagine', 
with Professor Lowich, 'that Nietzsche was so "economica1" . . .  
with his knowledge of Science bccause hc was both attracted to 
and repelled by him, and did not want to be confused with him';3 
but an imaginative explanation for the lack of evidence can 
hardly itself be counted as evidcnce. Albert Uvy, in an authorit-

, Dasch. op. cit., p. iii. 
' K. Li;iwith, From Htgd 10 Nietzsdle, Part One, ch. IV, sec. 2. 

) Carus, op. cit., p. 396 . 
• TI,e Ego and !tis OUIII, Inlroouctioll bv T. L. Walker to 1St ed .. 1907. 
, LOwilh, Joe. cit 
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ative thesis, shows that Der Eillzige was not among the many 
books borrowed by Nietzsche from the University Library of 
BasIc when he was a professor there.! Moreover, Uvy rem.inds 
us, in the 1870S and 188os, during Nietzsche's great period of 
creativity, Scirner's work was virtually unknown. In her biography 
of her brother, Frau Fomer-Nietzsche (whose word, admittedly, 
now carries less weight than it once did) makes no mention of 
Stimer. It is true that Nietzsche once strongly recommended 
Baumgarmer, his favourite pupil at Basic, to read Stimer's book; 
but this would not be the first time that a professor drew a pupil's 
attention to a work which he himselfhadnotrcad. Von Harnumn, 
indeed, thought it was possible that Nietzsche might have been 
stimulated to read Der Ei1/zige as a result of his own discussion of 
Stirner in Volume 2 of his Philosophy oJthe Unconsciolls, during the 
course of a chapter which was subsequently criticized by Nietzsche 
at some length in his Thoughts Out of Season. On the whole, 
however, it is more probable that Nietzsche's knowledge of 
Stirner was derived, at second hand, from Lange's History oj 
Materialism, the same work in which Mackay first encountered 
Stimer's name. Nietzsche's admiration for Lange was well 
known, and although he might well have come across references 
to the author of Der Eitlzige in other writings, there seems no 
reason to suppose that his immediate knowledge of Stirner's 
ideas went any further than the impressionistic outline provided 
in a work such as Lange's. In fact, if we confine ourselves strictly 
to the overt evidence discoverable from Nietzsche's recorded life 
and writings, we are driven to tlle somewhat disappointing 
conclusion that he probably only ever possessed the vaguest 
knowledge ofStirner's philosophical ideas, gained at second hand 
as a yOWlg man, and that to all appearances he never felt moved to 
enlarge this eady knowledge for utilization in his own philo
sophical progranune. 

This does not of course rule out the possibility that Nietzsche 
was worked upon by the influence of Stirner in some more in
direct and subtle way, or invalidate the many enriching com-

I A. Uvy, Slim" tl Nitlzsclit, P:r.ris, 1904, ch. I, emitled 'Nietzsche, :r.-t-il 
eonnu Stimer?' 
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patisons which may be drawn between the two philosophers. In 
the process of evolution leading up to an epochal world-view like 
Nietzsche's there may operate a 'cunning of History', whereby 
the pertinent and formative contributions of separate and obscure 
individuals may be taken up. unnoticed, and resumed within the 
developing dialectic of the age, within which they may slowly and 
clandestinely resolve themselves. until they at last emerge. perhaps 
with altered and heightened significance, in the mature philosophy 
of the new time. Bibliographical data do not solve the real 
historical problem. In the words of Lowith. both Stirner and 
Nietzsche 'can be separated by an entire world and yet belong 
together through the inner consistency of their radical criticism of 
Christian humanitarianism'.! To this LOwith would add: 
'Historically considered, the coincidence that Stirncr's book 
appeared in the year of Nietzschc's birth seems as necessary as the 
connection between Nietzschc's attempt at a new beginning and 
the Nothing which is reachcd in Srirner',2 Stitner's book might 
have disappeared from the face of German philosophy for more 
than a generation, but the nihilism which was its seminal in
gredient had been irreversibly secreted within the germinating 
ideology of the age, in the organic evolution of which it was 
henceforth to play a latent but essential part. Thus-although in a 
more complex and devious sense-it may well be justifiable to 
describe Stirner as a 'precursor' of Nietzsche and The Unique One 
as a 'prototypc' of the Superman, And it may well be justifiable to 
seck, in the images and parables of Nietzsche, those concepts which 
reflect, in more extravagant and oracular form, the intransigent 
philosophical project of his neglected predecessor. 

Consider, for example, Stirner's view of the philosopher's 
relationship to his philosophy, which is a special case of the 
believer's relationship to his beliefs or, still more generally, the 
mind's relationship to its objects, " sing', says Stirner, 'becausc I 
am a singer.'3 'How we toss things about is a matter of our 
option, of our freewill , , . every judgment which 1 pass on an 
object is the creature of my will.'� Ideas are The Unique One's 

I LOwith. loco cit. 
) D.E.. p. 347. 

2 LOwith, op. cit., Part One, ch. IV, introduction. 
• D.E., pp. 393-4. 
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property, of which he disposes according to his pleasure or which 
he deploys to secure the maximum advantage for himself He has 
no respect for them as autonomous 'truths' : he has 'the courage, 
not to be a slave of truth' ,I and he always knows 'how to "put 
everything out of mind", if only to be able to-go to sleep'.2 
Compare this with Nietzsche's view that 'every great philosophy 
up till now has consisted of . . .  a species of involuntary and 
unconscious autobiography' and that his own philosophy, 
dramatized as an urgent, creative response to personally ex
perienced problems, 'furnishes a decided and decisive testimony as 
to who he is'.3 Nietzsche, of course, always regards 'intellectual 
integrity' as one of the free spirit's paramount virtues and eulogizes 
'the intellectual conscience [which] the great majority of people 
lack';4 as well as a creative artist, the Nietzschean hero is a seeker 
after truth. The truths which he proclaims, however, are by no 
means abstract and impersonal propositions objectively accessible 
to universal reason: it must be 'known at the outset how literally 
they arc merely-my truths'.5 But even 'my truths' must not be 
allowed to petrify within me until they become 'convictions', 
since 'convictions are prisons' and 'men of conviction are of no 
account whatever' ;  this is why 'great minds are sceptical'.6 For 
Nietzsche, as for Stirner, 'the man of faith . . .  cannot regard 
himself as an end . . .  docs not belong to himself'. 7 Whereas for 
Stirner, 'a jerk does me the service of the most careful thinking, a 
stretch of the limbs frees me from the torment of thoughts',e for 
Nietzsche it is a question of 'treating deep problems as I would a 
cold swim-quickly into them and quickly out again'.9 And it is 
Nietzsche, not Stirner, who declares it to be 'nothing more than a 
moral prejudice that truth is worth more than semblance'.I0 
Nietzsche's recognition of the pragmatic utility of conscious 
fictions, his obsession with 'the holy lie' as an instrument of 'the 
will to power',11 his sceptical refusal to allow his beliefs to ossify 
into static principles, his conception of philosophy as a total 

, D.E., p. 349. l D.E., p. 391. ) F. W. Nietzsche, Beyond Good Ilnd Evil, § 6 . 
• Nietzsche, Tilt Joyful Wisdom, § 2. ' &rO/Jd Good tmd Evil. § 231. 
t Nietzsche, TI,e Antichrist, § 54. 1 Loc. cit. • D.E., p. 175 . 
• TIteJorfitl Wisdom, § 381. 10 Errond Good aIld Evil, § 34. 

11 Nietzsche, TIle WiI/ 10 Power, § 142. 
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existential response: all these are more than reminiscent of The 
Unique One's activity of capricious thinking which issues in 
'proprietary truth', and they resound with morc than an echo of 
his inventor's creative and cxploitive attitude to knowledge in 
general and to his own philosophy in particular. 

The theories of knowledge of both Srirner and Nietzsche arc 
closely related to their metaphysical views. In Nietzsche's 
philosophy, 'the effoct to formulate knowledge . . .  answers the 
need to impose Being (the image of the stable ego) on the process 
of Becoming'.1 'The true philosophers are . . .  legislators, who 
say "Thus s1101l it be '" ',2 who set out, like Gods, to • organize the 
chaOS'.3 Interpreting the world by our needs, we find that it 
derives its whole worth from the interpretations we impose upon 
it,' and because the creation of a significantorderfromameanillg
less flux is the essentially artistic activity, Nietzsche can say that 'it 
is only as an aesthetic phenomenon that the world is justified'.s 
In Stmler's philosophy, the process of formulating knowledge 
completes itself when the concrete material data of experience 
have been 'annihilated' and 'incorporated' into the hungry 
vacuity of the rapacious self, whose knowledge of the world is 
therefore simultaneously an act of 'consumption' and appropria
tion, colonizing the external world of known objects and trans
forming it into the comprehended property of the knowing 
subject. My world is formed around my imperialistic projects, 
which bring organization and unity into my originally diffuse 
experience. For Stirner: 'Each one is the centre ofllis world. "The 
world" is indeed only that which he himself is not, but which 
belongs to him, stands in relation to him, exists for him. Around 
you everything revolves.'6 Both for Stirner and for NietzSChe, 
tben, the aCt of cognition is simultaneously an act of meta
physical creation which direCtly reSects the characteristic 
aspirations of the knowing subject. For both philosophers, it is the 

, H. J. Blackham, Six ExisltuliaUst T/rj"km, ch. II, sec. 1. 
1 Bqoua Good alta Evil, § 211. 
I Niet:uche, Th� U� ana Abuse oj History, § 10 • 

• See, e.g., n.� Will to POW", § 590. 
J Nietzsche, Tht Birth af Tr(J�ay, § 5 . 
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act of a subject who iliereby brings into being, by his own fiat and 
out of the dumb chaosofhis primordial experience, that articulate 
and consciously meaningful unity which for the first time 
presents itself as a purposive and coherent 'world'. 

What ki"d of a 'world' emerges as a result of these acts of 
metaphysical creation? For Nietzsche, of course, (although this is 
as much a condition 2S it is a result of his world-crcating act) the 
world in which he henceforth resolves to live is one in which 
'God is dead'J : were God still alive, it would be necessary to kill 
him. In Nietzsche's world there is no place for religion, since 
religion-and in particular the Christian religion, as preached by 
the Christian Church-is the denial and betrayal of life and of all 
higher values. To be a Superman it is necessary to be an Anti
christ. Now, to be a Unique One it is also necessary to be an 
anti-Christ. The world of The Unique One is a world from which 
every incarnation of God, of 'the divine', has been evicted, but 
since ' "Man" is as in12ginary as Christ'2 it is also a world which 
has been purged of that last remnant of religious reverence, the 
reverence for humanity and the respect for human dignity. The 
Unique One, whose atheism stops at nothing, of course feels 
respect for nothing. The only reality which he recognizes is 
power, for he lives in a world in which 'at every moment 
everyone uses as much power as he possesses.') 'The world 
belongs to me,'· says Stirner, for whom 'property' is identical 
with power: '1 myself alii my power and through it I am my 
propcrry.'5 The world of The Unique One, like the world of 
Nietzsche, is defined by the power which is extant within it and 
which, in the olle case as in the other, finds its supreme mani
festation in the ruthless virtuosity of assertive individu2ls. Accord
illg to Stimer, life is 'the war of all against all'.1i According to 
Nietzsche, 'life itself is CS5Cntially appropriation, injury, conquest 
of the strange 2nd weak, suppression, severity, obtrusion of its 
own forms, incorporation, and at the least, putting ie the most 
mildly, exploitation . . .  life is precisely the will [0 power' ,7 

I "fbt Joyful Wisdom, § US. J D.E., p . • �7. 
I D.E., p. 117. I D.E., p. JOJ. 

J D.E., p. lb. • D.E., p. 191. 
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It is within sneh a world, then, that Stirner's Unique One 
chooses to beat his oblique and lonely path, looking neither to the 
right nor to the left but picking his own way through thcjunglc of 
human existence. And it is within such a world, for Nietzsche, 
chac 'he shall be the greatest who can be the most solitary, the most 
concealed. the most divergent'.! Like the Nietzschean man, who 
is 'a miracle that occurs only ooce',2 the proprietor of Stirner's 
universe is utterly unique, beyond all comparison, and strictly 
'miraculous' in that he is without origin or cause : The Unique 
One is sclf-originating and self-causcd. If Nietzsche admires 'the 
hardness of the creator who creates himself',] the teaching of 
Stimer-that 'you are no mere creature, for you are at tile same 
time your own creator'4-should rillg vibrantly in his can. The 
Nictzschean individual, when he listens to the voice of his irmer 
conscience, repeats and acts upon the principle that 'you shall 
become who you are';' while to Stiencr's egoist, 'self-possession 
calls you back to yourself, saying: "Come to yourself!" '6 
Fearlessly disposing of himself, the Nietzschean individual 'lives 
impmdetJtly . . .  risks himself constantly',7 and is ablc to spurn the 
petty security of the timid bourgeois because 'it is precisely by his 
protean arts that he is best protccted and concealed';' while 
Sciener's egoist, 'that all-destroying . . .  self-dissolving ego, that 
never-being . . .  finite . . .  transitory ego',' recognizing that 'if 
anything becomes fixed and indissoluble- in me . . .  ie turns me 
into a captive and a slave',lo declares himself to be the perpetual 
enemy of stability becausc, like Count Fosco, he is'sustaiJ1Cd by his 
sublime indiffercncc, self-balanced by his impenetrable calm'. 
FinaUy, the Nietzschean individual, possessing that 'power of the 
spirit to appropriate foreign elements' which 'reveals itself in a 
strong tendency eo assimilate the new to the old', expresses his 
will to power most characteristically in 'his appropriating power 
or, to speak figuratively, his "digestive" power' (and Nietzsche 
adds that 'in fact "the spirit" resembles a stomach more than any-

l Op. cit., § 212. 1 Nietzsche, Sdwpwilllllcr as &lIlla/or, § I. 
l W. Kaufmann, Nietzsche: Philosopher, Psychologist, Aut;cllrisr, ch. " . 
• D.E., p. 48. • 71i�J"yfi,1 Wisdom, § 270. • D.E., p. 193. 
' &ycmd Good alld Evil, S 205. • Op. cit .• S 230. , D.£., p. 213. 

" D.E., p. 168. 
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thing else') ;l while Stimer's omnivorous egoist, whose appetite 
frustration only serves to whet, is in turn moved to declare : 
'When the world crosses me . . .  I consume it, thereby to appease 
the hunger of my egoism. To me you represent nothing but-my 
food'.l 

It might seem, then, as if-by some occult logic of history-an 
invisible line stretched directly from Stimer to Nietzsche, COI1-
necting the nihilism with which one epoch closed to the nihilism 
with which the next epoch opened, connecting the nihilism which 
had announced the collapse of the Hegelian ideal of wuversal 
Reason to the nihil ism which foreshadowed the brutality and 
irrationalism of the twentieth century. The cult of the masterful 
individual, the pre-eminence given to action and will over feeling 
and intellect, the magnification of power as the first and final cause 
of all human reality: in such respects as these it might seem as if, 
by some uncanny dialectic, the manifesto of an ineffectual and 
forgotten Stirner had been recovered and vindicated in the 
world-view of his famous successor. Above all, perhaps. it might 
seem as ifStirner's radical atheism, which in his remorseless hands 
had been developed into an atheism of knowledge and of values 
with joyful acceptance of the consequence that if there is no 
Creator we ourselves must be the creators of our own truths and 
our own values, was at last restored, by the historic influence of 
Nietzsche. to its valid place as a traumatic and crucial stage in the 
emergence of the modem European consciousness. 

However, the profound kinship between the two thinkers 
should not blind us to the equally profound disparities between 
them. They ma.y give closely parallel accounts of the human 
predicament and of the terms on which a significant response is 
possible for us; but when they come to choose their own character
istic forms of individual response. it rapidly becomes clear that they 
have chosen to depart in different directions and towards different 
destinations. Both philosophers arc agreed that if there is no 
Author of the universe then there is nothing in the universe which 
is 'authorized': all solutions are of equal worth, or equally 
worthless, and we are free to invent the myths which we shall 

, lkyomJ Good /1/14 Elli/, S �lO. 2 D.E., p. 3-47. 
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adopt as our truths and to nominate the values which we shall 
adopt as our ends. But Nietzsche's myths arc not Stirner's myths, 
and the values of the Superman are not the values of The 
Unique Onc. 

Both Nietzschc and Stirner insist, for example, on the 'unique
ness' of thc individual, who is 'incomparable', 'a miracle', because 
he is a moral universe in and for himself. Whereas, howcver, for 
Stimer thc 'uniquencss' of the individual signifies his impenetra
bility, his promiscuous, self-consuming elusion of cvery category 
which would place him in some group and so encompass and 
constrain him; for Nietzschc, the individual's 'uniqueness' 
primarily denotes his moral and artistic originality, his preserva
tion of his own integrity against the vulgar prejudices of bourg co is 
convention:  whereas the 'uniqueness' of Stirner's individual 
separates him from the rest of humanity, therefore, the 'uniqueness' 
of Nietzsche's individual is primarily intended to distinguish him 
only from the contemporary pharisees and philistines whose 
values he repudiates. Stirner's Unique One recognizes 110 im
peratives, not evcn the imperativc to make of oncself what one 
can, since 'what onc can become, one does becomc';1 for 
Nietzsche, on thc contrary, 'the man who does not want to 
belong to the mass . . .  should follow his conscience, which 
shouts to him: "Bc yourself! You are not rcally everything which 
you do, think, and desire at present" . . .  for your true self docs 
not lie deeply concealed within you, but immeasurably high 
above you, or at least above what you usually take for yourscl£

,
z 

It is no accident that the very aspect of Christian practice which 
excited Stirner's liveliest detestation-its emphasis on sclf
mortification-was the aspeet which Nietzsche chiefly admired, 
for Nietzschc's ideal was that of a man who had attaincd to 
individual perfcction by a process of 'self-ovcrcoming' which 
combined the insight of a philosopher and the fastidiousness of an 
artist with the iron self-coutrol of a saint. Whereas Stirner's 
Unique Onc is in constant revolt, perpetually transforming 
himself and spcnding himself, 'living himself out', Nietzsche 
preaches the necessity for his Superman of a rigorous and almost 

L D.E., p. )80 : Sc/rop(lIll1l11rr as Et/luator, � t 
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monastic self-discipline. Nietzsche's ideal is in the future, and can 
be attained only by long and austere vigilance on the part of 
individuals who are capable of'sublimating' their meaner impulses 
and transmuting them into creative instruments of their steadfast 
will; Stimer's Unique One lives in and for the present, conscious 
of his own mortality and therefore resolved to enjoy himself in 
the world regardless of consequences which may transpire beyond 
the horizon of his own finite existence. In short, Nietzsche, 
desperate to fill the moral vacuum created by 'the death of God', 
is first and foremost concerned to propound a new object for the 
moral endeavours of the hwnan race; while Scirner, declaring that 
'a man is "called" to nothing and he has no "station" or "duty", 
any more than a plant or an animal has a "vocation" ',' has not 
the slightest interest in any object which transcends his own actual 
and specific desires, since 'my cause . . .  is not anything general, for 
it is-lIIIiqlle, as I am unique. Nothing is more to me than mysclf!'l 

Thus, although Stirner, like Nietzsche, intends to accomplish a 
'transvaluation of all values', unlike Nietzsche he has 110 intention 
of replacing Christian and humanist values by a new set of moral 
values. Unlike Nietzsche, he is not interested in discovering the 
'moral art' by which health could be restored to a sick civilization. 
Let Nietzsche regenerate a dCC2dent culture if he will. For The 
Unique One, 'health' and 'disease' are nothing but new names for 
the old, weary Virtue and Vice, and the new moral medicine, like 
the old moral theology, is nothing but the latest attempt to induce 
me to sacrifice my life to an alien ideal and to prevent me from 
squandering it as I please. Reason, culture, joy, strength, courage, 
cruclty-these are the elements of Nietzsche's 'master-morality', 
which 'despises the cowardly, the timid, the insignificant, and 
those thinking merely of narrow utility, as well as the distrustful, 
with their constrained glances, the self-abasing, the dog-like kind 
of men who let themselves be abased, the mendicant Aauercrs, and 
above all the liacs'.J Nietzsche's cruel saint will be aile of 'the 
masters', and 'it is the peculiar right of masters to create values'.4 
Egoistic he may be; immoral, or 'beyond good and evil' he may 

I D.E., p. 3b. 
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be; but as a'noble soul' he will possess that 'instinct for reverence' 
which will make him 'acknowledge . . . .  that there arc other 
equally privileged ones': 'he honours himself in them . . .  and 
moves among those equals with the same . . .  modesty and 
delicate respect which he enjoys in intercourse with himsel£l' 
Now, clearly Stimer cannot accept that tbe 'right' to create new 
values should be 'peculiar' to the members of a 'ruling c1ass',2 
any more than he can accept that the exercise of this right should 
be shared among all the members of the master-caste; the creation 
of new values is for Stirner the peculiar right of The Unique One, 
whatever his personal qualities. and helllliqllely exercises this 'right'. 
Nor can he accept the principle of the 'master-morality' that 'one 
has duties only towards one's equals',' since for Stirner The 
Unique One recognizes no duties, either towards himself or to 
others, and as The Unique One not even the greatest of mankind 
is his 'equal'. Above all Stirner cannot accept, with Nietzsche, thac 
'Nature distinguishes the pre-eminently spiritual ones . . .  as the 
elite'4-not only because for The Unique One there is nothing 
pre-eminent about 'spiritual' qualities, but also, and principally, 
because me idea of an 'elite', of a purified caste whose members 
share a generic character, statuS, and mission (however diverse 
they Olay be in their personal traits and individual gifts), is an 
idea which is utterly repugnant to that exclusive, self-absorbed, 
and totally self-sufficient being who is The Unique One. The 
Unique One asserts himself, not as a spiritual aristocrat, but as a 
calculating autocrat. He perceives (as Nietzsche explicitly avows) 
that the ultimate object of every aristocratic societyis'che elevation 
of the type "Man" ' :5 ultimately, the attempt to create the 
Superman is no more than yet another attempt to transfigure Man 
into an image and vessel of the divine, to summon the finite 
individual to become something infinitely higher than himsel£ To 
Nietzsche, therefore, The Unique One might retort: 'I have no 
vocation and follow none, not even that ofbccaming a Superman'.' 
'By the side of Man', says Stirner, 'there always stands the Un-

l Op. cit., § 16J and § 165. l Op. cit., § 160. 
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man, the solitary one, the egoist . . .  this invincible Devil',l 
whose terrorism is more dangerous than the terrorism of the 
Superman, because it is an actual, everpresem, and ubiquitous 
terrorism. Beside the Man of Feuerbach and the Superman of 
Nietzsche, then, and the deadly enemy of both, stands the Un
man of Stimer. To those two great religious images, modem 
incarnations of the age-old conspiracy to suborn and expropriate 
the self-centred individual by enticing him to acknowledge an 
absolute ideal above and beyond himself, he opposes his own 
complete self-possession. 'Inhuman' because he is irreligious, the 
self-conscious and total egoist must refuse to be a Superman for 
exactly the same reasons which justify his refusal to be merely 
a 'man'. 

Within the compass of Nietzsche's voluminous and labyrinthine 
writings there are admittedly numerous inconsistencies: at many 
points, apparently for the sake of a striking aphorism, he flagrantly 
contradicts what he has written in passages elsewhere, while the 
sibylline quality of many of his utterances frequently baffles every 
attempt to discover a clear and wlequivocal interpretation. 
Nevertheless, when due allowance is made for the licence of a 
poet and the ambiguity of a seer, there is no doubt that Nietzsche 
presents us with a philosophy of life which, in its total import, is 
completely distinctive and wholly unmistakable. And there is 
no doubt that, although his philosophy of life is one which, in 
certain of its fundamental insights, would have stimulated the 
admiring curiosity of Max Stirner, it is one which in the end he 
would have curtly and implacably disowned. He would have 
found little to criticize in Nietzsche's subjective conception of 
truth, or in his instrumentalist theory of knowledge, which in so 
many respects resembles his own. He would almost certainly have 
assented to Nietzsche's description of dIe phil osophical act as the 
artistic creation of a significant order out of what is originally a 
crass and senseless immanence. He would certainly have recognized 
in Nietzsche's conception of life as a perpetual struggle for power, 
in which weakness is to be mercilessly exploited, a historic recovery 
and an imaginative eurichment of his own philosophy of ruthless 
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self-assertion and self-aggrandizement. But he would have utterly 
rejected the proposition that the creation of new values should he 
the common prerogative of a master-caste, since for Stimer it is 
The Unique One, and The Unique One alone, who from his 
'creative nothingness', and with arbitrary indifference, nominates 
those hitherto anonymous objects to which he provisionally 
assigns a factitious and purely contingent value. He would have 
utterly rejected that exalted 'morality, or mental and physical 
discipline', which produces 'greatness of soul' in Nietzsche's 
Superman,l since for Stirner it is self-possession, and self
possession alone, which is the mark of the conscious egoist, and the 
meanest, shabbiest, most servile man may still live as a conscious 
egoist, providing only that in his meanness and servility he means 
to serve no one but himself and resolves to hold fast to nothing 
but himsel( Finally, and in general, he would have utterly 
rejected Nietzsche's supreme project, which runs through and 
inspires all his writings, the project of redirecting and elevating the 
moral aspirations of humanity by depicting an ideal of personal 
perfection which will serve as an archetype for human endeavour, 
since for Stimer the quest for perfection is merely the name given 
by secular moralists to the quest for God, and as an essentially 
religiOUS quest it begins and ends with the alienation of the in
dividual from himself and from his worldly estate. 

Thus the philosophy oflife which culminates in the vision of the 
Superman is in the end essentially irreconcilable with the philosophy 
which founds itself upon the self-possession of the reticent 
Unique One. Despite their ultimate and essential divergence, 
however, it remains true that between these two thinkers, 
Stimer and Nietzsche, there is a profound and almost esoteric 
affmity which justifies the historian in appraising the world-out
look of either of them through the lens formed by the philosophy 
of the other. In their origins, it may not be toO sweeping to say, 
the philosophies of both men reRect a basic disturbance at the 
heart of the modem European consciousness, a disturbance which 
they were among the fIrSt to diagnose and record, and a disturb
ance so grave that, in an age of uncertainty, the fabric of Western 
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civilization has becn shaken by it to its foundations. Nietzsche 
foresaw that the death of God would be followed by a col
lapse of norms, and that if the pattern of futility were allowcd 
to complcte itself the result would be a general moral and in
tellectual shipwreck, of which economic crisis and political 
disastcr would bc only the overt and public consequences. Forty 
years earlier, Stirner, standing at the edge of the same abyss, had 
stared even more directly and more brazenly into the void, and 
had reported, with unruffled detachment, the meaninglessness 
and desolation in its depths. Like Nietzsche, Stirner was from the 
outset resolved to confront the challengc of nihilism, to facc its 
implications without cvasion or pretence, and to compose the 
tcrms of his response to the world over which it had cast its 
sinister shadow. The significance of Srirncr's philosophy, like the 
significance ofNietzschc's, lics in thc encounter with nothingness 
by which it was gencrated and to which it offers a solution. It is 
in the solutions which they propose that the two philosophers 
differ so catastrophically. Cast into a world drained of all value 
by a general upsurge of meaninglessness. Nietzsche proposed to 
create a new and higher ideal of moral culture by which an 
authentic dignity would be vouchsafed for a self-chosen few. 
Stirner, by contrast, far from lamenting the collapse of the old 
values and hearing this as a summons to replace them by a higher 
ideal and a transfigured morality, was instead to be found crouch
ed, attentively listening to the avalanche and hearing it as a lib
eration which was on no accowlt to be followed by a new 
servitude. In the time of thc destruction of the world he would be 
the one fixed point. and he would thenceforward make his way 
without regard to moralities. old or new. The abandonment of 
men to their own fate was not for Stirner a predicament to be 
surmounted, but an opportunity to beexploited. Unlike Nietzsche, 
he did not recoil from the nullity of the void. On the contrary, 
when the time came, he resolved to take up his abode at its very 
heart and centre. 



CHAPTER VIII 

STIRNER AND EXISTENTIALISM 

THE original thinker oftcn has to await the passage of many years 
before his originality is fully unclcrstood.Scbopenhauerwas in his 
embittered old agc, Nietzsche's intellect had clouded into final 
darkness, before YOWlgcr men arose to acknowledge the achieve
ment which their own contemporaries had failed to discern. It 
sometimes happens also that a thinker, whose true originality was 
obscured by the misleading notoriety which flooded him during 
his lifetime, may suffer a lapse of several generations before his 
thought receives a new fame and a fresh meaning from men whose 
sympathies and preoccupations equip them to recognize and 
reinterpret it. The classic example of this phenomenon is Kierke
gaard. embroiled in the controversies of his country and his day. 
his insights wasted or misunderstood, but rediscovered by the 
twentieth cemury to preside over the changed directions of 
Christian thought and illuminate them by his perceptions. 

What sccms to be required is the attainment of a new perspec
tive, from which the solitary figure, previously thought to have 
been pursuing an eccentric course leading nowhere, can be seen 
to have marked out one of the few significant causeways along 
which future thinkers can travel with facility and advantage. In the 
case of Kierkegaard, the rise of 'existential Christianity' crcated 
the new perspective, for it was within existentialist modes of 
thought that the Danish thinker's genius was brought at last to 
fruition. Now, in the case of Max Stirner, can it be said that the 
rise of 'atheistic existentialism', the expression of radical atheism 
within existentialist modes of thought, has intimated a similar 
revaluation and a similar recovery of mcaning? 

Certainly, in recent years numerous historians have made passing 
reference to what Copleston cans Stirncr's 'spiritual affinity with 

16. 
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existentialism'.1 For Joll, Stirner's radical individualism 'is a 
doctrine that comes very near to some forms of later existential
iS01',2 while for Woodcock it is 'in his denial of all natural Jaws 
and of acommon humanity' thatStirner' draws near to nihilism and 
existentialism'.} According to Copleston, 'it can hardly be said that 
emphasis on the theme of property is a characteristic of exist
entialism, but the theme of the unique free individual certainly is'; 
and this historian adds that 'Stirner's obscure remarks about 
"creative nothing" recall to mind certain aspects of Heidegger's 
thought'." In a discussion of Sartre's rite Flies, Helmut Thidicke 
concludes that its existentialist hero. Orestes, can only live in 'a 
country where he is completely alone', and that such a country 'is 
doubtless the country envisioned by Max Stirner, the country of 
"the ego and his own .. ·.� Indeed, although Same 'sees, atleast from 
a distance, the vulpine powers that inevitably make his atheistic 
world unsafc', Thiclicke declares that 'Max Stirner saw them 
more clearly'.' 

It is perhaps not so very surprising that scholars shou1d in
cidentally have perceived some vague affinities between Stirner's 
philosophy and that of atheistic existentialists like Sartre. In fact, 
however, the existentialist thinker whom scholars have most 
notably and explicitly compared with Stirner is not Same, but 
the devout Kierkegaard-a choice of comparison which sig
nificantly illustrates what will beone of the principal contentions of 
the present chapter, for it will be here contended that Stimcr's 
affinities to existentialism are methodological, conceptual, or 
structural, and by no means denote a similarity of rcsponse or a 
common concern. The structural relationships betwcen Stirnerand 
even so ardently Christian an existentialist as Kierkegaard are 
nevertheless sufficiently remarkable to cause a hisrorian like 
Alwin Diemer to state that 'in the religious sphere Sorell Kierke
gaard's concept of the "subjective tbinker" corresponds to the 
udical egoism advocated by Max Stirner'.7 And according to 

I F. Copleston, A His/(Jry ofPllilosophy, vol. VII ('Fiehle to NicI:z.sche'), eh. XV, 
sec. 4. 1 Joll, 171� A/lllrchisl1, p. 17Z. 

I Woodcock, AIIllfthisIII, ch. 4. 4 Copleslon, loe. cit . 
• H. Thic:licke, Nilrilism, th. Xli, �. 1. I Thielicke, loco cit. 
, A. Diemer, Gllmdriss Ikr Philasoplrit, vol. I, Part 2, ch. 2, lICe. B, II, [I], 1. 

M 
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Karl Lowith,Stirner's conccpt of 'The Unique One'and Kierke
gaard's concept of 'the solitary individual' both 'illustrate the 
same question, asked in religious and profane terms. The problem 
of their common radicalism is the nihilism which arises from 
extreme isolation. For Scimer, it is (he careless nihilism of "I have 
made Nothing my cause"-namely, nothing other than myself 
For Kierkegaard, it is the melancholy nihilism.of irony and bore
dom, anxiety and despair. Kierkegaard's analyses of these phen
omena have all the same functions: . . .  by confronting him with 
nothingness, to force him to make a decision: "either" to 
despair . . . .  "or" to dare to make the leap of faith. In this stllto 
mortale, man comes to stand, nOt before nothingness, but before 
God, who created being out of nothingness. Somer, on the other 
hand, declares himself to be the nothingness which is itself crea
tive.'l Both Seimer and the existentialist, it may be argued, what
ever the difference between their ultimate response, are confronted 
by a common situation, in the face of which they must compose 
the terms of their personal resolves. Some existentialists, like 
Same, adopt a kind of desperate humanism, courageously defying 
the absurdiry to which all human endeavour is doomed; others, like 
Kierkegaard, embrace Christianity in the hope of attaining a new 
being in God; the nihilisoc egoist, like Stimer, is the man who 
resolutely chooses to live for himself alone in the face of the 
nothingness by which he knows his situation to be defined. 

The original discovery of Somer's metaphysical kinship to his 
contemporary, Kierkegaard, was the work of Marrin Buber. in 
'The Question to The Singlc Onc', Buber describes Stimcr's con
cept of 'The Unique One' as a 'border conccpt' like Kierkegaard's 
'Single One'. 'Tltis border product of a German Protagoras is 
usually underrated :  the loss of rcality which responsibility and 
truth have suffered in our time has here, if not its spiritual origin, 
certainly its exact conceptual prediction . . .  Kicrkegaard's Single 
One has tltis in common with its cOUllterpoint, Stirner's Unique 
One, that both arc border categorics; it has no more in common 
than this, but also it has no less.' He goes on: 'The contrapuntal 
position of Stirner's Unique One to Kierkegaard's Single One 

I LOwith, From Htgd I� Nitf.zscllt, Pan Two, ch. V, sec. 8. 
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becomes clearest when the questions of responsibility and truth 
are raised . . . .  What Stirner with his destructive power 
successfully attacks is the substitute for a reality that is no longer 
believed-fictitious responsibility . . . .  He wishes to show the 
nothingness of the word which has decayed into a phrase.'1 
According to Buber, Stiener has destroyed only 'the routine 
forms' of responsibility and truth, 'and thus, contrary to his 
whole intencion,has prepared for their purification and renewal'. 
Stiener has rightly dissolved the falsc conventional ideas of 
responsibility, and has thus enabled Kierkegaard's Single One, 
'rushing in a parabola past Stirncr', to 'proclaim anew the 
responsibility which is in faith'.2 Buber continues: 'As with 
responsibility, so with truth itself: here the parabolic meeting 
becomes still uncannier . . . .  Stirner has dissolved the truth which is 
only noetic, and against all his knowledge and desire cleared a 
space into which Kierkegaard's believed and tested truth has 
stepped, the truth which can no longer be obtained and possessed 
by the noesis alone, but which must be existentially realized in 
order to be inwardly known and commwlicated.' 

'But there is still a third and last contact and repulsion',Buber 
claims. 'Stirner leads out of all kinds of alleys into the open 
COWltry where each is The Unique One and the world is his 
property. There they bustle in futile and non-committal life, and 
nothing comcs of it but bustle, till one after the other begins to 
notice what this COWltry is calJed. Kierkegaard leads to a "narrow 
pass" ;histaskis"wherepossible to induce the many, to invite them, 
to stir them to press through this narrow pass . .  ." I think, 
however,' says Buber, 'that in actual history the way to this 
narrow pass is through that open COWltry that first is called 
individual egoism and chen collective egoism and, fmally, by its 
true name, despair.'J 

At the end of his book entitled Aux sources de J'existflltjalisme: 
Max Slimer (in which, despite its title, the author devotes only the 
two concluding pages to the discussion ofStirner as a precursor of 
existentialism), Henri Arvon also raises the question of Stirner's 

L M. Duber, 'The Quenion to The Single One', included in the c:ollecrioll of 
essays entided BtIWffI1 Mll1I amI MIlII. l loco cit. 1 Loc. dt. 
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relationship to Kicrkegaard. It is no accident, Arvon declares, that 
the rediscovery ofStimcr coincided historically with the revival of 
interest in Kicrkegaard. 'The twO philosophers indeed, were 
ignorant of each other; the atheist Stimer and Kierkegaard the 
believer are apparencly separated by an impassable gu1( And yet 
what an astonishing encounter this is. It is with the same dialectical 
vigour that they combat the system of Hegel; it is with the same 
violence that they censure impersonal Reason. Both writers found 
the existential Ego by infinitely extending its field of action. 
Stimer recalls The Unique One to the consciousness of his self
possession, I{jcrkegaard writes in me Postscript that "a man must 
never forget iliat he exists." Stirner exalts the absolute character of 
uniqueness, Kierkegaard glorifies "absolute existence" . Sometimes 
even their modes of reasoning arc similar almost to the point of 
identity. In Either-Or Kierkegaard expresses the desire that "the 
choose-thyself may replace the Know-thyself". Stirner expresses 
the same idea in almost analogous terms when he writes: "Over the 
portal of our time stands, not me 'Know-thyself' of Apollo, but 
'Get me value out of thysdf!' " '1 To choose oneself, says Arvon, 
or to get the value out of oneself is equally '(0 appeal to the 
fecund virtuosity of the Ego, to allow the individual to unfold his 
originality in accordance with the laws of his own nature'. But 
ArvOD does Dot accept the claim, pm forward by Buber, that by 
purging and reconstituting the concepu of responsibility and 
(ruth Srimer in effect clears the way for Kierkegaard's ttuth and 
responsibility 'before God'. 'It would be possible to maintain the 
exact opposite: Kicrkegaard abandons the consciousness which, in 
anguish, discovers the void, while Stirner transcends the "Nothing
ness" by transforming it into a "creative Nothingness". It is he who 
enables the Kierkegaardian man full of "fear and trembling" to 
attain to "egoistic self-enjoyment".'z For Arvon, 'Stirner and 
Kierkegaard have accomplished the same work of liberation: 
they have restored the pre-eminent value of the Ego to iu true 
primacy', but whereas Kierkegaard prepares the way for a new 
submission Stirner is resolved to remain his own and to rejoice in 
the consciousness of his self-possession. 

I ATvon, Awt SOUTCtJ rk I'txistmtialisme, p. ITl. ! Op. cit., p. J78. 



Stimer and Existentialism 
A writer like LOwith seems to recognize in Stirner Kierkcgaard's 

spiritU21 doppelgijtlger or perhaps a kind of diabolical mirror
image which cunningly pcrvcru all the characteristic fcatures of 
the original. For Arvon, too, Kierkegaard and Stirner are in
verted reflections of each other, the anxious shadows in the one 
flgurc serving as the bold outlines for the pro6.1e of the other. 
Without doubt the two thinkers are global opposites. Yet it is 
essentially the same world which both men inhabit and which 
they reflect, in such contrasted fashioll, from their contrasted 
perspectives. Their relationship is fWldamentally ambivalent in a 
way which can only be fully understood if both thinkers are 
considered as polar terms of a common axis, centring on the same 
foem and pursuing their antipodean courses on the periphery of 
the same universe. This is a universe from which all traditional 
landmarks have been effaced, across which there are no longer any 
safe and certain routes, a dcserted universe through which the 
solitary traveller has to find his own way, unaided, in the 8icker
ing or steady light an by his own personal resolve. It is me 
estranged universe most vividly portrayed in the writings of 
modern existentialists. From the perspective of a Kierkegaard. it 
may be hopefully illuminated by the light of faith. From the 
atheistic perspective of a Sarlrc, for whom the light of faith is 
DO more than a will 0' the wisp. it re8ects only the abandoned 
and desperate plight of the men who are cast adrift in it. It is the 
universe ofStimer, and as one of its earliest explorers he may surely 
claim attention for the vision of it to be gained from his own 
original perspective. Arvon is surely right when he declares: 
'Stiencr, as we know, represents the last link in the Hegelian 
chain; but he is at the same time the first link in another chain 
which, after remaining invisible for nearly a century, has recently 
reappeared in the broad light of day." And the same writer is 
SUtely justified in putting this question : 'If Christian existentialism 
recognizes itself in Kicrkegaard, can atheistic existentialism con
tinue to ignore Stirner?'l 

To all intents and purposes, however, atheistic existentialism 
lias ignored Stirner. It might have been supposed, for example, 

l Op. cit., p. In. � Op. cit., p. 178. 
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that in his critique of the 'collective nun' who is ruled by the 
blind conventions and anonymous institutions of his society, or 
in his account of'authenticity' as the posture of the individual who 
resolutely refuses to become identified with anyofhis Seeting and 
ultimately worthless undertakings, Heidcggcr would have found 
in Scirncc's Unique One an uncannily vivid anticipation both of 
his pCQ(est and of his remedy. It might have been thought that 
Sante, in his conceptof the individual as an indefinable and creative 
transcendence or in his account of isolation and conRict as the 
inesOlpable condition of all men, would almost inevitably have 
fUmed to De,- £itlzigt IlIId sein Eigtnthmt. as a unique manifesto 
from which to draw abundant confirmation and iIIusrration. As a 
philosophically educated German of his generation Heideggcr is 
virtually ceruin [0 b..ave made �rly acquaintance with Stirner's 
work, although he nowhere refers to it in his voluminous 
writings. Sutre seems to be dimly aware of Stimer as a symbolic 
figure marking an obscure outpost on the distant margins of the 
existentialist universe, for when he comcs to describe de Sade's 
experience of the 'untrammelled superiority of the Ego', his 
'narrow and profound experience of non�ommunication', he 
describes this as dc Sade's 'experience of what Stiener wiD later 
call The Unique Onc';1 in his classic descriptions of subjectivity, 
'bad faith', and being-with-othcrs, however, :I[ those central 
points of Sutre's phenomenology which the experience of The 
Unique One might havc significancly enriched, Stirncr's relevance 
is inexplicably disregarded or forgonen. As far as the two major 
representatives of atheistic existentialism are ostensibly concerned, 
Stirncr might never have existed. 

Indeed, among the notable representatives of atheistic ex
istentialism Albert Camus, who of course was not primarily a 
philosopher, is the only one to have perceived in Der EitJ"zige 
a unique and crucial stageinman'sexplorationofhimsclf and in his 
encounter with his situation.1 For Camus, man's dilemma is 

I J.-P. Sanrc, 'Question de m�thode', prefatory essay in Cri/l'qlle d� fa raisCI/I 
dl'afu/iqllt, translated by I-J. Barnes as TIle Problem oj Me/hod, London, 1963. 
p. 114· 

1 In L'HDmme rbo/JI. Almost the only nujor pawge omined from the English 
tnnSiatiOD of this work is the Jeaion devoted to Stimer-thw furnilhing yet an-
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that he is 'the only creature who refuses to be what he is'.! In his 
quest for an identity whieh transcends his conditions, he converts 
his life into an act of'rebellion'. 'What is a rebel?', asks Camus. 'A 
man who says NO.'l His refusal is not a renunciation, but it is a 
repudiation of all authority which seeks to confine him within the 
straitjacket of external standards. His refusal must be an absolute, 
for 'one cannot be a nihilist by halves.'l And since his refusal must 
be a positive act, the rebel 'is also a man who says Ycs'.4 What 
Camus distinctively calls 'the metaphysical rebellion' is 'the move
ment by which a man confronts not only his condition but the 
whole of Creation',' and paramount among the metaphysical 
rebels of modern times are Stirner and Nietzsche. For Camus, 
Stimcr is one of 'the great adventurers into the Absurd'. Like 
Nietzsche, he does not shrink from carrying his atheism into the 
sphere of ethics, discerning in morality 'the last face of the God 
who requires to be destroyed', but 'unlike Nietzsche, his nihilism 
isa satisficdnihilism: Stimer laughs in the impasse, while Nietzsche 
rushes against the walls'.6 In The Unique One, Camus acknow
ledges, nihilism is carried to its logical conclusion. 'There is no act 
of destruction from which Stimer will recoil';7 for the nihilistic 
egoist, nothing is to be prized or admired, nothing is to be 
believed or endured, apart from the unique individual himself, who 
is himself a nothingness. In and around himsdfThe Unique One 
creates a desert, a desert in which the only utterance is the triumph
ant cry of its sole inhabitant, and it is 'thus, on the ruins of the 
world, that the final victory of the spirit of rebellion is celebrated 
by the desolate laughter of its egoistic monarch'.' Having 
disowned God, having destroyed morality, having shattered the 
image of Humanity as the last refuge of the divine, nothing 

other significant commentary on the failure of British critics to apprcciate Stimcr's 
true place in the recent history of European philosophy. See chapter V, p. 104 
(and footnote 2), of the present work. 

I A. Camus, L'HOn1lt1t rlll"IIt!, Introduction. 
I Camus, op. cit., ch. I. ) Op. cit., Illtroduction . 
• Op. cit., ro. I. J Op. ck, ch. II, introduction . 
• Op. cit., ch. D, $IX. entitled 'L' Affionarion absoluc'. The 6nt part of this 

$lXtion hu the sub-title, 'L'Unique', and the remainder is sub-titled 'Nicu:.sche 
et Ie nihilisme'. ' Loc. cit. , Loc. cit. 
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remains to the nihilist except the affirmation of a self which has 
itself already been reduced to ashes. 

Camus, of course, is here engaged in advancing a special thesis, 
the thesis that man's return to himself is symbolized and anti
cipated by the destructive and creative acts of individuals who are 
in open rebellion against their conditions. This does noc mean, 
however, that Stirner's existential role is necessarily restricted to 
that of a hypothetical spokesman for one phase of a specific and 
limited thesis, for Camus' thesis itself amounts to an original, but 
highly pertinent, transcription of several distinctive concepts 
which are common to many existentialist thinkers, both atheistic 
and Christian. The free self-assertion of the solitary individual who 
preserves his finite integrity by refusing the world's schematized 
values with a vehemence and absoluteness which reduces them to 
meaninglessness-this theme embodies several of the concepts 
which elsewhere find ready employment in the hands of Kierke
gaard and Jaspers, Hcidegger and Sartre; Stirner, the absolute 
rebel, distinguishes himself by his inflexible resolution to abide 
wholly within the impoverished but free domain described by 
these concepts, without succumbing to the perennial temptation 
to seek solace or relief outside or beyond them. Each of the 
leading existentialists, perhaps dismayed by the appalling con
ditions of the enterprise on which they have embarked, has in the 
end turned to a source of significance beyond and outside the 
subjective circle which they have described: they have sought, by 
clutching at some metaphysical or moral transcendent, to provide a 
meaningful foundation for their personal world, lest it be con
sumed by its own insecurity. The Kicrkegaards leap into the 
awaiting arms of their God, while the atheistic existentialists, the 
Sartres, seek in communism, or in some other moral or social 
absolute, to discover a private exit from the bleak amphitheatre in 
which their original monologue was to have been recited. Even 
Heidegger, who in any case has always rejected the appellation of 
'existentialist', seems at last to seek shelter in a kind of mysticism 
of Being. What is truly astonishing is that the leading represent
atives of atheistic existentialism should have failed to see-or. if 
they have seen, [0 acknowledge-in Stirner's Unique One the 
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one finished, historic instance of that total encounter with 
nothingness from which they have themselves in the end recoiled. 

Without doubt Stirner occupies a unique point of vantage 
within the universe of c.xistentialism. His Unique One is the polar 
point from which all the longitudinal lines of the existentialist 
world start or in which they terminate. From tl1is vantage-point, 
more clearly than from any other, it is possible to take tile most 
accurate bearings, to appraise the dimensions of this Wliverse, and 
to plot its main features. It is no matter for surprise, therefore, that 
the principal landmarks noted by existentialists in their anxious 
passage through this world should also have been observed by 
Stimer, although with more complacent detachment, from his 
remote and elevated fasmess. To execute a detailed comparison 
between Stimer's world-view and the world-views of the leading 
representatives of modem existentialism would be too formidable 
an undertaking within the compass of a work such as the present 
one, and in any case perhaps the best way of assessing Stirner's 
complex relationship to existentialism would be by conducting a 
critical examination of his philosophy from within the general 
existentialist perspective-a project which will be initiated in 
Part Three. There are, of course, profound divergences, both in 
analysis and response, among the various philosophers who take 
up an existentialist standpoint, even among those who, describing 
themselves as atheistic existentialists, approach most nearly to 
Stimer's position. At this stage perhaps it will be sufficient to 
indicate the chief respects in which Stirner's world-view anti
cipates and reflects the world-view associated, in the broadest 
sense, with atheistic existentialism'! 

The world of the atheistic existentialist IS, in Helmut Kuhn's 
words, 'a world without signs' and therefore 'something less than 
a world-a mere congeries of obtrusive existents'; it is an unstable 
collocation of brute facts, inexplicable, purposeless, absurd; it is 
'the obliteration of world in the sense of a meaningful and 

, Thus Heidegger is hete u=ta:l as an atheistic: e1istentialist (although he objc:o;U 
to being styled either 'atheist' or 'c:xlltentialist'), for undoubtedly &ing mid Time 
has in fuc:t bcc:n generally received as a classicdorumenr of atheistic existentialism. 
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familiar totality'.1 Unlike the Platonic world with its immutable 
and eternal essences, unlike che Christian world with its provident
ial scheme or the Marxist world with its assured historic directions, 
the world of the atheistic existentialist is a dumb and massive 
plenitude without form or direction. Cast into such a world, 
pitilessly adrift there, man looks in vain for the signs of a path 
across che desert. There are no destinations other than those which 
he sets for himself in his total abandonment, no signposts other 
than those which he will erect by his audacity, no routes other 
than those which he will carve in his despair. Condemned to 
confront himself as the unique source of meaning in a world in 
which he is a stranger, man is doomed to become the author of 
whatever being he may possess, and this archetypal creation of 
meaning, for himself and the world, is the lonely and awful 
responsibility from which no individual can escape. The world of 
the atheistic existentialist, in short, is a world in which the in
dividual has no role except to invent for himself a role. 

Now, is this or is this not, in many of its principal features, the 
world ofStirncr, the world inhabited by The Unique One? 'From 
the moment he first sees the light of day', says Stimer at the 
beginning of Ocr Eillzige, 'a man seeks to find and win himself 
from out of the motley confusion in which he is jumbled about with 
everything else.': The world of The Unique One is not, we are 
told, like the ordered and meaningful world of Hegel, in which 
order and meaning are assuted by the government of absolute 
concepts and in which I may appeal to 'the nature of the casc' or 
'the idea of the situation' for objective guidance of my conduct. 
'As if a concept of the situation could exist in its own right', 
exclaims Stimer, 'instead of being the concept which one makes 
oneself of the situation !'3 When Hegel preaches the reign of 
universal essences, he is preaching the classic dogma of every 
religion, for 'to recognize and acknowledge only essences and 
nothing but essences-that is religion' .• Although God has been 
destroyed in mote than one ofltis forms, the work of deicide will 
not be complete Wltil the task begun by the Sceptics, when they 

I H. Kuhn, EII,'Oilllttr With NC/tMlIglI�SS, ch. III. 
l D.E., p. 17. J D.E., p. lIS. • D.E., p. Sl. 
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dissolved 'the world' as a set of given and necessary meanings, has 
been finally accomplished. My world, declares Somer in his 
'Rejoinder' to Feuerbach, obtains its unity and meaning from my 
act of consciously appropriating it and administering it around my 
arbitrary projects. 'Docs Feuerbacb live in any world other than 
J.is world? Docs he live in Hess's, in Szeliga's, or in Stimer's 
world? Is not it Feuerbach's living in it which makes it be that there 
is the world-that is, the world experienced, looked at, and 
thought of by Feuerbach. the world surrounding him? He does not 
merely live in its midst, for he is himself its middle, he is the 
mid-point of llis world. And, like Feuerhach, no one lives in any 
other than his own world; like Feuerbach, each one is the centre 
of his world. ''The world" is indeed only that which he himself is 
110t, but which belongs to him, stands in relation to him, exists for 
him. Around you everything revolves, and you are the centre of 
the external world as well as centre of tbe world of thought. Your 
world reaches as far as your capacity to grasp it, and what you 
grasp exists through your very grasping of it.'! 

For the atheistic existentialist-in patticular for Heidegger and 
Same-the world becomes for the first time a meaningful 
totality in the light of my practical concern with the things by 
which I am surrounded j existential space, for example, is not to be 
understood as the abstract and objective extension of pure geo
metry, but rather as the instrumental system of places and 
directions which organize themselves around my creative 
purposes as their pragmatic centre; the things which I find 'to 
hand' are made to ttanscend their brute anonymity, to emerge 
from a hitherto featureless landscape and assume a character 
which points beyond them to the horizon of significance formed 
by my possibilities as 1 project and realize them. For Srimer, in 
like manner, 'all predicates of objects are my creatures', which it is 
always open to me 'to take back into their nothingness, that is, 
into me, the creator':1 everyone has a different relationship to 
objects, which arc to each of us 'what he makes Ollt of them'.} 
'How we toss things about', says Stiener, 'is a mattet for our 
aptiotl, ourfreewill: we usc them according to our heart's pleasure, 

I MIJX Srirnn', kldlltTt! &I,rijtm, p. 354. ) D.E., p. 395. J D.E., pp. 392-3. 
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or rather, as best we 'Q/I . . . •  What a man is, he makes out of 
things; " as you look at the world, so it looks back at you" . . .  and 
therefore the things and meir appearance are not first, but I am, 
my will is . . . . I determine what 1 will seek . . . . I choose for 
myself what I ple2SC, and in choosing I show my-arbitrariness.'1 
For Stimer and dIe atheistic existentialist alike, it seems, the world 
first takes on a significance against the horizon of my choices. 
Tbcre are naturally many differences of accent and not a few 
differences of substantive import: Heidegger, for example, does 
nOt focus so much attention on the singuJariry and arbitrariness of 
the individual's world-forming choices, while Satere, as a species 
of ' realist', is more concerned to preserve the inherent givenness 
of objective • qualities which announce themselves to our con
sciousness. Between Srimer and the cxistcntialist:;, however, there 
cxplicitly runs this perennial theme-that the guide-lines of the 
world, in so filf as it forms a coherent totaliry, all run at last into 
that purposive human realiry which is it:; existential centre. 

What is this human reality, we may ask, and what is the 
nature of its creative, world-forming act? 'The existentialist 
philosopher', replies John Macquarrie to the first question, 
'claims that man must always be understood asa " who" and not as 
a "what".'z And on the last page of Der Einzige Stinler also gives 
his reply: 'The question about concepts, " WhatisMan ?", has been 
transformed into the question about a person, " Who is the man ?" 'j 
'Man as the existentialist sees him is indefinable, because to begin 
with he is nothing',4 says Sarrre, echoing Srirner's constant 
reference to The Unique One as 'this nothingness', who is 
'unspeakable' because 'this poor devil oflanguage lacks a word' to 
describe him.s The Unique One is strictly indefinable for Somer, 
as man is indefinable for the existentialist, precisely because he is 
'unique'. To say that he is 'unique' is of course not to describe him, 
since ' "You are unique" means no more than "You are YOU".'6 
• "The Unique One" is an expression which expresses . . .  

I D.E., pp. 393 .... 
Z J. Macquamc, An Existtllll'lIlist Thm/ogy. London. 19S5. p. 37. 
J D.E.. p. 41'9. • Same, Existmlilllism and HI/matl/sm, p. 28. 

, See D.E., pp. 274 and :us. ' Kldnnt Schrifim. p. 349. 
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Nothing." In any case the individual does not find himself, like 
some inert ching, stamped by a given set of qualities, branded with 
a given set of predicates which determine his nature. Like the 
Sartrcan man, 'whose existence comes before his essence', who 
'exists before he can be defined by any conception',l Stirner's 
Unique One eludes the domination of concepts and general 
categories: the perpetual enemy of the universal, he remains 
always 'that particular, contingent subject',l chat 'finiee, self
dissolving ego' who at every instant transcends the self which he 
leaves behind, as 'a fresh moment of the future beckons': 'you 
yourself surpass yourself, and become higher than you are',. 
says Stirner, in a passage which vividly recalls Sartre's account of 
human reality as 'escaping from his being as from his essence' 
towards a future which he is not yet.' For Sanre, as for Stimer, a 
man 'is always something other than one can say of him, for he is 
at least the one who escapes from this specific classification, the one 
who is already beyond the name one gives him, the attribute one 
recognizes in him'.15 For Stimer, as for Sartre, I am not to be 
identified with my role, which does not support me but is 
supported by me, or with any of my qualities, which I temporarily 
instantiate and perpetually transcend : he who respected me only 
as a 'Berliner', a 'European', or as a 'human being' would be 
'paying me only a very indifferent respect . . .  since he would be 
respecting only one of my ql/alities, not me'.7 Finally, for both 
Stimcc and Sanre, that which frees me to become myself is the 
cOl/seiol/sness by virtue of which the world is present to me as that 
which I distinguish myself from; the Sartrean consciousness, which 
is literally identical with the individual's choice of himself as 
prescnt to the world of his choice, is surely in this respect the 
phenomenological descendant of the consciousness of The 
Unique One, who recognizes that 'what I do unconsciously, I 
half do',a while if I consciously look upon myself as beyond and 
above my conditions this conscious choice is in itself enough to 
place me above and beyond mem.9 

l Op. cit., p. 347. 
4 D.E., p. 48 
• �rtrc:, loco cit. 

2 See SlIrtrc:, loco cit. J Kltilltfl Sthrifim, p. 404. 
J See, e.g., &illg and NotMllglIUS, Paft Four, ch. I, sec. I. 
' D.E., p. 204. I O.E., p. 420. • See O.E., p. � . 
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in his accollnt of The Unique One's sovereign creativity, it 
might further be claimed, Srirner goes on to anticipate the 
existentialist's account of the human creative act itself-that 
creative act whereby man is said to constitute 'the world' as a 
meaningful whole rendered coherent and intelligible by the pro
jects he realizes in it. The Sutton man, whose being is desire, 
whose being is therefore 'a lack of being',' allegedly brings the 
meaningful 'world' into being by separating himself from and 
'nihilating' the bare, formless, and massive reality which is im
mediately, totaUy, and inertly present to his mobile, hungry 
consciousness. 'The questioner must be able to effect in rdation to 
the questioned a kind of nihilating withdrawal',2 says Sarcre, and 
in so doing 'man presents himself . . .  as the being who causes 
Nothingness to arise in the world') For Stirner. indeed. it is not 
'Man' from whose nihilating act the world originates. For 
Stimer it is The Unique One, that absolutely singular, incom
parable subject, who negates, dissolves, and re-creates the inert, 
given reality which he at first confronts. I myself, in my finitude 
and insularity, am the creative solvent by whose fiat it comes to be 
that there is a 'world'. by whose personal investments an extant 
totality becomes transformed into an original pattern of meanings. 
In order to create my world, however, I have to 'aJmihilate and 
dissolve' the given world.4 At every instant I re-authorize my own 
being as 'creator and creature in ooe',5 as the Nothingness which 
posits itself as its fundamental originative act-and simultaneously 
as the Nothingness in whose creative depths the old world is 
consumed and the new world is gestated. 'I am. not Nothing in 
the sense of vacuity,' declares StimcT, 'but the creative Nothing, 
the Nothing out of which as creator 1 myself create everything.'6 
Like the Sartrean consciousness, that rift or fissure in Being from 
which the profile of a 'world' unaccountably emerges, Stimer's 
Unique One is the articulate void from which the universe of 
meaning at last issues forth. 'I, this Nothing,' he vouchsafes, 'will 
put forth my creations from mysclf." 

I Sartre. &ing IIIld Nolhingnus. Part Olle. ch. 2. sec. III. 
l Same. op. cit., Part One, ch. I. sec. V. 
4 See D.E., p. 346. ' D.E., p. l78. • D.E., p. 14. 

I Sart�, loc. cit. 
I D.E., p. 174 
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For both Stirner and Sartre, then. it is Nothingness which is at 
the heart of the world, inasmuch as the being who brings the 
world into being is himself a Nothingness. To confrollt this 
almost wlbearable truth, however, to accept the burden of solitude 
and responsibility which it involves, is a challenge from which 
most men flee in alarm and dismay. The works of Sartre and 
Hcidcggcr abound in descriptions of the multifarious ways in 
which men seek to lose themselves in the protective illusions of 
their society and their age. 'Man', says Heidegger, 'can lose 
himself to what he meets in the world and be taken over by it'.l 
As men-in-community, cherishing common institutions, revering 
the time-honoured procedures of society, and reassured by the 
approved forms and rituals of our collective being, we manage to 
deceive ourselves into believing that this retreat into comforting 
anonymity is a positive assent to hallowed and objective realities. 
We refuse to accept the mysterious and dreadful fact of our own 
contingency, and instead pretend that our lives are governed by 
impersonal and autonomous powers, human or divine, deriving 
their incontestable authority from history or from nature. 
According to Same, the whole human pretence that values exist 
'as transcendent givens independent of human subjectivity' is 
what constitutes 'the spirit of seriousness', which 'it must be the 
principal result of existential psychoanalysis to make us repu
diate'.: To pious and serious men, who consider their tribal 
codes to be 'written in things', the existentialist's irreverence will 
of course appear as a profane and frivolous mockery. To the exist
entialist's 'authentic' individual, however, as to Stimer's self
possessed Unique One, [he evasions and self-deceits of the tribal 
consciousness enjoy no special sanctity. 'h is precisely because you 
hold something sacred that I gibe at you,' says Stiener, 'and even if I 
respected everything in you, it is precisely what you holdsacrtdthat 1 
would not respect . . . In the word " irreverence" or" impudence" is in� 
eluded every offence that can becommitted against spiritual values, 
against everything men hold sacred.'} To 'the spirit of seriol1s
ness', therefore, the egoist opposes his own 'criminal frivolity'. 

I M. Hcidegger, &ing alld Timt, Part One:, Division One, ro. UI (ICC. 16). 
I Same, op. cit., Conclusion. J D.E., pp. l�. 
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While the solemnity of the 'inauthentic' or self-deceiving 
consciousness, the hushed reverence with which it surrounds its 
cherished codes and rituals, may represent its ludicrous aspect, it 
also has a more tragic aspect, which existentialists have also 
subjected to their exigent analysis. The tragedy of the collective 
man, submerged in his illusory tasks and pursuits, is rusalietltJtiotl. 
What he takes for security is really a surrender of the self. The 
collective man, says Heidegger, has surrendered to the depersonal
izing influences of his age and his society, and so has lost the 
'power-to-be-himself'.l Like Stimer's 'possessed man', he is the 
prisoner of the 'ftxed idea' that his whole life is in mortgage to 
authorities-Mankind, God, the State-which are lawfully and 
without question above him;2 or, equally, he is the plaything of 
those worldly preoccupations-a career, marriage, material 
comfort-to whose flattering promises or insidious demands he 
passively and as a matter of course submits. Alien authorities 
possess him,fasruoning him into the standard or average man, 'the 
good father', 'the sober citizen'; inherited and automatic pre
occupations control him, slylycompensating his self-loss fro111 the 
cornucopia of mass culture and material civilization. In reality, 
however, he is a man divided. 'You split yourself in two' ,3 says 
Stirner to the man whose life moves mechanically along the 
routes laid down for him by his predecessors or superiors. So long 
asImove meekly and dutifully towards destinations prescribed by 
society on my behalf, he declares, 'I do not have myself, and am 
thus a stranger to myself. . .  1 divide myself into two halves',and 
'because I am not yet myself, some Other (such as God, The 
True Man, The Pious Man, The Man of Reason, The Free Man, or 
what have you) has become me, has become my own self'} It is 
this internal scission-this surrender of the self to an alien being, 
thus degrading my originality and ossifying my possibiHties
which is the true meaning of alienation or estrangement, for 
Stimer as for Heidegger. Like both Heidegger and Same, Stirner 
is concerned to repair this scission, to restore to the self its lost unity. 
In his 'Rejoinder' to Feuerbach he afftrnu his intention to 

1 Heidegger, op. cit., Part One, Division One, ch. V (sec. 38). 
2 S:e D.E., pp. 55--9. J D.E., p. 41. • D.E., p. 384. 
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speak all behalf of the full man, against the divided man) And in 
Der Eillzige he had stated that 'I forever restore to myself that which 
is withdrawn from myself'.2 Although Stiener frequently attacks 
the notion of'freedom', both as a social ideal and as an ideal for 
the self, the 'self-possession' to which he seeks to return has at least 
a negative kinship with the Sartrean conception of freedom as 
that which a hwnan being originally is. This freedom which I am 
is, according to Sartre, the freedom to choose. Moreover, the self 
which chooses is none other than the freedom to choose asclf, which 
'has valne only because it is chosen'.3 Now, while Stirner has linle use 
fO[ the kind of freedom which consists merely in 'being rid of'this 
or that, his 'self-possessed individual', like the Sartrean conscious
ness which is 'entirely and always free,'4 is said to be 'born free, a 
free man from the ground Boor up'.� It is 'as a self-possessed 
individual that you are really rid of everything, for what still clings 
to you is what you have adopted, it is your option and your 
choice'.6 For Stirner, as for Sanre, my original freedom is my 
freedom to choose the sclf which 1 shall become. When this 
freedom is surrendered, the alienation which I suffer is at oncc a 
servitude and a petrifaction. 

Sanre's example of the waiter symbolizes this servitude and 
illustrates this petrifaction. The waiter in the cafe can never sub
merge himself in his role, for it is his being as freedom never to be 
merely a waiter: as a mode of 'not-being', he can never be 'the 
waiter' which he seeks so zealously to become, but it is precisely 
this kind of transfixed and static being which he covets and which he 
vainly seeks to realize in his own person.' Since a man can never 
become literally identical with his role, the waiteriscominuously 
deceiving himself: his whole project has been undertaken in 'bad 
faith'. Sanre would agree with Stirner that 'I have novocation and 
follow none',- since for Stirncr, too, the desire to lose oneself in a 
role, to give oneself wholly up to a 'vocation', is essentially the 
desire to become something that one cannot be. By losing myself 

I See Kleinere Schrifien, pp. )36-8. 
I See Sutre, Existefltialisltl and HlIIlIauiJIII, p. ]2. 
• Sarue, Bting and Nothingness, Part Four, ch. I, sec. I. 
• D.E., loe. cit. 7 Sec S:irtTe, op. cit., Put One, ch. 2,see. U. 

N 

1 D.E., loe. cit. 

! D.E., p. 19) . 
10.E., p. 169. 
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in a role I seck to fulfil myself, but I am essentially the void 
which no transfusion ofbcing can ever fill. By giving myself up to 
a 'vocation' I seek to provide an objective justification for my 
existence, but I am essentially the nothingness whose existence is 
forever 'without excuse') There is no preordained task or 
funcoon which I am called to perform. There is 110 such thing as 
'my station and its duties'. The free or self-possessed man, says 
Sciencr, will resist this 'princip1e of making sometlling out of us', 
which rings as a commandment, Of perhaps as a salvation, in the 
graceful ears of the deluded and dispossessed.2 fA man is "called" 
to nothing and has no "vocation" ',3 I have no duties towards 
others, and indeed 'I only have a duty towards myself so long as I 
distinguish myself from myself', 4 so long, that is, as I am Dot in 
complete possession of myself. 'Calling-duty-task ! '  exclaims 
Stimer:5 'Have you tasks if you do not set yourself them?'6 
Instead of uselessly striving to realize my 'true self' by enrolling 
myself in the service of my imagined 'vocation', let me e/JJoy life
now and as I am-without illusion or regret. And 'enjoyment of 
Life means using life up . . .  consuming it in the way that one uses 
a candle in consuming it'.7 Stimer's 'proprietor' is most com
pletely himself when he is the consumer, dissipating and annihil
ating the objects whieh he appropriates by incorporating them 
into his own essential vacuity. Like Sar[[e, for whom 'destruction 
realizes-more subtly perhaps than creation-the nature of 
appropriation, since the object is no longer there to display its 
impenetrability',- Stimer considers appropriation to be essentially 
a violation and dissolution of the objects appropriated, which 
cease to be alien and become wholly and finally mine only when I 
have destroyed them as 'objects' by 'ingesting' them into my 
subjectivity, like the Sartrean smoker who 'destructively ap
propriates' the disappearing tobacco as a symbol of 'the world 
which is being reabsorbed into vapour so as to re-enter into me'.' 
'From now all,' concludes Stiencr, 'the question is not how one 
is to win life, but how one is to squander, to enjoyit; not how one 

I Same, E�:isul1riQlism Qud HU/nrJ/,ism, p. 34. • D.E., p. 283. 
• D.E., p. J7l. ' D.E., p. l80. • D.E., p. 1-,6. 
I Sanre, Brillg alld NOI/iillgllrn, Pan Four, ch. 2, 5«. II. 

I D.E., p. lb . 
, D.E., p. 175. 

• Loc. cit. 
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is to realize one's true self, but how one is to dissolve oneself, to 
live oneself out . . . .  I enjoy myself according to my own good 
pleasure. "Life" is of no concern to me, except as something to be 
squandered.'l The principal result of The Unique Onc's sclf
interrogation is the discovery ofrus own frivolity. just as accord
ing to Sartre, 'the principal result of existential psychoanalysis 
must be to make us repudiate the spirit of seriousness') And thus 
The Unique One's final posture is that of the cynical profligate 
who 'squanders himself' in nonchalant solitude, just as the final 
posture of Sartrean man is that of 'the solitary drunkard' who 
realizes in his 'quietism' that 'it amounts {Q the same thing whether 
one gets drunk alone or becomes a leader of tbe nations'.} 

It goes without saying that for both Stirner and Sarree, who 
both portr.ay the ultimate irresponsibility and destructiveness of 
the self-centred, arbitrary individual, there can be no prospect of 
enduring harmony, far less of genuine communion, among men. 
'While I seek to enslave the Other, the Other seeks to enslave 
me', says Sartre. 'Descriptions of concrete behaviour must 
therefore be seen within the perspective of cOliffie!. The original 
meaning ofBeing-for-otbers is confl.ict.'· For Stirncr indeed, 'the 
last and most decided opposition, that of unique individual against 
unique individual, is fundamentally beyond what is called 
opposition', since there can be no relations, either of co-operation 
or of opposition, between individuals each of whom ultimately 
inhabits his own private and exclusive universe: 'opposition 
vanishes in complete-stveranu or uniqueness'.' The distinction 
is largely verbal, however: both thinkers agree that men as 
individuals arc wholly disparate and incongruent, that their 
condition is therefore ultimately one of total isolation, and that in 
their 'concrete behaviour' they in facr and inevitably work out a 
grim pattern of endless conflict. We cannot participate in 'Human
ity' as an objective totality, Satree argues, since such a totality 
could emerge only in the presence of a 'third party', a Witness 
above and beyond men whose creative: scrutiny would transform 
us into an objective and meaningful unity: but such a Witness 

, D.E., pp. 375--6. : Sartre. op. cit., Condwion. 
, Op. cit., Part Three, ch. J, �. I. 

J Loc. cit. 
I D.E., p. 14J. 
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would be God, who for Sucre is always 'the radically absent', and 
thus any attempt to assemble men into some 'intcrsubjcctive 
whole' is always foredoomed to failure,l For Stirncr, too, the 
idea of 'Humanity' is no more than an idea, without objective 
reality-an idea, moreover, which is essentially 'religious'. since 
it rcquires me to regulate my personal interests under the constant 
and authoritative surveillance of a new kind of 'Supreme Being': 
Humanism is merdy 'a step forward in the domain of rcligion',2 
and as for the attempt to create a form of human society in which 
individuals will work with growing harmony to produce a 
commOn good-aU such attempts are necessarily vain, since they 
seek to give body and substance to something which has aU along 
been only a fetish and an illusion.) 

Stirner considers all human relationships to be founded on 
exploitation, in one form or another. This truth is not something to 
be deplorcd, hut something to he accepted-and in turn exploited. 
In this last respect he differs from Heidegger, who after annotating 
and illustrating dle various modes of 'inauthentic being-with
o'thers' at lengdl suggests an existential basis for a possible 'authentic 
being-With-others'. The man who has resolved to behimselfin the 
face of an alien world has begun to exist authentically for himself, 
and such a man, Heidegger suggests, will choose also to exist 
authentically for others in undertaking 'to liberate them, to 
become their conscience as it were and recall them to themselves';' 
he will lay the foundations of authentic community by helping to 
liberate others to become their true selves. Now, it might seem as 
ifStirnerwerealso trying to found an authenuchuman corrununity 
based On mutual respect between free and sovereign individuals 
when, for example. he declares that 'only when you are unique 
can you have intercourse with others as they really arc',.s or when 
he proposes [0 replace the community in which the individual is 
'bound to others by a bond' by a form of association in which 
'individual really u/lites with individual'.6 However, when The 
Unique One is said to enCounter others, no longer merely as 

I Sanre, op. cit., Part Three, th. 3, sec. III. 
I Sec D.E., p. 13S. 
I D.E., p. 159. 

J O.E., p. liS. 
• Sec M.acqu:uric, op. cil., p. ll) . 

• D.E., p. 161. 
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absttact 'men', but as 'an I and a Thou',l this must not be taken to 
mean that he responds to their deepest being as persOllS, far less 
that he achieves any kind of genuine 'communion' with them. 
What he is in fact announcing is that in his relations with others he 
will not allow himself to be bemused and confounded by mean
ingless appeals to 'human rights' or other moral abstractions, but 
will view every new individual as an extant natural object to be 
explored, thoroughly and without prejudice, for the fresh potent� 
ialities of exploitation it may offer. 'Let us not aspire to comm
unity,' says Stirner, 'but to ollc-sidelless . . . . Let us seek in others 
only means and organs, which we may use as our property . . .  . 
For me no one is a person to be respected . . .  but solely an objecl . .  . 
an interesting or uninteresting object, useful or useless.'l To The 
Unique One, another individual is 'nothing but-my food', an 
object to be 'consumed', whose only relationship to me is that of 
'usablelless, utility, use'.3 Thus Stirner, unlike Heidegger, 
forecloses any possibility of fulfilment in human relationships, but 
of course it is precisely in this respect that hisviewsmoststrikingly 
resemble those ofSartre. Sanre's 'lover', indeed, 'does not desire 
to possess the beloved as one possesses a thing; he demands aspecial 
type of appropriation'·: nevertheless for Sarcre, as for Stirner, 
even the project of love is a project to appropriate and exploit. 
And of course for Sartre the alternative attitude which I can asswne 
in the presence of the Other, the :mitude of 'hatc', is also an 
attempt to seize and reduce the Odler's subjectivity, although this 
time by destroying it. I can try to destroy the subjectivity of 
another by killing him, by sadistic aggression against him, by 
subjugating and enslaving him, or by concentrating on my own 
subjectivity in partial or total indifference to his: in all these ways 
I may try to convert the free subject before me into some kind of 
passive objecr, which I can manipulate or ignore.' The Sartrcan 
man who seeks to degrade persons into 'things' is thus engaged on 
the project which Stirner's Unique One claims to have accom� 
plished. 'I do not allow mysc.lf to be disturbed in my sc.lf-cnjoy-

I D.E., p. 2.09. I D.E., pp. 36.-S. 
• SmI'C, op. cit .• Part Three, ch. 3, $«. I. 
, Sante, op. cit., Part Thrct', ch. 3. sec. II. 

) D.E .• p. 3.7 . 
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ment,' claims Stimer, since 'I practise a Terrorism of the Self, 
which drives off every human consideration',l And Sartre's 
'practical solipsist', who 'acts as ifhe were alone in the world', who 
'btushes against "people" as he brushes against a waU',2 is thus 
prescribing for himself the same emctic by means of which The 
Unique One claims to have purged his own world of'persons' and 
of the nauseous 'valucs' which persons inevitably exude, Of 
course the project of the Sanrean individual is said to be Wlder
taken 'in bad faith', and is in any case vain, since on the destruction 
of the subjectivity of others his own objectivity would founder; 
but Stimer is in no doubt that The Unique One's project can be 
completely carried through, and carried through instantaneously 
by a single act of self-consciousncss in which his world will be 
simultaneously depopulated and devalued, 'I want merely to be I', 
declares Stirner, 'I think nothing of Nature, mcn and their laws, 
human society and its love, and I sever every general connection 
with it, even that of language. To all the demands of your 
Ought, to all the pronouncements of your categorical Judg
ment, I oppose the "ataraxy" of my Ego.'J 

It is evident that many of tbe central and discinctive themes of 
atheistic existcntialism arc prefigured, sometimes with wlcanny 
accuracy, in the work of Stirner and in the person of his meta
physical representative, The Unique One. Just as Kierkegaard is 
acknowledged to be thc founder of Christian existentialism, 
therefore, it would secm that Stimcr has some claim to be con
sidered the earliest definite precursor of atheistic existentialism. or 
course, there is no one set of propositions to which all of the 
thinkers I have called 'atheistic existentialists' would necessarily 
give their assent: 'the. atheistic existentialist' wimwhom Stimer in
vites comparison is inevitably a composite figure, and between two 
actual atheistic existentialists-Heidegger and Sanre, for example 
-the points of contraSt and repulsion may be almost as numerous 
as the points of agreement and confumation,4 Nevertheless, it 

I KlriMrt Schrifttn, p. 412. • Same.loc. cit. I Stirnn-, Ioc. cic . 
• 11lis is particularly so when the later development of thne th.inken is con

sidered. The Heidegger here treated is of course the earlier Heidegger. of !killg 
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remains true that the philosopben to whom I refer sh.are cerrain 
characteristic preoccupations-the preoccupation with man's 
ultimate 'nothingness', for example, or with man's existential 
freedom to create and identify himself through his fleering and 
finite projects-and that they tend to express their preoccupation 
with these themes in a philosophical language of a highly idiomatic 
and immediately recognizable kind. And it remains true that 
many of these general themes find their clearest and earliest 
anticipation in Der Ehlzige lI"d seill Eigellthllm, where, moreover, 
they are rehearsed in an idiom and by means of concepts which 
frequently and strikingly resemble those of Stimer's existentialist 
successors. As a phenomenological experiment, Der Eillzige clearly 
belongs, methodologically and structurally, to the philosophical 
lineage which culminates in Being (/1/(1 Time and Being alld Noth
inglless. However, as we have seen, Stiener's philosophy also 
resembles the philosophies of particular existentialist thinkers 
in many points of relative derail .  It is by no means the case that 
all of the principal points of resemblance have beell recorded 
in the brief comparison which has been attempted in the prcscnt 
chapter. The resemblance between Stimcr's concept of 'proprie
tary thinking' and the existentialist concept of 'subjective truth', 
for example, raises fundamental epistemological and meta
physical issues which will require to be examined in some de
tail in the fmal chapter of the next Part. But perhaps enough 
has already been said to show that in Der Ellzige we are un
mistakably presented (to transfer the phrase of Martin Buber) 
with the 'exact conceptual prediction' of those distinctive themes 
by which, a century later, the representatives of atheistic ex
istentialism have above all been preoccupied. 

mId Ti� (1917)-<eruin1y his �ten work and certainly 01. key influence on 
OItheistic ex1slentiilism. (Sec supra, p. 171, footnote I.) Here it mOlY also be noted 
that the Sarttean 'existentialism' which I have taken;as my model il the apolitical 
exi$tcntialism of Btirlg Illid Nothingntu (1943), not the Marx-in exiJtentialism of 
the Crilitplt of Dialutirlll &11JQ1I (1960): whatever their reb.tive importance. in 
respect to the thought of Sanre himsdf, the culier work is by ur the more 
representative expression of those themel which OIre conHitulive of 'atheistic;: 
ex-islmtialim(as it is here_understood. 
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To anticipate the diagnoses made by a future generation of 
philosophers, however, is not necessarily to prescribe the same 
cures. The world inhabited by the Sartrcan existentialist, by 
Heidegger's 'authentic individual', and by Stirner's Unique One, 
may be essentially the same world, and they may be agreed in their 
diagnosis of its saliellt features, but when they come to determine 
their personal modes of comportment within trus world their 
paths diverge, step by step, until they reach its polar points. To live 
as an egoist, complacently enjoying onc's status and possessions, 
is, says Heidcgger. to be in a state of 'fallen being', to refuse to 
confront the authentic possibilities of onc's existence. Moreover, 
the kind of egoism which seeks to reduce other persons to 
objects-'intcresting or uninteresting objects'-is, according to 
Sartre, inevitably suicidal; while the project of self-realization or 
'self-possession', for Sartre, is also inherently doomed, since man's 
'appropriative choice of being' is essentially an attempt to 'found 
himself' by 'losing himself', and so man reveals himself as an 
essentially 'useless passion'.1 Stimer's conception of egoistic self
satisfaction will be considered more fully in Chapter XI, where it 
will be specifically contrasted with the Sartrean thesis of man's 
ultimate and inevitable frustration. But perhaps the ambivalence of 
Stirner's relationship to existentialism is most clearly to be seen by 
examining his probable attitude to such existentialist concepts as 
'commitment' and 'responsibility', for it is in the light of these 
concepts that the existentialist pilots his norion of all 'authentic' 
human life. The philosophy of The Unique One is a philosophy of 
disengagement, it is a refusal to become ultimately involved or 
identified with any of the temporary objects of his enjoyment and 
recreation, and since these figure in his interest only as objects to 
play with, motivelessly and arbitrarily, it is above all a philosophy 
of irresponsibility. The Unique One does not know either the 
'anguish' ofSartrean responsibility or the 'dread' which, according 
to Heidegger, accompanies every true insight into the pointlessness 
of human existence. In one sense he may be said to have founded 
an 'authentic' life for himself, since he has retrieved his existence 
from its alienation and has reinstated himself in full possession of 

I Sarttc, op. cit., Pan Four, ch. 2, St"c. IIL 
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himself; but the distinctively existentialist concept of 'authenticity' 
summoning man to a high existential 'Resolve' or to a tecognition 
of 'Concern' as the toot structure of human existence, has no 
place in his experience: rootless and unconcerned, The Unique 
One traces the changing circles of his factitious identity in con
sultation with himself alone, and without reference to any ideal 
of personal 'integrity' other than the integrity which comes from 
refusing to be debauched by personal ideals. 

Stirner's refusal of responsibility and his consequent immunity 
to existentialist 'anguish' will be appraised in Chapter IX, while 
his repudiation of 'commitment' (and of 'authenticity' in so far as 
this represents an ideal integrity of character unifying and therefore 
transcending the scattered and fluctuating interests of the arbitrary 
individual) will be expoWlded and criticized in Chapter X. Indeed, 
throughout the whole of the next Part it will be my primary 
concern to illuminate the philosophical posture of Stirner's 
Unique One in explicit contrast with that assumed by the hero of 
existentialist choice. It will there be seen that the posture and 
deportment of The Unique One precisely illustrate his chosen 
role as the existentialist anti-hero. We have seen in the present 
chapter that Stirner offers us a phenomenological analysis of the 
self and its situation which vividly presages the existentialist's 
account of man's being-in-the-world, his being-with-others, and 
the alienation which may befall him in both these modes of being. 
As diagnosticians, Stirner and the existentialists may differ on 
many copies of comparative detail and on some topics of un
doubted substance, but the broad impression justly remains that it 
is the same situation they arc analysing, and that at the level of 
existential analysis they are engaged in the same procedures, and 
with similar conceptual apparatus. At the point where phenomeno
logical analysis ends, however, at the point where a free ex
istential choice can at last be made in light of the clarified situation 
and its revealed possibilities-it is at this crucial point that Stirner 
and the existentialists abruptly and irrevocably part company. Ifit 
is to a common situation that they compose their responses, the 
responses which they choose to make could not be more dia
metrically opposed. By his response the existentialist stamps his 
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situanoll as a 'predicament' which demands to be overcomc, a 
predicament to which his authentic choice is the 50llllion: fund
amentally, it is the truth of nihilism which has to be overcome, 
and it is the artifice of commitment which is his chosen soiurion. 
The response of the egoist, by contrast, is an artifice which 
reRects and carries forward the nihilistic truth which it confronts. 
Scimer's egoism is a "jhifisti, egois",. gratuitously adopted in a 
world to which all rcsponses are gratuitous, and consciously 
withholding meaning from a situation which it found to be 
originally meaningless. The lllhilistic egoist's original project of 
self-satisfaction can only be carried through in a world which 
mirrors his own disintegration-and it is precisely in this world 
that, according to his own avowals, the existentialist's project of 
personal integrity is doomed. 



PART THREE 

Nihilistic Egoism 





CHAPTER IX 

TOTAL ATHEISM 

LIKE Goethe's Mephistopheles, Max Stimer epitomizes 'the 
spirit who perpetually denies', His symbolic act of self-assertion in 
Der Einzige III/d sein EigetlthulII takes the form of a systematic and 
absolute denial of every principle by which the hearts and the 
minds of men have been moved. At the end of his metaphysical 
rebellion he alone remains, the unmoved mover who has 
revealed himself by destroying everything that might have 
roufHed or confined him. 'Away with every cause which is not 
wholly and entirely my cause 1'1 His activity of perpetual denial 
is in intention directed against everything alien to his own finite 
being and arbitrary purposes, and is successively waged against the 
ideas of moral obligation, of the State. of society and its laws, and 
finally against the ideas of humanity and of altruistic hwnan 
relationships-all of which, according to The Unique Onc, 
derive their noxious and parasitic existence by disrupting the 
exclusive being of the finite individual and estranging him from 
his own distinct interests. The idea, however, which of all ideas 
most purely expresses the individual's inner disruption and self-loss, 
is dle idea of God, and it is accordingly this idea, above all, which 
Stirner is inflexibly resolved to destroy, in each and every of its 
forms. The programme of militant atheism, conceived and 
initiated by his immediate precursors and contemporaties, 
although conducted with vigour and ingenuity by the Bauers and 
the Feucrbachs had DOt yet been carried through to its logical 
completion, and this was precisely the task which in Der Eitlzige 
Stirner promptly undertook to discharge. By his radical denial of 
God Stirner not only means to deny the actual existence and 
objective agency of a given entity, a 'Supreme Being' : he also 
means to destroy the idea of 'God', since it is this idea, sym-

I D.E., p. 14. 
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bolizing men's deepest needs, which most poignantly expresses 
men's perennial inadequacy, the ultimate breakdown of their 
sclf�sufficiency. and since, comprehending their highest aspirations, 
it is above all tillS idea which summarizes men's credulity. their 
incurable proclivity to self-deception and self-prostration. It is not 
merely the God of Christianity whom, a10ng with the Gods of 
other religions, Stirner wishes to depose: it is the office of 'God' 
which he proposes to abolish once and for all. As a historical 
document, Der Ejllzige wId sein EigtllllmJ1l must be the most 
wlcompromising of atheistic manifestos. It self-consciously sets 
out to define the tie plus ultra of radical atheism. 

The publication of Surncc's book in fact marked the climax of 
a great religious debate which had been raging in Germany for 
over a decade, ausing scandal and offence to the faithful and 
obliging intellectually scrupulous Christians to re-examine the 
very foundations of their theism. The first seeds of the disturbance 
had been sown by Hegel, who at many points in his writings b.d 
clearly stated his view that religion, although signifying a dis
tinctive and culminating stage in the evolution of self-<:on
sciousness whereby it becomes conscious of itself as the ultimate 
truth and reality of all things, was nevertheless a stage in this whole 
process, a stage, moreover, which was finally to besuperseded by 
the self-realization of the Idea in speculative philosophy as the 
Absolute's purest knowledge of itself. Hegel acknowledged that 
Christianity, as the 'absolute or revealed religion', expresses more 
perfectly than any other the advent of the divine nature to full 
self-<:onsciousness in man. 1n Christian theism, however, this truth 
is as yet expressed figuratively or picrorially, with an Wlsurpassed 
wealth of imaginative illustration but with the inevitable dis
tortions which accompany any attempt to represent ultimate 
truth by means of sensuous images. The transcendent God who 
saves us by His grace is a misleading pictorial expression for the 
saving forces which are inunanent in self-conscious Spirit. Already 
in Hegel the dualistic conception of a personal Deity who trans
cends the world and man had been virtually replaced by the 
monistic conception of 'God" as the symbol for the historiC21 
World-Spirit as it emerges at last from its long dialectical sdf-
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definition into full consciousness of itself as the motor, end, and 
being of the whole world-process. 

It was of course the Hegelian Left which sought to develop 
Hegel's phenomenology of religion in favour of an outright 
atheism, and the Young Hegclians who were most notoriously 
responsible for this development were of course Strauss, Feuer
bach, and Bruno Bauer. Like Hegel, Strauss considered Christian
ity to be the most adequate religious symbol of the ideal truths of 
philosophy, but unlike Hegel he denied that formal 'truth' could 
be intelligibly attributed to this religious symbol. The propositions 
of Christianity should be interpreted, Dot as dogmas, but as 
'myths', reflecting the traditions and aspirations of the community 
which produced them. It thus becomes the task of the critic to 
unveilthehuman and social truths which the myths enshrine, and 
in the case of Christianity, the highest and the most universal 
religion, Strauss claimed, the critic can decipher its distinctive 
myths to announce its unique and final insight to mankind. This 
Strauss took to be the insight into the ultimate unity of the divine 
and the human, not indeed of God and one particular man, Jesus 
Christ, but of God and all men, God and the human spirit as such. 
'God' was no longer transcendent to the human process of social 
evolution but was held to be incarnate in this process, its real
ization and its justification. By applying the phenomenological 
methods of Hegel to his own brilliant Scriptural exegesis, Strauss 
had apparently shown the ideas of a supranarural, other-worldly 
realm of being and of a separate, personal, creative Deity to he 
essentially otiose fora true understanding of the valid meaning of 
Christianity. 

The next steps were independently taken, in different directions, 
by Feuerbach and Bauer. Whereas Srrauss, in demythologizing 
the Scriprural narratives as a means to disclosing and universalizing 
their wlderlyillg truths, had sincerely believed himself to be 
fulfilling the spirit of Christianity, it rapidly became Bauer's 
explicit intention, by documentary criticism and philosophical 
analysis, to destroy the Christian religion both in the letter and in 
the spirit, and in so doing to make an end of dogmatic religion 
in every shape and form. Criticism could not only show the Gos-
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pels to be a tissue of unhistorical fantasies, the private invemions 
of the individual evangelists ; it could go on to desttoy the meta
physical presuppositions of traditional theism, and eventually 
to subvert every metaphysical or moral principle which sought 
to establish itself as a dogma demanding permanent assent. The 
activity of total intellectual analysis, dissolving all limits to the 
sovereign critical consciousness, leaves no ideal untouched, except 
the ideal which is perpetually realized in the free activity of pure 
criticism itself The atheistic consciousness, Bauer implied, 
destroys not only the God of theism, but every concept or 
doctrine which lays claim to authority over the free human spirit: 
it is the infinitely mobile consciousness which, refusing to invest 
itseJfiu any principle, carries its activiey to the point where nothing 
is lcft but the chaste infiniey of its own ceaseless dialectic. 

Unlike Bauer, Feuerbach had no desire to extinguish that dis
tinctive aspiration of men which is the spring of their religious 
speculations. For Feuerbach, indeed, the idea of God is a projection 
of human self-conciousness, the reRection on to a mythical being 
of man's own capaciey for reason, will, and love; and in this 
sense of conne, as the literally false belief in an objective Deiey 
who is above and beyond his human worshippers, religion is a 
phase of hwnan consciousness which has to be overcome. But if 
Christianiey, the highest expression of theism, has to be overcome, 
it must be overcome in a way which preserves and elevates its core 
of inner truth. The idea of God as a separate and transcendent 
being may be relinquished, Feuerbach declared, without re
linquishing the ideals of perfect knowledge, perfect will, and 
perfect love which were traditionally attributed to the God of 
theism. It is these attributes which are truly 'divine'. A human 
consciousness which had returned to itself in its own pristine 
sovereigney would above all recognize in the ideal of perfect 
love the universal law for human nature, since in the social uniey 
of mankind there may be fulfilled, in joyful realiey, the highest 
aspiration which in theism could only be fulfilled on the 
plane of fantasy. An infinitely perfectible mankind is therefore 
the true bearer of a rediscovered 'divinity', and it is men's in
finite capacity for love which above all deserves to be considered 
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sacred. The religion of humanity, Fcuerbach concluded, must be 
the religion of boundless love. 

By 18«, when Stimer's book made its appearance, the religious 
debate had reached a point of high tension. Amid the Young 
Hegelians Christianity seemed to have been finally superseded by 
the humanistic atheism of Feuerbach and the still more radical 
atheism of the Critical school. It was at tllls point of the debate, 
however, that SOrner made his sensational entry. confounding the 
embatded protagonists by his declaration that their systems were 
one and all infected by the essential germ of that theism which 
they imagined themselves to have destroyed. The history of 
Christianity, according to Stirner, has been the history of its 
attempts to provide 'existence, corporeity. personality, reality' for 
the Christian God, l and the upshot of the Young Hegelian 
critique of Christianity has simply heen to add yet another chapter 
to this history. 'Even the Illost recent revolts against God are 
nothing but the most extreme exertions of"theological leaming", 
that is, theological insurrections'.2 We have already seen the gist of 
Stimer's criticisms of Bauer and Feuerbach. The celebrated 
'sovereign consciousness' of the Critics is theoretically omni
potent only because it has usurped the mythical omnipotence of 
the sovereign God whom it has deposed. Just as Hegel offered us a 
deified 'Spirit' in place of the God of theism, so Dauer and his 
associates now offer us a deified 'Consciousness'. The critical 
Consciousness, however, criticizing everything in the light of pure 
thought, is like every ideal of reason essentially impersonal, 
overriding the particular interests of every individual in the 
name of its own canons of perfect rationality. since it is always the 
nature of reason to subsume the particular in the universal. 
Immaculately rational, the critical Consciousness claims to be 
perfectly disinterested in its pursuit of consistency, forgetting that 
a disinterested pursuit can only be a pursuit of the uninteresting. 
Stirner sharply reminds the Critics that the only human reality is 
the reality of the specific, concrete individual. in all his immediacy. 
and that the individual is gross body as well as pure thought. a 
'whole feUow', with intellectual interests undoubtedly, but also 

I O.E., p. 4Z5. 
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with sensuow, emotional, financial :md many other interests, all of 
them equally valid for pursuit, and all of them interests, unintel
ligible without their reference to a living. acting self who is con
scious of them as interests/or him. Bauer's deified consciousness is as 
muchthccnemyof self a5the GodofChrisrianityevcr was. Indefat
igable, omnivorous, infinite, it is the new theological absolute tran
scending the discrete reality of the finite individual. Like the God of 
Christianity, however, it h:ls one crucial defect:  it is a transparent 
fiction, for like the Spirit of Hegel and the God of the Christians 
the pure critical Consciousness is no more than the idealized :and 
therefore illusory reAection of the one form of consciousness which 
is truly extmt in the world-the self-consciousness of that brute 
and opaque reality represented by the exclusive, finite individual 
in all his facticity and singularity. 

This crucial defcct is also shared by the deified 'Humanity' 
which Feuerbach summons us to worship. The world contains 
only a miscellany of distinct individuals, all of whom indeed 
possess 'humanity' as onc of their manifold attributes: but thcrc 
is nothing special, far less sacrcd, about this particular attribute, and 
thcre is certainly nothing in the world which corresponds to a 
'Humanity' above and beyond the miscellaneous individuals 
whom we designate as 'human beings'. There is, if you like, a 
'human cssencc'-<onsisting, according to Feucrbach, of reason, 
will, and love-but why should I revere someonc's 'essential 
humatlity' rathcr than his essential Jewishness, for example, or his 
cssential pugn:lcity or gluttony? 'If you are indeed more than a 
Jcw . . .  you are also more than a "human being"; whereas these 
2fC mere idcas, you arc :I physical rcality.'l For Feuerbach, of 
course, humanity is the individual's 'highest essence' (Mehstts 
WesclI). But this amounts to saying that 'Humanity' should be 
for cvery individual :I new 'Supreme Being' (das hikhstt Wesc,,), 
and this is in fact prccisely what Feuerbach does say: 'Man is to 
man the Supreme Being'. Thus the professed 'atheism' of Feucr
bach only succecds in replacing one 'Supreme Being' by another, 
and the slain God of Christianity is at last resurrected in the 
idealized Man of Feuerbach. The true atheist, by contrast, is the 

' D.E., p. 150. 
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man who, conscious of his own irreducible individuality, his 
utter uniqueness, can therefore say, 'l am neither God nor Man',' 
and who can thereby exorcize God in both his manifestations, as 
the Heavenly Father of the Christians and as the earthly brother
hood of the humanitarians. The true atheist rejects the fetish of the 
hwnanists, as he rejects aU religious fetishes, which of their nature 
seek to transcend the private interests of the finite, self-contained 
individual. Feucrbach indeed rejects the God of Christianity 
because the Christian God is supposed to be transcendent to his 
creation and his human creatures, but the true atheist will like
wise reject this new God, Humanity, because it is likewise 
transcendent to him. He wiU reject the ideal of human unity 
through wliversal human love, since this too, as an ideal, claims 
to transcend his own self-sufficient and exclusive being. He will 
reject loving human relationships, since these also, according to 
Feuerbach, require a surrender of that self which the atheist knows 
to be the one sure reality. The true atheist, in short, will complete 
his rejection of the God of Love by rejecting the idea of Love as 
God. 

Stimer's contribution to the German religious debate of the 
18405 was, it may be said, effectively to bring the whole debate to 
a momentary and stupefied hair. The full consequences of thor
oughgoing atheism were now disclosed for aU to see. It was now 
patently clear that there cou1d be no further advance aJong the 
lines marked out by Strauss, Bauer, and Feucrbach, and that any 
future attempt to found a form of atheism which wou1d preserve 
the ethical and existential truths of Christianity while avoiding 
Christian superstition and metaphysical confusion had been 
stultified by Scirner in advance. SociaJists like Marx might evolve a 
kind of sociological atheism, tracing the origin of religious 
illusion to those pathological social conditions which socialism 
proposes to transform; bur the evolution of strictly philosophical 
atheism, exposing the metaphysical absurdities and the moral 
casuistries inherent in the idea of 'God', had plainly reached its 
definitive limit ill Der Eillzige. It is surely ill this respect, ifin any, 
that Stirner must be deemed to have rendered a significant in-

I D.E., p. oW. 
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tellectual service not only to his contemporaries but also to his 
historical successors" Every attempt to reinterpret Christian 
belief in the ways which will accommodate the intellectual, 
emotional, and moral objections of its critics will, it may be 
claimed, at last meet with shipwreck on the real rock of offence, 
the rock which Stiener, as the most wlflinchingnavigatorthrough 
these shoals, has precisely located and described. Particular 
objections to Christian belief may be ingeniously evaded, other 
objections may be wholly or partially answered, and perhaps 
even the substance of some objections may be officially in
corporated into the reconstructed theology. But the abiding 
scandal of Christianity, which the most extreme surgery cannot 
remove without destroying the essential character of Christianity 
as a religion, is located, as Stiener clearly saw, in the category of 
'the holy' or 'the sacred' itself, since it is in this category, of which 
the Christian God is merely the most notorious personification, 
that all religion is and must be grounded. Just as the orthodox 
Christian tends to view with suspicion the endeavours of his more 
radical co-religionists to recast Christian belief in more liberal, less 
dogmatic form--endeavours which, he fears, may end up by 
infecting Christian belief with the essential atheism which they 
seek to combat; so the truly radical atheist, determined to recover 
and protect the original denial which is at the heart of all atheism, 
will condemn every professedly 'atheistic' philosophy which, by 
designating certain aspirations or ideals as 'sacred', in effect offers a 
new sanctuary to the exiled God. The truly radical atheist, the 
total atheist, is the man to whom nothing is sacred. 'He alone 
is the true atheist', says Feuerbach, 'to whom the attributes of 
God-for example, love, wisdom. justice-are nothing', and in so 
saying he defines exactly the standpoint ofStirner. If God existed, 
the finite, self-centred individual would be violated at the very core 
of his secretive being by the omnipresent authority of his Creator. 
But equally, if' divinity' exists, if for example human personality is 
truly 'sacred' or if the fulfilment of obligations is a 'holy' duty, 
then my loss of sovereignty is equally catastrophic, my self
possession is equally invaded and my privacy equally defiled. The 
total atheist cannot reject God and at the same time cherish those 
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qualities in sole virtue of which God was 'God'. It is the Jlolilless 
of the Holy One-it is 'the sacred' in whatever guise it appears
which the total atheist finally revolts from and denounces. 

The immediate effect of Stimer' s work, then, was to redefine the 
boundaries of the theological debate then in progress in Germany, 
and abruptly to alter its character and direction. For his delineation 
of 'total atheism', however, a far wider and more permanent 
relevance may be claimed. The boundary-position which Stirner 
staked should be of the deepest interest to thinkers at any period 
which is experiencing rapid and comprehensive theological 
change. It is of particular interest to our own period, which, like 
Stirner's, is witnessing much disquiet among Christians troubled 
by the intellectual and moral assumptions of their theism as well as 
much self-inquiry among 'atheists' in deep need of a truth to give 
meaning to a world without God. The theological crisis of our 
own day, as of Stirner's, has been preceded by numerous, largely 
abortive attempts to provide a meaningful and undogmatic 
interpretation of Christian belief which will at once speak to the 
sceptical, secular minds of modern men and will yet preserve the 
distinctive character of Christianity as a unique and final revela
tion. The attempts of the early 'Modernists' such as Loisy or 
Fosdick, for whom the history of Christianity was to be re
garded as primarily the dynamic history of man's spiritual 
evolution, in many respects resembled the massive ambition of 
Hegel to discover in Christianity a pictorial representation of the 
dialectical processes by which Spirit historically unfolds itself: 
however, like Hegelianism, Modernism excited the distrust of 
more orthodox churchmen, and, also like Hegelianism, even 
its most thoroughgoing attempts to secularize Christian dogma 
would in any case have failed to appease the radical atheist, who 
would in any case refuse, as a finite, transient, sensuous individual, 
to crucify himself in the interests of an infinite and eternal process 
of purely spiritual evolution, even if he could bring himself to 
believe in the actuality of such a process. The endeavours, in the 
opening decades of the present century, of liberal Protestant 
theologians such as Harnack, or of such American religious 
thinkers as Gladden and Rauschenbusch, who saw in Christianity 
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an essentially ethical gospel or a summons to transform human 
society into dle Kingdom of God by regenerating and recon
stituting human relations, may be said to have met with a similar 
fate, since to orthodox churchmen such 'ethical' or 'social' rein
terpretations seemed to emasculate Christian belief by diminishing 
its claims to literal cosmic truth; while, although such reinter
pretations may have made a meaningful appeal to the moral and 
social sympathies of many people who were intellectually 
atheist, to rhc man who like Stirner is temperamentally as well as 
intellectually an uncompromising and impenitent atheist, to the 
truly radic.ll atheist, they would represent merely anomer attempt 
to rescue-this time by transplanting it to the realms of personal 
or social conduct-the old familiar concept of 'the sacred' which 
had been successfully evicted from the realm of objective being. 
The logical role notionally played by the radical atheist in such 
theological controversies may be a purely negative olle. But by 
occupying the immovable boundary-point in such controversies, 
he may at least serve to define the area under dispute, and by 
occupying it on behalf of an ultimate atheism stripped to its 
essential and irreducible meaning he in addition marks the extteme 
point beyond which theological compromise cannot in any 
circumstances go. 

This is surely the part which Stimer's conception of total 
atheism is fitted to play in the theological controversies of our own 
time. All the protagonists in the recent 'debate about God' have 
seemed to share a concealed premise, since all-theists and 
'atheists' alike-have seemed to be agreed on the contemporary 
necessity of vindicating the concept of 'the sacred', although they 
differ about the apparently factual question concerning the 
existence of a personal Deity who is himself the uniquely sacred 
object. Thus the late Professor Tillich has said that 'perhaps you 
must forget everything traditional that you have learned about 
God, perhaps even the word itself', since we may be said to know 
what 'God' really signifies so long as we are able to speak mean
ingfully of 'the depths of your life . . .  of your ultimate concern, 
of what you take seriously without any reservation'.! And 

• P. Tillich, 17It SllIdtl"R oj Iht FOllflilal fons, Jermon on 'The Depth of E.:ristence'. 
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according to Professor Bultmann it is urgendy necessary to 
'demythologize' the Gospels, that is, 'to produce an existentialist 
interpretation of the dualistic mythology of the New Testament" 
by eliminating its references to aUeged supcrnatunl powers 
and miraculous happenings, 'if the truth of the New Testament 
proclamation is to be preserved'l and if the unique existential 
significance of the event of Christ for men's lives is to be credibly 
disclosed; only when the Word is authcntically proclaimed can 
mcn take the dccision offaith and so arrive at a new understanding 
of self in which 'a new self is constiruted in place of the old',) 
abandoning all self-contrived security in favour of a free and 
trustful self-delivery to the open furure. In the view of Professor 
Tillich, evidcntly, a man may experience the power of divine 
grace although he cannot bring himself to believe in the objective 
existence of a personal Deity. In Bultmann's view, a man may 
appropriate the redemptive significance of the event of Christ for 
his life without subscribing to a literal belief in his Virgin Birth or 
in the historicity of the Resurrcction. 

Now, it may well be true that thinkcrs like Tillich and Bult
mann, by libcratingChristian &ithfrom unnecessary metaphysical 
assumptions or mythological accretions, have opened up new p0s
sibilities of belief for numerous people to whom the supranatural 
categories of onhodox theism are inteUectually repugnant. Per
haps their followers consider that in so doing they have created the 
beginnings of a significant modern answcrto thc chaUengeof athe
ism. This claim may be admitted if we understand by 'athcism' the 
rejection of apparently factual hypotheses concerning the existence 
of a personal Deity and of an othcr-worldly, supranatural dimen
sion of being. If, however, 'atheism' is understoodinamore radical 
sense, ifit is the total atheism delineated above all by Stimer that is 
under consideration, then such attempts must be judged to fail com
pletely. The total atheist, instructed by Scirner, will without hesita
tion confirm that 'the sacred', 'God', is indeed that which claims 

I R. Bultmann, 'New Tcstament and Mythology', Pan: I, �C. B (5). in Kerygmll 
IIlld Myth, ed. H. W. Baruch. 

I Bultmann, op. cit., Pan T, sec. B (I). 
I Bultmann, 11ltlllogy ofillt Ntw Ttstamtnl. Vol. One. Pan: II, ch. S. sec. C, 
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his 'ultimate concern' ; it is the unconditioned or unconditionaJ, 
which demands to be 'taken seriously without reservation'. But 
the total atheisr, likc Somer, precisely denies that there is anything 
which is worthy of being taken with unconditional seriousness, 
and what he affirnu is precise1y his intention to remain ultimately 
unconcerned. The total atheist, in the person of The Unique One, 
is the man who practises a deliberate and heedless frivolity. He will 
readily agree that 'the sacred'. 'God' ,is indeed that which summons 
us to 'tum our backs on self . .  " surrendering all our self-con
fideocc', in order to enter into an entirely new mode of personal 
being; 'the meaning of that which was wrought in Christ' is 
indeed that 'authentic life becomes possible only when man is 
delivered from himself', that is, when he ceases to be 'self
assertive man' ,2 But this self-surrender is precisely what the total 
atheist refuses to make; he may an occasion be prepared to 
surrender this or that particular interest if the terms offered arc 
favourable, but what Christianity-including the new existential 
Christianity-requires is always an ullconditiollal surrender, a 
renunciation, in fact, of that very detached and finite self which is 
the locus and foundation of all a man's selfish interests, and it is 
precisely this act of self-crucifixion which the total atheist declines 
to commit, Composed, self-sufficient, unmoved, the total atheist 
is the man who, likc Stiencr, declines to relinquish his own 
closed and finite being in favour of an 'authentic existence' which 
is in any case not being offered to him but only to the stranger who 
would cmergc from his act of self-destruction. 

In recent ycars the more adventurous Christian apologists have 
increasingly expressed their willingness, like Dr. John Robinson, 
'to be 3.n agnostic with the agnostics, even an atheist with the 
atheists' ,1 in the hope that by reopening the terms of their Christ
ian commitment, by dissociating it from the obsolete cosmology 
and untenable metaphysics of traditional theism, they may enable 
agnostics and atheists to share this commitment without an over
whelming sense of intellectual retreat. By emphasizing that there 

I Dultmann, 'New TC$tament and Mythology', Part II, sec. A (I). 
1 Bultmann, op. cit., Part n, sec. B (I). 
J J. A. T. Robinson, Hor�Jl lo God, London, 1963, p. u7. 
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are superstitions from which one may have to be dclivcred in order 
to become a Christian, these apologists hope to convince the hard
headed scientists and technologists of the twentieth cemury that 
Christianity is by no means inconsistent with their daily intellect
ual assumptions. Now, a truly radical atheist would Wldoubtedly 
agree with Dr. Robinson on the contemporary impossibility of 
'persuading oneself of the existence of a super-Being beyond the 
world endowed with personal quaJities'.1 But such an atheist 
would go on to point out the equal impossibility ofbclieving the 
propositions which Robinson offers in place of the discredited 
theism. The chief of these is the proposition 'that personality is of 
ultimate significance in the constitution of the universe, that in 
personal relationships we touch the final meaning of existence as 
nowhere else'.2 To believe that 'in pure personal relationship we 
encounter, Ilot merely what ought to be, but what is, the deepest, 
veriest truth about the structure of reality' is admitted by Robinson 
himself co be 'in face of all the evidence . . .  a tremendous act of 
faith'.} It is 'frankly incredible' and 'takes an almost impossible 
amount of believing'4 unless, apparently, a tremendous act of 
faith is made in a spirit of mental submission which does not 
seem so very far removed, after all, from the mental suicide 
required by the most dogmatic versions of the Christian religion. 
Even if this proposition were credible, however, the radical atheist 
of the type foreshadowed by Stirner would still remain essentially 
untouched. The 'truth' that in pure personal relationship we 
apprehend the ultimate constitution of reality reqlures not only the 
assent of the intellect but also an engagement of the will, in fact a 
response of the whole person, if it is to be accepted; and of course 
it is this response which the total atheist refuses to make, for 
reasons which we have seen. If this is a t[och which needs to be 
'encountered' by giving oneself up wholly to a 'pure personal 
relationship', it is a truth which may well reach all manner of 
formerly sceptical men, all manner of 'agnostics and atheists', but 
it cannot possibly reach the total atheist foreshadowed by Stirner, 
whose relationships with ochers-including his emotional relation-

, Robinson, op. cit., p. 49. 
) Op. cit., p. 49. 

, Op. cit., pp. 48-9. 
• Op. cit., p. u8 
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ships-represent no more than pragmatic investments, in which 
part of his substance is expended in calculation of a direct and of 
course profitable return. This is why the famous pcrontion of 
Buber, searchingly relevant if aimed at me humane and spiritual 
atheist. if aimed at the truly radical atheist inevitably falls upon 
deaf cars. According to Buber, 'when he, too, who abhors the 
name, and believes himself to be godless, gives his whole being to 
addressing the Thou oEhis life, as a Thou that cannot be limited 
by another, he addresses God'.1 Thetruly radical atheist, however, 
the total atheist, is the man who is resolved to preserve himself, 
come what may: he will never surrender 'his whole being', or 
even 'give' himsclfin part, since he always exacts a realistic price 
for any partial concessions he may choose to make. No one has 
free claims on any part of his being or his property, and thus he 
certainly does not acknowledge the existence of any other person, 
any 'Thou', who has limitless claims upon him. Indeed it is 
precisely this (among many other things) that the total atheist 
denies when he says, 'There is no God'. 

'Theological statements,' says Robinson. 'are not a description 
of "the highest Being" but an analysis of the depths of personal 
relationship�r, rather, an analysis of the depths of all experience 
"interpreted by love ... ·: This Christian apologist seeks to liberate 
his readers from the particular dogma of a 'Supreme Being' 
beyond time and space. What he does not and cannot do, how
ever, is to liberate them from theological dogma in general, and it 
is therefore open to the tocal atheist to retort, as Stimer retorted to 
Feuerbach, 'How thoroughly theological is this liberation which 
he labours to give us !'3 I am not to be identified with the love I 
may happen to feci, nor is my being exhaustively defined by any 
of the responses I may choose to make, since I am the being whom 
'names name not', I am 'this transitory, mortal Creator who lives 
by consuming himself' in a perpetual return to the nothingness 
which I essentially exist to be.4 'What do we gain, then,' de
m:mds Stimer, 'when for the sake of a change we transfer into 
ourselves the divine outside us? It was just beause Wt are not the 

I M. Buber, I tUld 171011, Part Three. 
J D.E., p. 42. 

l Robinson, op. cil., p. 49. 
• D.E., p. 429. 
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Spirit that dwells in us, it was just for that reason we originally 
had to take it and set it outside ourselvCS.'1 Unlikc my natural 
feelings and responses, which are at least temporarily and wholly 
m;"e even ifthcy arc not me, 'the divine' or 'the sacred' ises�ntially 
that which can never be either me or wholly and exclusively 
mine; it is the totally alien, which always claims to go beyond and 
to envelop me. 'The sacred', 'God', inevitably seeks to ap
propriate me and cannot be appropriated by me until I have 
destroyed its sanctity, whatcver form that may take, by degrad
ing and domesticating it, by reducing it. that is, to the condition 
of all the other finite, natural, disposable objects which I am 
perpetually able to resume and enjoy. Whether it is located, in the 
person of a Supreme Being, beyond time and space, or whether it 
is enshrined, as apologists like Bonhoeffer insist, in the heart of 
men's cveryday activities and concerns, 'the sacred' is, for Stirner 
and for the total atheist, above all that which has to be destroyed 
as 'sacred' lest the individual, as a finite, self-sufficient, and self
possessed individual, be himself destroyed by it. The dissent of the 
true atheist is a dissent from 'the holy' when this is viewed as a 
sacred reality apart from and above the common world; but his 
refusal is also and no less a refusal to 'hallow the profane' by 
acknowledging the presence of 'a "beyond" in the midst of our 
life'.2 Like Stirner, the true atheist is the man who lives and 
moves and has his being in a world which, he has decided, shall be 
irredeemably and totally profane. 

What, then, is the essentia1 difference between the total atheist 
and those other atheists, like Feuerbach in Srimer's day or Huxley 
in our own, who are 'atheists' only inasmuch as they reject the 
classical theism of orthodox Christianity? The essential difference 
is surely that, whereas the laner are ultimately concerned to 
preserve and restore the ethical and cxistential insights of Christian
ity by ljberating them from their mythological, supranatural 
setting and expressing them (perhaps in harmony with the 
highest insights of other religions) in terms of a modern philo
sophical and scientific view of the world and man, it is the avowed 
intention of the total atheist to impugn the claims of religion in 

I D.E., p. 43. J Robinson, op. cit., p. 86. 
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whatever setting they arc found and in whatever terms they arc 
couched. Whatever it may be which, not only in classical theism 
but also in 'atheistic' Christianiry and in the religions of hwnanity 
or of love, presumes to capture the hearts and minds of men; 
whatever it may be in these and the other historic religions, 
theistic or atheistic, which presumes to engage our wills and 
enrol us wholly in its service: it is this which the total adleist de
nies, it is against this that be musters the last protesting ouncc oEhis 
undiminished being. The total atheist is like all other atheists in 
that his act of rejection is of course, first and foremost, a re
jection of 'theism' ; he is unlike all other atheists, however, in that 
his act of rejection is not merely a theoretical rejection of the 
abstract claims of theism to be a truthfUl aCCOlUlt of the nawre and 
organization of reality: it is above all a rejection of those values 
and ideals of which theism is merely the most vivid and exemplary 
portrayal and which are the essential meaning of theism as a 
dynamic and persuasive religious form, but which may also be 
and in fact are expressed (although in less gn.phic fashion) in 
many other fomu of religious commitment. The total atheist's 
act of rcjcction is not merely a rejection of the personal God of 
Christian theism, for the God of theism is rejected by many men 
who are nevertheless profoundly religious. Heof course rejects the 
theistic religion of the Christians, but he also rejects the cosmic 
religion of the pantheists, the ethical religion of the humanists, and 
indeed every form of religious commitmcnt which men's i.n
genuity or foUy has proposed. The total atheist is the nUll who has 
chosen to dwell in the dimension of the profoundly irreligious. 
What he seeks to expose is the nature of the religious illusion in all 
its forms. If, like Feuerbach, he seeks 'the essence of religion', he 
does so, like Stimer, ill order to destroy it. In doing so he may 
render me incidental intdlecrual service of showing what is 
essentially involved in the religious commitment; but it is the 
prohibitive cost of such commitment which he is above all 
resolved to demonstrate and, by his personal rcvocation, to 
condemn. 

Stimer's chief claim to our continuing attention arises, men, from 
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his unique contribution to the development andse1f-understanding 
of radical atheism. In Der Ei"zige he took upon himself to demon
strate, with harrowing thoroughness, exactly what is involved in 
the full denial of God. To deny the Omnipresent inmerelyoneof 
the fonns in which He is present is not enough: God mwt be 
denied in his very essence and meaning. 'From religion', says 
Stimer, 'I do indeed learn the means for the "vanquishing of the 
world", but not how I am to subdue God too and become 
master of rum; for God "is the spirit". And this same spirit, of 
which I am unable to become master, may have the most mani
fold shapes: he may be olled God or the Spirit of the People, 
the State, Family, Reason, or even-Freedom, Humanity, Man,'! 
He goes on: 'The way in which objects are conceived admits 
of extreme variety, even as God, Christ, the world were 
and are conceived in the most manifold ways. In this respect 
everyone is a "dissenter", and after bloody combats this much 
has at least been attained, that opposite views about one and 
the same object arc no longer condemned as heresies worthy of 
death. The" dissenters" have become reconciled. But why should 1 
only dissent about a thing? Why Dot pwh dissent to its last ex
treme, that of no longer having any concern for the thing in 
question, and therefore thinking its nothingness, crushing it 
entirely? Then the COllCtptiOtl itself has an end, becawc there is no 
longer anything to conceive o£ Why should 1 say, for example, 
"God is not Allah, nor Br:ahma, nor Jehovah, but - God"? Why 
not say instead, "God is nothing but a deception"?'l 

The idea of 'God', says Stirner, is essentially the idea of an 
'overmastering object', to which I am bound to be 'right sub
missive': it is the idea of 'the absolute under which I ought to 
bend'.J Thw the denial of God is not merely the denial of 
Allah, or of Jehovah, or of Christ: it is the denial that there is any 
absolute over us, requiring our submission and deserving our 
devotion. Now, if we ask what it is that is being claimed when 
adherents of different religions claim, for example, that Allah is 
'God', or that Christ is 'God', or that Goodness is 'God', the 
answer to this question will furnish us with a definition of those 

I D.E., p. 390- I D.E... pp. 395-6. s D.E... p. 396. 
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attriblltes which arc essentially involved in the idea of'Gad', that 
is, in the title of 'God' as such, regardless of the identities of the 
particular claimants who arc competing for this tide. If the ad
herents of these different religions arc rc.ally engaged in meaningful 
dispute, they must be engaged in making the same claim, albeit on 
behalf of different candidates. Of course, there arc many related 
concepts which coalesce to form the idea of ' God', whether it be 
the God of Christianity. the God of religious humanism, or the 
God of any other religion that is under consideration. However, 
all these rdated concepts may perhaps be compounded into a 
single, completely general formulation, in which their essential 
purport may be summarized by simply saying that 'God' is 
always and at least'the adequate object oj'worship', Whatever specific 
cluracteristics may be peculiar to the particu1ar candidates for 
the office of'God', to say of any one of these that he is truly God 
is surely to say that he is a proper object of the distinctively 
religious attitude, the attitude of thc worshipper, And to deny, with 
Stimer and the total atheist, that there is a God of any kind what
soever, is therefore to deny that there is anything, in the world or 
out of it, which is worthy of our worship, 

Naturally, 'worship' here means more than simple homage or 
service. however zealously these outward duties may be perform
ed; it means more than natural love or fear, however intensely 
these emotions may be inwardly felt, 'Worship' means a total 
engagement and surrender of the whole person, who, even in the 
very moment of surrcnder, recognizes the worthlessness of what 
he is surrendering in comparison with the transcendent glory of 
the reality to which surrender is made, Creation is full of things 
which may elicit sensuous fear; only the Creator, however, is the 
proper object of'holy dread', Creation is full of things for which 
we may feel instinctive love; but only the Creator is the proper 
object of 'sacred adoration', The 'awe' which overcomes the 
worshipper is a fusion of this dread and this adoration. and it is 
only before an object of supreme reality and trallSCelldell( gracious
ness that 'awe' in this sense can arise, There must be an itlji"ite 
distance between the worshipper and the worshipped, which is 
always 'the wholly other' and which is therefore the mysten'lIIl1 
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tremelJdum, immeasurable by fmite human reason and Wl
attainable by finite human endeavour. Moreover, for the reality 
worshipped to be truly worthy of worship, its worth must be 
infinite and unconditional, utterly eclipsing the conditioned 
worth of those finite, natural objects which we ordinarily esteem 
and desire. If, then, when a religious humanist like Feuerbach 
declares that 'Love is God' he is in effect declaring that Love is a 
proper object of worship, the love in question cannot be the 
transient love of fmite human experience, but rather an ideal of 
perfect love which infinitely surpasses the conditioned love of 
ordinary experience and in the light of which the latter is to be 
judged. A humanist who did not recognize such an ideal per
fection could not properly be styled a religious humanist. And of 
course a man who did not recognize this or any other ideal 
perfection would be precisely the homo irrefigioslis of whom 
Stirncr set out to be the definitive exemplar. The profoundly 
irreligious man, the total atheist, as we have seen, is the I,oma 
carcl/lans, into whose calculatiollS. inevitably, only objects of 
finite utility, of conditional and therefore measurable worth, can 
gain entry. 

The radical atheist denies that there is anything which is truly 
wouhy of worship, because be denies that tbere is any object 
possessing those attributes which an object must necessarily 
possess ifit is to be an adequate or proper object of'worship' in the 
sense explained. Now, while this is not merely a denial that there 
is any being which possesses the attributes traditionally ascribed 
to the God of theism (since it is the idea of 'God' as such, not 
merely the God of the theists, that he is resolved to destroy), 
nevertheless it is in his denial of the attributes traditionally as
cribed to the theistic God that the full nature and scale of the 
radical atheist's denial perhaps emerge most clearly. He of course 
denies that the attributes of the theistic God-infinity, eternity, 
immutability, perfect truthfulness, and so on-are in fact col
located in a single, unitary being; bue, more defiantly, he also 
denies that the 'divine' attributes themselves, considered in
dependently as ideal conceptions, have any inherent claims on the 
person and conduct of the existing, concrete individual. 
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Thus, for the total atheist as for Stirner. the rejection of the idea 
of'God' is not just the rejection of the idea of an infinite being. Itis 
the rejection of the idea of 'the infinite' as an ideal category 
dwarfing and degrading the finite reality of the extant individual. 
It is the affirmation of a philosophy of radical finitude. Because it is 
a rejection of the Universal, the Absolute, his rejection of the idea 
of 'God' is at the same time an affirmation of the reality of the 
particular individual, to whose unique being all things are relative. 
The rejection of God's 'eternity' means for Scimer the affirmation 
of The Unique Onc's temporal finitude, his mortality, his measured 
Right from nothingness into nothingness. The rejection of God's 
'immutability' means the affirmation of The Unique Onc's 
fickJe and protean being, his perperual and momentary self
dissolution and self-transformation. The rejection of the idea of 
God as 'perfect truth' is simultaneously an affirmation of The 
Unique One's inventive, proprietorial attitude to knowledge, of 
which he makes arbitrary disposition according to his own 
intercsts or inclinations: God's 'omniscience' would be a violation 
of his privacy and a destruction of his subjectivity. The rejection 
of the idea of God as 'the gracious lawgiver' is an affirmation of 
the lawlessness of the self-sufficient individual, his determination 
to go his own way without looking either to the right or to the 
left, either below or above. If the God of theism furnishes us with a 
spiritual image of the unified totality, the rejection of this image of 
God is by implication an affinnation of the separateness and 
concreteness of the recalcitrant individual. 

The total atheist's rejection of the idea of 'God', then, is in 
effect the rejection of a certain view of the nature of reality and of 
man's place in it, and at the same time it is the affirmation of a 
diametrically contrary view of man's existence and of the 
world in which that existence may be chosen. An objective 
totality is deposed in favour of the utter subjectivity of the 
self-contained individual. Total atheism, according to Stirner, is 
identical with an utterly heedless individualism. To deny that 
any feature of reality deserves to be held 'sacred' is to deny that 
anything is worthy of 'being taken seriously without any reser
vation'. And to reject 'the spirit of seriousness' is to affirm, with the 
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dying Sir Ensor Doone, that 'there is nothing in the world to 
fear-nothing to revere, to worship, noming to trust, and nothing 
to love': at least it is to affirm that mere is nothing wonhy of our 
absolute trust, our unconditional love. It is an afflCmation of the 
personal irreverence, the bottomless frivolity, of the individual 
ameist. The rejection of the idea of'God' is a rejection of'religion' 
in every sense, but above all it is a rejection of 're-ligion' as that 
which binds and restrains the self-assertive individual, binding him 
to a body of worshippers by placing him in bondage to the 
object of their common worship. The total atheist refuses to be 
bound to a religious fellowship or to be bounded by the divine 
principle of such a fellowship. to bQ[h senses his atheism is a 
philosophy of bound-less self-assertion. Furthermore, if-as a 
refusal of God's grace-his ameism is a refusal to be 'obliged' in 
the sense of being beholden to an external Giver for his gracious 
gift, it is also a refusal of'ob-ligation' in me sense of being bound 
by and accountable to a Judge who may aumoritatively bind him 
to render an account of his conduct. His denial of God is thus an 
affirmation of the atheist's own strictly 'irresponsible' being: 
it is an affirmation of the individual's impregnable sovereignty 
within his own distant and lonely kingdom. 

'The question of God', says Dr. Robinson, 'is the question of 
transcendence.'1 Belief in God involves the acknowledgement of 
a reality which forever surpasses fmite human experience and 
endeavour, however far the reach of human knowledge and 
achievement may be extended. If transcendence is 'a feature of all 
our experience-ill depth',2 then God is the depth which cannot 
be plumbed, since the concept of a 'divine depth' is the concept of 
a depth which is i"finitely deep: God is the unfathomable. To 
believe in God is to acknowledge an ideal excellence which is 
always above and beyond the particular, finite excellences dis
coverable in our experience, since these natural excellences, of 
however high an order they may be, always admit of finite 
evaluation and may themselves in time be excelled as our ex

perience widens. From a personal standpoint this belief in God as 
me eternally transcendent excellence involves a perpetwl dis-

• Robinson, op. cit., p. 4P. • Op. cit., p. p. 
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satisfaction with the world as it is (and indeed as it ever will be 
in any finite span of time, whatever degree of improvement may 
be introduced) and a perpetual dissatisfaction with myself as I am, 
whatever the degree of success with which I may have laboured to 
improve myself: belief in God carries with it a 'judgment' of the 
world and myself. 

The supreme denial made by the atheist, it may therefore be 
said, is his denial of transcendence. He is through and through 
'the natural man' ofOuo, who 'is quite ul1ableto "shudder" or feel 
horror in the true sense of the word, for "shuddering" is something 
more than natural, ordinary fear'.1 Horror, dread, awe, ador
ation-thesc are the responses of the man who feels himself com
prehended by the mrstmllm trWlttlJll1n et joscitlol/s, which 
cannot be comprehended by him because it eternally transcends 
him. The atheist, by contrast, limits his concern to what can be 
comprehended, to what can be grasped or appropriated by him. 
His measured responses arc proportioned to the finite possibilities 
of injury or of gratification which he perceives a situation to 
contain, and to any intimations which cannot be deciphered and 
domesticated he is uniformly and systematically indifferent. His 
interests lie wholly in the sphere of the present, the concrete, the 
actual, which can be discovered, managed, and enjoyed here and 
now. This is not a new 'worship of the positive', since even in the 
very moment of appropriating the thing before him he perceives its 
transience and affirms its nothingness. It is, however, a massive 
acceptance of things as they are, without lamenting their imper
fections or wishing the world otherwise; and it is an affirmation, 
by the individual atheist, ofhimsclfjust as he is, without regretting 
his limitations or wishing himself better. 

There is yet another dimension to the radical atheist's denial of 
the transcendent. The transcendent is supposed to be that which, 
lying above and beyond our present situation, is nevertheless 
idea.lly required if our present situation is to be appraised and 
lmderstood. Just as the idea of an end or purpose is required in 
order to evaluate a man's present actions, or even to render them 
intelligible; just as an absent object of desire has to be postulated 

I R. OftO, 'I1tt 1M" of/lot Holy, ch. IV. 
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if a man's present m,te of desire is to be judged and imerpreted; 
so, it is argued, all our actual, conditioned experiences point in 
their imperfection to a transcendent ideal of unconditioned 
perfectioll, without which these particular, fleeting experiences 
wou1d possess neither value nor meaning. Our particular, fleeting 
experiences oflove, for c""(ample, flawed as they often are by the 
intrusion of alien, selfish motives and bitterly frustrated as they 
often are by the harsh logic of impersonal circumstances, are 
nevertheless supposed to point, in their very dissatisfaction, to an 
ideal of divine Love, of ultimate and perfect satisfaction, in the light 
of which they can be seen to possess, even in the hour of their 
apparent defear, a transcendent significance and worth eclipsing 
any merely finite achievement or reward. Now, it is precisely this 
concept of transcendent worth and significance which the total 
atheist repudiates. His denial of the idea of 'God' is a denial that 
existence has any intrinsic or final worth. His denial of God is a 
denial that life has any objective and global meaning. The atheist's 
denial of transcendence is the denial that there is any uJomace 
purpose in terms of which the world might be vindicated and 
redeemed. It is an affirmation of meaninglessness and worthlessness 
as the constitutive features of ultimate reality, and at the same 
time it is an affinnation of motivelessness and wantonness as 
the dominant traits of the individual atheist: knowing all his 
choices to be equally gratuitous, he does not pretend to justify 
them by appeal to some fictitious standard of objective reason, 
for the atheist's denial of transcendence is also a denial of reason 
as an objective standard transcending, and therefore in the last 
analysis alien to, the particular, concrete individuals between 
whom it purports to arbitrate. Perhaps the Saxon Minster 
of the Interior was wiser than he knew when he described Der 
Einzige as 'too absurd'. At least in the sense that he denies that 
there is any rational course to steer or any rational destination to 
head for, Stirner might be said to have anticipated the total 
atheists of the twentieth century in their view of life as a futile 
venture into tbe Absurd. 

In the hands of a total atheist like Stirner, then, the denial of 
tbe idea of 'God' is equivalent to an affirmation of the ultimate 
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meaninglessness of existence. or course, there arc brute reguJar
ines in nature which our experience can discover; there arc ord
erly sequences of natural events which m.e scientist can record; 
and in this sense our experience can be said to possess literal or 
empirical IDe2ning. What me lOra] atheist denies (and by this 
stage he has become identical with the nihilist) is that our exper
ience has any ultimate moral Or metaphysical meaning. The factual 
regularities discovered by the scientist are ultimately inexplicable, 
if metaphysical explanation requires reference to a Summum 
&lIl1m purposively directing the world of brute facts; in the ab
sence of such a dirct':tive principle, me scientific order is seen to bea 
metaphysical chaos. If the idea of 'God' is the idea of a unifying 
principle which transforms our centrifugal experiences into a co
herent and significant whole, then the atheist's denial of God is a 
denial of the possibility of any such ideal unity. In Stirner trus 
denial of the ideal of unity iscarried to its extreme. If a perfect unity 
of experience is to be realized, harmonizing and consecrating the 
fragmentary endeavours of men, it will be rea1izcd above all in 
that'unirybetween lllan and man' of which Feuerbach spoke orin 
that complete personal and spiritual union which for the Christian 
is the meaning of purest love. According to Stirner, however, the 
realization of dIe whole can be accomplished only by suppressing 
the reality of the part; the perfect realization of an infinite whole 
of undisturbed moral unity can be accomplished, therefore, only 
at the cost of engulfmg every last vestige of self-assertive in
dividuality which might threaten to disturb it. Stirner would 
reject even the ideal of an organic whole in which, it might be 
claimed, the individuality of the parts is not destroyed but rather 
enriched and transfigured by their inner identity, their absolute 
coincidence, with the ideal toulity; what he wants to preserve is 
the pure extcriority of the wuelated parts, their impenetrable 
identity as parts; what he wants to preserve is the exclusive being 
of the irreducible individual who articulates himself as purely this 
part-icular individual. In Stiener's hands, radical atheism becomes 
the self-affirmation of the solitary, self-centred subject, whose life 
is irredeemably 'partial' both in the sense that he is resolved to 
pursue his own selfish interests in disregard of the impartial ideals 
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of objective reason and justice, and also in the sense that he is 
ceaselessly conscious of his own distinct and contracted being in 
opposition to the unifying dialectic of social relationships and 
personal love. Radical athcism, under the direction ofStirner, has 
become identical with the self-affirmation of the unmoved egoist. 
The self-surrender of the theist has been replaced by the self
concentration of the dispassionate narcissist. The objective and 
total meaning vouchsafed by the theocentric universe has becn 
simultancollily destroyed and replaced, in ::md through a perma
nent crisis of meaninglessness, by an egocentric universe invested 
with the subjective or 'partial' meaning of its finite cteator. The 
total atheist, in short, discovers himself in the person of the nihilist 
in order to consummate himself in the person of the egoist. 

Beliefin 'God', declares Stirncr, is always the beliefin a 'highest 
essence', whether this is supposed to be realized in the theistic God, 
in the spirit of Humanity, in the ideal of Love, or in the ideals of 
social unity and justice. 'But suppose that a man were to smile 
compassionately at the whole conflict about the highest essence, as 
a Christian might smile at the verbal duel between a Shiite and a 
Sunnite or between a Brahmin and a Buddhist: such a man would 
hold the hypothesis of a highest essence as nothing and the whole 
cooRict based on this as a futile game. It makes no difference 
whatsoever to him whether the One God or the TriwlC God, the 
Lutheran God or the Eire Supreme, or even no God at all, but 
only 'Mankind', is held to represent the highest essence; for in his 
eyes these servants of a highest essence arc all religious men, the 
ranting atheist no less than the most devout Christian.'l Nor does 
it make any difference to him, Stirner would add, whether the 
democratic State or the socialist society, personal relationships or 
abstract jllitice, Love, Freedom, or Duty, is held to represent the 
highest essence; for if these ideals are put forward as 'sacred' 
ideals transcending, in their infinite perfection, the finite and 
fallible individuals whose 'worship' they claim, then they arc 
religious ideals, and the fanatical democrat and socialist, the 
fanatical lovcr, libertarian, and moralist. arc all equally religious 
men. The man who, agreeing with Kant that 'something has a 

' D.E., pp. :;o-t. 
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dignity if it is exalted above all price and so admits of no equiva
lent',l affirms his belief in 'human dignity' in this sense, who 
affirms, that is, his belief in the 'pricdessness' of human life, is thus 
essentially a religious man, since the truly religious attitude 
consists in affirming the infinite. the literally immeasurable worth 
of dIe objects which it considers sacred. The truly irrreligious 
man on the contrary, as we have seen, is the homo caim/alls who, 
believing that everything has its price. that a loss in one direction 
can always be compounded elsewhere, therefore equates 'pricc
lessness' with worililessncss, and whose denial of God is therefore 
at the same time a denial of human dignity.2 The truly irreligious 
man, the calculating egoist, has finite, pragmatic interests, which 
he is prepared to reduce or expand, to abandon or exchange, in the 
light of the fluctuating expediencies; there is nothing which he is 
not prepared co alter or replace; there is nothing that he would 
not sell. The full rejection of religion, Stimer claims, is thus the 
rejection of human dignity, freedom,justice, and love, as eternal 
ideals demanding our unqualified homage and raised above all 
considerations of selfish expediency. If atheism is to complete 
itself, if the atheist's original denial is to be converted into a total 
denial, it must become a denial of all men's social and moral 
ideals. For the cocal atheist, as Camus puts it, morality is 'the last 
face of the God who requires to be destroyed') 

What Stirnee has sought to demonstrate is the ultimate identity 
of total atheism and total egoism. If atheism is a theological denial, 
it is also an ethical and social denial. [fit is man's escape from the 
clutches of an alien Deity, it is also the individuafs escape from 
the alien authority of the State, society, and his fellow men. It is the 
individual's self-liberation on all fronts; it is his self-possession 
before all claimants. Moreover, if by 'the world' we signify a 
stable, meaningful, organized and unitary totality, then the 
atheist's self-liberation may also be described as a liberation 
from the world; his self-possession is a posture of cosmic defiance. 

, Kant, Grolllu/UJork oj lilt Mtlapllysic oj Morals, ch. II. 
1 C£ Jaspers, Die gtislige Silll4lio" der Zdl, Berlin and Leipzig, 1931, p. 1)0. 

'There is 110 God, the swelling m:l.S5eS clamour. As a result man becomes worth
less; he can be slaughtered in any numbers, because he is nothing: 

J Camw, L'Hommt rillo/li, ch. II, sec. on 'L'Affirmation absolue'. 
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His atheism is the denial that reality has any fixed and necessary 
meaning. It is an affirmation of the ultimate insignificance of all 
things. The egoism of the total atheist is thus the egoism of the 
nihilist, and thus the total atheist, according to Scirncr, is ultimately 
identical with the nihilistic egoist. 

To say of Stirner's atheism that it is a form of 'nihilism' is to 
say, then, that it sets out to dissolve 'the world' as a comprehensive 
structure of objective meanings, to expose it as a metaphysical 
chaos. But to say of his nihilism that it is a nihilistic 'egoism' is 
further to say that it sets out to reorganize this chaos by a unilateral 
act of metaphysical creation, to impose upon it a new order of 
meanings which will reRect the self-absorbed personality of the 
individual nihilist. The nihilistic egoist is 'the centre of his world',' 
which he perpetually re-creates from the norrungness to which it 
is perpetually consigned. It is in this respect that Stienee's world 
most resembles that of the atheistic existentialist, from whose 
'cstranged world', according to Helmut Kuhn, 'truth as the 
disclosure of meaning is not to be wrested'. Kuhn continues: 'If at 
all, truth must be found in the inner man, as a condition or act of 
mind . . . .  Meaning, the Existentialist affirms, is not to be revealed 
as though it were available in a realm of essences. It must rather be 
brought into existence; it must be lived . . . .  The revelation of 
meaninglessness is meaningful-and the foundation of all mean
ing. First we must run against the unyielding wall of an estranged 
world, then be sent back by rebound. as it were, into our in
wardness. The redeeming answer must be discovered in the en
counter with Nothingness.'2 For the nihilistic egoist, too, ob
jective meaning and truth, along with objectivc purpose and 
values, have disappeared for ever in the mctaphysical deluge which 
follows the death of God, and in their place he freely invents a 
private meaning, a subjective truth, for the unique and personal 
world which he can henceforth inhabit undisturbed. According to 
Karl L5with, this metaphysical emancipation to be accomplished 
by 'nonreligious man' was heralded by both Stirncr and Nietzsche: 
'Poe the ancient world, Stirncr says, the "world" was truth; for the 

I Md.1; Stimtr's klti"trt Schr!fttn, p. 354. 

2 Kuhn, Et,rolln,tr ",ith No,hingnrss, ch. IV. 
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Christian, "spicit"�t[uth, and this spiritualized world is brought 
to an end in the left-wing Hegelians, with their faith in the spirit 
of "mankind". But for the future world, as Nietzsche says. "noth
ing is true"; everylhing is permissible, because in this world the 
only truth is what the individual on appropriate for himself 
without becoming estranged from himsd£ From this point of 
view, that of the OIl", human ([uth is nothing more and nothing 
less than what the individual can in fact be.'1 

Now. if the nihilistic egoist designates himself as the sale 
prop�ietor afhis private 'world', which he perpetually reproduces 
from irs pristine nothingness by a personal act of metaphysical 
creation, conferring an arbitrary and provisional meaning on 
what he affirms to be otherwise meaningless, it might well seem 
as ifhe has after all simply cast himselfin the role of the God which 
he professedly set out co abolish. Is the atheism of The Unique 
One really a total atheism, which having repudiated the very con
cept of'divinity' is therefore ultimately indifferent to the outcome 
of the struggle between the various candidates who lay claim to 
the spurious title of'Gad' ? Or is it his intention, by eliminating all 
the various candidates-Jehovah, Christ, the State, Love, Freedom, 
Virtue, and all the others-who have been nominated to fill the 
office of 'God', thereby to clear the way for his own seizure of 
this office? Has The Unique One dispossessed che Christian 
God, for example, in order that he may usurp the vacant throne? 

This is the impression which some of Stimcc's mote oracuJar 
utterances might seem to give. 'It is said of Gad: "Names name 
Thee noc". That is true of me; no COlJcept can express me, nothing 
that can be put forward as my essence can exhaust me; they are 
no more than namcs. Likewise it is said of God that He is perfect 
and is not required to strive after perfection. But thac is also true 
of mc. '1 These are the words with which Stirnec closes his book, 
which he has opened with the declaration: 'I am che creative 
Nothing, the Nothing out of which as creator I myself create 
everything'.3 The Unique One has evidently taken avec the role 
of'Creator' from the deposed God of Christianity, then, for like 

I LOwitb, From Htgd 1(1 NielzKhe, Part Two, ch. V, sec. 7 . 
• D.E.. p. 429. 1 D.E., p. 14. 
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the Christian God he claims to 'create everything out of nothing'. 
Like the God of Christian mysticism, also, The Unique One claims 
to be beyond definition and beyond thought, 'the unspeakable', 
who can be expressed only in 'an expression which expresses . . .  
Nothing';1 like the mystics' God, The Unique One baffies all 
formulation, and every attempt to define his essence inevitably 
ends up in empty tautologies, since ' "You are unique" means no 

th "y '" M h '  d '  hieb more an ou are you .2 oreover, t e transcell ence w 
he denies [0 the Christian God (and to all other 'Gods') is precisely 
the transcendence which he himself claims to be; the egoist is 
always more than the swn of the interests in which he has invested, 
he is already beyond the particular pleasure which he enjoys, and 
indeed it is because he is the 'proprietor' of his world that he 
stands beyond and aloof from it, as a proprietor stands above his 
property; however much, as its creator, The Unique One expends 
himself in his creation, he can at any moment dissolve his interest 
in it and return to his own unencumbered being, perpetually 
sloughing the empty shell of the world that he has sucked dry. 
Like the God of Christianity, The Unique One is 'alone in and 
WHO himself all-sufficient, not standing in need of any creatures 
which he hath made') And of course, since the only value 
possessed by anything is the value which he himself has gratuit
ously conferred upon it, it maybe said of him, as of the Christian 
God, that he does not derive any glory from his works and 
possessions 'hut only manifests his own glory iu, hy, unto, and 
upon them', and that he has 'most sovereign dominion' over all 
things in his world, 'to do for them, by them, or upon them, 
whatsoever himself pleaseth'.4 

Nevertheless, it would be inaccurate to say that The Unique 
One was putting himself forward to fill the place of God. His act of 
'creation' is not strictly similar to the fiat of the Christian Creator, 
to whom all things owe their existence. The Unique One is the 
author of the moral order and unity of his universe, he alone 
invests the contents of his universe with sueh significancc as they 
possess, he is the source of all the metaphysical meaning to be 

I Klei"ue &hriftm, p. 3.7. 
J T1lt WtstmillSlU COIIJtssif1ll oj Faifh, tho II, P:l.I'lI. II. 

l Op. cit., p. 349 . 
• See loco cit. 
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found in it: but he docs not literally create its sheer being. He 
imposes his personal meaning on the raw, amorphous stuff to 
which he has reduced his experience, but he does not call the 
brute stuff itself into existence. The 'Nothing' out of which he 
'creates everything' is not a pure absence of being: it is rather a 
total absence of objective meaning and intrinsic value. Nor is The 
Unique One literally a cosmic architect, arranging and admini
stering a pre-cxistent stuff into the natural patterns which science 
methodically discovers. He is rather the existential artist, re
capturing his experience in formulae which convert it inco a 
metaphysical image of the personal world he inhabits. Further
more, The Unique One docs not claim, like the Christian God, to 
be 'absolute, infinite, eternal, omnipotent, omniscient': his rc
calcitralltly particular and finite existence is a limited flight 
through time to an unknown but definite term. He has no illusions 
about his own power, which he knows will always be restricted 
by circumstances and other persons; for his unique satisfaction 
lies in exercising such power as he possesses in full consciousness 
that it is his alone, to be used as he chooses to direct, without 
consulting the interests or wishes of anyone but himself and with
out referring to the authority of any agency which claims juris
diction over him. The Unique One is the utterly singular subject, 
isolated in his own self-partiality. He is 'this transitory, mortal 
Creator, who lives by consuming himself'! and who, unhindered 
in his perpetual 'flow and dissolution',2 is constantly truncating 
his prescnt being in calculated preparation for the future which he 
already confronts. He docs not put himself in the place of'God' as 
'the adequate object of worship',  for he does not reverence him
selfin any 6nal or absolute sense; his self-regard is purely that of a 
man who is conscious of his own handicaps and limitations but 
who does not believe thar in virtue of these he is bound to defer to 
others more advantageously situated or of naturally richer 
endowment than himself; he does not worship any other and he 
does not 'worship' himself. 

Thus the atheism of Stirner rcally is a total atheism. If he puts 
himscifin the place of the Gods whom he has deposed, he docs nOt 

: D.E., p. 429. I D.E., p. 229. 
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posit himself as a new 'God'. he does not end up by deifying his 
Unique One in the way that Feuerbach had deified Hum�ity and 
Bauer had deified the critical Consciousness. To The Unique One 
nothing is sacred. not even the Nothing which he himself is. His 
nihilism is not a worship of Nothingness, any more than his 
egoism is a worship of himself. His cyltical self-interest is not to be 
confused with pious self-reverence. His atheism is a total atheism, 
because in place of the pure Infinite of religion he has instaJled the 
finite and carnal reality of me promiscuous, transient individual. 

In several respects. as has been said. the atheism of Der Einzige 
closely resembles the radical atheism of such leading existentialist 
atheists as Heidegger and Sarcre. For the existentialists. the collapse 
of belief in God is also the collapse of 'the world' as a meaningful 
structure enshrining objective values. To the existentialist. how
ever. this collapse of me�ingand value appears as a metaphysical 
disaster. It is a cosmic catastrophe. which fills those courageous 
enough to acknowledge it with 'anguish' or 'dread'. 'The world 
in which I exist', says Heidegger, 'has sunk into insignificance; and 
me world which is thus disclosed is one in which entities can befreed 
only in the character of having no involvement. Dread is dread
ful in the face of the "nothing" of the world . . . .  Dread discloses an 
insignificance of the world j and this insignificance reveals the 
nullity of that with which one can concern onesel£,1 Elsewhere 
Heideggcr describes dread as 'the key-mood . . .  dllOUgh which 
we are brought face to face with Nothing itself' and in which 'all 
things, and we with them, sink into a SOrt of indifference', because 
'there is nothing to hold on to: the only thing tbatremainsandover
whelms us while aJl things slip away is this "nothing".'1 For Hei
deggert to discover the ultimate mcaninglessncss of existence is 
necessarily to be overcome by an cmotion of overwhelming poig
llancy and of unique existential significance, a sinister and 'un
canny' emotion which is quite different from ordinary feelings of 
natural boredom or fear. 

According to Sartre, my sense ofbcing cast adrift in a meaning

I Hddegger, }killg lind Tilllt, Pan One, Divi.sion Two, (:h, IV (se<:. 68 (b» . 
J Hddeggu. What is MrttfphyS/ul 
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less and purposeless world is accompanied by the crucial feeling 
which he calls existential 'anguish', and which is inseparably 
associated with the consciousnen of my total 'responsibility' for 
my own existence and for the kind of world in which that 
existence has been chosen. 'The world', says Sartre, 'by means of 
its very articulation refers to us exactly the image of what we 
are . . . .  It is by surpassing the world towards ourselves that we 
make it appear such as it is. We choose the world, not in its 
contexture as in-itself but in its meaning, by choosing our
selves . . .  we make the world appear as world . . . .  The value of 
things, their instrumental role, do nothing more than to oudine 
my image-that is, my choice . . . .  Thus we are fully conscious of 
the choice which we are; and . . .  this consciousness is expressed 
by the two-fold "feeling" of anguish and responsibility. Anguish. 
abandonment, responsibility, whether muted or full strength, 
constitute the quality of our consciousness in so far as this is pure 
and simple freedom.'l This existential 'anguish', which is so like 
the 'dread' of Heidegger, arises from man's experience of his 
'abandonment.' 'And when we speak of "abandonment"', says 
Sartre, 'we only mean to say that God does not exist, and that it is 
necessary to draw the consequences of his absence right to the 
end . . . .  The existentialist finds it extremely embarrassing that 
God does not exist . . . .  Dostoevsky once wrote "If God did not 
exist, everything would bepermitted"; and that, for existentialism, 
is the starting-point. Everything is indeed permitted if God does 
not exist, and man is in consequence forlorn, for he cannot find 
anything to depend upon either within or outside himself. . . .  
Nor, on the ocher hand, if God does not exist, are we provided 
with any values or commands that could legitimize our behaviour. 
Thus we have neither behind us, nor before us in a luminous 
realm of values, any means of justification or excuse. We arc left 
alone, without excusc. That is what I mean when I say that man is 
condemned to be free.'2 To experience the anguish of existence, 
in Sartre's view, is to experience a 'sense of complete and profoWld 
responsibility' for the world in which one has chosen to live. 

I Sartre, Btill1 llrui Nothingn�5S, Part Four, ch. 1, 5«. I. 
� Same, ExistmJilllism IIlId HUffUJIlism. pp. 33-4. 
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Existential anguish is akin to the other forms of anguish which we 
feel whenever we have to make a choice for which ultimately we 
alone will be responsible, but the truly existential anguish has a 
unique emotional tonality of personal 'despair', since in the 
moment of choosing our personal world we 'realize that it has 
value only because it is chosen'.! 

Now, it is perhaps at this point that the total atheist like Stirner 
might appositely accuse the existentialists of a failure of nerve. 
Certainly, their descriptions of existential anguish or dread, which 
is supposed to be crucially different from our ordinary feelings of 
natural distress and is supposed to yield a uniquely authoritative 
insight into the nature of existence, are often highly reminiscent of 
the descriptions which religious writers are prone to give of their 
characteristic experiences. Indeed, in many respects the experience 
of existential dread might be said to be a quasi-religious experience, 
the kind of experience which only a fundamentally religious 
person would be likely to suffer. The despair of which Sartre 
speaks seems to be the kind of despair which could only be felt by 
someone who originally entertained religious expectations of the 
universe and who was therefore ripe to suffer an agonizing 
personal crisis in the aftermath of disenchantment. To this 
religious despair the genuinely total atheist, living without 
religious hope, would be immune. Like Stirner's Unique One, he 
can confront the ultimate meaninglessness of life without being 
moved and can contemplate the fragility of his own solution 
without lament. His atheism has gone beyond the atheism of the 
existentialists, since he not only claims to impose his personal 
meaning on the metaphysical chaos by his unique creative act: 
the original chaos itself is the voluntary product of his philo
sophical artifice, the result of his original act of metaphysical 
destruction. In contemplating the meaninglessness of existence he 
experiences no anguish, since he himself-as the conscious 
nihilist-is the deliberate agent of meaninglessness. Unlike 
Sarrre, Stirner does not 'find it extremely embarrassing that God 
does not exist', since it is he himself who has chosen that no 'God' 
shall be allowed to exist. Whereas the existentialist considers 

, Op. cit., p. JZ. 
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himself 'condemned' (0 create his personal world in the UIl
avoidable absence of God, the nihilistic egoist has decreed the 
banishment of God so that be may from the start create his 
personal world alone and without discraction. The total atheist 
does not require to discover, or to demonstrate, the non-existence 
of God: he is the most radica1 of atheists because the God-Icssness 
of the world is the self-sought result of his own dcllberate and 
perpetual choice. 

Moreover, as we have seeD, the total atheist's refusal of God is 
also a refusal of moral responsibility. Like Sanre, he would indeed 
accept 'responsibility' in i[S wlcncumbered. morally neutral sense 
as simply the 'consciousness of being the incontestable author of 
an event or of an object'; Stirner would agree with Same that the 
individual creative subject is indeed 'the one by whom it happens 
that there is a world',1 But of the 'complete and profound 
responsibility' which carries with it an ineluctable burden of 
anguish and despair, of the 'responsible' consciousness in the full
blown existentialist sense of a cosmically agonized consciousness, 
the total atheist knows nothing. Why should my responsibility 
for the world be accompanied by a cosmic anguish, unless this 
responsibility essentially involves a sense of moral responsibility 
(which Sartre of course does not admit) ? And how can I ex
perience a true sense of moral responsibility, if there is no God for 
me to be responsible to? To say that I am responsible for my 
world is merely another way of saying that I am its sole creator. 
In no sense is it to say that I am 'liable' for it, 'accountable' for it, 
since there is no God to whom I am obliged to answer, there is 
no one to whom I must render an aCCOUIlf. In the moral sense of 
the word, 1 am stricdy irresponsible. 

To describe myself as 'abandoned' would be equally perverse. 
According to Sartre, I 'find myself suddenly alone and without 
help'2 in the universe because [ have been abandoned by God. If 
tills is the experience of the existentialist atheist. it is certainly not 
the experience of the total atheist. The total atheist does not find 
himself abandoned by God: it is God who is abandoned by the 
total atheist. As the sale creator of his private world, his cx-

, S:nrre, &i/rg lJ//d NClthiugllrss, Part Four, ch. I, $«:. m. • Loc. cit. 
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perience is indeed one of total existential solimde, but for the 
total atheist there is no pathos or tragedy about this solitude: it is 
rather a situation to be relished, an achievement to be studiously 
guarded. To say that God has 'died' is an ambiguous metaphor, 
which carries with it the implication that we have been left 
luckless orphans. The tcum of cite matter, for Stimer and the total 
atheist, is that God has been sent packing, and that henceforward I 
can enjoy the world as I please, without fear or scruple. The 
God-lessncss of the world, for the true atheist, is something to be 
viewed with complacent satisfaction. 

Thus, radical as the atheism of such existentialists as Heidegger 
and Sartre may be, the atheism of The Unique One is more 
radical srill. It might even be claimed that his is the more pro
oundly 'existential' atheism. The Sartrean anguish, the Heideg

gerian dread, it might be claimed, are signs of an ultimate inward 
f
.
'lilure, the failure to choose the God-lessness of the world as 

something to be not only apprehended but ;Iso lived and willed. 
The existentialists' apprehension of the meminglessness of 
existence fills them with apprehension. Their encounter with 
Nothingness may be an authentic and unflinching one, but if it is 
an encounter which fills them with horror, if it is an experience 
from which they recoil inwardly even while they force themselves 
to confront it, then here is one experience-md this the philo
sophically primordial and existentially crucial one-which they 
refuse to appropriate existentially, which they refuse to make 
their own. In the end their atheism is a reluctant atheism. The 
Unique One, on the other hand, as the total atheist, not only 
apprehends the God-lessness of the world, the meaninglessness of 
existence, but also actively wills and lives it, apprehending it 
without apprehension because he has freely chosen it. In this 
sense, as an atheism which is spontaneowly appropriated as an act 
of personal affirmation, it is the more truly 'existential' atheism. 
What Stimer, in the person of The Unique One, has above all 
shown is that the ultimate death of God can take place only by thc 
individual's own act of cool and systematic deicide, with no 
aftermath of remorse. The tmal atheist is indeed 'without excuse', 
but he has made it be tim no excwes arc needed. 



CHAPTER X 

THE NIHILIST 

THB issue which is at the heart of Der Eillzige u"d sci" Eigclltlmm is 
onc to which subsequent European thinkers have returned with 
increasing urgency. The vision which Scimcr Wlfolds is the vision 
of a world without God and hence without any unifying or 
directive principle; it is the vision of a meaningless world, in 
which mere arc no inscribed purposes or true values; it is the 
vision of a world which is strictly no 'world' but rather a moral 
and metaphysical chaos. The issue posed by Stirncr's vision is 
simply this :  can such a world be lived in by men who seck to 
remain sane without the prophylaxis of illusion-and if S0, on 
what terms? 

Scimcr's contemporary, lGerkegaard, had confronted this 
spectacle of the ultimate nothingness of a11 things. '1 stick my 
fmger into existence -it smells of nodling. Where am I? Who 
am I? How came I here? What is trus thing called the world ?  
What does trus word mean ?'! Kicrkegaard, too, had experienced 
the futility and 'terrible tedium' of existence. 'My soul's poisonous 
doubt is all-consuming. My soul is like the dead sea, over which 
no bird can fly; when it has Bown midway, then it sinks down to 
death and destruction.'2 Writing forty years after both Stirner and 
Kierkegaard, that 'first perfect European nihilist', Friedrich 
Nietzsche, also described the spiritual vacuum at the heart of 
existence, and predicted the .final devaluation of man and the 
world after the death of God. 'The categories of Purpose, Unity, 
Being, by means of which we had lent some worth to life,' says 
Nietzsche, 'we have onee more divorced from it-and the world 
now appears worthless to us.') But of course it has been with the 

I S. Kierkegaard, RIpelhio", lr;uul�led by W. Lowrie, Princeton, 1941. p. 114. 
z Kietkcga�rd, Eililer/Or, translated by D. F. and L. M. Swenson, Princeton, 

1944, vol. I, p. 30. 
J The Living 71Iougltl1 oj NittzStltt, ed. H. M�nn. London, 1919. p. 99. 
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rise of rwentieth-century existentialism, both atheistic and 
Christian, that the question of man's estrangement from the 
world has been most widely confromed and discussed. 'The state 
of our whole life', says Paw Tillich, 'is esrrangement from others 
and ourselves, because we arc estranged from the Ground of our 
being, because we are estranged from the origin and aim of our 
life . . . .  The abyss of separation is not always visible. Dut it has 
become more visible to our generation than to the preceding 
generations, because of our feeling of meaninglessness, emptiness, 
doubt, and cynicism-all expressions of despair, of our separation 
from the roots and the meaning of our life. 'I Most of us, sa� 
Heidegger, 'shut our COlrs to the soundless voice which attwles us 
to the horrors of the abyss',2 but in our moments of lucidity we 
perceive ourselves to be enveloped by nothingness as by a shroud. 
Existentialist man perceives evcrything, himself included, to be 
uttcrly gratuitous, without reason or meaning. The human mode 
of being, dcclates Same, is that mode of being which 'is con
scious of its facticity; it has the feeling of its complete gratuitous
nessj it apprehends itself as being there for nothing, as being de 
trop'.] To be self-aware, according to the existentialist, is to be 
aware of the pointlessness of one's existence and the sheer absurdity 
of the world. 

As a philosophy, existentialism seeks to remain true to its 
original vision of the meaninglessness of all things. Indeed, it 
insists tllat this recognition of the ultimate meaninglessness of 
existence is the one tnte foundation on which any form of 
':lUthentic' living can be based. Now, when existentialists come to 
define their conception of 'truth', they further insist that any truth 
which is to be relevant to the concrete, temporal individual, 
caught up in his immediate existential situation, must be a truth 
which he is capable of appropriating in terms ofhis own existence; 
it must be a truth which he can make his own, which he can 
invest with the urgency of his own self-concern; it must be a 
'vital' truth which he is capable of willing and livitlg. An existential 

I Tillich, Thl Shaking if th� FClllmlll/iollS, sermon entitled 'You an: Accepted'. 
I Heidegger, WI'a/ U M�tophysiCJ? 
J Sum, &illg I2I1d NOlhillglltu, Pan Two, ch. 1, sec. m. 
Q 
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truth is not a bald proposition to which the mind gives its purely 
intellectual assent: it is a total existential commitment of the 
whole person, for it is lUithill this truth that he henceforth chooses 
to live his life. 

However, if an existentialist-almost by definition-is someone 
who both upholds the idea of 'truth' as a total personal commit
ment and at the same time seeks to confront, with complete 
veracity. the ultimate nothingness of the world, then existentialists 
as such would seem to be trapped in an impossible situation. III the 
meaningless, nihilistic world to which the existentialist courage
ously bears testimony, it would clearly seem that no meaningful 
life could possibly be lived; and yet, if the existentia1ist conception 
of 'truth' as a profoundly lived commitment is to be taken 
literally, then it is to just such an impossibly nihilistic life that he 
has profowldly committed himself The detached intellectual 
recognition of nihilism as the universal outcome of human en
deavour, ultimately subverting all man-made security, is one 
thing; the resolve to found one's life on this and no other basis is 
quite another thing. According to Helmut Thielicke, the man 
whose experience is governed by nihilism as the truth in, through, 
and under which he must exist, has only two choices before him. 
'The first possibility is that he can take his own life, and if he 
docs so because his life is no longer worth living, be still has a 
conception of ultimate validities and values which can be de
manded of life, even though it does not vouchsafe them . . . .  The 
second possibility is that he goes on living; he decides to hold out. 
But again he does nOt live a radically nihilistic existence . . . .  for 
every step he takes is fWldamentally inconsistent, including the 
reception of food. The only way one can take a step meaningfully 
is to know where one is going. But for the nihilist that goal has 
been lost. He does something which can only be done in the name 
of a purpose or meaning and yet he does it without meaning.'l 
Thielicke concludes that nihilism can never exist 'in a pure state'. 
Nihilism is always 'fractured', existing only 'as a possibility and a 
threat', and the situation of the nihilist is never an 'absolute end
point' but always only an 'interim situation', in which he is com-

1 Thiclicke. NihiliJlII. th. XI, se<:. �. 
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pelled 'co go on living with the threat of the deadly abyss, to dwell 
on a thin crust of ice', because 'nobody yet bas ever lived in the 
watery waste; beneath the ice'.1 

Stirner, of course, stands as the avowed representative of the 
opposite claim. It is precisely such a life 'in the watery wastes 
beneath the ice' which he sets out to portray in the character of 
The Unique One. The significanceofStimer's claim,however,and 
its enormity, can best be seen by contrasting his adoption of 
nihilism as the governing truth of his experience with the attitude 
of the existentialists, who claim to discover the truth of nihilism 
in order to withstand and finally 'surmount' it. This would seem 
from the start to be a confession of failure-the failure to appro
priate existentially the nihilistic truth of which they are intellec
tually convinced. However, if nihilistic truth really is incapable 
of being existentially appropriated, of being inwardly adopted 
and lived, then the existentialists' retreat from their original 
nihilism is apparently the only response which it is open to them 
to make. 

'Existentialism', according to Helmut Kuhn, 'stands and falls 
with the idea of a passage from the negative state of anguish 
before Nothingness to an affirmation.' This critical passage has 
been described (by Simone de Beauvoir and ochers) as 'the existent
ialist conversion'. 'But', as Kuhn adds, 'the difficulty consists in 
imagining a position beyond the abyss of Nothingness, in im
munity from the virus of nihilistic self-dcstruction.'2 It is also 
difficult to imagine how the abyss can be crossed. 'Only olle faCt 
stands out clearly', says Kuhn. 'Whatever mayfoUow, the sequence 
stands to the series of preceding steps in the negative relation of 
discontinuity. The movement of transition is a "leap", not a 
development . . . .  For that reason any particular cause embraced, 
any objective pursued, any principle adopted in consequence of 
that transitional move remains unrelated to [he move itself It is 
something on which the chooser "hits", a ground upon which he 
lands after his leap in the dark.'3 Clearly there is no COOlOlon 
ground on which all existentialists necessaril y land after their leap 

I Thielide, loco cit. 
I Kuhn, loco cit. 
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in the dark. For Kierkegaard, the leap is a 'leap of faith' : the en· 
counter with nothingness purges and ravishes me agonized soul of 
the solitary, despairing individual, shocking him into the critical 
existential decision which brings him into the presence of God 
and opens him to the power of divine grace. For Nietzsche, 
describing himself as 'the first perfect European nihilist, who, 
however, has already outlived nihilism in his own soul-who has 
outgrown, overcome, and dismissed it',l the leap is a leap to
wards a new, heroic ideal of moral culture and individual creativity, 
personified in the proud and joyful figure of the Superman. 
Sarcre, after the almost unrelieved nihilism of Bei11g and Nothing
ness, increasingly stresses 'the absolute duracter of me free com
mitment', which 'is at the very heart and centre of existentialism'l 
because it is solely by means of such commitment, conferring a 
meaning and a purpose on the life of the conunitted individual, 
that a breach can be made in the vicious circle of meaninglessness 
and futility in which he has hitherto been trapped: having in
itially conunined himself to a kind of radical humanism, Sartre 
has finally embraced a dynamic and highly personal form of 
Marxism, ill which he has presumably found the 'deliverance and 
salvation' which seemed so remote in Being and Notlliuguess. Even 
Heidegger, in some ways the most uncompromising of existential 
thinkers, has found it impossible to live in permanent confront
ation with the nothingness which, on his own account, we exist 
to be. Authentic personal existence, according to Being alld Time, 
consists in an active identification with its own nothingness wim
out hope of overcoming it; it consents to exist in conscious 
anticipation of death as man's 'ownmost possibility' ;1 it chooses 
to exist without roots or place in any sustaining environment, 
launching itself out into total insecurity and total abandonment. 
But apparently Hcidegger, too, has found it impossible to live 
inside the metaphysical void, shU[ off from any fundamental 
relationship or meaningful commitment: after the dead end 
reached in Being alld Tillie he at first clutched momentarily at 
National Socialism in his search for a significant and purposeful 

I Nietzsche, op. cit., p. 93. z Same, ExiJttrltialism and Humanism, p. 47. 
, Heidegger, &ing alld Til/li, Pan One, Division Two, cb. I (sec. 53). 
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life--form, and the long years since then he seems to have spent as 
the philosophical 'shepherd of Being' who faithfully awaits the 
return of the once and future God throughout the period of His 
absence in the long night of Being. 

When Sartre says that 'choice is possible, but what is not 
possible is not to choose',' he is spcalcing on behalf of all exist
entialists. Whether it is Christianity or communism, the Superman 
or the future God that he chooses, every existentialist is com
mitted to choose, by an act of total self-delivery, the fundamental 
meaning of the world in which he henceforth undertakes to live. 
Qua existentialist, he is not committed to anything in particular; 
but qua existentialist he is committed to commitment, since it is 
impossible for rum to establish a foundation for living in the 
detached, free-Boating atmosphere of the nihilistic void. More
over, qua existentialist he is conunitted to a new form of sclf
hood: every existential choice is also a choice of sd£ The sclf
choice of a Kierkegaard is of course different from the sclf�hoice 
of a Nietzsche, that of a Sarrre from that of a Heidegger. But in 
every case, when a truly existential choice has been made, the 
new self which arises is a chancteristicaUy deepened and strength
ened self, a self which is for the first time capable of living 
'authentically'. Through existential commitment a new focus for 
theselfis gained, unifying and condensing its powers to a degree of 
maximum intensity. By virtue of the existentialist's resolve 'to 
think and will one thing', by virtue ofrus decision to concentrate 
on 'the one thing needful', he is able to recover and integrate his 
previously scattered powers, to mobiliu and define them in 
service of the cause to which he has committed himself. The 
existentialist is able to live 'authentically' because he frankly 
recognizes that the cause which he has chosen 'has value only 
because it is chosen'; and the 'authentic' self which is formed and 
founded by this act of conscious choice exhibits above all the 
saving and crucial characteristics of dedication, resoluteness, and 
integrity. 

In some respects, undeniably, this conception of authentic 
existence closely resembles Stirnec's concept of egoistic 'sdf

I Mnrc, op. cit., p. 48. 
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possession'. Sciencc's Unique One, like the existentialists' 
authentic individual, resolves to confront the ultimate nothingness 
of existence wtflinchingly and without recourse to the euphe
misms and illusions ofrus age. His self-possession also involves a 
kind of self-dcfinition, an emancipation and concentration of his 
renewed being, which his self-possession enables him to organize 
and fulfil. The self-possessed individual has also recovered him
self from those external powcrs---organizcd religion, social and 
political hegemonies, mass taste, public opinion-which forever 
try to divide the individual from himself, confusing or suborning 
him when they cannot dirccdy coerce him. Egoistic self-possession. 
like existential authenticity, is essentially attained by a personal and 
inward act, by a transformation in my self-consciousness which 
brings about a crucial change in my whole mode of being. Like 
the authenticity of the existentialist, the self-possession of the 
conscious egoist arises from the individual's choice of himself as 
the free and self-supporting creator of the world of his choice. 

But these wldeniable resemblances should not mask the basic 
repugnance between the two concepts. Existential authenticity is 
accompanied by a deep personal tension and a passionate sense of 
urgency which are quite foreign to the relaxed and impassive 
being of the self-possessed egoist. Dispassionate, imperturbable, 
Stimer's egoist nukes his decisive self-choice coolly and un
sensationally. The self which he chooses does not embody 'the 
absolute of concentration' which, according to H. J. Blackham, is 
the choice of the existentialist,! for unlike the existentialist's 
authentic individual the self-possessed egoist does not seek to unify 
and integrate his diffuse interests into a meaningful. resolute. and 
purposive whole. The self-possessed egoist certainly concentrates 
upon himself and his own interests exclusively; his self-awareness 
is an awareness of himself as a distinct-indeed as the unique
focus for all his activities and endeavours: but the self on which 
all his attention centres is far from being the coherent and in
tegrated self of the existentialist's authentic individual. with his 
rooted, stable. indivisiblecollcerns. Farfrom settling his intercSfS on 
a single, [ued, and final object, the nihilistic egoist preserves 

L Bbckham, 51.'( ExUtmtlalist l1Jillkas, ch. I, KC. I. 
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himself and his Interests in a constant state offlux and dissolution, 
perpetually reviewing and modifying the heterogeneous ob

jectives which he provisionally sets rumscl£ A fine equilibrium is 
indeed preserved among his multiple interests and activities; hut 
no single or continuous pattern illustrates this equilibrium, no 
consistent purpose unifies these interests and activities. Thus the 
nihilistic egoist does not recognize an ideal integrity of character
the personal integrity achieved by the authentic individual of the 
existentialists-to be a kind of saving grace vouchsafed to the man 
who remains true to himself and his situation. The true nihilist 
does not want to be 'saved', and-for the nihilistic egoist-to 
covet such a grace would in any case be to forfeit one's self
possession, by admitting a transcendent standard, almost a moral 
standard, in terms of which one's life and personality were to be 
judged. Certainly when Sartre, for example, describes those who 
hide themselves from their true situation as 'cowards' and 'scum' ,1 
he seems to be applying a standard of objective moral judgment of 
the very kind which he not only declares to be impossible but 
which, he also declares, must be frank1y recognized to be im
impossible if we are to begin to live authentically. If existential 
authenticity means, among other things, the frank recognition 
that there arc no objective and given standards in tenus of which 
our lives can be judged, then the authentic individual is hardly 
entitled to pass judgment on those who do not make this frank 
recognition and, like him, found their lives upon it. Nor is he 
entitled to pass judgment OD those who, like Scirner's self
possessed egoist, repudiating the ideal of existential integrity. 
freely choose to dissipate and consume their amorphous and 
mutable being, and to lead their capricious, transient lives as a 
promiscuous series of unrelated adventures, without consistency 
of purpose or unity of aspiration. 

Stirner would reject the existentialist concept of authenticity, 
then, both because he rejects the ideas of personal integrity and 
dedication of purpose which are contained in this concept and 
because in practice the concept of authenticity tends to be used by 
existentialists, illicitly, as precisely the kind of moral standard or 

I Sartre, op. cit., p. p. 
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personal ideal which habitually excites Sumer's most vigorous 
loathing. Moreover, as we have seen, existential authenticity is 
supposed to be gained by an act of free and total self-choice on the 
part of the individual existentia.list, who in the moment of self
choice apprehends himself as totally free to choose, by an act of 
conscious commitment, the world in which he will henceforth 
live. The world to which he conunits himself perpetually mirrors 
this original self-choice, and it is in and by his act of commitment 
that the contours of a meaningful world for the first time emerge. 
Now, if Stimer would repudiate the concept of existential 
authenticity, he would repudiate this concept of a total and 
binding personal 'comminnent' even more emphaticaUy. To the 
self-possessed egoist the idea of unconditional self-commianent, of 
advancing single-mindedly and unambiguously infO an existential 
posture which one resolves henceforth to affirm absolutely and in 
all circumstances, is intrinsically and in general repugnant. Un
doubtedly, it is from the self-choice of The Unique One, accord
ing to Stirner, that the profile ofhis personal world emerges: but 
The Unique One is not 'committed' to his world in the solemn 
and binding serue of existential commitment; rootless, chameleon
like, he refuses to adopt a single or final posture from which to 
affirm himself, and the self which he affirms is as ambiguous and 
unstable as the world to which it gives momentary identity. 
Unlike the existentialist, The Unique One is not committed to 
preserve the distinctive meaningfulness of his personal world by a 
constant and resolute act of choice, since the world which he has 
chosen is in truth a world which is distinctively meaningless, a 
world which re8ects the chosen meaninglessness of his own 
person, a world which he perpetually 'dissolves' and 'consumes' 
as he dissolves and consumes himself. A world to whose settled 
meaning he had committed himself would be a world to which he 
had alienated himself. His self-possession would be at an end, for 
the world which he had begun by possessing would at last have 
come to possess him. 

Thus the nihilistic egoist will reject the concept of existential 
commitment, since in his eyes such commitment must spell an 
ultimate and total self-loss. In addition, and for the same reason, 
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he would reject each and all of the specific forms of commitment 
into which actual existentialists have in fact entered. It goes with
out saying that Kierkegaard's Christian commitment, his freely 
chosen mortification and inward martyrdom to tbe faith which he 
has grasped and means passionately to live, would be-like all other 
forms of self-sacrifi.ce-wholly odious to the detached and self
possessed egoist. The posture of the Nietzschean Superman would 
in many respects be hardly less odious. The nihilistic egoist will not 
endorse the new moral values-nobility, reason, courage, cruelty, 
and so on-by which Nietzsche proposes to replace the decadent 
Christian and humanistic cultures, because as moral values they 
would be just as inimical and oppressive to the phlegmatic, se1£
satisfied egoist as were the old. Whereas Nietzsche's superb new 
ideal of moral culture and personal perfection can only be 
realised by men who arc willing to overcome their narrow, 
limited, ordinary selves, the nihilistic egoist, never judging 
himselfbut judging everything else in relation to himself, is always 
wholly satisfied with himself as he is and has no intention of 
sacrificing his real and present enjoyment in favour of an ideal and 
future perfection to which he feels no commitment whatsoever. 

If, to the nihilistic egoist, the Christian commitment of Kier
kegaard would seem to place the individuaJ in alienation to a 
jealous God and the cultural commitment of Nietzsche would 
seem to place him in alienation to a spurious ideal of moral 
perfection, the humanitarian and socialist commitments of 
Sutre would seem to place him in alienation to that emergent 
form of human community which, in the Critique de fa raisoll 
dialectiqlle, Sartre calls 'the Group'. To the idea of'the Group' as a 
genuine, self<onscious community of ends, in which every man 
identifies his own needs in the needs of his neighbour, thus 
forming a kind of 'general individual' or 'general will' to which 
individuals are bound by the artificial necessity of 'the oath', the 
nihilistic egoist will make all the objections which Stimer made to 
the similar ideas of Feuerbach and Hegel: Sartre's form of com
mitment is essentially a commitment to surrender himself; the 
choice which he makes in his capacity as a free individual is 
essentially the choice to surrender his free individuality. The only 
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group which the egoist will join is a group which he can mani
pulate or exploit. The egoist will nOt commit himself to any group. 
for although he may have to profess loyalty to it he will certainly 
feci none, and he will calmly abandon it as soon as it ceases to 
serve his purposes. A group to which I had bound myself ex
istentially would be a group in which I survived only as a shadow 
of my former self. 

Of all the existentialists, it is Heidegger who most nearly 
avoids every form of commitment. III Beillg alld Time the authentic 
life is equated with the life of disengagement, the life of the c1ear
sighted individual who refuses to identify himself with any of the 
meaningless activities by which he is surrounded and in which, to 
some extent, he is obliged to participate. Even in Being Qlld Time, 
however, there are many features which would excite the dis
favour of the nihilistic egoist: the highly tendentious terminology 
in which Heidegger describes the transition from our worthless 
everydaypreoccupations(into which we arc said to have 'fallen') to 
the lofty detachment of authentic existence (to which we arc said 
to be 'called' by what Heidegger calls 'Conscience'); Heidegger's 
insistence on being-with-others as a primordial structure of 
human existence, and his insisten.ce that my relationship to othen 
must always be qualitatively distinguished from my relation
ships to things; above all, perhaps, Heidegger's conception of an 
authentic being-with-othen-liberating others and helping them 
to become their true selves-as an integral element in any form of 
authentic existence to which the individual may truly aspire. But 
the demanding and momentous existential role. even if it is not 
exactly a form of 'commitment.' which Hcidegger has laboured 
to create for himself in the long years of his philosophical pil
grimage since Being mId Tillie, would be still more repugnant to 
the nihilistic egoist. The role of the philosopher during the 
present dark night ofBcing, this 'time of need' after the death of 
God and the destruction of traditional metaphysics, according to 
Heidegger, is to act as the guardian or 'shepherd of Being'. By 
purifying himself from worldly concerns and keeping himself 
open to 'the quiet voice of Bcing' , the philosopher should seek to 
make the dimension of'me Holy' once more present to the world, 
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to bear inward WiOles5, in 'obedience' and 'sacrifice', to the 
'mystery' and 'grace' of Being throughout the long crisis of its 
eclipse.1 It would appear that Hcidegger's nihilism, which was 
in any case never more than a partial and rductant nihilism, has 
finally degenerated into an almost religious mysticism, in whose 
cult the philosopher is called to perform an almost sacramental 
office. To the nihilistic egoist, who 'has no vocation and follows 
none' and who is the most relentless enemy of 'the holy', this 
assumption by the philosopher of an almost hieratic vocation 
would seem clearly to mark the final extreme of self-deception 
and self-betrayal. 

As a nihilistic egoist, then, Somer wou1d vehemently condemn 
each and all of the specific forms of commitment into which 
actual existentialists have historically entered, since all of them, in 
their different ways, involve an ultimate self-relllmciation on the 
part of the egoist, an ultimate surrender of h.is egoistic self
sufficiency and self-possession. It is easy to imagine the character
istic criticisms which Stimer would direct against the specific 
commitments of a Marcel, a Berdyaev, or a Jaspers, and we have 
already seen something of the criticisms he would be Iikdy to 
direct against the Christian commitments of a Buber, a Tillich, 
and a Bultmann. But of course, quite apart from these specific 
criticisms of particular forms of commitment, it is rcally the very 
concept of existential 'commitment' which, as such. is from the 
outset unacceptable to the nihilistic egoist. The concept of 
existential commitment as the solenm and binding choice of a 
distinctive existential posture would be unacceptable to Stifner 
in his capacity as the self-chosen egoist, for Srimcr's egoist is 
always the elusive and protean Unique One, who refuses to be 
bound by the past or to bind himself for the future; and the con
cept of existential commitment as the crucial and saving existential 
response, whereby the solitary individual providentially confers 
significance and value upon the app:uently meaningless and 
purposeless world in which he finds himself shipwrecked, would 

1 See, among Heideggcr's later writings. c:sp. the postscript to W/lat is Met .... 
physiul. Holderlin and the Esstnct of Pottry. the Ulltf on HUmlllliJII1, :and the 
:o�tion or eu:ays mritled FaTUI Palils. 
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be unacceptable to Stirner in his capaciry as the self-consistent 
nihilist, who affirms the truth of nihilism, not as a predicament to 
be ingeniously evaded or herokally surmounted, but as a con
dition to be realistically willed and lived. 

To the truly self-consistent nihilist this is existentialism's real 
point of failure. Ou the one hand, the existentialist seeks to 
remain true to his original vision of the meaninglessness and 
futility of everything, since this fundamental cosmic honesty 
must be the basis of any attempt to live authentically; on the 
other hand, his stark personal reality is that he finds himself 
unable to appropriate the truth of nihilism existentially, unable to 
affirm it as his personal truth, the truth within which he will 
henceforth live : and it is at this point that he clutches at the artifice 
of commitment, hoping to save himself from nihilistic despair by 
a desperate leap towards a faith that will restore meaning and 
purpose to his shattered world. 'Por logical thought', says Kuhn, 
'the dilemma created by the existentialist "leap" is inescapable. 
Every attempted escape becomes an escape from existentialism 
itself. As a matter of fact these escapes abound. It is one of the 
characteristics of existentialism that its adherents are continually 
on the verge of apostasy.'l If an existentialist is a man who seeks 
to experience the encounter with nothingness inwardly and in his 
whole person, not merely as a general truth to be abstractly 
contemplated but as an intensely personal truth to be existentially 
appropriated and lived, then the refusal to make the truth of 
nihilism one's own and build one's life entirely within its shadow 
is indeed a refusal of existentialism itself. The existentialist cannot 
find salvation in a significant, purposeful faith without ceasing to 
be an existentialist. So long as he remains true to his existentialist 
insights. he imprisons himself. as Blackham says of Nietzsche, 
'within the chalked circle ofhis own metaphysical assumptions'.2 
If, like Nietzsche, he is determined not to retract his original 
nihilistic vision, then he finds himself in an impasse from which 
there is no escape, he finds that the nihilistic truth which he has 
chosen to confront is a truth which cannot be authentically 
overcome, although, like Nietzsche. he may continuaJly tty to 

I Kuhn. op. cit., ch. IX. z Blackham, op. cit., ch. II, lee. IV. 
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evade this grim conclusion. In Nietzsche's case, according to 
Blackham, there was '110 means of getting out of the nihilism into 
which he plunged himself, precisely because it was a deliberate 
plunge over the edge'. Blackham continues: 'He tried to say at 
the same time: nihilism must be surmounted; nihilism cannOt be 
surmounted . . . .  One can look down into the bottom of an 
abyss refusing the possibility of throwing oneself over the edge, 
but one cannot explore the possibility by a tentative jump. One 
can examine in thought the possibility of nihilism (as an irresolv
able conBict between human valuations and cosmic facts) and try 
to show that it is not the truth; but if one is determined to will and 
to live the possibility of nihilism. then one no longer has any 
independent standpoint under one's feet; worse than Kierkegaard 
" out upon the seventy thousand fathoms of water" , one is actually 
sucked down and engulfed.'l 

Existentialists have rightly been regarded with suspicion by 
more orthodox adherents of the Eriths to which tbey have com
mitted themselves. The orthodox Christian, the truly dedicated 
Marxist, can scarcely be expected to welcome a convert whose 
zeal is perpetually tempered by an inner declaration of his own 
ultimate solitude and freedom, who at every moment affirms 
that the faith of his choice 'has value onJy because it is chosen'. 
The existentialist may conscientiously resolve to live the life of a 
devout Christian or militant communist, hut as an 'existential' 
Christian or communist he is bound to remain continuously 
aware of the ultimate absurdity of his choice, which remains 
utterly irrational and without objective justification. His im
personation of a true believer may be very convincing, but at 
bottom he must always remain a heretic of the most dangerous 
kind, since the Ertal clarity of his original existential insight 
requires him to deny-at every instant and in the very act of 
'believing'-the objective truth and significance of the faith to 
which he professes commitment. Human experience, as the 
existentialist originally and finally apprehends it, evinces an 
absolute failure of meaning; and thus, when be comes to commit 
himself to his chosen cause, according to Simone de Beauvoir, the 

I Loc. cir. 
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existentialist 'prevents every possibility of failure by refusing to 
posit as absolutes those ends to which my transcendence launches 
itself'.l On this characteristic statement Kuhn comments : 'A new 
paradox: the same philosophy which writes "decision and com
mitment" on its banner recommends noncommitment as all 
insurance against failure. But is this llot tantamount to advocating 
a Philosophy ofDisloyalty?'z 

Tllis, then, is the final irony of the dilemma in which the 
existentialist finds himself trapped. He cannot liberate himself 
from his original vision of the total meaninglessness of existence, 
for it is on his courageous acceptance of ultimate meaninglessness 
that his existential veracity and integrity should be founded; !lor 
can he steel himself to enter and make his abode in the nihilistic 
void which has opened up beneath his feet, converting his an
guished recognition of cosmic meaninglessness into 3 genuinely 
existential choice of meaninglessness as the personal truth which 
he resolves to live and will, since he continues to recoil from the 
nothingness which he forces himself to confront; and thus he 
vainly strives to 'overcome' the nihilistic truth by which his 
situation is necessarily defined, hopelessly seeking refuge in Gods 
whom he is doomed to depose or simulating commitment to 
causes which he knows to be illusory. It is in this sense that ex
istentialism is a 'philosophy of disloyalty'. Either the existentialist 
is at the last moment disloyal to the nihilistic truth wllich he 
originally resolved to accept and make his own, or-in his 
essential disenchantment-he is bound to be systematically 
disloyal to the already broken cause to which he professes com
mitment. The circle of disenchantment cannot be breached 
from within: the man who escapes by a 'leap' of faith does so at 
the cost of denying the nihilistic experience which made his leap 
necessary. 

Thus it would seem that the critics of existentialism arc right 
when they aver that no meaningful life can be founded on a 
conviction of the ultimacy of meaninglessness. Tills is the stern 

I S. de Deauvoir, 'Pour une monic de I'ambiguitc!', in Ln Trmps Modl.'mts, 
D, p. 197. 

1 Kuhu, loc. cit. 
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conclusion which the existentialist Bees but which he cannot 
escape. But of course this is precisely the conclusion in which the 
nihilistic egoist not only acquiesces, readily and with composure, 
but which he specifically and explicitly affirms, in a deliberate act 
of self-identification. Genuine commitment is indeed impossible 
to the man who lives in a metaphysical and moral vacuum. And it 
is in just such a vacuum that the nihilistic egoist has consciously 
and voluntarily taken up his abode. It is in the dimension of 
meaninglessness that he lives and moves and has his being. In this 
sense the nihilistic egoist may be said to be the one who recovers 
and bcarswiOless to the original truth of existentialism from which 
existentialists themselves 'are constantly on the verge of apostasy', 
for a self-consistent existentialism, it transpires, must end where it 
claimed to begin, in the wholly personal, inward, and fearless 
appropriation of the nihilistic truth by which the individual's 
experience is governed and within which he resolutely chooses to 
live. The existentialist is defined by his commitment to this truth, 
which renders all other commitments impossible; although actual 
existentialists, in their desperate search for meaningful com
mitments, have in fact refused this original commitment to 
meaninglessness, and it has in fact been left to the nihilist to 
preserve the nihilistic truth which is at the heart of existentialism. 
Unlike the existentialists, the nihilist docs not conceal from him
self that his original 'commitment' is and must be a commitment 
to noncommitment. As Tllielicke (who clearly perceives the 
inherently nihilistic character of existentialism) correctly ob
serves: 'Nihilism always originates in the spectator situation. 
This becomes clear in the most important special instance of 
spectatorship, which is relativism. The moment I become a 
spectator and detach myself from life, looking at it as a kind of 
panorama that lies below me, all absolute values bet:ome con
fused and arc sucked into the engulfing stream of events. Nothing 
transcends the stream as an "unconditioned" norm, an "eternal" 
value . . .  Nihilism always consists in a . . .  detached relation to 
things and people'.' Solitude, self-possession, passionless de-

, Thidicke, loc. cit. 
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tachmcnt: this is the existential poSture of the nihilist, and this is 
the only P05[urc possible for the existentialist who is determined 
to remain truJy an existentialist. The nihilist docs not, as Thiclicke 
elsewhere suggests, experience 'a passion for nothingness'.l He 
calmly severs himself from things and people and, unappalled, 
moves into the void which he has himself become. 

Like the existentialists, Scirnee starts from the nihilistic premise. 
Meaninglessness, the essential nullity of everything, is for Scirner 
the governing and universal phenomenon, the key feature of the 
individual's experience, draining it of all significance and value. To 
exist is to live-not under the reign of God, or of law, or of 
humanity-but under the reign of nothingness. 'All things arc 
nothing to me!' says Stirner, in the primordial accents of the 
nihilist. Unlike the existentialists, however, Stirner moves from 
his nihilistic premise to an equally nihilistic denouement. The 
existence into which he finally projects himself remains the God
less, lawless, inhuman existence of his original instinct. Meaning
lessness, for Stirner, is noc just an objective feature of experienced 
rea.liey which the nihil iSt simply discovers and passively records: 
mea.ninglessness is the household demon which he himself un
leashes, it is his personal ma.rk which he deliberately stamps upon 
his experience, it is a. governing and universal phenomenon which 
he has freely chosen and wholly wills; and thus the metaphysical 
desert which he inhabits is ultim:udy a desert of his own creation; 
in looking into the a.byss he is ultimately looking into himselL 

Unlike the exiStentialisrs, Stimer carries out his resolve to live 
in, through, and under the truth of nihilism. He does not ehoose 
the first of the two possibilities which, according to Thielickc, are 
the only ones fa.cing the self�ollSistent nihilist. He does not 'take 
his own life'. There is indeed a sense in which he commits moral 
or spiritual suicide; there is a sense in which the nihilist is alrea.dy 
dead, alchough-like Branca d'Oria-he ostensibly cominues to 
move and act in the daily world of men.2 But he does not 
literally put an end to his cOllScious existence: 'he decides to hold 
out'. What this means, as Thielicke correctly observes, is that he is 

I Thidide, op. cit., ro. I. 1 Sec Dante, IlIfmlo, anto XXXIII. 
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committed to 'a life of permanent inconsequence' ,I He resolves to 
live, in the knowledge that life entails acting and choosing, 
although there are no meaningful acts or choices which he can 
undertake. Thielicke, indeed, fallaciously assumes that either the 
nihilist who 'holds out' is doomed to live like a vegetable, perhaps 
losing his will and identity in the supine anonymity of the mass, 
perhaps retreating, like Cratylus, into a mute and motionless 
solipsism; or he must resolve to act and choose as an existing in
dividual, in which case, with 'every step he takcs', he publishes his 
abandonment of the 'radically nihilistic existence', But there is 
another possibility, which involves no such self-surrender or 
self-deception, and in term of which Stimer is able to resolve the 
false dilemma, Stimer's nihilism is not the suppressed, uncon
scious nihilism of the man whom despair has made oblivious to 
everything, even to his own freedom and uniqueness; it is not the 
incomplete. apprehensive, and finally abrogated nihilism of the 
man whose brief traumatic encounter with nothingness shocks him 
into a glad return to the illusory meanings of the everday world, 
embracing any cause that will erase the memory of his terrible 
experience: Srirner's nihilism is impenitent and complete because 
it is the conscious, deliberate nihilism of the nihilistic egoist. 

Now, nihilism is obliteration of the world as a meaningful 
unity. To dissolve the Christian 'world', or the worlds of idealism 
or humanism. is not to perform the nihilistic act if the destruction 
of these worlds is immediately followed (as in the classic ex
istentialist 'conversion') by an act of cosmic restitution. re-forming 
the instantaneous chaos in order to found a new, personal. and 
living universe of generally valid meanings. IfStirncr had merely 
replaced the Christian, idealistic, and other worlds by a meta
physical world ofrus own, governed as they had been bya uniform 
directing principle (in tws case the governing principle of universal 
egoism), then ws nihilism, like that of the existentialists, would 
indeed have been an 'interim' or 'fractured' nihilism. In a super
ficial view it might seem as if this was in fact precisely what he did 
do, for he undoubtedly believed himself to have destroyed all 
former worlds and he undoubtedly sought to describe and inhabit a 

, Thielicke, op, cit., ch, XI, sec. z. 
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world of his own creation. [n the ashes of the old worlds he sought 
to establish his own world, the world of the egoist, and it is around 
the central figure of the self...c;onsciow egoist, The Unique One. 
that his world is from the start (ormed and defined. But to con
clude that Stimer's instantaneous creation of this egoistic world 
amounted to an abandonment, perhaps an inevitable abandon
mellt, of his original nihilistic project, would be to overlook the 
profound1y ambiguous character of Scimer's act of metaphysical 
'creation' and the equally ambiguous character of the egoistic 
'wo�ld' to which it gives rise. The world of The Unique One is 
indeed a 'world' in the sense that the crass elements of his im
mediate experience are organized and totalized around the person 
of The Unique One himself as their centre and foundation. But 
this totalization does not create a 'world' in the sense of a secure 
cosmic framework guaranteeing the actions and purposes of its 
inhabitants and investing them with a stable significance; The 
Unique One does not create a 'world' in the sellSe of a theatre 
furnishing permanent accommodation to actors who can keep 
and polish the roles they are given in it. The framework erected by 
The Unique One has bcenerected only that it may be immediately 
dismantled; the theatre is continually being opened only that its 
proprietor may continually exercise his power of closing it. The 
world created by Scimer is a world that is instantaneously 
destroyed, and, moreover, a world that has been 'created' only 
that it may be instantaneously destroyed. Taking its character 
from its creator, the 'creative nothingness', it becomes, only that 
it may become a nothingness. Unified by the self-cancelling act of 
its creator, its unity is a perpetually vanishing unity. The world of 
The Unique One, indeed, is not so much a world as an anti-world. 

The world of The Unique Onc takes its character from its 
proprietor and creator. Thus it is the world of an egoist, but of an 
egoist who has chosen himself as a man without character. 
Sciener's egoism never ceases to be a lIi/rilistic cgoism, refusing final 
and complete solutions and inscribing on each unrelated project 
the mark of its inner purposelessness and insignificance. The 
Unique One's act of metaphysical creation is not intended [0 
transform an objective chaos into an ordered pattern of cxperience 
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charged with subjective but systematic meaning. The world 
which emerges from his creative act is a world which reRects and 
carries forward the disintegration and meaninglessness of the 
original chaos, because it realizes and symbolizes the disintegration 
and meaninglessness of the person who is its capricious author and 
its perpetuaUyabscondillg proprietor. The Unique One, who is the 
ground and origin of his private metaphysical universe, in which 
all things are rooted and to which they return, is himself a nothing
ness, and his world is thus a world which is literally sustained and 
directed by nothing. The Unique One posits himself as the 
vacuum at the centre of existence, consuming all things, de
grading all things, stultifying all things, destroying all things. The 
world which he creates is thus a living facsimile of the abyss in 
which it has been gestated, and his choice ofhis world (unlike the 
world-choice of rhe existentialists) is thus not an escape from 
nothingness but a re-affirmation, indeed a re-creation, of the 
original nothingness which he began by acknowledging. 

In his portrait of The Unique One Stimer is in effect portraying 
the 'radically nihilistic existence', arguing its credibility, and 
demonstrating its implications. It is a portrait of deliberate and 
controlled disintegration. It is the portrait of a cynical, sophisric
ated, and rootless opportunist, ambiguous and evasive in his 
refusal to define or commit himself, deviously artificial in his 
avoidance of private obligation or public role. The Unique One 
is a portrait of refined incoherence, studied irresponsibility, 
accomplished purposelessness. He personifies the motiveless, the 
arbitrary, the gratuitous. IfStimer's portrait of The Unique One is 
a documentary guide to the exploitation and abuse of others, it is 
also a study in the artistry of self-abuse, for The Unique One's 
enjoyment and consumption of the world is at the same time a 
consumption and dissolution of himself: his self-creation is an 
incessant self-destruction. It is quite true that Stimer sometimes 
speaks of The Unique One-understood as the concrete, sensuous 
individual who 'takes pleasure in himself as a living Rcsh-and
blood person" in cOntrast with the grey, spectral figments, 'God', 
'Man', and so on, of metaphysics and theology-as ifhe were the 

, D.E., p. 21. 
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one dependable reality, rooted in objective, natural, physical fact, 
and so immune frolll the destructive analysis which he practises 
against all things clse. His phenomenological descriptions of the 
being of The Unique One, however, are manifestly not des
criptions of any such fixed and stable reality: they are descriptions 
of a being in constant flux and dissolution. The existence of The 
Unique One would nOt be a radically nihilistic existence if, having 
set out to destroy all principles, it presupposed itself as the one 
static and given principle. 'If the presuppositions which have 
hitherto been currellt are to melt away in a full dissolution,' says 
Srimer, 'they must not be dissolved into a higher presupposition 
again.'1 Srimer freciy acknowledges that 'J start by presupposing 
myself'; however, he adds, 'I immediately consume my pre
supposition and exist only in consuming it. But that presuppos
ition is therefore not a presupposition at all; for as The Unique 
One I repudiate the dualism of a presupposing and a presupposed 
self . .  That I consume myself simply means that 1 exist. I do not 
presuppose myself; rather, I posit or create myself, existing only in 
the act of positing myself moment-by-momellt, as creator and 
creature in one. '1 

It is quite true that Stirncr sometimes speaks of 'setting up the 
principle of egoism',3 as if the egoist himself were the ultimate and 
unyielding principle, sanctified against all fortuities, above, 
beyond, and exempt from the general flu.x. Stimer himself, how
ever, explicitly repudiates this interpretarion:4 his egoism is a 
nihilistic egoism, before which nothing-not even the person of 
the egoist, The Unique One himself-is sacred. 'The Unique 
One', says Stirner, 'is an expression of which it can be said with all 
honesty and candour that it expresses-Nothing',' and his 
phenomenological descriptions of the being of The Unique One 
arc indeed descriptions of a being who is constantly returning to the 
Nothingness which he originally and ultimately is. ForThe Unique 

I D.E., pp. 178-9. 1 D.E., p. 178. 
I See M4.T Slim"'s kl�jrltrr Schrifteu, p. 411 . 
• See op. cil., pp. 365-6, where Slimer explicitly declares Ihal the egoisfs 

'self-interest' (unlike the interests of Re:l5on or HllllUIlity) is not a ·principle'. 
) Op. cit., p. 347. 
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One nothing is easier than to take all things 'back into their 
Nothingness-that is, into me, the creator', lest 'I should fall prey 
to the pritlciplr of stability, the proper life-principle of religion, 
which concerns itself with creating "inviolable sanctuaries" '.1 
Everything that causes me to be 'hindered in my Sow and dis
solution' exemplifies that 'wretched stability' which The Unique 
One conspires with circumstances to elude.2 No longer 'tied to 
the past hour'. The Unique Onc transforms and surpasses himself 
every instant, sloughing his old self and projecting himself into 
'the fresh future minute which beckons you across every minute 
of your existence') He is 'this transitory, morral creator, who 
lives by consuming himself'. and who continuously suspends and 
devalues each of his fugitive interestS by 'continuously taking it 
back into himself, annihiLating itS every movement towards in
dependence, and swallowing it before it can crystallize itself into 
any kind of established principle'.s Refusing to identify himself 
with any of the provisional objects of his arbitrary choice, to
wards each of which--even while pursuing it with the utmost 
ruthlessness or enjoying it with the utmost complacency-he 
remains 'icily cold, unbelieving, and its most irreconcilable 
enemy', never validating or certifying it but 'leaving it always in 
qUCStiOll',6 he will never 'abandon all power of dissolution', since 
for the nihilistic egoist 'to be unable to dissolve himself' would be 
'to surrender himself',1 to surrender the only identity he has, 
rooted in and returning to Nothingness. The nihilistic egoist, 
unlike the existentialists, does not Bee from Nothingness into a 
world which will furnish him with certainties of his own 
creation to replace the old certainties wh.ich, in his disillusion, arc 
lost to him forevcr. '] do not love the world, for ]  Qlmij,ifate it, as I 
annihilate myself: I dissolve it'.1 Unlike the existentialists, he docs 
not seek to 'surmount' nihilism by rr-/olmding the world, since 
the cause to which the nihilistic egoist 'commitS' himself and 
which servcs as the 'foundation' of his personal universe-that is, 
himself, in all his gratuitous, fickle transiency-is really an absence 
of foundation: since he is himself a nothingness, the 'creative 

I D.E., p. 395. 
, D.E., p. 16a. 

1 D.£., p. 119. 
• D.E., p. 75. 

J D.E., p. 48. 
7 Sec: D.E., p. J40 • 

• D..E.., p. 419. 
, D.E., p. J46. 
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nothingness' who 'has made Nothing his cause',1 his unIverse 
can truly be said to be founded in the void. 

Rootless, vagrant, detached; frivolous, unstable, irresponsible; 
squandering his fluid and transient being in a consciously promis
cuous career of deliberately gratuitous acts of repudiation: in the 
solitary and arbitrary figure of The Unique One is personified 
everything that is negative and destructive. On the grim, predatory 
features of the ruthless egoist Stirner has etched the hollow, 
dissipated features of the uncaring nihilist. Srirner's portrait of 
the nihilist, however, is not merely a vivid literary description 
of an imaginary personality or an imaginary life-style. If it were 
merely this, it would still be an arresting and memorable portrait, 
but it would be of interest chiefly to the analytic psychologist 
or the imaginative artist. Stirner's portrait of The Unique One is 
above all intended to express, in existential terms, those meta
physical truths about the self and the world which it is Stirner's 
purpose to proclaim. The figure of The Unique One shows forth 
what those truths mean in terms of individual existence and per
sonal response; he shows forth the (rutb about his situation by the 
ways in which he chooses to comport himself towards it. And the 
truth of this situation is that nothing has meaning or value, not 
even the person of the nihilistic egoist who proclaims it. 

In the figure of The Unique One Stirner is depicting the only 
way in which the truth of nihilism can be existentially affirmed, 
the only way in which it can be wholly willed and lived and so 
become a genuinely existential truth. The 'uniqueness' of The 
Unique One-the uniqueness revealed in and by his self-chosen, 
utter solitude-is thus not merely a trum about The Unique One 
himself: it symbolizes and proclaims the fundamental truth about 

• his nihilistic world, which is a world devoid of general standards 
or any common and constant purposes, a world closed to univeral 
meanings, a world which is therefore without coherence of 
structure or uniformity of character. The cynical arbitrariness of 
The Unique One-the cynicism revealed in his chosen career of 
ceaseless self-dissolution, the arbitrariness revealed in all his 
undertakings, born in tedium and executed in indifference-

, See D.E., pp. 12 aud 14. 
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illustrates and emphasizes the conscious artificiality of the nihilist's 
world, an artificiality in me light of which the specific, local, 
ephemeral values pragmatically generated in such a world are 
immediately stamped as utterly valueless, even in the moment of 
their adoption. The nihilist's world is consciously artificial in the 
sense that its totalization of meaninglessness is symbolically 
distinct from, because it lies beyond, that original untotalized mass 
of brute meaningless experience out of which the existentialists, 
by a subjective act of 'conversion', seck to create a unified and 
artificially meaningful world. (This creation of a personally 
meaningful world out of the original metaphysical chaos, as we 
have seen, marks the point at which the existentialists apostatize 
from their original resolution to appropriate the truth of nihilism 
existentially by living wholly within its shadow.) The meaning
lessness of the nihilist's world is a meaninglessness which he has 
deliberately reproduced: it is a meaninglessness which he has not 
merely inherited, but fabricated, which he has freely chosen and 
consciously willed. And the metaphysical disorder of the nihilist's 
world is of course mirrored and embodied in the personal dis
order of The Unique One himself, which is also an artificial and 
completely deliberate disorder. This immediate and symbolic 
transition, from the original, natural, untotaUzed meaninglessness 
into the ultimate, artificial totalization of meaninglessness which 
is the nihilist's chosen world, is the nihilistic equivaJent of the 
existentialist 'leap' or 'conversion', and like the existentialist 'leap' 
it is 'not a development' but a sequence which 'stands to the series 
of preceding steps in the negative relation of discontinuity', so that 
'any particular cause embraced . . .  in consequence of that trans
sitionaJ move remains unrelated to me move itself') And of 
course the logical discontinuity of the nihilist's transition from 
Nomingness (0 Nothingness, its sheer gratuitousness, is again 
reflected in the nihilistic personality of The Unique One, in his 
desultoriness and motivelessness, in his severance from others and 
the world, and in his chosen mode of being as a kind of living 
rupture in the world, down which it perpetually vanishes to be 
'swallowed' and 'consumed'. If the world of The Unique One is 

I See Kuhn, op. cil., eh. VII. 
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a world which he perpetually creates, it is also a world which he 
perpetually disowns. 

Clearly, in his portr2it ofThe Unique One Stirner is attempting 
to depict, in existential terms, the outcome of a truly self-consis
tent nihilism. The c:.'Cistentialists themselves have bc:cn accused of 
failing to carry out their original resolve to appropriate the truth of 
nihilism existentially, for if they succeed in their endeavours to 
create, by their own wlaided artifice:, a personal universe charged 
with subjective but systematic meaning, then they have ended up 
by denying the ultimacy of that experience of meaninglessness 
which they began by affirming. To affirm this experience ex
istentially would involve accepting the ultimacy of meaningless
ness and making it one's own, resolving to live within the 
omnipresence of meaninglessness as the governing truth and 
permanent horizon of one's existence; it would involve the 
destruction of every semblance of purposiveness or coherence in 
one's personal life:  it would involve a total and unflinching 
commitment to the 'radically nihilistic existence' which Thielicke 
and others have declared to be impossible but of which the figure 
of The Unique One furnishes all too convincing a portrayal. 
Reflecting, in his profound inward calm, in his utter refusal to be 
moved, the profundity of the void which is at the still centre of his 
personal universe, The Unique One sets out to be the living 
embodiment of that nihilistic truth from which the existentialists 
at last recoil. 

Unlike the existentialists, who seek to create a personal universe 
in order to 'surmount' the Nothingness which is at the heart of 
existence, The Unique One creates his personal universe by 
reproducing the Nothingness of existence, which he therefore 
begins and ends by affirming. Positing himself as the centre of his 
world, which he has created in order to annihilate it, The Unique 
One preserves his life in order to squander it. Preserving himself, 
therefore, so that he may continuously bear about in his own 
person the mortality of his world, his chosen career exemplifies 
and fulfils that 'radically nihilistic existence' without which the 
truth of nihilism could not be existentially disclosed. The egoistic 
identity which he so studiously preserves is as self-consciously 
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artificial-as devoid of objective reality and inherent value-as the 
world which it mirrors and proclaims. Thus, if the possibility of a 
'radically nihilistic existence' is questioned, by Thiclickeand others, 
Stimer presents me figure of The Unique One as documentary 
evidence of what such an existence would be like. Because he is 
prepared inwardly to adopt and to five the meallingJessness of his 
situation, the figure of The Unique One recovers and bears 
witness to the fundamental truth which the existentialists have 
recognized but which they themselves have failed to appropriate 
existentially. Nihilism has become his personal truth, in, through, 
and under which he chooses to exist, and in making this unique 
and final choice The Unique One is simply carrying through to its 
inescapable conclusion the project whieh lies at the heart of 
existentialism itself. To will and live the truth of nihilism is, then
if the figure of The Unique One is existentially credible-a 
possible choice, and perhaps the only one open to the sclf-con
sistent existentialist. To consummate the original truth of ex
istentialism, it may well seem, is to recognize onesdf as a nih.ilistic 
egoist. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE EGOIST 

Der Einzige Imd sein Eigentlmm is arguably £he most complete and 
uncompromising of all nihilist manifestos. Seldom if ever have the 
world-view of nihilism and the existential posture of the nihilistic 
individual been depicted in such convincing detail and with such 
disturbing candour. IfStirner's book is onc afthe most ndica1 and 
credible documentations of nihilism, however, it also (and in its 
author's intentions, primarily) sets Qut to be the definitive state
ment of another, logically distinct, philosophical perspcctive
the moral perspective of calculating, self-conscious egoism. 
Indeed, it is as the brutally frank exponent of the most extreme 
form of ruthless egoism that Stirncr has been best known to 
students of the history of ethics. Now, it is by no means the case 
that a philosopher who expounds and defends egoism as a valid 
moral solution is thercby committed to an affirmation of nihilism 
as the supreme metaphysical truth in terms of which his moral 
situation is ultimately dcfined; and it is perhaps not the case that a 
philosopher who resolves to affirm the truth of nihilism is thereby 
committed to expressing rus resolve within themoral categories of 
egoism: in this sense .nihil� egoism are certainly 10 ieaU 
distin£t. The fact remains that Stiener's own characteristic 
affirmation of nihilism is deliberately, pointedly cast in the idiom 
of egoism and delivered from the standpoint of the egoist, while 
the wholly distinctive form of egoism expounded by Stirncr is 
accordingly suffused through and through with the nihilistic 
purpose of which it is the vehicle. In the figurc of The Unique 
Onc thc gratuitousness of the nihilist is given form and objectivity 
as the cxploitivcness of the egoist. Logically distinct as these two 
e1emcnts may be in themselves, in Stirner's portrait of The Unique 
One they are inseparably complementary; indced The Unique 
One shows forth their fusion as a kind of inner necessity, whereby 
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the desuucriveness of the nihilist consummates itself in the 
creativity of the egoist. It is in and through his egoism that the 
nihilism of The Unique One is reproduced and rendered fluent 
in the world. It is as the self-chosen. self-consuming egoist that he 
wills and lives the radically nihilistic existence of his original 
choice. 

The figure of The Unique One sets out to embody consciow 
egoism carried to its logical extreme. In addition to furnishing 
abundant and detailed phenomenological descriptions of the 
concrete attitudes and policies of the practising egoist. Stirner's 
portrait may be said to ilJwtrate three main and recurring themes. 
Firstly. it depicts the metaphysical solitude of the total egoist, his 
utter detachment from others in the self-sufficiency of his en
closed :md reticent being. Secondly, it illwtrares the specifIcally 
ethical posture of the egoist. his deportment towards those ochers 
whose claims he begins by repudiating. and his rejection of every 
moral and social absolute that seeks to establish its alien authority 
over his person, aims, or conduct. Lasdy, Stimer's portrait of 
The Unique One describes dle egoist's fundamenta1 existential 
project, his modes of subjugating and appropriating those con
tingent, transient objects which he 3tbitrarily chooses as the 
materials of his sclf-cnjoymcnt, and his ceaseless creation of his 
own idenrity as the self-possessed proprietor who. in his in
frangible self-possession, forever places himself above and 
beyond the aggregate of the property which he momentarily 
consents to be. 

The figure of The Unique One is first of all the picture of an 
individual whosclmeta hysical solitude)is absolute. This is surely 
what the very phrase. 'The Unique One', is above all intended to 

onvey. 'Let w not aspire to community,' says Srimer, 'but to 
pllt,-sideiiwss1'1 Far from seeking to establish close and meaningful 
re aoons 'ps with others, the true egoist consciously cherishes his 
remoteness from others, his 'exclusiveness', and is constantly 
vigilant to safeguard it. 'Egoism in its simplest and therefore 
hardest form' is egoism 'in the form of uniqueness, exclusiveness, 
itself', and Sumer goes on to ask. 'How all you be truly unique 

I D.E., p. J6.t. 
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as long as even one connection stiU exists between you ?'I To be 
i.!l.,S:goisl is to disencumber onesei f all relationshi� as bonds 
which will strangle the free individual and will at last threaten his 
very identity: 'If you are connected, you cannot leave each other; 
if a "tic" clasps you, you are something only alollg with al/other.2 
This does not mean that the egoist literally shuts himself up, in 
hermit-like isolation, avoiding all contact with other human be
ings, for in his 'Rejoinder' co Moses Hess Stirner explicitly denies 
this interpretation of his meaning: by engaging in intercourse 
with others the egoist may please and enrich himself, and since 'he 
who loves someone is certainly richer than he who loves no one' 
the egoist rna befriend or even -1o�th.et.....Quman beings in 
whose ersons or soci� he takes Ieasure.l Howevcr, the prag
matic, gillitari�n 2:r..e of in��_ course here �nvisaged, incidentally 
rewardmg as It may sometimes be to his temporary partners, 
clearly does not involve the egoist in anything resembling deep 
and formative relationships to which he personally commits 
himself as a true friend or lover. In all his intercourse with others 
the egoist starts from his own interests and needs, and 'makes 
himself the central point',4 attuning his responses to the rhythm of 
his own shifting equilibrium, and concerning himself with the 
interests and necds of the other only in so far as they reflect, 
support, or serve his own. If a true relationship is onc in which a 
person opens himself unreservedly to another, whom he freely 
receives and to whom he fully gives himself, the pragmatic 
intercourse of the egoist is presumably carried on without forming 
a single true relationship. Out.w.ac.dl:y he may collaborate with 
others, participate with them in enterprises of common intcrest, 
and even take an inherent pleasure in the mere society of certain 
individuals whose personal qualities he favours and whom he may 
therefore be said, in this superficial sense, to 'love'; but � 
his life is a conscious assertion of his own independence of others, 
from whom-even in the momcnts of greatest intimacy-he 
ultimately dissociates his intact and private being, preserving 
himself in the last analysis for himself alone. 'I want merely to be 

I D.E., p. 159. 
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1', says Stirner. 'r think nothing of Nature, men and their laws, 
human society and itS love, and 1 sever every general connection 
with it.' To all of these, he concludes, " oppose the "ataraxy" of 
my Ego." 

It seems that for the conscious egoist, in the words of Helmut 
Thielicke, 'freedom is identical with solipsism'.2 Like the Marquis 
de Sade (whom Sartre compares to Stirncc's Unique One), the 
egoist's experience is 'the affirmation of absolute non-communic
ation') Of course, Stirner is not lit<:!!llx. a 'soli sist'. Der Eillzige 
is full of references to other 'egos', whom Stimer directly addresses 
in the second person, or with whom he apparently aligns him
self in the first person plural. 'You arc nOt to me, and I am not to 
you, a higber being';4 'neither I nor you arc speakable, we are 
unutterable';' 'let us aspire to . . .  one-sidedness':' Stimer's 
language throughout acknowledges the existence of others as con
scious, choosing, acting selves who arc free to establish their own 
identity and to realize their own possibilities. Stiener clearly does 
IlOt consider himself to be literally 'the unique one'. ' he Uni ue 
qne':'is rather the metap-by$icalAdepp�tOJ.'dUch..h.ulltinwely 
projecu himself: it is the identiry which Ire chooses [0 establish for 
himself, while othen ident!fY. themselves as 'Christians', 'Socialist;' 
or 'Humanist{ The original condition of men is indeed one of 

fso/atia" in the sense of mutual exclusiveness, forat the psychological 
centre of each individual there is an impenetrable core which no 
relationship can modify, and in his innermost subjectivity each 
individual transcends the world and others. This is not solitude in 
the sense of literal rmiqlletless, but it is solitude in the sense of 
perpetual .l!ansce"dellce: cach ...indi.¥.idual . s (orev«- �y .. Qilll_Jhc. 
reach of eveC),-otkJndi.viduaLHowevcr, if this natural solitude 
is the original condition of every individual, if it is a fixed and 
given fact of [he sitU3tion in which every individual involuntarily 
fmds himself, then it must be contrasted with the metaphysical 
solitudeof'The Unique One', wbich is an artificial solirud�.de1iber
ate1y contrived and consciol1sly willed. The '!!.£EW;y:sical solitu.dc 

• KldM", Schrifim, p. 41�. 1 Thieliclr:e, Nihili$tll, ro. Xli, sec. I. 
J Same, Th� Probl�m tif Mtlhod, p. liS . 
• D.E., p. S). J D.E., p. 314.. • D.E., Ioc. ell. 
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of The Unique One is Ilot an inherited condition, but a symbolic 
choice. As a formal acceptance and free appropriation ofltis origi
nal situation, it is a self-chosen and thus truly' existelltiaJ solitude. 

Thus, when Stimer speakS of "creating himself', he is presum
ably referring to this project of creating his own idcncicy as 'The 
Unique Onc' within the terms of his personal metaphysical 
system. Now, the terms orrus metaphysical system arc deliberately 
chosen to reflect :and carry forward those original truths about his 
situation which he: recognizes to be fundamental in it. If one of 
these is the truth that the innermost being of each individual is 
utterly inaccessible: and that consequently no real communion 
can ever exist between individuals, then it is this original truth, 
exiscentially appropriated and resumed within Stirner's own 
metaphysical terminology, that the metaphysical concept of 'The 
Unique One' symbolically reflects. The metaphysical system of 
which The Unique One is the central figure docs not set out to 
give a literal description of the individual's experience, but to 
convert this experience-by conceptual reconstruction and where 
necessary conceptual invention-into a living symbol of the 
individual's personal response to the original experience itself 
Within the system of Der Eitlzige the historical Max Stirner is 
converted into the metaphysical 'Unique One'; the fact of his 
personal remoteness and insularity is converted into the doctrine 
of The Unique One's cosmic 'uniqueness'; and so the aqua! 

litude in ardl ex�i�nced by...,!he living individual is convertt::d 
�to the theoretical soli�sm proclaimed in an throug , e 
l.l ni�IiliY-sica conce t. The metaphysical 
system is intended to be a symbolic purgation of the individual's 
original experience, which it sublim.1tcs and resumes. And thus it 
comes about that The Unique One empirically recognizes the 
literal existence of other 'egos' as incidental items in the objective 
furniture of me natural universe. but that nevertheless, from with
in the sanctity of his private metaphysical universe, he is ulti
mately able to declare: 'I am not an ego along with other egos, 
but the sole ego: I am wtique . . .  and everything about me is 
unique . . .  this is the meaning of The Unique One.'1 

I D.E., p. 42). 
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soli sism, asscrted and maintained within the metaphysical 
systen:;Tri which The Unique One emerges as 'the sole ego'. If the 
metaphysical solitude of The Unique One is absolute. it is because 
he has identified himself /3$ 'The Unique Onc'. Now, granted that 
this is his ultimate metaphysical identity, what is the specifically 
ethical posture that he adopts, conformably to this self-chosen 
identity? How does The Unique One deport himself towatds 
those others whose claims he has symbolically repudiated? 

'For me,' says Sciener, 'uo one is a person to be respected . . .  
but solely an object • . .  an interesting or uninteresting object, 
useful or useless.'l The total egoism of The Unique One consists 
in this: that his subjectivity is affirmed by denying the subjectivity 
of others, by treating other persons as if they were simply natural 
phenomena to be studied and manipulated without regard to their 
existential claims as persons-in short, hY .... (cducin�ruCL the,. 
status...oWjcas. The egoist scrutinizes his environment, seeking its 
points of weakness, noting those features which may be useful to 
rum and which may be brought under his control, avoiding or 
destroying anything that might harm or hinder him, and ignoring 
everything that neither serves nor impedes his purposes. His 
relationship to other human beings is no different from his re
lationship to the rest of his environment, which he views as raw 
materi2i to be administered and duly exploited. His relationship 
to others is thus a purely technical relationship, a managerial 
relationship. The egoist's conduct is not governed by the interests 
or wishes of others, except in so far as some consideration of these 
is found to be technically advantageous; the interests or wishes of 
others may require to be taken into account as a datum 011 which 
his managerial decisions need to be based, and a studied deference 
to the feelings of others may be fowld to facilitate the egoist's 
own purposes. But in themselves, for their own sakes, the needs 
and interests of others COWl( for nothing in his eyes. 

It is true that certain individuals may have qualities in which the 
egoist takes an inherent pleasure. Such an individual may be 
'beloved' of the egoist in the sense that the egoist will nor treat 

I D.E .• p. }6j. 
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him merely as a means to his own separate and ulterior purposes, 
but will also at the same time take a direct interest in the evolution 
and expression of those qualities which are the immediate objects 
of his admiration. This does not, however, imply an abandon
ment, even a partial abandonment of his original egoistic project. 
It certainly does not imply that the egoist is prepared to treat the 
'beloved' individual as an cnd-in-himsc1[ Let us suppose that the 
egoist cherishes Karl, not for any ulterior purpose (such as 
borrowing money or enlisting his electoral suppOrt), but because 
he is amused by Karl's wit and admires Karl's erudition. The 
egoist certainly does not love Heinrich, from whom he borrows 
money, or Ludwig, whose electoral support he needs, but he 
would describe himself as 'loving' Karl. His love, however, 
cannot possibly be a love of Karl, in and for himself, as a loving 
and beloved subject, for the egoist precisely denies Karl's sub
jectivity and repudiates his claims upon him as a person. His love 
is not a love of the whole individual who is Karl, but a love of 
certain objective qualities, wit and erudition, which Karl happens 
to evince in high degree and which the egoist loves, just as he 
loves certain material objects, perhaps good food and a beautiful 
landscape, while remaining ind.ifferent to the many other objects 
(the decor of the restaurant, the encircling hills) by which they 
happen to be surrounded; to Karl's other qualities, his physical 
appearance or his command of languages, the egoist will 
be utterly indifferent, unless he can discover some usc to which 
they may be put; and should Karl lose those qualities which have 
endeared him to the egoist, or should the latter grow tired of them, 
then the egoist's 'love for Karl' would wholly cease and Karl 
would became once more an object of complete indifference. The 
egoist's 'love' for another is llot accompanied by any sense of 
responsibility towards the other: strictly speaking, he does not 
cart! for the person whom he 'loves'. The 'loved one' is not a 
unique and irreplaceable object: how cowd he be, since it is his 
egoistic 'lover' who is himself The Unique One? For this reason, 
the egoist always keeps himself aloof from the 'loved one', to 
whom he may give much, but to whom he will always refuse to 
giv� himself, uncondhionalty 2nd in his entirety. 'I can with joy 
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sacrifice to him numberless enjoyments,' says Stirner, • I can deny 
myself numberless things for the enhancement of his pleasure . . .  
but myself, my own self, I do not sacrifice to him, but remain an 
egoist and-enjoy him . . . .  Although to one passion I sacrifice 
others, 1 do Dot on that account go so far as to sacrifice myself, 
noc sacrifice anything of that whereby I tculy am myself: I do not 
sacrifice my peculiar value, my self-possession.'1 The man who 
loves another so much that he at last forgets the essential separate
ness of his own exclusive being is the man who 'has given himself 
up, because he cannot dissolve himself, and consequently cannot 
absolve himself ofltis passion: be is posscssed'.z By contcast, the 
conscious egoist is constantly mindful that the other is the object 
of his love purely and entirely because he happens to evince 
certain qualities which directly gratify the wishes and desires of 
the egoist himself 'To the egoist nothing is high enough for him 
o humble himself before it, nothing so independ�t that he 

would live for loye of it. nothing so sacred that he would sacrifice 
himse to"k The egoist's love rises inse.lfishness, flows in the bed of 
selfishness, and empties into selfishness again.'] 

For the egoist, the 'loved one' ceases to be an object of his loving 
interest when he loses those qualities which in the first place made 
him interesting. The man who continues to feel a unique and 
absolute concern for his beloved, whatever happens to him and 
whatever he may become, because the beloved other is the object 
of his unconditional and irrevocable love, is a ma ho ILas 
�me subservient tQ his 19.Ye..instead of keeIlli!g.lLsubservie� 
to him. 'Selfish love is far distant from unselfish, mystical, or 
romantic love . . . .  Love becomes blind and crazy when a /lII/st 
takes it out of my power (infatuation), romantic by a sltould 
entering into it. by the "object" becoming sacred to me . . . .  Now 
the object no longer exists for me, but I for it.''' The unselfish 
lover has turned the beloved other into a 'sacred' object, which he 
cannot transcend, because he is enveloped and possessed by it. His 
love has become an essentially 'religious' love, issuing commands 
and making demands. But the total egoist, as we have seen, is also 
the total atheist. who neither worships the God of Love nor 

, D.E., pp. 339-40. 1 D.E., loc. cit. J D.E., p. 344. • D.E., p. 342. 
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permits his personal love to become '3, divine power above him'.l 
He refuses to acknowledge, with the 'religiow' lover, theexisrence 
of any objects which arc 'absolutely lovable';2 and he refuses to 
acknowledge. with 'unselfish' lovers generally, the existence of 
any objects which 'deserve' or 'are entitled to' his love. 'Every 
love to which there clings but the smallest speck of obligation is 
an uruelfish love, and. so far as this speck reaches, a sscssedness '3 
The egoist repudiates any such obligation. However great his 
love, he never regards the loved one as 'any more than the 
nOllrishmc'll of my passion . . .  as any morc trun the objea of Illy 
IOllc, which my love IISes . . .  thw I only utilize him: I enjoy him',4 
The egoist's love is an arhitran: lov recognlzmg no one as 
'worthy' ofbis love, but loving only those individuals who happen 
to gratify him. He will 'kiss away the troubled crease on the 
beloved forehead' because he himself'cannot bear it'; ifhe did not 
happen to love this individual, 'he might go on making creases, 
they would not trouble me; I am only driving away my trouble'.s 
The egoist's love is an irresponsibkJo..ve, recognizing no obli
gations to the loved one, whom he cherishes solely for his OWII 
sake. 'My love is mille only when it consists entirely in a selfish and 
egoistic interest, and when consequently the object of my love is 
really my object or my property, to which l owe nothing and have 
no obligation, any more than I have obligations to my eye
which I nevertheless cherish with the greatest care, but always 
only on my account.'6 

�'ection of the conccpt oC.o.bligation' in fact epitomizes 
thc3hole. ethical J?SIsrure of me egoist. 'No thing is sacred in 
itself, but only by my declnritlg it sncred," says The Unique Onc, 
who dcclares nothing to be sacrcd. 'Moral obligations' are likc 
the sacred ideals of religion above all in this, that they csscntiaJly 
seek to alienate me from myself but that they cannot accomplish 
this alienation unless I freely choose to surrender myself to them. 
Indeed, moral concepts as such--d.ury, obligation,justice, virtue
arc like all other general concepts no more than artificial verbal 
constructions, figments in the mind of the moralizer which do not 

I Sec D.E., p. 344. � D.E., p. 342. J D.E., p. 343. • D.E., p. 346. 
J D.£., p. 341. ' D.E., p. 343. 1 D.E., p. 87. 
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exist if he does not conceive them and which have no authority 
other than the authority with which he chooses to invest them. 
The conscious egoist recognizes morality. the morality of love 
along with all other forms of morality. for what it is-a tissue of 
empty abstractions. The credulous may allow others to gull them 
by moral rhetoric into abandoning their own best interests. but the 
egoist is not deceived and cannot be intimidated. The conscious 
egoist stands forward as the complete amoralist. He is indifferent 
to the wishes and needs of others when these take the fonn of a 
particular demand made upon him by a particular individual; and 
he is no Jess indifferent when the wishes and needs of others are 

... rationalized and codified into a system of moral rules expressing 
the general demands made upon him by others in general. Others 
will alW':lys try to idealize their own self-interest, particularly 
when they are acting in concert. Ready though they may be to 
coerce the recalcitrant individuaJ. they would prefer to gain his 
voluntary submission, by convincing him that he owes obedience 
to the authority in the name of which they profess to act. by 
appealing to his duty to the State. to his family, to society, perhaps 
by at last appealing to his duty to Humanity. The power actually 
possessed by such institutions or groups is a concrete and external 
fact. which tbe egoist takes into account in determining his own 
illterests, but about which he can often do little. The 'moral 
authority' to which they lay claim, however. is no concrete fact; 
it is their attempt to capture the individual from within by seizing 
his consciousness and drugging it with their verbal magic; and to 
all such attempts the conscious egoist, in his reiterated self
possession, is consistently and effortlessly immune. 

Keeping his eye coolly on his own interests. the egoist does not 
a1Jow himself to be deflected by meaningless moral strictures or 
appeals. The 'dictates of eternal and immutable morality' in
variably turn out to be no more than the conventions of his 
particular society or of the ruling group within his society, 
perhaps age-old conventions shared by most other societies, but 
still only the conventions that others have adopted-ultimately for 
utilitarian reasons, to secure their own ends, or perhaps for 
superstitious reasons, because they believe in a divine Lawgiver or 
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because they have at last become hypnotized by their own rhetoric. 
As a rhetorical assault upon the consciousness of the rccalcitranc 
individual, every moral code seeks to induce him to make an 
inward surrender of his sovereignty, and in this respect one moral 
code is the same as any other, the Illost 'enlightened' body of 
ethical counsels seeking essentially to establish a fifth column 
within the inmost consciousness of the individual no less than rhe 
most primitive system of tribal taboos. In the Germany of Der 
Eitlzige moral reformers like Wei cling and Bettina were calling 
upon their contemporaries to regard anri-social behaviour as a kind 
of disease which required, not punishment as if the criminal were 
responsible for his actions, but therapeutic treatment, since the 
criminal was himself really the victim of evil social conditions. 
But according to Stirncr: 'Curative mealls or healing iL Pnly the 
�ersJ! sid£. of p"un;shmellt, the tlzeory of CIIre runs parallel with the 
theory of Pllllishllletltj if the latter regards an action as a sin against 
what is right, the former takes it for a sin of the man against him
self, as a decadence from his health. " , "Crime" or "disease" arc 
neither of them an egoistic view of the matter, a judgment 
starling from me, but starring from allother-to wit, whether it 
injures right, general right, or the health partly of the individual 
(the sick one), pardy of the generality (society)." Who is to say 
what constitutes my 'health'? Written into the ostensibly medical 
concepts of mental health and mental hygiene are certain definite 
norms, reflecting the ethical standards of the medical profession 
or of society at large. Concepts like 'psychological normality,' 
'emotional maturity', and so on function within a moral code 
which is more enlightened only in the sense that it is more subtle: 
covert moral judgments are preached in the form of objective 
(and therefore unobjectionable) statements of medical fact. 
Whether the preacher preaches against 'sin' or against 'emotional 
immaturity', however, the aim remains the same: to 'produce 
feelings in us, to instil them in us, instead of leaving their produc
tion to ourselves however they may turn out'.2 Maturity, like 
virtue, turns out to mean conformity. 'The young are of age, 

I D.E., p. l80. J D.E., p. 80. 
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when they twitter like the old; they are driven through school to 
learn the old song, and, when they have this by hean, then they 
are declared of age.'1 

-? Some criti�e charged Stimer with beginning by rejEcting .-- thecollce t of moralit as such (and with it the very idea of a 
mora co c , ut enclin Uf! by adumbrating a moral code ofrus 

• own, a frivolous and licentious code, in terms of existing moral 
standards a highly scandalous codc, but a moral code nonetheless, 
which prescribes certain types of conduct and condemns othcrs. 
Thus according to Sidney Hook, 'despite his avowals of complete 
ethical antinomianism, Stiroer docs seek to formulate his moral 
code'.2 Despite the fact that Stiener repeatedly describes himself 
as repudiating the concept of 'morality' as such and not merely 
rebelling against the particular, narrow moral code ofltis society 
and time, according to Hook what Stimer offered was simply a 
'radical revision of the existing ethical codc', a new, extravagant, 
and sinister moral code which would free people to commit 
'polygamy, blasphemous desecration, even incest' : �hat Stiencr 
Q..£fered was not amoralism but 'immoralisgi.J Hook might ha�e 
addedtliat Stimer's new 'moral code' also furnished a licence to lie, 
to cheat, to rob, and to kill, for Stirner explicitly denies the 
obligations of truth-telling, promise-keeping, and resj>cct for 
property and life. 'lhis imerpretation of Stjrner's puq2QSeJ�Y 
rests on a confusion, however. Stitner's whole argument is surely 
tilat mora o61igations of allY kind are no more than hollow verbal 
devices for dividing a man from his own best interests, which 
'moral considerations' induce him to subordinate to the interests of 
others (or to an imaginary ideal 'interest' ofrus own, which OtllCTS 
carefully determine for him) by convecting his free egoistic 
consciousness into a servile, scrupulous, guilt-ridden conscious
ness. If, by way of illustrating and emphasizing his thesis, Stirner 
deliberately cites those moral obligations which have been 
widely held to be among the most sacred and binding-piety and 
truthfulness, for example-this is not because he is adumbrating a 
specific new moral code in which blasphemy and lying arc to be 
obligatory but because he is concerned to reaffirm that tlothing, 1101 

I D.E.. Ioc. cit. J Hook, Nom Hrgt/ to Marx, ro. s, sec. r, ]. l Loc. cit. 
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ellen those primordial 'obligottioos', can induce the self-possessed 
egoist to take any step that is not in the fullest accord with his own 
distinct interests as he himself determines them. His citation of 
these particu1ar 'moral obligations' as cmpry and meaningless is 
intended to serve his general purpose, which is a purdy rete 
one: namely, to expose all moral imperatives as essential y vcr al 
figments, whose illusory authority vanishes as SOOI1 as the in
dividual becomes conscious of the rhetorical imposture which is 
being practisc:d upon him. 

The Unique One, then, is not an immoralist, but an amoralist. 
His text is not 'Evil be thou � Jood' hut 'Let me be beyoI!,d 
good and evil'. His egoism is a repudiation of any and every moral 
Imperative. It might indeed seem as if Srimer were issuing an 
imperative of his own when he f"jO;IIS men to repudiate moral 
imperatives, for certainly the injunction, 'Do as it pleases you t', 
itself has the grammatical focm of an imperative. It might further 
seem as if Stirner were proposing an 'ideal selfhood' of his own, 
the sdfhood of the ideal egoist, which would indeed be a logical 
contradiction, since the JdgJ. egoist' would p�bly ha'yuo 
he..the man withollt a self-ideal. Some critics have in fact charged 
Stirner with committing this precise contr.l.diction. 'Here,' 
according to Hook, 'Stirner finds himself transfixed by his own 
logic. Is the egoistic self to be worshipped as an absolute ideal? Is 
our ordinary empirical self, which is not steely selfish, not to feel 
free to pursue something clse? How docs this egoistic ideal [hen 
differ from any other ideefixe? Qoes it not become, in Srirncr's 
Q.WJU.c.rms. -U!!l�rstitious worship of on��O$Sible good und� all 
circumstan�, �efore rcligious?'t.However, surely this 
criticism of Stirner a so rests on an obvious confusion. If some
one asks, 'What shall I do?', and is given the answer, 'Do as you 
please !', this is tlot answering his request for a directive: ir is a 
rejiua/ to give him any directives. If someone asks, 'Whol.t lcind of 
a person shall I strive ideally to become ?', and is given the answer, 
'Do not strive to become any kind of ideal person !', this is IIOt 
answering his request for a personal ideal j it is a rrfllsaf to prescribe 
any personal ideals. 'I have 110 duty towards omers,' says Stirner, 

• Op. cit., ch. j, sec. I, 4-
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'and I only have a dury towards myself so long as I distinguish 
myself from myself.'! The egoist docs not seek to become some
thing other than he is. His c§oisT is a complete self-acceptance. 
Thesdf of the egoist is ':l2,t a�ldcalto be stumedand achieved: it is 
the [cali wliI��y� and from which he steadfastly 
refuses to separate himse� 

It cannot be denied, however, that there remain some grave 
internal inconsistencies in Samer's conceptof'conscious egoism' as 
he himself portrays it in the figure of The Unique One. In Der 
Einzigt. as we have seen, Science frequently refers to other 'egos' 
and habitually writes as if The Unique One were surrounded by 
other persons who, like himself, were conscious, choosing. 
acting selves. In itself this is not necessarily inconsistent with the 
concept of The Unique One's 'W1iqueness' if, as was earlier 
argued, The Unique Onc's 'uniqueness' is a purdy met2.physic2.1 
concept expressing the conscious egoist's symbolic choice of 
himself as 'the sole ego' and his consequent resolve to deny any 
monl or existential status to those others whose brute, literal, 
facruaJ existence, as incidental items in his environment. he of 
course acknowledges. In an intelligible sense, the conscious egoist 
is positing himself as metaphysically 'unique' if he resolves to 
reduce other human beings to the status of 'objects'-thinking, 
feding, choosing objects, no doubt, and therefore objects to be 
manipulated and exploited in highly distinctive ways (for eX2.mplc, 
by verbal artifice or emotional pressure)-but ncverthdess 
objects, to be exploited not respected. to be manipulated not 
genuinely consulted. To rema.in true to his identity as 'unique' in 
this sense, however, The Unique One plainly mwt tre2.t all other 
human beings as objects, and he mwt treat them always as objects. 
Ifhe ever admits any others to the met2physica.l status which he 
daims for himself, the st2.tus of the pure Consumer to whom 
everything is merely pabulum, then manifestly he cannot identify 
himself as 'The Unique One'. It would, for example, be dearly 
i�sistent for a total egQig, who is determin�4 J..o fu[[hct..only 
his own interests, to encourage others to behave towards him in 

I D.E.., p. )13. 
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the cOll!cienceless • .£redatory ways in which he himself intends t.,.o 
t;;have to�ard�m..: The total egoist, who proclaims himself an 
amoralist, surely ought to n:yerg: the K'Ylriw dogrip�Q£univer.
salism according to which 1 ought only to act on principles which 
I can will to become universaJ principles of human conduct: 
whereas the egoist is always rapacious. cynical, and brazenly 
indifferent to the interests of others, and is prepared if need arises 
to be faithless, deceitful, or downright brutal, it is surely in his 
interest that others should behave in the docile, scrupu1ous, law
abiding ways which he himself despises. A law unto himself 
because he has 'seen through' and 'dissolved' the illusory authority 
of so-called moral laws, surely it is in the interest of the egoist to 
leave others in the grip of their moral illusions, so that he can 
count 011 tlleir veracity and good faith, although he has no in
tention of copying their innocence. 

Now it must be admitted that, at this precise point, Stiener 
lapscs from his own concept of total egoism. Der Eitlzige is full of 
exhortations to its readers to become audacious, piratical egoists, 
to dissolve the moral shackles which bind them, and to practise 
inward defiance against the authority of State and society. �e 
exhortations are inconsistent with Stirner's conce t total 
eggism, not cause t ey arc moral directives (for they arc not) 
but because �¥ dearly deprive ThcJlniq e One of an advanta e 
which he mi ht profitably-have de loyed. namely !he crucial 
advanta e accruing to the man who)s not bound by moral con
siderations in his dealings with men wh.�. By encouraging 
'o'T
�
er

�
s � t �o��consciousegoistslikehimselfThe Unique One is 

inexplicably inviting them to share this advantage, instead of 
remaining the consistent egoist to the last and deploying against 
others the hypnotic abracadabra of morality, to which he himself 
would be safely immune but which might induce his naiver 
victims to subordinate their interests to his own. If morality is 
essentially an opiate for converting natural egoists into tractable 
material for exploitation, it is evidently in the interests of the 
conscious egoist to adapt this inexpensive and effective weapon to 
his own ends. In exhorting others to become, like himself, 
invincible to moral strictures and appeals, The Unique One is 
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pointlessly relinquishing an instrument of exploitation which was 
ready to his hand, and is thereb showin himself to be less than 
the total egQ!st which..he.c1ain1S to be. 

• But Stirner's desire to confer upon others the gift of egoistic 
clear-sightedness which will free them from dleir moral illusions 
is more than simply an error of his egoistic judgment, the letting 
slip of a major tactical advantage he might have enjoyed. The 
idea of a 'Unique Onc' who attempts to proselytizc is a flagrant 
contradiction in terms. And yet Stirncr gives abundant proof of 
his desirc to do precisely this, to cOllvincc others that they too can 
deliver themselves from the spurious powers that bind them by 
a pureactoGnward self-assertion and self�ppr.Qf!riatiou. Through
out Der Einzige his language implies that other individuals, who 
like himself are naturally transcendent to the world by which they 
have allowed themselves to become possessed, can, like himself, 
each perform an act of complete mctaphysic.al rccoy�):' by each 
positing his separate consciousness as the unique centre of a 
restored and reconstituted egoistic 'world' of which he is the 
sovereign and sole proprietor. 'I am ego and you are ego,' says 
Stimer. 'Neither I nor you are speakable, we are unutterable.'1 
Both Stirner and his readers are cssenti21ly beyond the reach of 
concepts, just as they 2re essentially beyond the reach of morality, 
society, and the State. 'Every ego is from his very birth 2 criminal 
against the people, the State,' says Der Einzige. 'The Wlbridled 
ego-at]d this we orj� are, and · our secret iB..w2rdn we 
re�in so alwars-is the never-ceasing crimin21 in the State.'2 
Societies and States, it is elsewhere sa.id, arc directly established 
against 'us egoists'.3 Stirncr is continually addressing himself to all 
'those who want to be egoists'.4 He is continually exhorting the 
natural, unconscious egoists around him to become conscious, 
self-possessed egoists-in fact to become 'Unique Ones'. He 
envisages a state of affairs in which there might be numerous 
'Unique Ones', and even considers such questions as 'whether the 
Unique Ones might form a p2rty' (a suggestion which he em
phatically dismisses).' And in his 'Rejoinder' to Feuerb2ch, whom 

I D.E., p. 364. 
J D.E., p. 260. • D.E., p. 2)0. 
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he ironically hails as also 'unique',! Stirner speaks at length of the 
purely personal 'world' in which Fcuerbach lives, of which he is 
the very centre, and which exists only because he, Feuerbach, has 
chosen to live in it; and Sciener adds that what is true of Feuer
bach is equally true of everyone else.l 

Of course a privileged and independent observer (not himself 
claiming to be a 'Unique One') might well envisage a state of 
affairs in which there were numerous 'Unique Ones', each 
pursuing his own interests in total disregard of the interests of 
others, and ifit should happen that he found a perverse pleasure in 
contemplating this state of affairs one could even imagine such an 
observer exhorting the contestants, as Stirner does, 'Take hold, 
and take what you require ! With this the war of all against all is 
declared.'3 But Stirner does "ot profess to be a privileged and 
independent observer. He claims to be himself'The Unique One', 
pursuing his own interests alone and caring for no one. As 
The Unique One he unequivocally says, 'There is no right out
side me: if it is right for me, it is right . . . as for others, that is their 
worry.''' His words become touched with ambiguity, however, 
when he adds, 'Let them look after themselves's (which may be an 
expression of pure unconcern, or may be an exhortation to others 
to follow his example); and he flagrantly contradicts himself 
when he goes on later to say, 'That is right which is right for you.'6 
At least this last statement is contradictory ifit is made in Stiener's 
capacity as the self-chosen Unique One. It is contradictory unless 
we deem it to have been made by an independent observer to 
whom all contestants are equal-but of course for The Unique 
One there is no question of equality, or even of comparison, 
between himself and the other individuals against whom he 
asserts himself. An independent observer might say ,'We have 
only one rclation to each other, that of usableness, utility, use';7 
The Unique One ought rather to say, 'You have only one relation 
to me, that of usableness, utility, use.' It is The Unique One who 
says, 'I do not step shyly back from your property, but look upon 
it always as my property, in which I need to "respect" nothing';' 

1 KldMrt Sdlrifttll, p. J84. l Op. cit., p. 354. 1 D.E., p. 301 . •  D.E., p. In. 
, D.E., loc. cit. I D.E., p. 240. ' D.E., p. 347, I D.E., p. 289. 
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when he adds, 'Pray do the like with what you call my property !',L 
however, he is extending to another the licence which as The 
Unique One he ought to claim wliquely for himself and is thereby 
e.mascu1ating the concepr oup.r.a.Lcgaism which the figure of The 
Unique One is supposed to embody, 

Similar inconsistencies abound in Stimer's descriptions of The 
Unique One's characteristic fQI1115 of �intercours;:. The Unique 
One's encounters with omers are said to 1;( the encounters of'an I 
and a Thou', not-as these terms might imply-rich existential 
encounters between two autonomous individuals each of whom 
responds to the deepest being of the other as a person, but total 
conflicts between two uncompromising egoists who are 'utterly 
distinct from and opposed to each other',l This description 
indeed suggests a 'war of all against all'. Yet Stimer certainly 
envisages situations in which one egoist, in order to 'multiply his 
power', will enter into 'association' with other egoists whose 
interests are temporarily parallel to his own. Such o�c 
associations, � e tol ' er cru 'ally. fr m exi.stinStffidels of 
human socie 'You bring your whole power and a . .  ty into 
an association, and make YOlme!! COUtlt; in a society you, with your 
working power, are put to lise; in the former you live egoistically, 
in the latter humanly, that is, religiously, as a " memberof the body 
of the Lord"; to a society you owe what you have, and are in 
duty bound toir, are-possessed by "social duties"; an association 
you utilize, and abandon it undutifully and faithlessly when you 
see no way to use it further. If a society is more than you, it is 
more to you than yourself; an association is only your instrument, 
or the sword wim which you sharpen and increase your natural 
power; me association exi IOL you.and �ghy.2Y, the sociel)' 
OJ! me contrary lays claim to tOU for itself and exis even without 
):ou; in short, a society is something sacred, whereas me association 
is YOllr ow,. ' a society consumes you, wher� YOII consume the 
association,') passage like this one, however, is characteristically 
ambiguous. If it outlines a blueprint for a new kind of con
federation in which the limited power of the solitary egoist will 
be indefinitely multiplied by acting in concert with others, that is, 

I D.E., loe. dr. I D.E., p. 209. J D.E" pp. 366-7, 
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if it represents a kind of Hobbesian 'social contract' without the 
Hobbesian 'sovereign' and restricted to conscious egoists, then an 
obvious question immediately poses itself. Why should a con
scious egoist, prudently intent upon maximizing his own interests, 
select for his associates other conscious egoists? 'I would rather be 
referred to men's selfishness than to their "kindnesses", their 
mercy. pity. etc.',1 says Scirner, who is presumably implying that 
the prudential egoism of others is comparati vel y reliable, while their 
benevolent and sympathetic feelings arc a notoriously uncertain 
facrol'. The conscious egoist as Stirner describes him, however to. is 
eminently not reliable, for he is explicitly portrayed as an un- .., 
Principled an promiscuous adventurer, ceaselessly dispersing and 
recollecting his changing interests, a rootless and evasive opportun-
ist, whose protean identity is in constant 'flux and dissolution' and 
whose only foced characteristic is that he does exactly as he 
pleases. One would have thought that a conscious egoist looking 
for associates to 'utilize and consume' until they were of no 
further use, when he would 'abandon them faithlessly', would 
have given his fellow vampires :1 very wide berth. as being by far 
too devious and knowledgeable for his machiavellian purposes. 
The 'associates' of the conscious egoist are not envisaged as trusted 
colleagues, to be accommodated and consulted; they are en
visaged as victims. to be blandished, exploited, and then dis
carded. The obJrious..:.associates�ot- the.- egoist,...cherefot:c ... a�t 
his �goists but recisely_those innocent and up.!igh�n;�tf 
�odwill whose 'kindness,_ mer.cy, pity, etc.' Sti r so . y 
w..Ycliates. 

It must be admitted, then. that in Der Eillzige there are many 
passages which strongly suggest that The Unique One's moral 
emancipation can be shared by any number of others; that such 
others, on becoming conscious. self-possessed egoists, themselves 
attain to the dignity of'Unique Ones'; and that it is from among 
his fellow 'Unique Ones' that The Unique One who is Max 
Stirner naturally seeks his preferred associates. According to 
James J. Martin, 'Stirner wanted all to be free; he was not arguing 

I D.E., p. )6J. 
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just for himself or for a special segment of mankind.'1 This 
interpretation of Der Eillzige can only be upheld, however, by 
ignoring what Stimer in other passages says about the purdy 
'one-sided' character of the egoist's relationship to his associates 
and about The Unique One's 'uniqueness' in the world of which 
he is the centre and in which he is 'the sole ego'. As we have seen, 
although Stimer speaks of an 'association of egoists', his concrete 
descriptions of The Unique One's actual relationship to his 
associates in effect demonstrate that anassociation whos mbers 
were all 'Unique Ones' could scarcely begin to functio;;--;; 
association of 'Unique Ones', each regarding the ochers as his 
tools to be manipulated and faithlessly abandoned when they were 
of no further use, would in practice be impossibly centrifugal.,.A 

o ulanon of 'Urn. ue On�o �ognized each other as 
'Unique Ones' woul exist in a state of "perpetual distrust and 
� icion, continually flaring upKinto open combat: the ideacla 

population of'Unique Ones' is the idea of a 'war of all against all', 
of a Hobbesian 'state of nature' but a state of nature from which 
there would be no escape by means of a social contract, since the 
'Unique Ones' would not be Hobbesian natural egoists but self
chosen, conscious egoists who would deliberately refuse to make 
the kind of self-renunciation required in a social contract. 

Moreover, as we have also seen, The Unique One is supposed to 
be the centre of his purely personal 'world', which exists because 
he has chosen it, which revolves around him and his changing 
interests, and in which he is 'the sale ego' in the sense that the 
other human figures around him are reduced to the status of 
objects. 'Por me no one is a person to be respected . . .  but 
solely an object . . . an interesting or uninteresting object, useful or 
useless.'2 Now, an independent and neutral observer could 
properly take cognizance of the fact that a plurality of 'Unique 
Ones' existed, who were all the subjective centres and exclusive 
proprietors of their own private 'worlds', and that within the 
personal world of another 'Unique One' the particular Unique 
One who was Max Stimer figured as no more than an incidental 

, Tht Ego and Hil Own, 1963, Inuoduction by JlImesJ. Martin, p. xvii. 
� D.E., p. 365. 
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constituent, an 'object' to be utilized and consumed; but the 
particular Unique One who is Max Stimer cannot himself 
attribute any such sovereign status to another individual, for ifhe 
casts himseIfin the role of 'The Unique One', as of course he does, 
this means that he has resolved utterly to deny W.J.Ubjectivit of 
others, utterly to deny that inward transcendence: in sole virtue of 
which they could cast tllt!ltlSt:lves as 'Unique Ones' with the power 
to form a metaphysical universe by surmounting and reconstitut
ing tbe brute elements of their original experience. The Unique 
One's self-choice is necessarily his dloice of himself as The 
Unique One. We: have seen that Stimer u1timatcly recognizes 
this: 'I am not an ego along with other egos, but the sole ego: I 
am unique . . .  and everything about me is unique . . .  this is dIe 
meaning of The Unique One.'1 

It must he admiued, thcn, that Der Einzige contains many 
passages which are inconsistent with the concept of ' The Unique 
One' as Stimer, in his more lucid moments, expounds it. Never
theless the essential meaning of 'The Unique One' is dear, and to 
it Stirner fundamentally adheres. It is essentially the concept of 
someone whose egoistic detachment is complete. In his des
criptions of the 'associations of egoists' Stirner sometimes seems to 
be misguidedly offering a blueprint for a new kind of highly 
selective community; nevertheless he is all the.ti.m.c1'Wldamentill.y .: 
aware that his total egoist cannot really participate in all.Y kinclPf 

;:o�unitr,just as he cannot participate in any true relationship, 
for 'community', like 'relationship', implies a recognition of other 
participants as inherently equal with oneself at least in the sense 
that they, too, are the subjects of certain definite rights which are 
inherent in their status as participants. 'Communi " Stimcr 
finally says, 'i!. an ijpossibiliry . . . .  No man is my equal, for 1 
regard him, like a l ather bein�, as my property. '2 Stimer 
sometimes writes as if The Unique One were pennanencly in a 
state of total conflict with other egoists, as if The Unique One 
lived along with other egoists in a state of ' war of all against aU'; 
nevertheless he remains fWldamentaUy aware that The Unique 
One cannot really be regarded as 'an ego along with other egos', 

I D.E., p. ,.Z]. :I D.E., pp. 364-5. 
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and that 'the last and most decided opposition, that of unique 
individual against unique individual, is fundamentally beyond 
what is caUed opposition' since in the end 'opposition vanishes in 
complete-severance or uniqueness',l The many ambiguities 
and inconsistencies commit:ed by Stimer in expounding his 
concept of 'The Unique One' are undeniably defects in his 
performance as an expositor, but they arc in the last analysis quite 
incidental to his exposition of a concept which is essentially self
consistent and unambiguous. The concept Stirner has devised, 
however careless he may sometimes be in elaborating and illustrat
ing it, is essentially that of a man who has chosen to dweU in a 
world of which he constitutes himself the centre and the sole 
inhabitant. B his se :..choice as 'The Unique One' he has de
,eppulated the world, destroying the subjectivity of others and 
convert" them into mere alimentation for his own subjectiy,itr; 
and thus the pragmatic 'associations' which he promiscuously 
forms, far from being living personal relationships, are merely his 
characteristic modes of manipulating those human objects in his 
environment whom he has appropriated in order to exploit, 
From the standpoint of the man who announces himself as The 
Unique One, therefore, there can be no recognition of the 
existence of other 'Unique Ones'. Within the dosed circle of 
Stimer's metaphysical system �ere can on onl � 
'yniC}!!e On��and this is manifescly none other than the aUthor of 
the system himself, whose act of self-identification it publishes 
and whose purely personal world it describes. For the author of 
Dtr Einzigt, at any rate, the one and only Unique One must be 
none other than Stimer himself. 

At the beginning of the prescnt chapter it was said that Stirner's 
portrait of The Unique One illustrates three main and recurring 
themes. We have now di.scus.sed the metaphysical solitude of the 
total egoist, his utter detachment within his self-enclosed and self
sufficient being, and we have examined the more specifically 
ethical posture of the egoisc, his repudiation of the claims of others 
and his accompanying rejection of those mora1 and social im-

I D.E., p. �3. 
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pcratives which seek to establish their alien authority over his 
consciousness. We must finally consider the egoist's fundamcmal 
existential project: we must consider the ways in which, by 
ceaseless acts of appropriation, he assembles the fluctuating 
totality which is his 'property' ; and we must consider the ways 
in which he preserves his 'self-possession', by constantly resuming 
his property within the creative and destructive nothingness 
which he originally and ultimately is. 

The Unique One, like tbe Sartrean pour-soi, is that being 
who ' what he is not and is not what h.� He discovers himself as 
essentially a 'nothingness' by distinguishing himself from every
thing that presents itself to his negating consciousness. Stirner 
continually refers to himself as the 'wlSpeakable', lhe 'unutterable', 
whose fugitive, perpetually withdrawing being eludes the grasp 
of concepts and baffles the resources of language : 'For mc this 
poor devil of language lacks a word.'1 Things can be described 
and conceived, but the egoist's first self-discovery occurs when he 
finds that he is not a 'thing' in the world alongside other things. As 
a consciousness, he ttanscends tbe entities of which be is conscious, 
placing himself above and beyond rhem: 'I find mysdfbehind the 
things.'l �YJ 'nothing', a penecL nDn-cntity. 

His second sclf-discovery occurs when he finds that he is always 
distinct from, and more than, the ideas of which hc is conscious. 
'Just as I fmd myself behind the things, and that as mind, so I have 
to find myself later behind the thoughts also, and that as their 
creator and propfit/or.'} Just as_he. e.ssen_tially ttanscends the 
physical worl�. the world of things,_so he.. essentially transcends 

..we mental wQrl4. ..tbc..ri..orld.o£Conq:pts. A man docs not exist as a 
Cartesian 'thinking substance' before he performs the act of 
thinking, any more than he exists as a 'singer' before he actually 
sings: it is in the act of thinking that he creates himself as a thinker, 
and thus he can always distinguish himself as he is in himsdfboth 
from himself-as-thinker and from the particular thoughts that he 
thinks.� 'I, this Nothing,' says Stirner, 'will put forth my creations 
from myself.'s And because I am distinct from my thoughts, 

I D.E., p. liS • 
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which I create and own, 1 can always disengage mysdffrom them 
by returning them to the nothingness from which 1 called them 
fonh: any particular thought 'is only my judgment, which I can 
at any moment ,hQlIgt, i.e. annihilate, take back into myself, and 
consume'.' 

Thus The Unique One, altho�gh he is !.. thinkin�ing, is not 
to be ideiitfJit'd willi hiS t1iIIiking or wit� his thoughts. Similarly, 
although he is a physical, sensuous being, he is not to be identified 
with his body or with his sensuous experiences and feelings: 'the 
sensuous, whatever it may be, when taken up into me becomes 
something non-sensuous, which, however, may again have 
sensuous effects, as by the stirring of my emotions and my 
blood') Although, in fact, The Unique One has many different 
quaJities. he is not to be identified with any of these qualities, or 
with any combination of them: someone who respected him only 
as a 'Berliner', a 'European', or as a human being, says Stimcr, 
would be 'paying me only a very indifferent respect . . .  since he 
would be respecting only one of my qllQ/ities, not me'.J In his fmal 
inwardness The Unique One is pure negation, a moral and 
metaphysical void. 'The ego destroys aJl', says Stimer. 'Only.th£ 
sdf-dissolving �o, the e�-bein&k: 0 • • •  is r��IL.' "c.' 4 

Nevertheless, The Unique One is a thinking being; he is a 
physical being; and he is a Berliner, a European, a human heing, 
and many other things besides. His identity is rooted in and returns 
to all essential ego which is pure nothingness in the sense of 
perpetual tr2llsccndence; but the series of choices, actions, and 
ideas which issue from this fertile void become extant in the 
world and form a fluctuating but objective totaJity, which con
stitutes the exoteric identity of The Unique One as he realizes and 
discloses himself in the world. 'I am not Nothing in the sense of 
vacuity, but the creative NOlhing, out of which as creator I myself 
create everything.'5 The Unique One is indeed originally and 
ultimately a 'nothingness'; but he is a dynamic, self-crearing, 
appropriative nothingness, who presents himself to the world 
by subjugating and devouring it. He emerges into the world in 
order to annex, to exploit, and to consume. In his dynamic sclf-

' D.E .. p. 398. 2 D.E., p. 399. ) D.E .• p. 10 •. • D.E., p. 11J . •  D.E., p. ' •. 
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manifestation he reveals himself to be essentially an imperiqlistic 
IlQthillgness. Like the Sartrean man, who 'is no other than a series 
of undertakings', who is 'the sum, the organization, the set of 
relations that constitute these undertakings',l Stirner's Unique One 
founds his overt identity in the world by distributing his invest
ments throughout a fluctuating constellation of diverse projects 
and interests, and it is this transient, fluid totality which con
stimtes The Unique One's 'property', in and through which he 
has his distinctive being-in-the-world. The Unique One uses his 
power to carve his identity from the world. 'My power is my 
property,' says Stirner. 'My power gives me property. I myself 
am my power and through it I am my property.'z The 'transitory, 
mortal Creator') who issues from his innermost nothingness in 
order to confiscate and enjoy the world is perpetually in process of 
becomi/lg the totality in which he objectifies himself: 'Thou, 
Unique One, art "Unique One" only together with thy property.'4 
Yet he always remains more than the objective aggregate of his 
property, from which he perpetually dissociates himself and 
which he perpetually resumes into his profoundest subjectivity: 
'In n,e Unique Olle the proprietor returns into the creative 
Nothingness from which he issues. " 

Of course, we may well wonder whether The Unique One, as 
Stirner describes him, is logically entitled to refer to anything as 
being really and truly his 'property'. If 'property' connotes not 
merely ownership but ltllvfill ownership, it would seem that he 
most certainly is not, for The Unique One's characteristic form of 
egoism, as we have seen, expressly repudiates the concepts of 
'right' and 'duty', 'lawful' and 'wrongful', and every concept 
entailing moral obHgatiol1 or justification: 1ustified or unjustified
that docs not concern me." Clearly the term_ jlrop'er�', �s 
Stimer uses it, ca.n refer onl to those things of which the egoist 

E in de acto ossession, osc things- which he at any given 
{!loment.bas in his pW�{ without an im lied claim that this d.£ 

� p-ossession, this exercisCot p..9wer, is morally justified on. 3Il¥ 
rounds whatsoever. Stirner explicitly recognizes this: 'What 

, Sanre, F.xisltnlialislI! and HI/!!lan;sm, p. 42. ' D.E .• p. 217. ) D.E., p. 4Z9 . 
• Kltinut &/ITijitll, p. 154. I D.E., p. 429. • D.E., p. 245. 
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then is my property? Nothing but what is in my power.'l The 
egoist will of course acknowledge that another person exercises 
effective control over some object, which is that person's 'pro
perty' in this purely factual sense. What he never acknowledges is 
that the other has anything corresponding to a 'just claim' over 
the object in question, for if the egoist were able to wrest control 
from him the object would then become the 'property' of the 
egoist, in the only sense that Stirner is prepared to admit. I am 
under no obligation to respect the property of another; and it 
equally follows, from Stirner's amoral conception of 'property', 
that to my own property 'l owe nothing and have no obligations, 
any more than I have obligations to my eye'.2 My properry is 
mine to use or to abuse, as I lease,just as the 1'!QP$rty of others is 
� to use or to abuse, if I can. 
---stiCTter, then, is presenting a� essentially ositivi . accowlt of 
'�', freed from those ethical and juridical overtones which . 
the word normally carries but which he dismisses as rhetorical 
figments. However, it must be admitted that, in many passages, 
his account is unnecessarily c.Qnfused by ..his .habit of restating his 
�sitivistic conception - of 'property' in the very ethical and 
j!!Cidical terms which he has himself asserted to be vacuous. 
Presumably he does this in order to rc--emphasize the vacuity of 
these terms, but the result is confusing. Where he ought to have 
said, 'There is no right, only might', he often prefers to say, 
'Might is right'-although clearly if the term 'right' has a meaning 
distinct from that of the term 'might' this last statement is almost 
certainly false, while if the two terms have the same meaning the 
statement is completely tautologous. Thus (although he has 
explicitly afflrmed the concepts of 'right' and of moral entitle
ment generally to be vacuous) Stimer unnecessarily confuses the 
issue by declaring, 'He who has power has-right',3 by speaking 
of 'egoistic right',. and by saying of himself, 'I am elltitled to 
everything that I have in my power.'s Nevertheless, once again 
Stirner's true meaning is fundamentally clear. When he says, for 
example, 'The tigcr that attacks mc is in tllC right, and I who 

I D.E., p. 299_ 
• D.E., p. 223. 

, D.E., p. 343. J D.E., p. 225 . 
• D.E., p. 22I. 
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strike him down am also in the right',' he dearly intends us to 
understand that any conRict of interests wiD in the end be settled 
by superior pOlller, and that meaningless appeals to 'right' and 
'justice' are quite irrelevant to the issue (though of course such ap
peals may them.selves have considerable rhetorical and emotive 
power when directed towards simple souls) ; Stirner clearly 
intends us to understand that neither he liar the tiger can meaning
fully be said to be 'in the right', since the concepts of , right' and 
'wrong' are, like all moral concepts, nothing but empty verbal 
abstractions. The consistent egoist, for whom all such talk 'rem 
on a religious, that is, false view of things',2 should presumably 
dro the terms 'right' and 'wrong' from his-X9cabulary, except 
w en le cynical y employs them as purely tactical weapons for 
influencing the behaviour of others. Despite his incidental con
fusions, Stirner remains the consistent egoist, for he remains 
aware that moral terms are always semantically otiose; the person 
who sincerely talks the language of morals is suffering from 
illusions akin to tIle i1Jusions of the religious believer. 'Who can 
ask about "right" unless he occupies the religious standpoint? Is 
not "right" a religious concept, something sacred ?'J 

To say that something is part of my 'property', then, is to deny 
that anyone has any just claims over the thing in question, it is to 
deny tllat anyone can ever be 'wronged' by anything I may do to 
it; and to describe it as my 'property' is also [0 assert that 1 
exercise control over the thing in question, and that I choose to 
exercise this control. To say that a piece ofland is 'mine' is to say 
that I am in physical possession of it, and that I choose to retain 
possession of it; and it is also to say that no one is 'entitled' to this 
piece of land. and that no one can rightly object to whatever I 
may choose to do with it. 1 myself have no 'right' to crops from 
the land, unless I can make them grow from this barren soil; 
similarly, 1 have no 'duty' to the land, and may do with it what 1 
please and can. My property only belongs to me so long as I can 
keep it; but whilst it is mine, it is mine to preserve, to change, or 
to destroy. 'Property', says Stirner, 'is the expression for III/limited 
domillion over something (thing. beast, man), which "I can com-

I D.E., p. 2.lJ. z D.E., p. llO. I D.E., loco cit. 
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mand and manage as seems good to mc" . . . .  What I havc in my 
power, that is my own. So long as I assert myself as occupant, 
I am the proprietor of the thing; if it escapes from me again, no 
matter by what power, as for example by my recognition of a 
claim of others to the thing-then the property is extinct. Thus 
property and s:ossession coincide.'1 

We have sai trut the egoist's fundamental existential project is 
the realization of his distinctive being-in-the-world by assembling 
and preserving that fluctuating totality of interests which Stirner 
terms his 'property'. This he docs by continuous acts of 'appro
priation', in which he employs his power to wrest from his 
environment the materials for his personal use and enjoyment. His 
life is continuous appropriation and consumption, continuously 
replacing the property he has consumed, continuously main
taining a pragmatic equilibrium throughout the fluid, rotating 
sum of his worldly investments. Now, it must not be thought that 
it is only things like land, food, money, and so on which are the 
objects of the egoist's appropriation. Not merely the acquisition of 
physical objects but ellery activity of the egoist is a kind of 'ap
propriation'. (In this extension of the concept Stirner strikingly 
resembles Sartre, for whom also-at least in Being arid Nothingness 
-all human activity can be reduced to some form of 'appro
priation',2) Stirner speaks of 'proprietary thinking', which 
appropriates thoughts as 'nourishment for my thinking head, like 
potatoes for my digesting stomach or a friend for my sociable 
heart'.) The project of'love', likewise, is for the egoist a project 
of appropriation: he possesses the beloved as be possesses an object, 
from which he seeks to extract the last drop of enjoyment for 
himself Stirner commonly speaks of establishing his 'property' 
in other people, frequently comparing his relation to others with 
that of a gourmet to the food from which he gains both pleasure 
and life : the egoist 'devours' others-::,that is he exploits th�J].l. 
without consideration for their own distinct interests-both for 
the amusement and dclight he derives from their �mpany and 
bccausc the assistance or acquiescence of others is often necessary 

, D.E., pp. 293-4. 
1 Sec: esp. &itJg '!IId Notllingllus. Part Four, ch. 2, seC. n. J D.E., p. 415. 
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co the advancement of his ulterior schemes and the protection of 
his personal interests. Stirner would agree with Sartrc that the 
relation of 'possession' is essentially that of a creator to his 
creatures, but for Stirner the activity of'creation' (for example, his 
own creative activity as a writer) is in turn a kind of instantaneous 
appropriation, whereby the creator procures an existence for his 
creatures so that they may exist as his property: 'I write to procure 
for my thoughts an existence in the world',l Thinking, writing, 
loving, working, playing, creating-all these and every other 
activity, when performed by the total egoist, become modes of his 
one generic activity of appropriation. To live, for the total egoist, 
is to appropriate, because in the last analysis the [ �egois[ is 
notrun but his fO eft . 
Far-Sartrean existentialism, of course, the project of appro
priation always ends in essential failure, since in appropriating 
something what I am always ultimately seeking is the ideal, and 
therefore impossible, state of affairs in which my inward sub
jectivity would gain objective being without loss of its original 
freedom. Appropriation, according to Sartre, is man's symbolic 
attempt to win a fowldation for his unbearable freedom by 
installing himself in the kind of massive, inert, secure, sclf
identical being el�oyed by objects, but since I can never literaUy 
become the objects I possess 'my original desire of being my own 
foundation for myself is never satisfied through appropriarion'.2 
What we fundamentally desire to possess is not this suit of 
clothes or that house for its own sake, but the beillg which these 
objects enjoy: what we fundamentally desire to possess is Being
in-itself, and it is because this desire is futile, according to Sartre, 
that 'man is a useless passion' and 'we lose ourselves in vain'.l 
However, for Stirner, needless to say, the project of egoistic 
appropriation is not haunted by any such inherent futility. Once 
again the striking resemblance of Stirner's analysis to that of 
Sartre runs parallel with an urter discordance between the COIl
clusions of the twO thinkers. The Unique One does not seek the 
eternity, the repose of infinite and absolute being, for he is the 

1 D.E., p. 346. 2 Sartre, loc. cit. 
J Same, 0p. cit., Part four, c:h. 2, se.c. ill. 
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'transitory, mortal creator' who is in 'constant 8ux and dissolution' 
and whose choice is therefore consciously a choice of the relative 
and the finite. The philosophy of The Unique One is a philosophy 
of radical finitude. Unlike Sartrean man, he does not covet the 
perfection of God but accepts himself wholly as he is, with all his 
shortcomings and limitations. Aware that he C<Ul only ever 
control, use, and enjoy a smail fraction of reality, it remains his 
purpose to preserve and extend his finite property by ceaseless 
acquisition and self-assertion, incorporating this book, that friend, 
these paintings, those theories within the fluctuating, contracting 
and expanding totality which is at once his property and his mode 
of being-in-the-world. It is true that The Unique One grandiosely 
declares, 'I am proprietor of the world of things, and I am pro
prietor of the world ofSpirit.'1 It is true that he says, 'Now I take 
the world . . .  as millc, as my propertY.'l Dy such expressions, 
however, Stirner obviously docs not mean to claim that the whole 
of reality is his property in the sense that he exercises effective 
control over everything that exists. He is merely asserting the 
purely negative proposition (which, as we have seen, is a central 
element in the concept of'property' as he undentands it), namely 
that no one else has anything corresponding to a 'rightful claim' 
over any part of reality, that no one clse has a 'prior entitlement' 
to anything that exists. since the concepts of 'right' and 'cntitle
ment' arc simply meaningless verbiage. The Unique One himself 
does not lay claim to the whole of reality, for his self-affirmation is 
characteristically an affirmation ofhimsclf as consciously transient 
and incorrigibly finite.) 

1 D.E., p. 81. J D.E., p. :Iol. 
I Stime:r's description ofhimsc:lf:15 'proprie:tor of the: world' might be: under

stood in yet anothe:r sc:rue, still qui� distinct from that 'possc:uion of the: world' 
which is the: fundame:ntal appropriative projc:a of Sartrc:an man. Stimer's 
crc:ltive: activity as a philosopher might be: described as an activity of appropria
tiOIl, in which the whole: of concrete: reality is symbolicd/ly �ppropri�ted and 
eonve:rted into the: purdy metaphysical totality (which we have 5ten to be: an 
artificially meaningle:ss totality) that is The: Unique One:'s 'world' (which we 
have se:en to be really an anti-world). On this inte:rpretation The Unique One is 
proprietor of the: world in the: se:nse: of his priv�te: me:taphysical system, bm he: is 
not literally proprie:tor of the: world in the: sense: of the: sum of bnlte:, given, 
concrete: reality. 
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There is a second cruciaJ respect in which Stirner's concept of 
appropriation as The Unique One's fundamental existentiaJ 
project differs from the Sanrean concept of appropriarion as the 
essentially futile project of a hungry consciousness which is 
doomed to be 'never satisfied', The Sanrean consciousness not 
onJy hungers for being; as a cnothingness' appalled by its own 
lack ofbcing it is this hunger for being. Just as 'doing' reduces to 
'having', so also, according to Sune, 'having' aJways reduces to 
'being': the project of appropriation is ultimately a project of 
btillg. In appropriating this paper-knife I am esscnriaJly seeking co 
instal myself in the kind of objective, immanent being enjoyed by 
the paper-knife. but this is precisely the kind ofbe.ing which I can 
tI�l1tr enjoy without ceasing to be the transcendent, conscious 
subject which I necessarily am, and bence the meaning of my 
original act of appropriation is already doomed. Perpetually and 
inescapably a 'nothing', according to Sartre, my acts of appro
priation signify my attempt to become wholly and permanently 
somttlling, and for this reason they are futile from the Start. Now 
The Unique One, as we have seen in the previous chapter, far 
from Beeing the nothingness which he is, is on the contrary 
resolved to live and will his own notllingncss, to affirm himself as 
a truly self-chosen nothingness. In his activity of ceaseless appro
priation, then, Stirner's egoist is seeking, not to instal himself in 
the kind of being enjoyed by the objects he appropriates, but to 
reduce these objects to the nothingness which he himself originally 
and ultimately is. This he does above all by consuming his property. 
To consume the tobacco is not to gain for myself the kind of 
being enjoyed by the tobacco: it is to reduce the tobacco to the 
kind of being which is mt, that is, to reduce it to lIotlJing, to destroy 
it. It is in being consumed by me that an object becomes most 
fully and irrevocably my property. And thus Stimer's egoistic 
proprietor is most completely himself when he is the consumer, 
when he dissolves the objects appropriated into his own essential 
vacuity, when he makes them unalterably his own by destroying 
them as objects and 'ingesting' them into his voracious subjectivity. 
Unlike the eternally defeated Sartrean consciousness, whose 
activity of appropriation symbolizes an eternally vain project of 
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self-realization, the appropriative activity of The Unique One 
symbolizes the conscious egoist's perpetual project of self
dissolution and self-destruction. 'From now on', says Stirncr, 'the 
question is not how one is to win life, but how one is to squander, 
to enjoy it; not how one is to realize one's true self, hut how one is 
to dissolve oneself, to live oneself out . . . .  Enjoyment of life means 
using life up . . .  consuming it in the way that one mes a candle in 
consuming it . . . . I enjoy myself according to my own good 
pleasure. "Life" is of no concern to me, except as something to be 
sqwmdered.'1 

The nihilistic egoist, then, readily agrees with the Sartrean 
existentialist that appropriation is and mwe be futile jf it aims at 
realizing an absolute of being. However, the nihilistic egoist in no 
way seeks to realize any such absolute of being. His activity of 
appropriation consists of a finite series of particular confiscations 
and re-investments, each of which is specifically designed to 
preserve and enhance that fluid, finite totality which is simultane
omly his 'property' and his extant, concrete identity, his bcing-in
the-world; and this totality is distinctively preserved as a tolalily
ill-process-cj-disinlegralioll. The egoist's property is only in so far as 
it is a continuous becoming, and it is a 'becoming' only in so far 
as it is continuomly becoming lIothillg.J'he egoist's enjs>yment of 
his proper is his sclf-enjoyment, which as we have seen is always 
:?SClf-desnucuon, since to enj2.-� .. .is- always J.nJhe end to des!fgy. 
This self-destruction, hQ.WeY..er,is .. siQ!Rly his return to himseJf In 
destroying his property (by cons.£.,.mlng it) he is assimilating it to ilie 
n2,thingness which he already is. To 'enjoy himself', fot Stirnec's 
egoist, is therefore perpetua lyto resume his being-in-the-world 
into che nothingness which he is in-and-for-himself. But to resume 
something into my inmost nothingness is to make it most com
pletely and irrevocably my own, and thw it follows that the 
egoist's sclf-enjoyment is one and the same with his self-possession. 

Unlike existentialist man's 'project of being', which according 
to Sanre is unrealizable, the egoist's 'self-possession' is inscantane
omly realized whenever he consciously chooses to possess himsdf. 
'Self-possession is my whole essence and existence, it is I myself', 

• D.E., pp. 375-6. 
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says Stirncr. 'My ow1I1 am at all times and wlder all circwnstanccs, 
if 1 know how to have myself and do not throw myself away all 
others.' Stimer contrasts the rcali ty of egoistic self-possession with 
the specious ideal offreedom. 'Given up as serf to a master, I think 
only of myself and my advantage; his blows mike mc indeed, [ 
am notfrec from them; but I endure them only for my OOltjit, 
perhaps in order to lull him ilHO a false security by the semblance 
of patience, or perhaps not to draw worse upon myself by 
defiance. And, as I keep my eye on myself and my selfishness, I 
take by the forelock the first good opportunity to trample the 
slave-owner into the dust. That I then bet:ome free from him and 
his whip is only the result of my prior egoism. Someone might 
say here that I was "free" even in the condition of slavery
namely, '!incrinsically" or "inwardly". But "intrinsically free" 
is nOt "really free", and "inwardly" is not "outwardly". On the 
other hand I was Illy oWfl-scif-possessed-wholly and entirely, 
inwardly and outwardly.'! 

The egoist's fundamental project, then, is not only in principle 
realizable: it cali bc realized 'at all times and under all circum
stances'. �t requires is a conscious_choice. which is identical 
with the egoist's choice of himself as The Unique One. to whom 
the wishes, interests, and 'rights' of others are in the last analysis 
matters of the profoundest indifference. In fact. The Unique One's 
self-possession is one and the same with his 'conscious egoism'. 
Others may be and arc natural, instinctive, unreRective egoist5, but 
The Unique One consciously chooses egoism and therefore, 
unlike others, lie fully possesses his property. which he never 
alJows to possess him: 'llpconsciously and involuntarily we aU 
strive towards self:£O�io..!!: says Stirner, 'butwha' tl do wi
consciousl I only half dO.'l Moreover. The Unique One s 
'conscious egoism' is one and the same with his nihilistic egoism. 
It is because he is conscious of having chosen himself as the 
egoistic proprietor that he is able to stand aloof from his property. 
to distinguish himself from it, at the same time as he tenaciollsly 
preserves and extends it. The Unique One is a 'nihilistic' egoist 
because he is always conscious of himself as more than the pro-

, D.E., pp. 18s-6. 1 D.E., pp. 419-20. 
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perry with which he is identified, because he forever negates, 
refuscs, and dissolves the property he nevertheless continues to 
assemble and totalize. As the nothingness who transcends his 
being-in-the-world, he draws his property into himsdf by 
consuming it, that is, by annihilating it. Whil e  repudiating the 
moral claims of others to those objects which he has seized and 
appropriated, he advances no moral claims on his own behalf 
ovcr the objects of which he is in possession. Ifhe does not respect 
the property of others, neither docs he 'respect' Ius own. Ifhe is • 
without respect for others, he is also utterly without self-respect. 
Since he has consciously cho� to live in a :world without val�, 
he does not attribute value to himself or his prQperty. 'Nothing', 
says Stirner, is worth your occupying yourself with it for its 
sake',1 for if the egoist judged his possessions to be worthwhile 
for their own sakes, to be intrinsically valuable and meaningful, 
he would find himself in that measure bound to them, possessed 
by tllem; indeed he can onl be said to 'possess� hJ!.possessiolls S.,2 
long as th...9: meat! nolli" 10 him. 'AU things are nothing to me', 
says he Unique One, who preserves himself icily detached from 
the property he has assembled. that is, from his physical possessions, 
pursuits, relationships, plans, and beliefs, in short, from the 
worldly identity he has established. The Unique One, then, is an 
egoist because ultimately he cares for no one. But if he is dis
tinetivdy a nihi/isti, egoist, this is because ultimately he may be 
said to care for nothing. 

I D.E., p. 409. 



CHAPTER Xli 

P H I L O S O P H Y  AS PLAY 

A s a piece of literature. Der Einzige lind seitl Eigentlmm can be 
instructively appraised from a variety of standpoints. Stirncr's 
book can be regarded as a tract for his times, a historically 
instructive commentary on the great ideological debate of the 
18405, wriuen from the inside of the debate by someone closely 
versed in its manifold shifts and emphases. It can be judged as an 
exercise in confessional autobiography, the imaginative se1£
portrait of a profoundly reticent personality, masked in the 
opaque idiom of an obscure philosophy. It can be evaluated as a 
deeply suggestive psychiatric documenr, the unintentional record 
of a revealing :and in some respects typical case-history. And of 
course, as lw been the purpose in the present work. it can also be 

, considered as offering a highJy ambitiow. panoramic wocld-view 
in the traditional metaphysical genre; it can be considered as 
offering a characteristic pattern of ideas and formulae in terms of 
which human experience (represented, in this case, by [he 
personal experience of the author) can be comprehensively 
ordered and assessed. 

Clearly, it is as an ambitious metaphysical venture that Der 
Ejnzige is primarily of interest, for its historical, biographical, and 
psychiatric relevance would scarcely be intelligible without a 
prior understanding of the metaphysical claims which the book 
makes. It calmot be said tbat Dcr Einzige represents a metaphysical 
achievement of the highest order. Technically, the book has many 
faults, not least the extreme vagueness of much of its language, 
which Stirner himself openly recognized.t Stimer's manipulation 
of concepts is often supple, bold, and ingenious, but his fmal 
construction lacks the technical sophistication and logical rigour 
which some of his more discreet contemporaries were capable of 

, See, e.g., MIVC Sli�'J kldunt Schriftm. p. 41) . 
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deploying in their less spectacular undertakings. Stimer was far 
from being a great metaphysician. Audacity is no substitute for 
sheer professional skill. In comparison with the system of Hegel, 
or even with that of Feuerbach, thc system of Dcr Eitlzige is a 
conceptually stark and limited creation. It lacks the Suent com
plexity, combined with demonstrative cogency, in which the 
best metaphysical systems are rich. Yet, for all its dialectical 
shortcomings, its bald ex cathedra pronowlcements, its sanguine 
disregard of logical procedure, Stimer's book remains startlingly 
effective as the single-minded presentation of an uncompromising 
world-vicw, and it is as an openly mcuphysical world-view that 
it must finally be judged. Seimer, of course, did not set out to 
sculpt a monwnental edifice which would impose its truth upon 
all men; he did not propose a system of unifying generalizations 
which would illuminate our public moral cxpericnce and dcfme 
our common situation: the world-picture which hc presentS is a 
purely personal statement, but it is one which nevertheless needs 
to be critically appraised, its general relevance clarified, and its 
metabolism exposed to logical scrutiny. In Der Bitlzige Stimer has 
constructed a mctaphysical systcm, such as it is, of which The 
Unique One is the central figure. What is the nature of this 
metaphysical system? In constructing it, what precisely does 
Stirner conceive himself to be doing? What claims does it make, 
and how seriously should they be taken? What is its Status, what 
is its validity, as an intellectual enterprise? Scirner himself does 
not explicitly consider these qucstions. Indeed, it would be a mis
take to suppose that they ever occurred to him in this form. 
However, from what he says in passing about his own activity as a 
thinker and about his relationship to his philosophy, itrequires little 
imagination to devise the kind of answers he would almost 
certainly have givcn to such broad epistemological questions. 

'Thinking' (by which is primarily signified philosophical 
thinking) must nOt, according to Stirner, be regarded as an 
autonomous, impersonal, wholly objective and extcOlal process, 
a formal dance of Platonic ideas in which the particular, concrete 
thinker can only join to the extent that he meekly conforms to the 
official patterns alceady established among these independently 
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subsisting concepts. Philosophical ideas do not follow a logical 
evolution of their own, according to which they live or die in 
cool disregard of the human beings who employ them, and to 
suppose that they do is to fall victim to the Hegelian superstition of 
conceptual absolutism. There is no self-governing republic of 
concepts, with its own laws and standards. One idea docs not 
follow from another in the abstract: the logical sequence of ideas 
presupposes the active human thinker, for it is Ite who establishes 
the conventions, the logical canons, inferential requiremems, 
licences, and prohibitions, without which the very concept of a 
'logical sequence' could not arise. 'Before my thinking there is-I. 
From this it follows that my thinking is not preceded by a tllol/ght, 
or that my thinking is without a "presupposition". For the 
presupposition which I am for my thinking is not one made by 
thinkillg, not one thought oj. but it is posited thinking itself, it is the 
proprietor of the thought, and this proves only that thinking is 
nothing more than-property, and that an "autonomous" thinlcing, 
a "Spirit of Thought", in no way exists.'1 

There is a certain ambiguity in this passage, and in other such 
passages, which perhaps requires to be clarified. Somer is not 
merely asserting the truism that, fO[ example, my particular act 
of thinking about God at this moment presupposes my existence 
as the thinker without whom this particular psychological event 
would not have occurred. He is making a much more radical 

.. assertion: namely that the cOllcept thol/ght o/has no existence apart 
from its being-thought-by myself as its thinker, from whom it 
derives whatever character and meaning it possesses. Metaphysical 
concepts like 'God', and the propositions in which they figure 
(,God is the self�used Cause of all things'), are not self-sub
sistent abstract entities but convenient human artefacts, to be 
utilized, modified, compounded, and discarded, as their artificer 
chooses. Stimer is in fact asserting a radical nominalism. In them
selves concepts are nothing but words:2 far from being endowed 
with an inherent meaning, which their user must scrupulously 
observe, their whole meaning derives from the use to which they 
arc put. Thus Stirner is asscrring a radically pragmatic nominalism. 

I D.E., pp. 411-1l. l 'Word and thought coincide.' D.E., p. 416. 
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'The truth is dead, a lener, a word, a material which I can use up. 
All truth by itselfis dead, a corpse; it is alive only in the same way 
as my lungs are alive, namely in the measure of my own vitality. 
Truths are material like vegetables and weeds; as to whether 
vegetable or weed, the decision lies in me." Of course, failing to 
recogllisc that concepts arc nothing but their docile instruments, 
which they are free to usc as they judge expedient, individuals 
frequently suffer a profound alienation at the hands of language; 
instead of dominating words, an individual may allow words to 
dominate him, and so may be led to betray his own interests. 
When there is a conflict between my own interests and those of , 
others, for example, these others may appea1 to the concepts of 
'personal libcrcy', 'human dignity', 'family responsibility', 'econo
mic efficiency', and soon, in an attempt to stigmatize my actions as 
'unreasonable' or 'unjust'. But if concepts do not lead a spontane
ous, independent life in an ethereal realm of their own, 'flying 
around free like birds' ,1 neither do they bear a uniform significa
tion indelibly stamped upon them by 'Society' (which is itself an 
empty abstraction) ; I am IlOt obliged to usc concepts like 'liberty' 
and 'justice' in the specific tendentious ways approved by the 
'normal' practice of'the ordinary body of language-users' (for it 
is I myself who settle what meaning, if any, I shall attach to the 
concept of 'obligation'). Ethical and philosophical concepts are 
always used tendentiously:  if the members of some group, how
ever inclusive, agree to usc a concept in some tendentious way 
which serves their general convenience, then I can decide, in a 
polemical context, to use the concept in question in the particular 
tendentious way which best serves "'y convenience. Stimer's 
nominalism transpires to be a radically individualistic nominalism. 

We sec, thcn, that Stimcr's 'thinking'-that is, the system of 
propositions asserted by him in Der Eill.zige-represcnts, like all 
other forms of his egoistic activity, a species of appropriatio1l. In his 
mctaphysical idcntity as The Unique One hc rctrospectively 
stamps the mctaphysical system over which he presides as his 
'property', in the f\lll sense which he throughout gives to this 
term. Since to say that something is part of my property is to 

I D.E., pp. 4'4-15. : D.E., p. 400. 
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deny that anyone has any juS( claims over the thing in question, to 
deny that anyone can ever be wronged by anything 1 may do to it, 
it follows that the concepts incorporated by Stimer into his 
system (commandeered, many of them, from the systems of 
Hegel, Feuerbach, and Bauer) arc his to do with as he pleases, 
without necessarily observing the precise conventions jealously 
established by their original authors to safeguard the chastity 
of thcir conceptual offspring. 'Your thoughts are my thoughts, 
which I dispose of as I will . . .  they are my property, which I 
annihilate as pleases me, without waiting for authorization from 
you first. . . .  It does nOt matter to me that you also call these 
thoughts yours, for they remain mine neverthdess, and how I deal 
with them is my affair.'1 

The central concepts administered by Stimer in Der Eitlzige arc 
concepts like 'uniqueness', 'property', 'power', 'nothingness', 
'the sacred'-to name only those which occupy a key role ill his 
construction. These concepts arc the units from which he has 
constructed the network of mutually reflecting, mutually 
supporting propositions of which his metaphysical system 
consists. Thw, given his 'absolute dominion' over the original 
concepts from which his distinctive propositions arc formed (and, 
it mwt be recalled, these also include such logical concepu as 
't[Orh' and 'falsehood1, both the characteristic meaning and, ifhe 
chooses, the formal trut" of his metaphysical propositions arc his 
alone to settle, without reference to any 'alien' standard, that is, 
without reference to anything outside his own unconstrained 
choice. This, presumably, is what Sumer intends to assert when he 
declares that his 'thoughts' are his personal 'property'. His 
metaphysical bc1iefS are his personal property in the sense that he 
is not responsible to anyone for what he believes, and that he 
believes only what he freely chooses to believe. And what applies 
to his metaphysical beliefs also applics to his moral, political, and 
economic beliefs, and to the whole range of miscellaneous value
judgments in terms of which his metaphysical beliefs become 
translated into concrete practical postures. There can be no 
question of justifying his beliefs, either in the eyes of others, or 

J D.E., loe. cit. 
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before the bar of reason. 'If reason rules, the person succumbs', says 
Stimer.1 There can be no good reason for holding any particular 
set of met2physical or moral beliefs whatsoever. In his extreme 
stress on the irrelevance of all rational considerations to the in
dividual who is seeking to establish his fundamental view of the 
world and his own relationship to it. Stimer obviowly comes 
very dose to the ideas of some modern existentialists, who also 
stress that a person's fundamental beliefs cannor be assured to him 
by logic or determined for him by scientific procedures but must 
be freely chosen and actively wiUcd.l The facts of experience 
cannot justify his metaphysical world-view, for it is his world
view which determines how he will assimilate the facts of his 
experience. For these existentialists and for Stirner, an individual's 
basic metaphysical position is in the end strictly unjustifiable. And 
in Stirncr's words : 'Justified or unjustified-that does nOt concern 
Ille.'J 

We saw in the last chapter that The Unique One's property 
represents his distinctive mode of being-in-the-world but that, as 
the nothingness who transcends his own being-in-the-world, 
The Unique One is always conscious of himself as mort tholl the 
objective aggregate of his property, from which he is always able 
to distinguish himself, from which he always remains essentially 
detached, and which be is therefore always able to negate, refuse, 
and dissolve. Now, as a metaphysician, the egoistic proprietor 
likewise transcends me metaphysical beliefs which are part of his 
property. 'A "thought" is something ftnished, something which 
has been thought and from which 1 constantly distinguish myself, 

I D.E., p. 126. 
: This theme has perhaps been sowlCkd most frequcnrly and unequivocally by 

Christian existentialists, from Kierkegaard to Bultmann, and dearly Christiam 
have additional reasoru of their own for depreciating the role of reason (and 
exalting that of faith) in determining our mOil fundamental and crucial beliefs; 
Ilevrnhdc:s5 this emphasis on the individual's penonal respolUibility for tw 
funcbmental belief or disbd.ief, which he has in a real sense chosen, is also ehanc� 
tenslic of atheistic existentialism, although in different ways and in different 
deg�. The impossibility of proving our fundamental monl and metaphysical 
views by logical or sdentific procedures has, of coune, also been Slressed in 
recrnt times by positivistic schools of one kind or another. 
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as docs the crCOltor from the creature, the father from the son. 
Both from the thoughts which I have thought, and from those 
which I shall think, 1 distinguish mysclfjust as certainly; the ones 
are now objects to me, the others--eggs as yet unIaid'.I As 
proprietor of his beliefs, the egoist never allows them to ossify into 
'fixed ideas' : he never allows them togrowintosacrosanct dogmas, 
which he must not question or alter and of which he would 
therefore have become the prisoner. 'Every judgment which I 
pass on an object is the creaWre of my wiD, and the recognition of 
tlus again shows me that I must not lose myself in the creature, the 
judgment, but remain the creator, the judge, who is forever 
creating anew. All predicates of objects arc my depositions, my 
judgements, my creatllres. If they want to tcar themselves loose 
frolll me and be something for themselves, or actually overawe 
me, then I have nothing morc pressing to do than to take them 
back into their nothingness, that is, into me, the creator. God, 
Christ, Trinity. Morality. The Good, etc., are such creatures, of 
which I must not merely allow myself to say that they arc truths, 
but also that they arc deceptions. fu I once willed and decrccd 
their existence, so I want to have the licence to will their non
existence too; I must not let them grow over my head, must nOt 
have the weakness to Jet them become something "absolute", 
whereby they wouJd be eternalized and withdrawn from my 
power and decision. With that I shouJd fall prey to the principle of 
stability, the proper life-principle of religion, which concerns 
itself with creating "inviolable sanctuaries", "eternal trutru"-in 
short, that which shall be "sacred"-and depriving you of what is 
yo",S.'2 

Because the egoistic metaphysician rcmains essentially abovealld 
distinct from his metaphysical system, which he has created as a 
vehicle of his egoistic purpose, he is always at liberty to 'destroy' 
any part of his system wlUch docs not satisfactorily serve this 
purpose. 'I, from whom I start, am not a thought, nor does my 
essence consist in thinking. Against me, the unnamable, the 
realm of concepts, thought, and Spirit is shattered.'l In effect this 
means that he reserves the liberty to delete, truncate, amend, 

I Klti,rrTt Sdtriftm, pp. 403-4. I D.E., pp. 394-5. l D.E., p. 17.5. 
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transpose, or replace any proposition or set of propositions which 
no longer fulfils the purely aesthetic function assigned to it in the 
egoist's overriding purpose of sclf-cnjoyment and self-display. 
It is these purely aesthetic considerations which dictate the terms 
of The Unique One's metaphysical system, not considerations of 
ideological orthodoxy, conceptual economy, fidelity to fact, or i-
even formal logical consistency. 'Whether what 1 think and do is 
Christian, what do [ care? Whether it is human, liberal, humane. 
whether unbuman. illiberal, inhuman. what do I ask about that? 
If it only accomplishes what I want, if only 1 satisfy myself in it, 
then overlay it with predicates as you will; it is all alike to mc. 
Perhaps I too, in the very next moment, will defend myself 
against my former thoughts; I too may well change suddenly my 
mode of action; but not because it docs not correspond to Christ
ianity, not because it nulS counter to the eternal rights of man, not 
because it flies in the face of mankind. humanity, and hwnan
itarianism. but-because I am no longer all in it, because it no 
longer furnishes me a full enjoyment, because I doubt the earlier 
thought or no longer please myselfin the mode of action just now 
practised. Just as the world as property has become a material with 
which I undertake what I will, so too Spirit as property must sink 
down into a material before which [ no longer entertain any 
sacred dread . . . .  No thought is sacred. for let no thought rank as 
"devotional", no feeling is sacred (no sacred feeling of friendship, 
mother's feelings, etc.), no belief is sacred. They are all dis
posable, my disposable property, and arc annihilated as they are 
created by me. 'I 

Clearly, such a view of the nature of metaphysical thinking 
would make it less appropriate to speak of 'the Inetaphysical 
intellect' than of the metaphysical imagiuatiou. Like the works of 
the imagination, which may well enlighten but must first of all 
contrive to please. Stiener's metaphysical construction is first and 
foremost designed to gratify its author : it is a project of self
gratification. A proposition which no longer pleases. therefore. 
can and will be discarded. When the activity of thinking ceases to 
gratify, it can and will be discontinued. 'It stands with this as 

' D.E., pp. 418-19. 
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with any other piece of work, which you can give up when the 
humour for it wears of['\ The egoistic metaphysician is no 
tireless seeker after truth, tenaciously grappling wim philosophical 
problems until their solution is in sight and heroically carrying the 
burden oEhis intellectual commitmellt without thought of self; he 
does not know what it is like to be confronted by an intellectual 
problem which demands his single-minded, unremitting attention. 
which fascinates him and holds him in its grip. 'Nothing must 
occupy us with which we do not occupy ourselves', says Srimcr. 
'One only needs know how to "put everything out of mind", if 
only to be able to-go to sJecp:z 

In modem times Western philosophy has produced many 
ideologies which have been frankly irrationalist, some of them 
sober and temperate ideologies which subordinate intellectual 
values in general to certain moral and social values deemed to be 
of paramount importance, some of them brutal affirmations of the 
supremacy of will, instinct, power. but all of them subordinating 
the pursuit of objective truth to the pursuit of some other concrete 
interest, some other value which eclipses intellectual values and in 
the service of which the latrer must be enrolled. The form of 
irrationalism Stimer is here expounding must be one of the most 
blatantly cynical. In every phase of his 'thinking', the egoist keeps 
before himself only his own interests, his comfort, his sclf
satisfaction. Metaphysical thinking, which in general serves no 
important material purpose, is to be undertaken purely for such 
pleasure as the egoist may happen to derive from trus singular 
activity and for such aesthetic relish as he may derive from con
templating the conceptual artefact which is its end-product. To 
continue playing this private game when it had begun to become 
tedious or vexatious would be patently absurd, and in any case 
nothing forces him to do so. 'A jerk does me the service of the 
most careful thinking. a stretch of the limbs frees me from the 
torment of thoughts. a leap upward hurls from my breast the 
nightmare of the religious world. a rousing huzza throws off 
year-long burdens.'3 The solellm rationalists, who take cheir 
metaphysical problems with soul-searching earnestness, will 

, D.E., p. 480. � See D.E., pp. 391-2. 3 D.E., p. 175. 
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criticize such 'crudeness and frivolity'. Srimer's answer is :  'But 
have you taSks if you do not set yourself them? So long as you set 
them you will not give them up, and I certainly do not care if you 
think, and, thinking, create a thousand thoughts. But you who 
have set the tasks, are you IlOt to be able to throw them over 
again ? Must you be bound to these tasks, and must they become 
absolute taSks ?'! Metaphysical 'problems' are not to be taken 
serioU'lly. Within any game problems will arise, generated by the 
very terms of the game to which the players themselves have 
assented, which they have perhaps even themselves invented; 
indeed it is of the very nature of most games to generate such 
problems, in the solution of which much of the intrinsic pleasure of 
the game consists; but it is also true that the whole point of a game 
is that the participants freely cboose to play it, that they play it 
primarily for their own amU'lem.ent, and that they will ilormally 
cease to play it when the game has ceased to amuse. If meta
physical 'thinking' is essentially a game in which symbols are 
manipulated to produce an aesthetically pleasing verbal edifice, 
the problems it generates may deeply interest but must not be 
allowed to oppress or disquiet its player, to 'possess' him, for 
the egoist is not only or primarily a thinker. He always can (and 
always eventually will) become 'thoughtless'; that is, he can, and 
will, cease to play this particular game. 'The possessed man . . .  
wants to dissolve thoughts by means of thoughts,' says Stirner, 
'but I say that only thoughtlessness truly saves me from thoughts. 
Not thought, but thoughtlessness-I myself, the unthinkable and 
incomprehensible-will restore me to possession of mysel£'l 

Thus the egoistic metaphysician does not know what it is to , 
work with a sense of profound intellectual responsibility. The 
thinking of The Unique One, like all his conduct, is wholly 
arbitrary. His relationship to his philosophical ideas. like his 
relationship to the rCSt of his property, is strictly irresponsible. 
'Proprietary thinking' is diametrically opposed to what Stirner 
calls 'free thinking', that is, the kind of thinking in which the 
philosopher is committed to follow the free movement of ideas. 
to 'follow the argument wherever it may lead' in a spirit of high 
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seriousness and perfect disinterestedness, the kind of thinking in 
which the ideas, regarded as spontaneous, self-propelling realities, 
may be free but in which the tlri"ker, commissioned to study and 
faithfully record the movements of these noumenal rC21itics, is 
most certainly subservient and bound. 'To the thinker his thinking 
is a "sublime labour, a sacred activicy", and it rests on a firmJaitlt, 
the faith in Truth. At fim praying is a sacred activicy, then this 

t sacred "devotion" passes over into a rational and reasoning 
"thinking", which, however, likewise retains its underangeable 
basis of faith, and is nothing more than a wonderful machine 
which the Spirit of Truth harnesses in its service. Free thinking 
and free knowledge put me to work-for it is not I that am free, 
not I who put myself to work, but thinking is free and purs me 
to work . . . .'1 Whereas Stirner's proprietary thinker nevcr 
forgets that he is a whole man, with physical, economic, and 
emotional needs and interests, me self-styled 'pure thinker', 
in his attempt to pursue impersonal Truth without regard to its 
effect upon his other interests, is in fact treating his whole being 
as a means to what is merely one part of his being: his intellectual 
interests have become an obsession, and he himsclfhas become a 
fanatic. 'The thinker is blind to tbe immediacy of things, and 
incapable of mastering them: he does not eat, does not drink, does 
not enjoy; for the cater and drinker is never the thinker, indeed 
the laner forgets about eating and drinking, his getting on in life, 
the cares of nourishment, etc., over his thinking; he forgers it as 
the praying man too forgets it. This is why he appears to the 
forceful son of nature as a ridiculous crank, a fool---cven ifhc docs 
look upon him as holy, just as lunatics appeared so to the ancients. 
Free thinking is lunacy, because it is tbe pure ",ovement oj inwardness, 
of the merely inward man, which guides and rules the rest of the 
man.'2 

'Totally different from this free thinking', says Sticner, 'is 
proprietary thinking, my thinking, a thinking which does not lead 
me but is directed, continued, or broken offby me at my pleasure. '3 
Idealist metaphysicians like Hegel and materialist metaphysicians 
like Feuerbach are all 'struck fast' in the same illusion, since they 
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all seck to discover, in and by thought, an absolute of being; but 
this 'absolute of being' which they seek is an unreal abstraction, 
for it is itself merely a thought, and in seeking it by absolutizing 
thought they only succeed in making themselves the deluded 
prisoncn of their own metaphysical activity. 'Absolute thought 
is nothing but that thinking which forgets that it is my thinking, 
that I think, and that it only exists through mt. But I, as ego, 
swallow up again what is mine, and am its master; it is only my 
judgment, which J can at any moment ,hal/ge, i.e. annihilate, take 
back into myself, and consume.'! The metaphysics of the pro
prietary thinker does not claim to be a 'reasonable' metaphysics, 
for its author does not claim to be a 'rational' thinker. 'If J am • 
free as "rational I", then the rational in me, or Reason, is free; 
and this freedom of Reason, or freedom of the thought . . .  is at 
the same time the most merciless precedence or domination of the 
thought. If thoughts are free, I am their slave. '2 The metaphysics 
of the proprietary thinker does not eveD claim to be fully in
telligible, for it is only partly an act of human communication. 
We have seen that the proprietary thinker does not bind himself 
to use concepts according to the norms established for these 
concepts by those who 'normally' usc them; he is not bound to 
honour the conventions observed by 'the ordinary body of 
language-users'; and. in any case, what he has to say is in the end 
quite incommunicable, since The Unique One, whose act of 
sdf...dcsignation Der E;IIzige is, designates himself as the being for 
whom 'this poor devil of language lacks a word'l and whose 
being is therefore literally 'unspeakable'. 'If the point is to make 
myself intelligible, to COltlll1unlcate, then assuredly I can make 
use only of humatl means, which are at my command because [ am 
at the same time man. And reaDy I have thoughts only as mani 
as I, I am at the same time tlumghrlt:ss. He who cannot rid himself 
of thoughts is to that extent still merdy a man, still the slave of that 
human institution, language, that treasury of human thoughts. 
Language or "the word" tyrannizes hardest over us, because it 
brings up against us a whole army of fixed ideas.'. To escape 
from the bland preconceptions, the dogmatic and pervasive if 
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tacit assumptions, of one's thinking, language-using neighbours 
involves escaping from the modes of reasoning and the linguistic 
protocols in which these hidden preconceptions are enshrined. 

It might well S(ern that Stirner's account ofrus own activity as a 
metaphysician in effect constitutes a rtdlldio ad absurdllm of his 
metaphysical system. It might well seem that, in his perverse 
insistence on utter privacy, his explicit repudiation of objective 
rational procedures, and his arrogant indifference to the standard 
meanings of the concepts he employs, he has in effect destroyed 
any claims to general validity, or even to general intercst, which 
his metaphysical system might otherwise have enjoyed. How 
seriously are we to take a philosophy whose author, on his own 
avowal, will take no pains to bring coherence and intelligibility into 
his system, whose author refuses to be troubled by such incidental 
defIciencies and prefers to escape, with 'a stretch of the limbs', 
into sublime 'thoughtlessness' whenever the intellectual problems 
generated by his stltements threaten to become vexatious? 

Perhaps indeed the answer is that we are not intended to take 
Scimer's philosophy 'scriously'. In Der Ejnzige Stirner cdebrates 
frivolity, irresponsibility, scepticism and irreverence towards all 
things, and he does not seek to exempt hiruselffrom the eruption 
of absurdity over which he presides. Perhaps The Unique One 
implicitly acknowledges that, since all things are absurd, his own 
philosophy of the Absurd is equally an absurdity. (The very 
paradoxes generated by this type of self-reference would illustrate 
and confirm its absurdity.) In combating 'the spirit of seriousness', 
in reducing all things to absurdity, perhaps he implicitly submits 
his own reductive activity to this 'reduction to absurdity'. 

This interpretation of Somer's purpose is reinforced by the 
many passages in which he describes his philosophy as essentially 
something to be manipulated for his personal recreation and 
enjoyment-that is, as essentially a plaything. 'For I, when I 
criticize . . . .  am only manufacturing a form of self-satisfaction, 
amusing myself according to my taste; according to my need I 
chew the thing up or only inhale its odour.'! Certainly, Stirner's 
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own account of his philosophical activity attributes to it many 
features which strikingly resemble the distinctive features of 
'play'. Play is the par2digm of a free act:! a person normally 
chooses to engage in play, not bcC2llSe he is compeUed to do so or 
because the plaY-2ctivity is a necessary means for gaining some 
ulterior end, hut purdy and simply because he elects to spend this 
portion of time in this way. Thus pl2Y sh2res with The Unique 
One's philosophy the quality of gratllitollStltsS, and like that 
philosophy it is also strictly irrespotlsible. Of course a professional 
player is responsible to his employers, and of course many 
2m2teur players feel a general ohlig2tion to improve their per
formance, which they judge by reference to a set of allegedly 
objective standards: hut the true pl2yer is not a professional 
(Stirner was not a professional phil osopher), or at least in so far as 
he is a true player his p12y is not governed by professional con
siderations; while the felt obligation to improve his standard of 
play is only an 'obligation' in the weakest, least coercive sense, 
since no real obligation is violated if on some occasion the player 
falls below his usual standard of performance. (In any case, the 
concept of a purely private game-if this is a possible concept
implies that the standards of performance arc set by its inventor 
2nd sole player, who ultimately surpmcs or falls below them 
by his own free choice.) 

According to Sartre, 'play is an act or series of acts in which, 
disregarding me rules of me world, one follows self-made rules in 
some SOrt of artificial world'.l This 2rtificial 'world' depends for 
its temporary and fragile existence upon the gratuitous choice of 
the free player, who through it manifcslS his cteativity in a 
peculiarly pure and personal form; 2nd because he is the creator of 
this personal world in which he plays. his activity of playing is at 
the same time an assertion of his tratlsct"dmce, his perpetual 
escape from the game in which he discovers himself but in which 
he refuses to lose himself. To play is to posit the permanent 
possibility of escaping from the game one is playing, just as to 
create is to posit one's independence of one's creation : the 

I See S:utre, &;lIg GIld NCfhin�, Part Four, ch. 2, sec. 11. 
J W. Dnan, 1M r,agk Fill4le, ch. S. KC. III. 
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transcendence of the crcaror consists in his perpetual escape from 
his crcation. Yet because it creates its own distinctive setting or 
'world', the activity of play is also peculiarly self-contained; the 
player moves within a circle of reference in terms of which every 
relevant issue may be ideaUy resolved, and while the game is in 
progress it generates its own magic whereby external reality in all 
its aspects--evcry workaday. utilitarian, 'serious' consideration-is 
automatically and completely excluded as the player expends his 
consciousness upon the game in hand: although he can always 
escape from the world of the game because it is a world which he 
has freely chosen, the game is itself an escape from the demands of 
the external world, of which the player, for the time being at 
least, ideally refuses to take cognizance. Except incidenrally, the 
game docs not serve any ulterior purpose, and the activity of play 
does not require to be justified in terms of any end external to 
itself; play is self-contained in the sense that the player engages in 
it, not in order to satisfy some given and prior need, but purely 
because of the satisfaction inherent in the activity of play itself. 

Now, it is evident that Scimer's activity as a metaphysical 
'thinker' corresponds to the activity of play in all these character
istic respects. Der Ei"zige may be thought of as the private game 
of its solitary author, who through it manifests his creativity by 
manipu1ating his personal system of concepts without regard 
either to the canons of impersonal logic or to the harsh facts of his 
objective situation. Stimer does not consider himself to be bound 
to the doctrines of Der Eillzige, or committed to the propositions 
therein expressed: even his affirmation of egoism, as an affirmation, 
is at last said to be no more than a 'phrase', a manner of speaking.! 
With an ironic C1�oyment of paradox, he always describes him
self as remaining above and beyond the descriptions he gives of 
himself. He always leaves open an escape-route from the com
promising metaphysical game he has chosen to play. And of 
course in his subjective metaphysical identity as 'The Unique 
One', he may conversely be thought of as escaping from his 
concrete, literal, public identity as the modest, frugal high-school 
teacher of limited means and achievement. (Certainly Marx 
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thought ofStimer's work as escapist is this sense.) Like a game, the 
mctaphysiC21 system of Der Eillzigt is not designed to satisfy the 
demands of the external world, for it is created solely for the 
aesthetic pleasure its author takes in creating it. It does not 
describe the world as it actually is ; it docs not advance the 
interests of mankind; it docs not profess to enlighten or edify its 
readers; it docs not even purport to serve the material interests of 
its author. 'I sing as the bird sings, which on the bough alights,' 
says Stiener, quoting Goethe. 'The song that from me springs is 
pay which well requites.'! 'But,' he adds to his readers, 'I use you 
in all this because I-need ears.'2 

It seenu, then, that the metaphysical system of De, Einzige is a 
private game of a very specific kind. For Stiener, to philosophize 
is to 'sing'. Like F. A. Lange and some other writers who have 
tried to render the peculiar qualiry of metaphysical thinking, 
Stiener seems to regard the activity of the metaphysician as 
analogous to that of the poet. Certainly, like the poet, he is 
engaged in constructing a work of verbal artifice in which he 
seeks to accomplish self-delivery drrough a free act of self
expression. More generally, De, Eitlzige might be said to be 
analogous to a work of art which the artist has undertaken purely 
for his own gratification and self-commemoration. Of course the 
creative, artistic purposes behind Scimcr's metaphysical system. 
and its self-fulfilling, purely recreative aspects, are logically 
distinct. The activity of creation and the activity of play may both 
be forms of appropriation, but Dot all creation is a form of play 
(e.g. the creation of tools in order to perform work2d2Y tasks), 
and it is by no means the case that all play involves an act of 
creation (e.g. dancing, most sports, most children's games, which 
do not produce a final artefact for subsequent contemplation and 
enjoyment). However, there are many types of play which arc 
essentially cre2tive in the sense required. A child in class may be 
simply 'playing with his pencil', or he may be playing with his 
pencil in the distinctive way which produces a 'doodle'; to play 
with snow may be to build a snowman; to play with a mecc�DO 
set is to build a model bridge or tower. The complex game which 

I D.E., p. 347. 1 D.E., 1oc. cit. 
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Srimer is playing with and for himself is essentially creative in this 
sense. It is the private game of an artist whose artistry expresses 
itselfin the form of an imaginative and grandiloquent self-portrait. 
which he installs at the very centre of an aesthetically reconstituted 
'world' to accommodate and illumine it; the whole project, how
ever, having been originally undertaken from the purest motives 
of self-gratification and self-release. Like creative art generally, 
in many forms of creative play there is a large element of fantasy. 
As in many children's games, the player may express himself by 
donning a fantastic identity. His game may become a 'play' in the 
dramatic sense, and he may set himself an imaginary [ole to enact. 
Or-as Stirnee docs in portraying his fantastic identity as 'The 
Unique One'-instead of literally acting out his imaginary role in 
a series of overt physical actions within a concrete (if imagin
atively transformed) physical and social setting, he may prefer to 
enshrine his fantasy within the safe and prosaic pages of a printed 
book. In this case the specific artistic game which he is playing is 
presumably that of the writer of autobiographical fiction. It is 
clearly arguable that Der Einzige, despite its philosophical tennin
ology and its apparent pretensions to dialectical cogency, is 
essentially a work of autobiographical fiction. 

Poetry, art, self-dramatization. autobiographical fiction-these 
classifications are to some extent overlapping, and in any case the 
precise artistic genre to which one assigns Der Einzige is a matter of 
secondary importance. If the foregoing analysis is COrrect. what is 
chiefly relevant is that the whole philosophical project realized in 
Der Einzige can only be judged as a form of private play (which 
amounts to saying that it cannot really bejudged ataB) and that the 
factors governing Stimer's realization of his philosophical project 
are purely aesdletic (which invalidates any 'philosophical' 
criticisms based on considerations of logical consistency or fidelity 
to human experience). The materials used by Stirner in his 
metaphysical game are 'words, nothing but words') Just as 
within the game of chess carved pieces of wood arc accorded the 
conventional status of'IGngs' or 'pawns', so within the language
game of metaphysics certain combinations of words are accorded 

I D.E., p. 406. 
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the conventional status of'truths'. 'Truths are phrases, m.anners of 
speaking, words; brought into connection, or into an articulate 
series, they form logic, science, philosophy.'1 Like any other 
literary craftsman, Smller is engaged in assembling words to form 
appropriate sentences, from which he gradually constructs a 
complex but unified verbal edifice, to be at last sealed by his 
approval and stamped with his consenting signature. But unlike 
other literary craftsmen, his attention is throughout txdllsivtly 
directed to the words he is manipulating; he does not look up 
from his sentences to ascertain their relevance to the world tbey 
purport to describe, or even to determine their applicability to the 
writer whose self-regard they purport to express; throughout his 
creative activity, the considerations uppermost in his mind are 
purdy aesthetic, purely internal to [he linguistic game he is 
obsessively playing; and bis [mal approval of the complete 
product which is Der Ei/lzigt is studiously reserved, a reserve 
which he symbolizes by appending a characccristically pseudony
mous signature. 

Nevertheless. the verbal edifice which Stimer h:u constructed 
pllfports to offer a picture of the author (as the 'unique proprietor') 
and of the world he inhabits (as his 'sole property'). It purports to 
be an exposition and defence of 'consciolls egoism', and Stimer's 
readers might well feel that they are entitled to paiS judgment 011 
the truth or falsity of the egoistic system therein depicted. It 
would seem, however, that to interrogate Stiener's system in this 
way, to raise the question of its 'objective truth or falsity', would 
be to raise a strictly senseless question. If Stiener's metaphysical 
lIctivity is essentially a form of self-indulgence, if it is essentially a 
form of sheer verbal play, the question of its objective tcllth or 
falsity can scarcely arise. Naturally, in the course of his metll
physical game he commonly frames propositions which formally 
resemble the straightforwardly mellningful propositions of 
logicians, theologians, psychologists. historians, moralists and 
others who use language to describe, explain, or evaluate. (This is 
whllt is meant by saying mat Dtr Eillzigt 'purports' to describe the 
world and the author's place in it. Many forms of play are 

I D.E.., p. 407. 
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characteristically imitative, to the extent that the fantasies 
enacted in and through them closely resemble the actual be
haviour of serious men purposefully engaged in the rcal world's 
tasks. Clearly, however, while the activities of the playing child 
may purport to be those of a policeman, they are not to be finally 
judged by dlC standards used in judging actual police work.) 
Naturally, too, since it is this kind of a game be is distinctively 
playing, the terms 'truc' and 'false' figure among the verbal 
counters with which he is playing. It must, however, be always 
borne in mind that for Stimer the egoist's 'truths' are 'truc' only 
in so far as they serve his egoistic purposes-in the case of meta
physical 'truths' only in so far as they serve his purpose of self
gratification and sdf-display. They receive their statw as 'truths' 
only within [he tcrms of his chosen system. Until this status is 
artificially confcrred upon it, until it is appropriated as a significant 
counter within his metaphysical game, a literally true proposition 
simply existS as a brute natural object and its literal truth 'is in 
vain, because it has its "allie, not ill itstlf, but in mejlar itselfit is 
wortl,less: the truth is a-aeatllrt'.1 

To pronounce a proposition 'true' is thw to award it a certain 
status, to dignify it ill a certain way. It is arguable that every use of 
the word 'truc' includes this element of positive appraisal,l and 
that it is this honorific element which unifies the widely varying 
applications of the word in different contexts-factual, purely 
formal, practical, and so on-demanding widely different criteria. 
Thw the criteria on which a proposition is pronounced 'true' in a 
particular context may be correspondence-co-fact, formal 
coherence within a body of previowly accepted propositions, or 
even pragmatic utility; but in any context whatsoever to pro
nounce a proposition 'true' is at least to characterize it as 'worthy 
of being asserted'. If, as is presumably the case, at least this 
residual element of positive appraisal is retained in Scimer's 
application of the term to the axial propositions of his meta
physical system, then to this extent his use of thc term is not 
completely vacuous. Neverdldess it remains completely arbitrary, 

I D.E., p. 41S. 

Z See, e.g., A. R. While, 'Truth as Appnisal', in MiluI, vol lxvi. 
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for the criterion on which he designates a proposition as 'true' 
remains his own unguided whim, that is to say, a total absence of 
criteria. It cannot be said that his criterioll is formal coherence 
according to the rules of his system, if this system is a studied 
exercise in incoherence and if its architectonic is itself a vulnerable 
product of his whim. And to say that his truth-criteria are purely 
aesthetic, in the sense relevant to his acknowledged activity of 
aesthetic play, is of course to say no more than that his judgments 
of metaphysical truth and falsehood arc all rooted in his un
decipherable resolve to amuse himself in this specific way. 

If, however, the concept of 'truth' as it is applied to particular 
statements within Stimer's metaphysical system is a purdy 
nominal and honorific concept; and if dle interpretation of the 
whole system as essenriaUy the product of a private verbal game 
renders the question of the whole system's objective truth or 
falsehood a stricdy senseless question; how then arc we to eYlluate 
Der Eitlzige as (what it indeed purportS to be) the self-portrait of 
the nihilistic egoist in the figure of The Unique One? Stimer's 
system is riddled with paradoxes of self-reference, and the system 
as a whole might be said to enshrine a version of the 'paradox of the 
liar'. Is there any sense in which the metaphysical system resulting 
from his philosophical activity can be taken seriously, if-in terms 
of the system itself-this original activity is designated as ulti
mately frivolous? We can of course try to ignore Stimer's own 
account of his activity, treating the metaphysical system. the 
exposition and defence of nihilistic egoism, as an independent 
object of our direct study. We can seek to evaluate it in terms of 
its inner consistency and its relevance to our experience, for the 
utterances of a self-confessed liar may yet be credible on these 
independent grounds, while of course receiving no suppOrt from 
his own testimony. Perhaps, in the course of his frivolous verbal 
game, Stimcr has incidentally produced a vivid and illuminating 
portrait of thc nihilistic egoist, for many a truth may be uncon
sciously acted out in the medium of fantasy. 

However, such attempts to evaluate Der Eillzige by dint of 
ignoring one of its central and most significant features, although 
logically jusri.6able, are bound to distort and impoverish the 
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existential project which the book embodies. The book is indeed a 
self-portrait of the nihilistic egoist, but one of the features por
trayed (without which the portrait would not be complete) is 
precisely its subject's and author's determination to portray him
self as he pleases, without regard to objective standards of accuracy 
or perspective. To portray the nihilistic egoist truthfully is to 
portray someone without regard for truthfulness. It would seem 
to follow that a self-portrait of the nihilistic egoist, if it is going to 
have any pretensions to verisimilitude, is bound to disclaim all 
pretensions to verisimilitude; and, accordingly, that any attempted 
evaluation which refuses to take account of the self-portraitist's 
studied disregard of objective accuracy is bound to be invalidated 
from the start. 

The metaphysical system of Der Eitlzige must therefore be 
evaluated as a whole or not at all. Perhaps to evaluate it as a whole 
is to conclude that it cannot really be judged at all. Is it to be 
expected mat a nihilistic egoist, as Stimer portrays him, would 
portray himself as Stiener portrays himself? Is it to be expected 
that a rapacious, serpentine, evasive, ruthlessly sclf-centred and 
self-destructive man would publicly portray himself as someone 
with these qualities ?  Perhaps the answer is that ifhe were to do so 
he would do so in precisely the manner that Stirner has chosen, 
pseudonymowly, and with the reiterated warning that his word
and implicitly his own self-description-is not to be taken 
seriowly. To depict himself and his world in such a way would be 
at once to gratify his passion for se1f-display through metaphysical 
artifice and to disarm, or at least bewilder, those from whose 
disfavour he had most to fear. The German police authorities in 
fact found Der Eillzige 'too absurd' for their severer notice, a 
judgment in which contemporary philosophical opinion rapidly 
concurred. 

In Chapter X it was argued that in VeT Eitlzige Stiencr is 
attempting to realize, in existential terms, the outcome of a truly 
self-consistent nihilism; and that he attempts to do so by por
traying, on the one hand, the self-centred and self-destructive 
personality of the nihilistic egoist, The Unique One, and, on the 
other hand, by depicting the barren, meaningless nihilistic 
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'world' against which, as background, the figure of the nihilistic 
egoist projects himself It was further argued that the 'world' of 
the nihilistic egoist is a world which he has himself'created', in the 
sense that he has transfigured the brute, meaningless data of his 
original, natural experience, by a metaphysical conversion, into 
that deliberately brutal and artificially meaningless construction 
which he ultimately affirms as his 'world'. Unlike the chosen 
'worlds' of the existentialists, the metaphysical 'world' which he 
has consciously entered is a 'world' which symbolically preserves 
those features of his original experience-gratuitousness, pur
poselessness, absurdity-which, as the self-consistent nihilist, he is 
resolved to appropriate and affirm. (This private metaphysical 
'world' is, of course, identical with the private metaphysical 
system ofDer Einzige.) Now, in Chapter X it was claimed that the 
artificial, freely chosen 'world' of the nihilist 'carries forward and 
reBects' the sterility, the vacuity, the meaninglessness, of his 
original, basic experience, and that it is this fidelity to his original 
and basic experience in virtue of which he might justly be said to 
have carried through the project from which the existentialists 
have all ultimately recoiled, namely, the project of existentially 
affirming and inwardly appropriating that nihilistic truth which 
for him, in common with the existentialists, was the one starting
point. However, it now transpires that Stirner's personal re
creation of this nihilistic truth is no more than a form of personal 
recreation. The question is dearly crucial: 'By thus stamping his 
self-affirmation as completely frivolous, has he jeopardized its 
existential quality as the self-affirmation of a truly consistent 
nihilist?' 

Surely there can he no real doubt about the answer. If the creator, 
as 'creator', necessarily transcends his creation, then to create, in 
the manner ofStiener and the existentialists, a private metaphysical 
'world' of whatever kind is necessarily to transcend the world one 
has chosen, to place oneself at a certain distance from it. The 
creator who fails to preserve this distance is finally absorbed by his 
creation; but on the other hand, to fail to retain any relationship 
to the world one professes to have chosen (to allow, so to speak, 
the distance to increase to infinity) is really to have ceased to 
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choose, to have ceased to appropriate and affirm a personal 
'world' at aU. The creative tension is absolutely necessary, and the 
figurarive distance has to be maintained, if the equilibrium of 
creator-creation is to be preserved. Now, the dilemma of the 
existentialists is precisely this. The existentialist is threatened, on 
the one hand, with being absorbed by the Marxist or Fascist 
'world' of his choice and becoming, accordingly, a Marxist or 
Fascist tOlit pur, forgetting that his Marxism or Fascism is always 
merely his, a personal and unjustifiable choice which he per
petually transcends; he reduces his distance from his chosen 
'world' to zero, becomes identified with it, and finally becomes 
an apostate from existentialism. which had required him to 
remain conscious of the fragility and absurdity of his chosen 
'world' and of his choice itself. On the other hand, he may 
reiterate the fragility and absurdity of his Marxism or Fascism so 
forcefully that it at last becomes impossible to consider him a 
Marxist or Fascist in any recognizable sense; in fact he is nothing ; 
he has created nothing, neither a personal identity nor a world, 
because he has in fact refused to create anythiug. It certainly 
cannot be said that he has chosen to remain a nihilist, for, without 
having succeeded in escaping from nihilism, he remairufiozerl ;'1 a 
postllft! of escape fiom 'Iihifism. Like his fellow, the apostate from 
existentialism, he has sought to repudiate the original nihilistic 
truth by which Ius ultimate choice was to be governed; only, 
unlike his fellow, he has failed to repudiate it; he is trapped. 

Stirner, of course, represents the third and only remaining 
possibility. He is resolved to abide by the truth of his original 
nihilistic experience, by which his ultimate choice shall be 
governed; but he is also resolved that this shall be a choice, free1y 
appropriated and decisivdy willed. He is not to repudiate 
nihilism, and he is not to be trapped by it, but instead to affirm it 
and to create a nihilistic 'world' as the only 'world' in which he 
can consistently live--or rather to re-create this as his 'world' : the 
'world' of his ultimate choice is the world of his original ex
perience, and his act of creation is, as we have seen, an activity of 
recreation. However, this does not mean that the choice of 
nihilism is in any way a privileged or inevitable choice, for if it 
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were it would not be an existential 'choice'. As a 'choice', it 
remains completely personal and finally unjustifiable, and its 
author must always recognize that it is merely his choice. The 
figurative distance between the nihilistic creator and his nihilistic 
creation must be preserved ifhe is to be the 'creator' of the nihilistic 
world and not its victim. And this 'distance', this symbolic 
transcendence, has somchow to be realized, somehow to be 
formulated and asserted, if it is to be consciously preserved. 

Now it is arguable that, in stamping his act of self-affirmation 
in Der Eillzige as purely frivolous, Stimer is essentially attempting 
to realize and express this symbolic distance which must separate 
the nihilistic 'world' of his creation from himself as its creator, if 
he is to be its 'creator'. The image of the languid aesthete, savour
ing metaphysical ideas as he would savour the bouquet of a wine; 
the image of the reckless minstrel, filling the empry silence with 
the chance notes of a fleeting hour; the recurring image of the 
leisured and self-indulgent egoist, taking up his philosophy like 
a new and delightful toy, which he will cast aside the moment it 
begins to bore him: such images, it is arguable, are perfectly 
designed to formulate and assert the nihilist's inward and COI1-
tinuous detachment from his creation. And if this is indeed so, if 
Stimer is indeed aware, however dimly or intuitively, of the need 
to preserve a discreet and balanced detachment from the nihilistic 
'world' on which his choice has finally settled, men it is hard to 
see how this necessary symbolic transcendence could have been 
more fittingly affirmed and rendered fluent. I have suggested that 
Stimer's attitude to the world-system, or the system-world, over 
which he presides as The Unique One, is essentially that of the 
player. Certainly, the concept of play summarizes much that is 
characteristic of Stimer's attitude to his own philosophy-his 
attitude to that personal 'world' in which he has chosen to live
and above all it manifests his disenchantment, with himself, with 
his own activiry of philosophical creation, and with the ultimate 
product of thac activity. For the nihilist, nothing is worth doing, 
nothing is worth being; and for the resolutely self-consistent 
nihilist, who actively wills and inwardly appropriates the truth of 
nihilism, it is equally true that to live as a nihilist in the nihilistic 
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world of onc's choice is equally worthless. The self-consistcnt 
nihilist, like the existentialist, denies that it is possible ultimately to 
'be' anything, in the sense of 'being' fully. finally. and justifiably, 
a Christian, Marxist, Fascist, or anything else whatsoever. Unlike 
the existc.ntiaJist. the self-consistcm nihilist-if he is Stimer's 
nihilistic egoist-sctdes. without guilt or recrimination, for a life 
in which he will accordingly do no more than 'act out' the 
nihilistic identity which he has chosen. His choice of a nihilistic 
identity, within a nihilistic world, is neither privileged nor in
evitable; but given tills basic choice, the quality of frivolity with 
which it has to be wiUed and lived is inevitable. Since, in the last 
analysis, nihilism is the refusal to take anything or anyone 
seriously, it must also be the refusal to take nihilism, and the 
nihilist himself, seriously. To 'be' a nihilist, Stience has surely well 
illustrated, is essentially to play at being a nihilist. 



C O N C L U S I O N  

Der Einzige ImJ sci" Eigellt/flllll certainly cannot be ranked 
among the great mcraphysical treatises of the nineteenth century. 
Unlike, say, Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind, Stimer's book is Dot 
rich in logical refinem�ts �d does not offer an abundance of 
mCf2physical insights. Sbmer s conceptual resources ace limited 
and. although he Clllployed th�m wi� great energy and con
centration, he deliberately restricted his operations to a small, if 
crucial, area of metaphysical concern. Nevertheless, despite its 
obvious limitations and its relative lack of technical sophistication, 
Der Einzige surely remains a profoundly original and a uniquely 
disturbing book. After a hundred and twenry years Stirner's 
voice rings no Jess uc�en�ly. and the gr� solution which he 
describes cercain1y rctams Its power to fasCInate and to dismay. 
We can perhaps scarcdy a�rcc with James H�cker's judgment. 
that it is 'the mose revoluDonary book ever wnuen'; but we are 
bound to agree with him that it is 'a veritable breviary of des
ttuction, a striking and danger�w book , , : dangerous in every 
sense',! Indeed. even to compare It to Th� Prmu ofMachiaveUi. as 
James J. Marrin Ius done,l is not so extravagant as it might at first 
sight seem: both books are renurkably Outspoken, both have 
cawed great scandal and offence, with brutal realism both have 
set OUt to publish what their authors have affirmed to be funda
mental if deeply unpleasant ttuths. 

'The issues which Srirner raised and Marx met'. says Sidney 
Hook at the outset of his discussi�n of r."� German Ideology, 'have 
a definite relevance to the COnflict of Idcas and attitudes in the 
contemporary world in Europe :md Amcrica today. Indeed we 
might even say that chis is due to the fact that Stirncr and Marx 

1 J. Huneku, EgClisu, New York, 1909. p. 371. 
, The EgCl end HiJ 011111, 19/51, Introduction by James J. Martin, p. xx. 
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are here discussing the fundamental problems of any possible 
system of ethics or public morality.'! Although Hook was 
writing in 1936, Sir Herbert Read comments: 'Now, after a 
second world war, which has brought all these fundamemal 
problems into sharper focus, the relevance ofStimer's philosophy 
is all the more apparent.'2 Our own period, like that in which 
Stirner was writing. is onc in which traditional moral attitudes are 
being widely discarded and deeply held ideas are going into the 
melting-pot. Like him, we are living in an age of ideological up
heaval. We are witnessing a widespread disillusion, not only with 
the received codes of personal ethics, but also with the value of 
rational procedures in the settlement of moral and social disputes. 
The ethical assumptions of democratic society, which are based in 
turn on an optimistic rationalism, are being sharply questioned by 
some of the most articulate members of democratic society, 
particularly by its younger members. The value of open rational 
discussion, for example, of free speech, which is a cardinal 
principle of liberal humanism, was rancorously impugned by 
Stirner and is today being vehemently questioned by many 
groups which may be widely different in their character and aims 
but which share a growing disregard of the conventions ofliberal 
humanism. lfliberal humanism is on the defensive, this is because 
many of its basic principles seem increasingly irrelevant to larger 
numbers of people. To such people the only realistic social 
programmes are those directed towards a seizure of power. The 
critics of liberal humanism speak with many voices, but one of 
these is the recognizable voice of Srirner, recording his deep 
disgust with the hollow abstractions of public morality and 
cynically affirming his intention to pursue his own private 
interests without regard to useless and irrelevant moral principles. 
In some respects Stirner may well be a portentous figure for our 
own time. 

However, Stirner is also very identifiably a figureofhis own time. 
Whatever Der Einzige may have to say to the intellectual rebels of 

I Hook. Fflml Hegel to Marx, ch. S, introduction. 
1 Sec the essay entitled 'Max Srimer' in the collectioll of essays by Sir Herben 

Read, The Ttntll Muse. london. 1957. 
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the twcntieth century, in mood, style, and tone .the book is very 
much a product of the nincteenth century. As a pIece ofliterature, 
it dearly belongs with the nih.ilistic literature of the nineteenth 
century; the notcs it strikes are dearly part of that despairing and 
satanic chord we find in so many nineteenth century novelists, 
dramatists, poets, and philosophers, from de Sadc at the beginning 
of the century, through Leopardi, Poe, �chopenhauer, von 
Hartmann, Ibsen, Baudelaire, Mallarme, Swmburne. and Rim
baud, to Huysmans, Strindberg, and Nietzsche at its end. R. M. 
Adams has shown! how the 'decadence' of so many nineteenth 
century writers, their obsession with the dcstructive (inclUding the 
self-destructive), the sinister, and the moraUy perverted, was one 
aspect of their intense preoccupation �th the experience of 
Nothingness, of the emptiness and meanmglessness of all things. 
Of course, to most of these writers the name of Stimer would 
have been unknown;z of course, few of these writers were 'nihi
lists' in any strict, philosophical sense; bur the experience which 
they confronted and with which they sought to come to terms 
this �rience of a gaping void at �e h�t of existe�ce, shedding 
the spinruaJ darkness by which theIr wrl�gs w�re mfected, Was 
essentially the nihilistic experience from whi�h Snrner started and 
within which he resolutely chose to make his abode. 

The nineteenth century produced another •. and very different, 
kind of'nihilistic' literature. the literature wntten in vindication 
of the activities of those notorious political terrorists-Russian 
French. and German-to whom the term 'nihilists' is popuJarJ; 
applied. It is to this nihilistic terrorism, both of the Left and of the 
Right, that Camus attempts to relate the philosophy of Der 
Einzige. Just as the dark, nihilistic elements which broke surface in 
the writings of the Baudelaires, the Rimbauds. and the Strindbergs 
have now come to full measure in the European literature of the 
present day (for example. in the work of Genet and Beckett), 
haunting us now in broad daylight, so-as we know to our COSt_ 

I See R. M. Adanu, Nil; Episodes i1l tilt Uurary CAtupwJt <if Void dt.<rillg lilt 
Nine/until Cttl1mr. New York, 1966 . 

. � How�vcr, Ibsen, CCr'Qinly, and M2lbrmi, almost cert:linJy, were familiar 
With the Ideas of Dtr Eillzi�. 
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the nihilism of the nineteenth century terrorists has rcached its full 
measure in the wholesale political terror wimesscd by the present 
century. However, as I have argued earlier, I it is excessively 
fanciful to relate the purely metaphysical, inward-looking 
nihilism ofStimcr to the only too fiercely active, socially revolu
tionary nihilism of the Ncchayevs and the Bakunins. And it is if 
possible more fanciful still to [date the egoistic nihilism ofStirncr 
to the wholly different kind of nihilism undoubtedly latent in the 
ideology of Nazism, as Robert Payne does in attempting to show 
'the complete identity between nihilist and Nazi judgments on 
humanity'.l (Payne even compares a passage from Der Eitlzige3 to 
a passage from a letter of Seyss-Inquart's subsequently produced 
in evidence at the Nuremberg trials.) Stuner is the least social, the 
least political of writers; Dcr Eillzige is the most purely personal, 
the most individualistic of books. The collectivism, more specific
ally the nationalism and racialism, of the Nazis would have been 
utterly abhorrent to Stimer, not of course on moral grounds but 
because of the utter opposition between The Unique One and 
national. racial, or other kinds of collectivity. The Nazis, like the 
nihilistic terrorists of the nineteenth century with their burning 
group loyalties and their readiness to sacrifice their lives to the 
cause for which they fought, would have seemed to The Unique 
One the very type and model of self-alienation, for if there is one 
human posture which to The Unique One symbolizes the most 
complete personal degradation it is the posture of the jallatie. In the 
nihilistic terroristS, in the Nazis, and in The Unique One the 
same seeds of dissolution may have been working; the finished 
philosophy of Der Einzige, however, (although, like other 
philosophies of disillusion. it may incidentally give rise to 
serious social consequences) is in no way a programme for active 
social revolutionaries, but essentially a poem of metaphysical dis
enchanonent for the cynical and introspective solitary; and thus 
Stimcc's a.ffinities are essentially with the Baudelaires and the 
Rimhauds rather than with the Nechayevs and the Seyss-Inquarts. 

I Clu.ptCf VI. J R. Payne, bro, London and New York, 1951, pp. 198-9. 
J D.E., p. 340. 1bc pass:age in question contains the statement: 'I can kill men, 

not torture them.' 
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By no means all commentators have identified Stirner with the 
dark, the violent, or the extravagant in ethics and philosophy. 
Some, like Berdyaev, while acknowledging the ultimate per
versity of Stirner's philosophy, have claimed to discern certain 
fundamental moral truths mirrored therein, perhaps truths about 
the absolute value of personality or the integration of character 
needed to produce true selfhood. 'In Max Stirner,' says Berdyaev, 
'in spite of the falsity oEhis philosophy, true personalism is to be 
found, but in a distorted form." And Sir Herbert Read, CODl
paring Stirner's views with those oEJung and Fromm, states that 
'Stirner's doctrine is, in fact, a plea for the integration of the 
personality, and on that basis the charge of "selfishness" becomes 
somewhat naive'.2 Such attempts to 'redeem' Stirner, however, 
by finding in him themes which, in other hands and in another 
context, could bear a noble and lofty interpretation, are almost 
bound to fail. Any plausibility they have is gained only by totally 
disregarding Stirner's central and reiterated doctrines, and even 
this plausibility disappears when the reputedly noble themes are 
more closely inspected. I have shown, for example, dut, far from 
placing an absolute value on personality, there is nothing-not 
even his own personality-on which Stirner's nihilistic egoist 
places absolute value, for the provisional values which The 
Unique One arbitrarily adopts are aU consciously relative, 
studiously contingent, and in the philosophy of radical finitude 
which Stirner describes it is precisely 'absolute values' which 
excite The Unique Onc's most implacable hostility. I have also 
shown that, far from seeking an ideal integration of personality, 
Stirner's nihilistic egoist, who rejects aU ideals, spccificaUy rejects 
the ideal of integrated personality: The Unique One's egoism is a 
nihilistic egoism precisely because his choice of an identity 
is the choice of an identity in continual disintegration, in cOllStant 
'Bux and dissolution'. Every attempt to extract a set ofbenc£icCDt 
moral principles from Der Einzige is virtual1y bound to be stulti
fied in advance, since it is olle of Stirner's central and reiterated 
doctrines, which Der Eillzige labours so hard to annotate, that all 
moral principles arc equally meaningless and equaUy impertinent. 

, N. Berdyac:v. SIQII"), fIIId FrmW'", London, l!Hl. p. ]-4. I Read.loc. ck 
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To seek in Scimer a positive moral or social philosophy, then, is 
to seek in vain: the philosophy of The Unique One is pro
foundly indifferent to moral and social 'issues', This is not to say 
that such an amoral and asocial philosophy does not have serious 
and far-reaching moral and social implications. A society in which 
Stirnec's self-centred indifferentism became a generally held 
attitude would be a society on the brink of dissolution. A liberal 
democratic society whose educated members were overcome by 
this spirit of cynical disillusion, pursuing their private interests 
without public conscience or social responsibility, would quickly 
fall prey to the many declared enemies of democratic liberalism
even although these private egoists might have no more sympathy 
with the enemies ofliberalism than they had respect for the values 
of liberalism itself Uust as Stimer, contemptuous of liberal 
humanism, was equally contcmptuous of the Young Hegelian 
alternatives proposed by the social revolutionaries of his own 
society and age}. Now, it is arguable that, in so far as the lessons of 
Der Einzige have any relevance to our own social problems, it 
will be a negative relevance of this kind. Stimer's nihilistic egoism 
is not reflected in the many organized movements, with dcfinjte 
revolutionary objectives, which are consciously seeking to over
throw liberal democratic society as we know it. It is rather re
flected, more subtly, in the moods of self -centred indifference, of 
cynical disillusion and narrow self-seeking, experienced by many 
uncommitted members of our society, including some of the 
most honest and thoughtful. It is reflected, that is to say, not in the 
activities of the politically committed, concerned about social 
issues and the future of society, but in the minds of private 
individuals interested only in themselves and their own futures. 

We are here dealing with a moral phenomenon which, I have 
earlier argued, is grounded in a basic metaphysical experience. If 
the moral phenomenon-the rootlessness, irresponsibility, de
structiveness, and self-seeking of so many people, their lack of 
stable loyalties or deep convictions-is manifested with the most 
disturbing clarity in the per:sonal lifc of private individuals, this is 
perhaps because it is grounded in a metaphysical experience which 
is essentially private, essentially subjective to the solitary and 
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disengaged consciousness. The experience in question is an ex
perience of the apparent worthlessness of everything, of general 
futility, of profound and all-consuming meaninglessness: it is the 
experience which, under the somewhat tendentious names of 
'anguish' and 'dread', has in our times attracted the special 
attention of existentialist philosophers in particular. In the present 
book I have tried to locate and define the main resemblances 
between existentialist philosophy and the philosophy of Der 
Einzige, for, as Sir Herbert Read puts it, 'Stirner is one of the most 
existentialist of all past philosophers' ,1 and in doing so I have 
suggested that the point of departure for both Stimer and the 
existentialists is this crucial experience of the meaninglessness of all 
things. The experience is referred to by many names. Let us call it 
the experience of estrangement. I have argued that, whereas the 
existentialists seek by one means or another to overcome this 
condition of estrangement, it is Stirner's explicit resolve to 
accept this condition, to affirm himself within the dimension of 
estrangement as his freely chosen habitation and province. 
Readers may not accept that the egoistic solution projected by 
Stirner is realizable on the terms proposed by him (or desirable, if 
it is realizable) ; but it must surely be acknowledged that his 
descriptions of rootlessness, solitude, destructiveness, and inner 
sterility-in the figure of The Unique One-represent a con
tribution to the phenomenology of estrangement which is of the 
most immediate relevance to anyone concerned to understand 
and evaluate that perilous condition. 

I should want to claim that this is the chief source of Stimer's 
contemporary and permanent relevance. In Der Einzige tllld seill 
Eigellthllm he has conveyed to us a record of what it is like to live in 
the dark, barren regions of estrangement, in the waste land where 
nothing has meaning, purpose, or value. His decision to live in this 
waste land has been a deliberate and conscious one, made in full 
awareness of its implications for his personal existence, and as such 
it ought to be of searching interest to all those who from different 
standpoints are concerned to explore the implications of human 
estrangement. To the religious believer, for example, Stirner's 

1 Read, Exis/tlllialislII, Marxism and AUllrcllinll, London, 1950, p. 24. 
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account ought to shed a grim light on the nature and implications 
of'sin·. conceived as estrangement from God, from the ground and 
goal of our being; for in his proud self-sufficiency The Unique 
One is the archetype of the sinful individual. basing his life of 
egoistic self-assertion on a conscious refusal of present grace or 
future salvation. From one point of view we may consider 
Stirncc's philosophy as beginning and ending with the rejection 
of God. The posture of The Unique One, as we have seen, is the 
posture of the total atheist. It is the posture of the man who re
jects God tOtally. who not merely denies the existence of God on 
intellectual grounds but utterly rejects him with his whole being, 
as an existential act, rejecting at the same time every concept to 
which vestiges of 'the divine', 'the holy', 'the sacred', still cling. 
According to the Christian it is an acceptance of just such a full 
and final kind which is required by true faith. And according to 
Stimer no less than such a full and final refusal is demanded by 
true atheism. The theological ferment of the prescnt time, in 
which thinkers like VanBuren, seeking a truly secular Christianity, 
are endeavouring to effect a fruitful synthesis between traditional 
Cluistian belief and a deepened, more perceptive humanism, 
would be dismissed by Stimer (as he dismissed the progranunes of 
theological reconstruction ofrus own day) as ultimately irrelevant. 
To choose oneself as an atheist of course involves repudiating the 
dogmas of religion, but it involves much more than tillS; the truly 
radical atheist, Stirner tells us, will refuse, in a free and unjustifiable 
act of choice, everything which religion claims to offer-whether 
it is the Christian religion offering 'salvation' or 'eternal life', or a 
humanistic religion offering 'fulfilment' or 'universal brother
hood'. For Stimer, to live as a truly radica1 atheist is to live the life 
of the nihilistic egoist, to live in deliberately chosen estrangement 
from God and man. In The Unique One Stimer has attempted to 
describe someone who has unflinchingly chosen to live in this 
desolate dimension of total estrangement. AJ; the most complete 
and circumstantial account of what this choice involves, therefore, 
Der Einzige I/Ild sein Eigenthlltll surely has a unique and lasting 
importance for everyone concerned about man's prospects of 
spiritual gain-or of utter spiritual loss. 
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